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TheBall's
digital technology from ADCOM is the heart of a

home theater system that integrates our awaid

winning designs and performance with the
latest breakthroughs in home entertainment
audio and audio/video components.

Start with an all new "on -screen",
"user-friendly" interface technology that will
obsolete all your remote controls - It can oper-

ate basically every audio and video component

you own (or ever will own), and almost any
other remote controllable product you choose.

Now, integrate it with a complete
home theater audio system designed around an

ADCOM DOLBY Digital (AC -3) decoder with
the latest and best (of course) MOTOROLA DSP

devices to get the most out of the new DVD
technology, an ADCOM Tuner/Preamplifier with

five Sunound Sound modes including DOLBY

ProLogic, and all powered by a world -class
ADCOM THX certified amplifier that delivers
over 130 watts of power into 5 channels.

And Iause ADCOM always builds
products for tomorrow as well as today, THE
BALL is HDTV upgradeable and can easily be

customized to add and upgrade any or all of
your components.

ADCOM, for more than 20 years, has

been an industry leader in designing and
building state-of-the-art, yet cost effective, home

entertainment products. The first company to be

consistently acknowledged for offering audio
and audio/video components that outperform
competitive products costing two, three, and five

times as much.

So it comes as no surprise that when

ADCOM develops a home entertainment
system, it represents a whole new level of
technology and innovation that offers a

combination of performance, convenience, and

features that everyone else can only envy.

But wait, there's more.. .
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DVX8000 MULTIMEDIA HOME THEATER
Experience DVD movies, DVD-ROM gaming, even the

Internet with intense sound and graphics. DVX8000
manages and enhances your entire home theater set-up. Video

line doubler, 3-D graphics accelerator and audio technology

Dolby Digital Is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.



by Marantz® (including Dolby Digital"). All integrated with

powerful multimedia PC functionality. It's entertainment to

the extreme. Available at select dealers. For more info on

Philips Extreme Home Entertainment call 1-888-486-6272

or visit us at www.mmhometheater.com
©1997 Philips Electronics North America Corp.
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simply see what you've been missing. the biggest look this seasc

to a conventional tv screen, so you can see more of the original

I" wider ultra -flat picture tube. built-ir, j-4,17 j, vvatt. SOL ld s.tstem. two -tuner picture -in -picture (PIP



efta LARGE
the XXL television with an extra inch of viewing area compared
-oadcast picture. simply widen your view. simply samsung.
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BULLY
BY BOB ANKOSKO & WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE

NEW FORMAT WAR?
Recent demonstrations of
proposed DVD-Audio systems
has fueled speculation about
yet another format war. On
one side, Sony and Philips
are promoting the Super
Audio CD, a dual -layer disc
featuring a standard -CD
layer and a high -density
layer encoded in the new
Direct Stream Digital (DSD)
format, which is said to
accommodate 74 minutes of
six -channel music with 120
dB dynamic range. The DSD
process would require a new
generation of recording
equipment. On the other side,
Pioneer, Matsushita (Pana-
sonic and Technics), JVC, and
Toshiba are plugging a
system based on the 96 -kHz/
24 -bit audio spec supported
by the current DVD-Video
standard, which they say
offers superior sound quality.

Meanwhile, the Interna-
tional Steering Committee to
coordinate evaluation of
proposed systems and draft
specs for a new DVD-Audio
format by year's end is
reportedly way behind
schedule. Surprised?

HONOR ROLL
Home audio luminary Henry
E. Kloss, who was a founder
of Acoustic Research, KLH,
Advent, Kioss Video, and
Cambridge Sound Works,
received an Emmy Award
for his pioneering work in
developing projection TV ...
Blues guitarist John Lee
Hooker, 80, has been honored
with a star in the Hollywood
Walk of Fame.

DIRT CHEAP
Thanks to a recent ruling by
the FCC, shock jocks like
Howard Stern will save a
bundle every time they utter
what comedian George
Carlin called "the seven
words you can't say on TV,"
which refer mostly to lower
body parts and activities
associated with them. The
FCC, which used to levy a
$12,500 fine per violation,

slashed the penalty to a mere
$7,000 per dirty word.

A/V DIGEST
Matsushita, the parent
company of Panasonic and
Technics, recently began
selling a Walkman -type
cassette player in Japan
that's said to run for 85 hours
on a single battery charge
and to have a top search
speed forty-five times normal
playback speed.... The
SolarVerter from Patrick
Technologies of Lisle, Illinois
is billed as "the first
completely portable indoor
and outdoor solar power
unit." Four models are avail-
able, ranging from a 3 x 6 -
inch, 4 -volt unit ($25) to a 13'/2
x 61/2 -inch, 9 -volt unit ($100).
For more information, call
888-858-2801 or visit Patrick's
Website, www.solarverter.
corn.... A double-blind
listening test comparing orig-
inal master tapes of movie
soundtracks with versions
encoded using Dolby Digital
and the MPEG Multichannel
format chosen for European
DVD releases revealed "no
clear preference, according to
Philips, which administered
the tests to about thirty repre-
sentatives of the Hollywood
film and video community.

DISNEY DOES DVD
Following months of rampant
speculation, Disney's Buena
Vista Home Entertainment
group announced plans to
release eight DVD movies in
December, including George
of the Jungle. Days later,
Disney announced that it
would also support Divx, a
new pay -per -view version of
DVD scheduled for release
next year (see page 36 for a
full report). Paramount
announced that it, too, would
support the new Divx format,
but without endorsing DVD,
leaving Fox the only major
Hollywood studio that has yet
to support either DVD or Divx.

Meanwhile, the DVD
Video Group estimates that
some 500 DVD titles will

PRESIDENTIAL CULTURE

,1 Clinton may play a mean saxophone, but his
musical tastes are not limited to pop. In fact, he and the First
Lady attended the opening of the 1997-98 season of the Metro-
politan Opera in New York (Carmen with Placido Domingo and
Denyce Graves). Back in Washington, the Clintons presented
the 1997 National Medals to twenty high achievers in the arts
and humanities. Five of the honorees - all hand-picked by
the President - represent a broad spectrum of American
musical life: Don Henley, jazz singer Betty Carter, conductor
James Levine (artistic director of the Met Opera), Latin percus-
sionist Tito Puente, and bluegrass guitarist Doc Watson.

On December 7. the Clintons will host a reception for recipi-
ents of the Kennedy Center Honors for contributions to the
performing arts: Bob Dylan, soprano Jessye Norman, Lauren
Bacall, Charlton Heston, and dancer Edward Villella. Dylan
(56) and Norman (52) are among the youngest performers to
receive the honors. A gala performance following the recep-
tion will be taped for telecast December 26 on CBS.

be in stores in time for the
holiday season.

OPERATION OPERA
If you were unable to attend
the opening of the Met with
President and Mrs. Clinton,
don't fret. The 1997-98
Texaco -Metropolitan Opera
International Radio Network
will broadcast twenty
Saturday afternoon Met
performances live across
North America and Europe
and as far away as Australia
and New Zealand. The
season kicks off on December
6 with Mozart's La Clemenza

di Tito. Others this month are
Puccini's Turandot (December
13), Rossini's Barber of Seville
(December 20), and Verdi's
Don Carlo (December 27).

FIT FOR PRINT
W. W. Norton has published
Virgil Thomson; Composer on
the Aisle ($30), a biography of
the composer/critic by critic
Anthony Tommasini of The
New York Times. . . . Now in
paperback is Please Kill
Me: The Uncensored Oral
History of Punk by Gillian
McCain and Legs McNeil
(Penguin, $14.95).
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Take Complete Control
with Home Theater Master

The only remote control 1,
you will ever need! 46 go

Guaranteed to operate all of
ye!ir Audio/Video equipmenc

Convenient Features Include:
 Eight Component Operation

DSS, Audio, CD, Tape,
LD, Di/13 and Home Autorration devices.

 Full Equipment Control
Contains all tl- e secondary functions
of your urinal remote controls.

 Memory Buttons
Turn on/oft up to five devices or select
your favorite cilanneks with one button.

 Punch Through Controls
Adjust your audio rec2iver volume
while watching a video program.

 LCD Display
Continuous display of LCD assists
you in all operations.

 Bright Backlit Buttons
Energy saving 'El." technology.

0
t4.4s.rer,

sc.80,4,

CO gib 41110

411 Cia tfti64,

oichvem

.01-

" VIDECA.
GRt ND sf

V NAWARD,

For more information
or to order, p ease :ontact

your local AN -eta ler, or call

4-800-901-0800

SL -8000 r.lcw S9S9* \
Preprogrammed.

SL -9000 riso, S139''
Preprogrammed w tri Learning.)

SL -&000 was immediately able to control every component in my system."
../(,ralril, Home II eider Buyers Guide, Fii 11947

". .extrerrely versatile and user friendly. It is destined to be a glowing success."
Kari Fincfce, Srotralte Choic-!, October 1597

Universal Remote Control, Inc. 271 North Avenue  \kw Rochelle  New N't 10801
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Cover. A DVD player such as the .1Vt 
XV-1000 or versatile minispeakers like
the Energy Take 2 and Take I are
some of the many gifts that a lucky
audio/videophile might find under his
tree this year. Also shown under our
tree are the Panasonic Shock Wave

personal stereo, the VLS Cyclone 3D
virtual surround processor, the ATC
FMSounds ear radio, and some hot new
CDs and DVD,:.

Photograph by Ralph Masullo
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Join us at our site on America
Online and link up with thousands
of other people who are interested
in the same good stuff you read
about in STEREO REVIEW. Browse

our message boards and put in
your 2e worth ... or ask for
opinions about equipment or a
special CD. Search our archives

and find a test report from last year.
Somebody swiped the October

issue before you could get
to it? You can find lots of the
information you missed
on STEREO REVIEW ONLINE.

All you need is a computer,
a modem, and America Online
software. To sign up, call
America Online at 1-800-603-8181
for a free startup kit. Our
keyword is
STEREO REVIEW.
See you in cyberspace!
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As you begin your search for the ideal home theater audio system, ask yourself what's important:

It has long been assumed that bigger equipment means better sound. Not anymore. Bose® Lifestyle®

systems allow you to enjoy better sound with less clutter, less equipment and less complication.  Unlike

conventional "components' every part of a Lifestyle®

system is engineered to work together as a whole. For

performance, each element is acoustically matched. For

simplicity, many controls are automatic, which means

you can do just about anything by pressing only one

button. And everything is smaller  A single, 2V high music center replaces an entire rack of electron-

ics and includes a built-in CD player and AM/FM tunes  Tiny Jewel Cube® speakers are about the size

of a computer mouse. And hidden away out of view is the

Acoustimass® module for purer, more natural bass. Your favorite

music, movies and sports programs will come

to life in a way you simply cannot imagine.

 Home Theater Technology summed it up

by saying, "Everything is included and carefully thought out.... The performance

is awesome."*  Please call for your complimentary guide to our Lifestyle® music

and home theater systems, and for Bose dealers near you. Then compare the size

of Bose sound to the sound of the biggest equipment you can find.



Is it the size of the equipment?

'MR

Or is it the size of the sound?

Better sound through research®

1 -800-444-BOSE Ext. 582 www.bose.com
0, I 14..se I orporation N98307G  prom a review of the trfestyle 12 home theater system
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Stereo Review

"WOW, I can't
believe you have

that CD!"
1 -800 -EVERY -CD is a wholesale music club. Members receive a 950
page catalog offering virtually every CD in print. All CD's are offered at
wholesale, which is guaranteed to be the lowest price you can find. We
do not send unsolicited CD's, and there is no minimum required to order.
Call today or search our catalog now online at http://www.everycd.com.
Whatever CD you last bought, chances are we'll have it, too, for less.
We'll also have the items you've been wanting to buy but couldn't find.

Good music selection is hard to find. We're not.

$3,00 EVERY co
www.everycd.com

.00

music for the serious collector
Outside the U.S..please call (203) 972-1752 or fax (203) 972-1129
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C Phase Technology Carp.

Virtual Reality

In Home Entertainment
is a jungle out there in home -theater
land!

Let Phase Technology be your guide to
movies, music and more with
critically acclaimed home theater
audiophile and in -wall speaker systems

Now presenting our latest crowning
achievement- the user -adjustable Model
PC -3 multi -purpose speaker. It's ideal for
front, rear and center use in any
multi -channel sytem

Your hunt is over. Audition the Model
PC -3 and experience sound so real, you
can almost see it.

NMI
TECNIAIDIXIGY

1 -888 -PHASE TK

%MU phaseiech com
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"This award winning amplifier is,

hands down, the most majestic,

awesome, and powerful amplifier alzeiltthlei"
-there is

mirmememilAWY

Cinema Grand

Sunfire
toad larariant 11-glt Fir Wry FirrAland Power atplifie
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150 watts per channel

Dolby Digital Decoding

Dual-Room/Dual Source Operation

5 Video Inputs/S-Video Connection

K-STAT Discrete Audio Amplifier

Radio Data System

Graphical On -Screen Interface

Cool glowy buttons

1997 Kenwood U.S .A.



GREAT.
WE DESIGN ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST

SOPHISTICATED RECEIVERS AND
THE REMOTE GETS ALL THE ATTENTION.

Four years creating a perfect receiver, and for
what' Introducing the FutureSet remote. It comes
with all of Kenwood's top AV receivers and, as hard
as it is for us to admit, it is pretty remarkable. Besides

having its famous red buttons, FutureSet can actually

download operating codes for new components, like

a new CD player or a DVD player, directly from a
touch tone phone, eliminating the possibility of it
becoming obsolete. So go ahead and buy our receivers

for the remote. We just don't want to hear about it.
For more information, visit the Kenwood website
at www.kenwoodusa.com or call I-800-KENWOOD.

KENWOOD
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Introducing

the n e w

11Sf 210 Bookshelf

Loudspeaker

from Eosone

N,

[OSON{
Designed by high -end
audio legend Arnie
Nudell, the RSF 200
features Radiant
Surround Field"'
dipolar technology
to bring spectacular
imaging for every
listener in the room.

Hear the Eosone
difference today.
For the dealer
nearest you call:

1-800-347-1876

Visit our 'vcb site
www.eosone.com

LETTERS
I Want My DVD
Some of the reasons I want to buy a DVD
player: lower prices than laserdiscs, slow
motion (I like to "study" my movies), ultra -
fast bidirectional search, easier storage
(DVDs will fit in most CD racks), the abli-
ty to fit an entire movie on one side (no turn-
over), and the ability to choose between let-
terboxed and pan -and -scan versions. But if
the studios decide to "lock out" some of the
best features, is DVD really worth buying?
What can consumers do? VINCENT LIMA

Orlando, FL

If a studio doesn't make use of what you
consider the best features of the DVD for-
mat, don't buy its releases. If enough like-
minded viewers vote with their wallets and
let studios know that they value certain fea-
tures, they might get the message.

Home -Theater Calibration
I would like to calibrate my home -theater
system to the reference audio level that
soundtracks are mixed to (and supposedly
screened to): 85 dB sound -pressure level
(SPL), C -weighted, slow response from
each channel when measured with pink
noise recorded at 0 dB. My receiver has
Dolby Pro Logic decoding, I have the Delos
Surround Spectacular test/setup CDs, and a
laserdisc player is my primary source. What
level were the pink -noise and channel -bal-
ance tones on the Delos set recorded at?
Which of them would be best for this cali-
bration? Also, what is the best way to hold
the sound -level meter? PAUL GONG

Fresno, CA

The last four tracks on the Surround Spec-
tacular CD were recorded at -20 dBFS (deci-
bels referred to digital full-scale) and should,
as you indicated, be reproduced by an am-
plifier in Dolby Pro Logic mode at 85 dB
SPL to approach theatrical conditions. Be-
cause program peaks will, of course, he
even louder, you might prefer to calibrate
your system for 75 dB, C -weighting, at the
listening position, which won't distort the
director's intention severely. Measure the
level by holding the meter-at arm's length
to minimize your body's effect - about
where your head would be when listening.

Down -Firing Subs
In "What's New in Subwoofers" in August,
Ian Masters wrote, "There is some dis-
agreement as to which direction a subwoof-
er should aim." You can't "aim" sound -
waves that are many, many times longer
than their generating device. The major clk
advantage of down -firing subwoofer de-
signs is that gravity pulls the moving as-
sembly (cone and voice coil) off -center,
causing the equivalent of a DC bias and
thus higher distortion, as well as downward,

causing early aging and progressively de-
generating sound. DREW DANIELS

North Hills, CA

Clever manufacturing can compensate for
the downward pull, and the cone can he
centered at its rest position. With modern
materials, wear is less of a factor than it
might have been fifteen years ago.

Dolby Pro Logic Lives
One year ago, after it became clear that
mass -market Dolby Digital was still at least
two to three years away, I bit the bullet and
upgraded to Dolby Pro Logic. Yes, that's
right, Pro Logic. I had resisted for a long
time, thinking that when I upgraded for sur-
round sound it would be to Dolby Digital.

I must say that I am thrilled with the per-
formance of Dolby Pro Logic, and it has
added tremendously to my enjoyment of
movies and television. Movies sound as
good as any Dolby Digital (DD) demo I
have heard, and they certainly sound better
than in any mall theater. I am sure there are
many readers who think Pro Logic is a
poorly performing technology (if you be-
lieve all the DD hype). Not so! You can en-
joy excellent surround sound for a very
small investment. I spent a total of $1,500
for a center speaker (Polk Audio), dipole
surround speakers (Cambridge Sound -
Works), a powered subwoofer (NHT), a Pro
Logic receiver (Sony ES), and wiring
(Monster Flat Cable). STEREO REVIEW'S
fine technical articles on proper surround
installation, particularly Tom Nousaine's
"Surround Sanity" in April 1996, helped
me put it all together.

A year later, I am still happy with my de-
cision, as DVD titles are very limited, ex-
pensive, and not available for rental, DD re-
ceivers are overpriced, and the future of
DVD is still very much in question. Long
Live Dolby Pro Logic! FRANK HEILIGER

West Lafayette, IN

Anti -Elvis
Far from blurring the racial lines, Elvis only
emphasized them by giving a pale (no pun)
imitation of the real thing. As a white boy
growing up in the 1940s, I listened to Wyn-
onie Harris, Roy Brown, Jimmy Wither-
spoon, and others, and I recognized R&B as
a close cousin of jazz: it swung. Rock swung
like a rusty gate. It was lame, corny, square.
When Elvis arrived with those staccato hic-
cups that sounded like someone was goos-

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.
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ing him, the standard crack was, "Either
stop jerking the station dial or shut it off."
We couldn't believe anyone would sound
like that on purpose.

Elvis Presley was a shitkicker who made
good. The fact that a number of soundalikes
rode in on his coattails is no grounds for de-
ification. Two and a third octaves? A hound
dog has that. No wonder he was propped
up with a male quartet that couldn't sing
"Come to Jesus" in the key of C. Anyone
would have sounded better by comparison,
and certainly no one could have sounded
worse, not even Elvis. JOE BuRNETTE

San Francisco, CA

In a Lightor Voin
Corey Greenberg's "Stooge -o -Phonics: More
Better Stereo" in September ("The High
End") was the most entertaining and hu-
morous piece I have read in over twenty
years of subscribing to STEREO REVIEW.

AL JOHNSON
Austin, TX

lares Pride
In an October letter about the article "Can
You Believe Your Ears?" (August), reader
Chuck Currie refers to a wonderful record-
ing of Hoist's band suites by Frederick Fen-
nell and the Cleveland Symphonic Winds.
He said it was on Sheffield, but, in fact, it is
a Telarc release. GREGORY ROSE

Los Angeles, CA

You're right - indeed, the direct -to -disc LP
of that recording was the very first release
by Telarc, and the CD is still in the catalog.

Looming from History
In his "Signals" column for September,
"Use and Abuse of History," Ken Pohlmann
says, "If the CD had been inferior [to the
LP], it would have failed, as so many new

. products do." Well, the CD might be su-
perior, but I'm not sure that's the best argu-
ment by which to prove it. For example,
Beta lost out to VHS even though Beta was
visually superior. The public doesn't always
make quality its foremost criterion when it
decides whether to embrace a new medium.

JEFFREY S. MENKES
Farmington, CT

Regarding Ken Pohlmann's "Use and Abuse
of History" (September "Signals"): While I
agree that some of the early CD's left
something to be desired, the technology has
come a very long way, and any new technol-
ogy will always have growing pains. Of
course, the quality of one's playback sys-
tem has a great deal to do with what finally
meets the ears. The first CD I bought sounds
better now than when it was new, with no
visible or audible deterioration, because I
have seriously upgraded my playback gear.

Mr. Pohlmann said that the CD is a su-
perior product, and he is absolutely right.
How nice it is to be able to simply insert a
disc, hit play, and then sit back and listen to
the music as it emerges from a pleasantly

silent background, with details emerging
clearly. And there's no wear and tear on the
discs! And with that marvelous little gadget
called a remote control, you can remain
comfortably ensconced on the couch and
select any track you like, scan to your fa-
vorite pan, set the player to randomly select
the music, or avail yourself of a host of pro-
gramming options. Try that with vinyl.

Never before has such a vast quantity
and diversity of music been available. Many
of my favorite vinyl recordings are now on

CD, and in almost every case the transfer
from the original is excellent. I only wish
this technology had been around when I
was collecting 78s back in the 1940s. What
a library I'd have now! DON CHARLES

Mt. Pleasant, SC

Correction
The photo credit was inadvertently omitted
for "Convergence Closeup" in September.
The photographer was look P. Leung.

LED ZEPPELIN

B B C E S Si I 0 N
Nearly 30 years ago. the group that continues
to be the world's biggest rock band gave four

special concerts for a select group of lucky fans.
Some of theme performanerm were broadcast by the BBC ....

Some of them were never heard again outside the concert hall....
Two songs were never recorded on any of their studio albums.

It's all available now. . . . And its been worth the wait.

Over 2 1/2 hours of live classics
Compiled and mastered by Jimmy Page

www.adantle-recortbr.00m
WA THE ATIANTIc (11401 I. Clint? ,,,t Iterlmling Own. \TI,,,,. C



KEVI.A10- !S UiED IN BULLET-

PROOF VESTS AND HIGII-END

B&W LOUESPEAKERS LIKE T

LEGENDAR- B&W MATRIX 8

AND CEIF.3ICATED SILVE

SIGNATURE.. T; MAGIC LIES

ITS ABILITY 'O ELIMINATE

EFFECTS OF R :;:i0NANCE AND

STANDING 4',E'VES. ESPECIALL

IN CRITICAL \I D -R ANGE F

QUENCIE S. !-,) !LE YOU HEAR

IS PURE, ORED MUSIC.

A bullet-proof
argument for the
new B&W 600 Series.

The use of our patented Kevler® conies
is reason enough to choose the new:B&W 600 Series.

After all, Kevlar has always been the standard
in B&W's best and molt expensive
loudspeakers.

But that's just the/start of our bullet-
proof argument. Be4use B&W's top -gun
engineers loaded a larrage of technical
innovations into anrentire family of
affordable, high pekformance speakers-
the B&W 600 Serifs.
 Our metal dome tweeters-borrowed
from the Matrix Els0 ls- provide near -
perfect response tio well beyond audibility.
 Beveled cabinet edges and solidly
braced enclosures minimize box
resonance and the effects of diffraction
for truly transparent sound.
 Gold-plated speaker terminals allow for
biwiring to reduce component cross -talk.
 You can choose from a full line of
speakers ranking from bookshelf to floor
standing, center channel to surround
sound, even' an active subwoofer.
 Prices strt at just $400 a pair.

End of argument. Any questions? Fire away.
Call 978-664-2870.

17u nrvr HA -II 600 Serif,

8&W Loudspeakers of America
54 Concord Street, North Heading, MA 01864

tel 978-664-2870 fax 978-664-4109
Listen and You'll See Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont

CIRCLE NO 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW
PRODUCTS

 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
Atlantic Technology's System 450

THX speaker suite consists of one

453 C and two 451 LR speakers in

front. two 454 SR surrounds. and

a 452 PBM powered subwoofer.

The front speakers have a 1 -inch

tweeter. two 31 2 -inch midrange

drivers. and two 612 -inch

woofers. Each surround has two

 HARMAN KARDON
Harman Kardon's Signature 2.0

Dolby Digital preamp/tuner has

two AN inputs with both

composite -video and S -video

switching. four with composite -

video only. Four digital inputs are

provided. The tuner has thirty

AM/FM presets and Radio Data

System capability. Besides

asymmetrically oriented 51 4 -inch

woofers and two 3 4- inch dome

tweeters. The 300 -watt sub gas a

15 -inch driver. All are finished in

a glossy black laminate. Price:

$5,050. Atlantic Technology.

Dept. SR. 343 Vanderbilt Ave..

Norwood. MA 02062.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

Dolby Digital and Pro Logic

decoding. the Signature 2.0 has

enhancement modes for classical

music and mono programs and

a two -channel bypass mode.

Price: $1.499. Harman Karion,

Dept. SR. 80 Crossways Park W.,

Woodbury. NY 11797.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

HITACHI 
The Hitachi HDS-220S Digital

Satellite System receiver has an

interface for connection to a

compatible D -VHS VCR like

Hitachi's VTDX-815. The

digital signal from the

satellite can be recorded

on the VCR. then fed back

through the receiver without any

loss of the original broadcast's

picture or sound quality. The

included dish antenna has two

 PHILIPS
The Philips Electronics DVX8000

Multimedia Home Theater is a

one -of -a -king product that

combines a personal computer. a

DVD player. a TV tuner. an FM

tuner. and a Dolby Digital AN

preamp in one package. The PC,

built around a 233 -MHz Pentium

processor with MMX technology.

has a 3.1 -gigabyte hard -disk drive

and 32 megabytes of RAM. and

it can access the DVD player as it

it were a DVD-ROM or CD-ROM

drive. Its PC video circuitry

\--\\N p.cN--\\

outputs. Price:Price: $599. Hitachi.

Dept. SR, 3890 Steve Reynolds

Blvd.. Norcross. GA 30093.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

includes a 3-D graphics

accelerator. The AN section

includes a Marantz preamp with

Live video and seven audio inputs:

optical. coaxial. and RF digital

inputs: a progressive -scan line

doubler: and SVGA. composite -

video. and S -video outputs. A

Marantz RC2000 remote control

and a wireless keyboard are

included. Price: $5.000. Philips

Electronics. Dept. SR. 1070 Aras-

tradero Rd.. Palo Alto. CA 94303.

 Circle 123 on reader service card



SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette

Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.

16 mg "tar," 1.1 mg nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.



C Philip Morris Inc 1997



NEW PRODUCTS
V NAKAMICHI
The Nakamichi AV -1s five -channel

AN receiver is rated to deliver

100 watts each to the three

front channels and 50 watts each

to the surround channels. It

features Dolby Pro Logic decoding

and Natual. Hall. and Stadium

ambience -synthesis modes.

Seven stereo inputs are provided

CHORD ELECTRONICS 
The Chord Electronics SPM 400. a

stereo power amplifier rated for

100 watts per channel into 8

ohms, has a high -frequency

digital switching power supply

that is said to help give it a quick.

controlled response to bass

frequencies and transients. Its

electronic protection system uses

as well as a six -channel input

for connection to an outboard

Dolby Digital decoder. The LFE

input is passed through to a

line -level output for a subwoofer.

Price: 5850. Nakamichi.

Dept. SR, 955 Francisco St..

Torrance. CA 90502.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

magnetic current sensors to

monitor constantly for open and

short circuits. Thermal -overload

protection is also offered.

Price: $2.100. Chord Electronics,

distributed by Audio Influx.

Dept. SR. P.O. Box 381.

Highland Lakes. NJ 07422.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

41 CANTON
The Canton Fonum AS 30 powered

subwoofer includes a 100 -watt

amplifier and two 9 -inch front -

firing drivers. The ported bass -

reflex enclosure measures about

10 x 24 x 16 inches and has a

matte -black vinyl finish and a

black fabric grille. Bandwidth is

stated as 20 to 150 Hz. and the

crossover frequency is adjustable

between 50 and 150 Hz. A level

control is also provided to help

match the AS 30 with the system's

main speakers. Price: $995.

Canton Electronics. Dept. SR.

915 Washington Ave. S..

Minneapolis. MN 55415.

 Circle 127 on reader service card
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 AURASOUND
AuraSound's Line Source Series

comprises a wide variety of

speakers. The LSB-527M (S300

a pair) and LSB-627M (S400 a

pair) are two-way bookshelf

models. Floor -standing models

include the two-way LST-627M

($550 a pair), the three-way

LST-827D ($700 a pair). and the

BLAUPUNKT
The Blaupunkt Toronto RDM126

car CD receiver wort operate

unless its matching KeyCard is in-

serted in a front -panel slot. Each

receiver comes wilt two Key -

Cards, which also store a users

station -preset. tone -control. and

other preferences. Ellowing two

drivers to set up the same car

three-way. four -driver LST-837D

($880 a pair). The LSC-537M

is a center -channel speaker

(S250). and the LSS-107A is a

powered subwoofer with a 10 -inch

driver ($500). Aura Systems.

Dept. SR. 2335 Alaska Ave., El

Segundo, CA 90245.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

stereo system for their different

listening habits. The DIN -size

head unit features Radio Data

System compatibility and is rated

to deliver 35 watts each (peak) to

four channels. Price: $570.

Blaupunkt. Dept. SR. 2800 S. 25th

Ave.. Broadview, IL 60153.

 Circle 128 on reader service card



"...by a wide and clearly
audible margin, the Micro9Ot
is the best small -satellite
home theater speaker system
I have ever reviewed."

-David Ranada, Stereo Review, February 1997

This Micro9Ot home theater system includes.

Two Micro90 satellites, sonically matched

center channel, powered subwoofer, and a

pair of VRS Micro diffuse -field surrouncs

(available separately).

Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

Micro Reference
Big theater sound from small,
sculpted satellites.

Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR"
Audiophile sound with the full
impact of Dolby' Digital.

Boston Acoustics THX
Dubbing -studio -quality sound.

The experts at Stereo Review listen to literally hundreds of home theater speakers each year.

So it stands to reason that the Micro9Ot must be pretty special to warrant such praise.

The reason for this enthusiasm? Good old-fashionec engineering know-how.

Take the Micro90 satellites, for example. They feature a die-cast aluminum housing of
incredible strength and rigidity. So the drivers' energy is projected as pure, clean acoustic
output instead of being wasted as cabinet vibration. The rasult: a satellite that can fit in the
palm of your hand, and still fill a room with astonishing sound.

Its anodized aluminum tweeter with AMD handles lots of power, yet reproduces highs with
virtually zero distortion. And its swivel -mount pedestals make for simple shelf or wall
mounting. The Micro90 powered subwoofer, with its clean 75 -watt amp and 8 -inch DCDTM
bass unit, produces ample amounts of deep, tight, powerful bass.

Add the tonally matched Micro90 center channel and either direct or diffuse -field surrounds
and you've got a system that beats all other satellite home theaters "by a wide and clearly
audible margin." You can test -listen the Micro9Ot at your local Boston dealer. But rest
assured, you won't be the first to listen with a critical ear.

BostonAcoustics
300 Jubilee Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 (508) 538-5000. www.bostonacoustics.com/boston

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. THX is a egistered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
Lynnfield VR and DCD are trademarks of Boston Acoustics, Inc.



NEW PRODUCTS

A BOSE
The Bose VCS -30 speaker

package. comprising a VCS -10

center -channel speaker (also

available separately) and two

surround speakers. is designed

to upgrade a pair of stereo

speakers for surround sound. The

magnetically shielded VCS -10 has

two 21'2 -inch drivers in a wide -

dispersion array and two 21 2 -inch

FISHER A
The Fisher PCD-7900 portable

CD player has a 16 -megabyte

buffer memory that can store up

to 40 seconds of music data so

jolts and jars that cause the laser

pickup to mistrack won't interrupt

playback. When the antiskip

circuitry is engaged, music data

is read from the disc at twice

compound -loaded drivers in a

dual -chamber enclosure that's

211 2 inches wide and only 314

inches high. The VCS -30

surrounds. each with one 412 -inch

full -range driver. measure 534 x

11 x 617 inches. Price: $399.

Bose, Dept. SR. The Mountain,

Framingham. MA 01701.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

normal speed. stored in memory.

and then fed out at normal speed

for digital -to -analog conversion. A

car adaptor kit, two Ni-Cd AA

batteries, and an AC adaptor/

charger are included. Price: $200.

Fisher. Dept. SR. 21605 Plummer

St., Chatsworth. CA 91311.

 Circle 132 on reader service card
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1r OEM
The AW-700 in -wall outdoor

speaker from DEW Systems

features a 6'2 -inch carbon -fiber

woofer with a butyl -rubber

surround and a 1 -inch

weatherized titanim-dome

tweeter. The crossover network is

silicone -sealed. Tie speaker has

gold-plated spring -clip terminals,

a rustproof painted -aluminum

grille, stainless -steel hardware,

and rubber gaskets and hardware

seals. It measures 8°B X 121'8 x

31 4 inches. Price: $300 a pair.

OEM Systems. Dept. SR.

740 Freeport Blvd.. Suite 106.

Sparks. NV 89431.

 Circle 130 on reader service card
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DUPE -IT! A
CD Dupe -It! from Corporate

Systems Center makes it easy to

copy or edit CDs or CD-ROMs.

The built-in hard drive stores a

bit -by -bit image of an entire CD

or selected tracks from it. The

data is burned onto a CD -R in a

separate operation. More

elaborate editing requires a

Windows or Macintosh computer

with a SCSI port. CD -editing

software is included with CD

Dupe -It! Price: $1.295. A rack -

mount version is also available.

Corporate Systems Center. Dept.

SR. 1294 Hammerwood Ave.,

Sunnyvale, CA 94089.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
The PC Works three-piece

multimedia speaker system from

Cambridge SoundWorks consists

of two 3 -inch -cube magnetically

shielded satellite soeakers and a

compact bass module that houses

the woofer and a three -channel

amplifier. Designed primarily for

use with computers, the system

can also be used with any audio

source with a headphone -jack

output. The system operates on

either 120 -volt house current or

12 volts DC (as from a cigarette

lighter). Price: $100. Cambridge

SoundWorks. Dept. SR. 311

Needham St., Newton, MA 02164.

 Circle 133 on reader service card
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Presenting the "REFERENCE STANDARD" in DVD Performance.

Studio-quality digital video. Multichannel cigital audio. Superb convenien:e. Unprecedented versatilty.
DVD is an amazing entertainment medium - and one that imposes incredible rew demands on home

entertainment components.

To meet these demands, Soly has created a "reference standard" DVD playback system featuring our
DVP-S7000 DV) Player and SDP-EP9ES )olby Digital Processor. Taken individually, each cornoonent
has won universal acclaim from the world's most demanding audio/video critics. But taken as a whol a., they
achieve a new level of sight and sound per-ormance.

It was not mere :oincidence that both of thane components came from Scny. For years, Sony has accumulated
expertise from co -inventing :he Compact D sz., as well as from being one of the principal developers of the
new DVD format And Sony in-house expertise covers every aspect of DVD hardwa-e and software, ircluding
everything from oropretary digital signal processing and laser optics to motion pictire and concert video
production, MPEG-2 encoding, disc authoring, mastering and replication.

Now you can benefit directly from this expe-t se and experience the full potential of DVD performance. Go with
the only compary that fully understands digital video and audio technology. Sony - Defining the Digital Future

S
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DVPS3000 OVA/CO Player

B -V0 n
The OVP-S1000 incorporates a full

complement of Audio/Video outputs

AA

or :911g

rinks who rarely agree on anything are unanimous in
%.0 praising the Sony DVP-S7000 DVD Player. Video
Magazine stated it "...sets the Reference Standard" and
Widescreen Review declared it "...our reference DVD player
Audio magazine hailed the S7000 for its "dead -on
accuracy" and found it "the most nearly perfect video
product I've had on my bench."

Audio/Video Interiors called the DVP-S7000 "...the hot
piece," while El proclaimed that it "...has gained a reputation
with videophiles as the best of the current batch of
players..." And Stereophile Guide to Home Theater simply
concluded "...using the Sony, I never felt the urge to
change to another player. Its smooth -yet -sharp video
performance results in truly film -like images
and never disappoints."

The DVP-S7000 achieves these unparalleled
results by using unprecedented technologies.
There's Sony's proprietary MPEG-2 decoder IC for
superlative picture detail, plus 10 -bit video D/A conversion

to extract every ounce of tonal gradation. Component
video outputs preserve every last drop of color resolution,
while our Dual DiscreteTM optical pick-up provides
uncompromised performance

for both DVD and CD. And audio
circuitry straight from Sony's most - -

advanced CD players results in
sonic clarity and detail far beyond
the ordinary.

44.

Now the DVP-S7000 has been joined by the more affordable
DVP-S3000. It retains much of the performance and
technology of its top -of -the -line sibling, including both coaxial
and optical digital outputs, while adding a new feature:
Audio Priority. This Sony exclusive automatically selects the
5.1 -channel mode, regardless of where it's embedded on
the disc. Best of all, there's no need to search through
menus, making it the most convenient way to play.

Whether you choose the Reference Standard DVP-S7000
or the more accessible DVP-S3000, you'll enjoy DVD Video
performance that's pure Sony. And you'll have the ideal
companion to one of our Dolby Digital processors or receivers.





SOPIP9ES Dolby Digital Processor



The Sony SDP-EP9ES D3Ity Digital Processor has the
critics applauding. Stereophile Guide to -tome Theater

declared that it 'offers performance that approaches
the state-of-the-art in digital surround processing..."
while HiFi News & Record Review called it ''a truly
magnificent example of digital engineering..."

Furthermore, H-Fi Choice says that the SDP-EP9ES
"seamlessly blends the d gital sources iy! hi-fi and home
cinema..." Ard Home En!ertainment sta:Es it "could be
the one product that finally bridges tVe gap between
high end digital hifi and the best home cinema has
to offer.

ThisThis remarkable componert brings home 31, the excitement,
impact and control options that Dolby Dig tal (AC -3) surround
provides. Unlike Dolby Pro Lcgic decodirg, Dolby Digital
reproduces full bandwidth with more than 90 dB of
separation between all six channels. So vc.0 hear movie
soundtracks ar d concert v dam that are mere dynamic, more
dimensional and more convincing. In short ifs a crucial part
of the total DVD Video experience.

SIR -DAMES"; Dolby Digital Receiver

And only Sony provides Dolby Digital decDding with a
difference. For added reaisn, our exclusive Digital Cinema
Sound' moces allow yoJ t enhance ND playback using

soundhelds that a -e exact acousticI.  Digital replicas of actual -1311ywood sound
II Cinema stages. You'll also hear Dolby Digital

 Sound as it was meant to be heard, thanks
to oLr higher perfo-mance

24 -bit digital signal processing, as W21 as
the same digital filters and D/A convert that IN GI
are built into our acclaimed CD players.

Plus, unlike many Dolby Digital decoders, Sony
products let ,rou custom ze sound parameters to
match your specific room requirements, nclud-
ing everything from digital equalization and dynamic range
compression to bass redirection functicirts.

Conventional Voltage Type D/A Cinverter

.AII I
Sony's Current Pulse D/A Converter

Finally, no one offers more Dolby Digital solutions than Sony.
Both our reference stania-d SDP-EP9ES and our more
affordable Dolby Digital Processor can be connected to any
Dolby Digita -ready rece ver. Or choose from four receivers
with built-in Dolby Digital decoding, incluiing our new
flagship, the STR-DA9OESG. Each boasts the full bandwidth
multichannel power and comprehensive control that you
expect frorr Sony.

It all adds up to more way; to maximize your DVD experience.

Dolby Digital
Decoding with a difference.

Customize sound to match speaker placement.

F-ont. Large/Small

Center: Large/Small/No

Fear: Large/Small/No

Subwoofer: Yes/No

Adjust delay parameters to fr room requirements.

Front 3 to 40 feet

Center: 1 to 6 feet

Rear. 1 to 6 feet

Set volume for individual cha inels.

'rant L/R Balance -8 to +8 dB

3ear L/R Balance -8 to +3 dB

 Center -10 to +20 dB/Mite
 Rear -10 to +20 dB/Mute
 Subwoofer -10 to +20 dB/Mute
Ac sieve the highest level of )olby Digital performance.

24 -bit DSP decoding

Exclusive Digital Cinema SoundTM modes

Virtual 3D modes

Dolby Pro Logic backward compatibility

Digital Ea or digital bass 'treble controls

Digital dynamic range conpression

Bass redirection functioi

Calibration test tone

Bypass mode (SDP-EP9M, E800)

Direct pass mode (STR-CA9OESG, DA8OES, DE10156. DE915)

Digital Master Volume (:DP-EP9ES)

Multiple Dolby Digital inputs



At Sony, we understand that even
reference standard components
require cutting -edge software to
achieve outstanding performance.
So if you purchase a Sony DVD
Player together with a Sony
Processor or Receiver with
Dolby® Digital decoding between
October 1, 1997 and January 31,
1998, you can select two DVD
Movies and two DVD Concert
Videos from Columbia TriStar
Home Video and Sony Music
Entertainment for Free, from the
titles listed below -a $100 Value.
For Coupon and more Information,
see your Participating Sony Dealer.

It's just one more reason why you
should demand nothing less than
Sony, if you want nothing less
than "reference standard" DVD
performance.

CHOOSETWO MOVIES... Jerry Maguire  Sleepless in Seattle  Matilda Legends of the Fall Desperado Cliffhanger

la

....AND TWO CONCERT VIDEOS Neil Diamond Greatest Hits Lire  Gloria Estefan The Evolution Tour: Live in Miami  Stevie Ray Vaughn

Live from Austin, Texas  Mary Chapin Carpenter Jubilee, Lire at Wolf Trap  Luther Vandross Always & Forever  Sesame Street Elmo Saxes Christmas

SONY
Sony Electronics Inc
1 Sony Drive
Park Ridge, NJ 07656
http://www.sony.com

01997 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part without written permission is prohibited. Sony, Defining the Digital Future.
Dual Discrete and Digital Cinema Sound are trademarks of Sony. Dolby. Pro Logic and AC -3 are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing
Corporation. 1 Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Winter, 1997. Reprinted with permission 2 Home Theater, June, 1997. Reprinted with permission
3. Video Magazine. April, 1997. Reprinted with permission. 4. Widescreen Review, September 1997 Reprinted with permission. 5. Audio Magazine.
January 1997 Reprinted with permission. AudioNideo Interiors, September, 1997. Reprinted with permission. 7. FI. October, 1997 Reprinted with
permission 8 Audio Magazine, July, 1997. Reprinted with permission. S. Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Winter, 1997. Reprinted with permission
10. HiFi News & Record Review, September, 1997. Reprinted with permission. 11. Hi-Fi Choice, July/August, 1997. Reprinted with permission
12. Home Entertainment, July/August, 1997. Reprinted with permission. 01997 Columbia TriStar Home Video. All rights reserved. Neil Diamond -
Greatest Hits Live 01988 Arch Angel Television Productions, Inc. / "Columbia" Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off. Marca Registrada. Gloria Estefan - The
Evolution Tour- Live in Miami 01996 Sony Music Entertainment Inc. / "Epic" Reg. U.S. Pat. & Off. Marca Registrada. Stevie Ray Vaughn - Live from
Austin. Texas 01997 Sony Music Entertainment Inc Mary Chapin Carpenter - Jubilee, Live At Wolf Trap 01995 Sony Music Entertainment Inc.
Luther Vandross - Always and Forever - An Evening of Songs at Royal Albert Hall 01997 Sony Music Entertainment Inc. Sesame Street - Elmo
Saves Christmas 01997 Children's Television Workshop (CTW). Sesame Street Muppets 01997 Jim Henson Productions, Inc. "Sesame Street" and
Sesame Street sign are trademarks of CTW. "Sony Wonder" is a trademark of Sony Corporation. All rights reserved. Sony Music Entertainment Inc.,
550 Madison Avenue, NY, NY 10022
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The December 1967 Letters
department was filled with
readers' comments on recent
"confessions" by our classical
critics. "My Ten Favorite Com-
posers" elicited this response:
"How can you have so neglect-
ed my own particular favorite,
George Frideric Handel? Here's
hoping I see you in a more
favorable light on 'that day.' "
It was signed, "The Messiah,
Cincinnati, Ohio." Referring to
"Ten Composers I Hate,"
in which James Goodfriend
admitted that "the greater part"
of Verdi "drives me right up the
wall," Phyllis Gordon of Balti-
more wrote, "I am curious to
know if that was a padded wall."

Allied open -reel deck, 1967

Among new products was the
Allied Model 1040 stereo
open -reel tape recorder ($170)
with two detachable speakers

panies "will hardly be rushing
into an entirely new and expen-
sive recording format ...
without the assurance of a
reasonable (and fairly prompt)
return on investment."

E I 1  -
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and two microphones. Compo-
nents tested included the
Rectilinear III speaker system
($269), whose 35 -inch -tall
cabinet housed a woofer, a
midrange, two tweeters, and
two supertweeters. The Hirsch -
Houck Laboratories report
concluded, "We have never
heard better sound reproduction
in our home, from any speaker
of any size or price."

Reviewing Are You Experienced
by the Jimi Hendrix Experience,
Peter Reilly wrote, "I hear that
during performances Hendrix
often bites his guitar. I often
found myself wishing it would
bite him back."

20
YEARS AGO

"Of course it was inevitable,
but to have it happen this soon
comes as a slight shock:
the videodisc has gone audio,"
announced technical director
Larry Klein and technical
editor Ralph Hodges in the
December 1977 issue, reporting
on Japanese demonstrations
of what would eventually
become the compact disc. But
they cautioned that record com-

Sony elcaset deck, 1977

Magnepan's MG -I and MG -III
Magneplanar speakers ($495
and $895, respectively) were
featured in new products, as
was Teac's AL -700 elcaset tape
deck ($1,000). Another entry in
the doomed format, Sony's EL -
5 ($630), was tested by Hirsch -
Houck Labs, which said,
"having lived with the EL -5 for
some time now, we appreciate
how much of a 'better cassette'
the elcaset really is."

In "Roots of Jazz," Chris Albert-
son profiled three living pio-
neers: Sam Wooding, Alberta
Hunter, and Eubie Blake. Else-
where, William Livingstone
offered "Ballet Disco," a discog-
raphy of ballet recordings.
And in "Discomania," popular
music editor Paulette Weiss
wrote, "Disco is not about to
go away, so you might as well
give in, dress up, and accept
Irving Berlin's invitation
to 'face the music and dance.'

10
YEARS AGIL
"Digital Revolution '87" was
the theme of the annual Japan
Audio Fair, covered in the
December issue. Products
shown included Luxman's DP -
07 CD transport ($2,860).
Meanwhile, at the Berlin Inter-
national Audio and Video Fair,
the showstopper was Silber -
sand's mono power amp with a
cooling system in a Plexiglas

Motorhead. 1987

tower that prominently dis-
played its blue -colored water.

Other new products included
NEC's AV -350 surround -sound
amplifier ($579) and Kyocera's
top -of -the -line CD player, the
DA-710CX ($800). In a special
report, Julian Hirsch tested
the a/d/s/ R4 AM/FM receiver
($1,100), which he called
"easily the most sophisticated
product of its type."

Luxman CD transport, 1987

"It is, indisputably, the 'Oh,
wow!' album of the year,"
wrote Steve Simels of Psonic
Psunspot by XTC posing as the
Dukes of Stratosphear. Also in
Best of the Month was a CBS
disc of Mozart violin concertos
by Cho-Liang Lin and
Raymond Leppard, as well as
Michael Jackson's Bad.

"What I like about Motorhead
is the absolute lack of conceit,"
wrote Mark Peel of the band's
Rock 'n' Roll. "They know
they're beasts, and they don't
come on as anything else."

- Ken Richardson



The Advanced Technology
Inside Definitive's BP2000
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Low frequency
tuned column

25 mm pure aluminum
dome, aperiodic
transmission -line tweeter

Low diffraction driver
baffle interface

Complex Linkwitz Riley

crossover network

Front mirror -imaged
0Appolito bipolar array in
non -resonant chamber

Massive subwoofer
magnet structure

Electronic crossover

Accelerometer optimized
cabinet braces

1" thick high density
medite front baffle

Sonopure"" fiber
internal dampening 1 1/4" thick high -density

medite cabinet sidewall

Piano gloss black

or gloss cherry endcaps

1" thick rear
medite baffle

High definition pure
copper wire

Multi -layered dampening

pads line entire cabinet

17 cm mineral -filled

polymer high -definition

bass/midrange drivers

Rear mirror -imaged
D'Appolito bipolar array in

non -resonant chamber

15" high -power

long -throw bi-laminate

polymer subwoofer driver

Complete built-in powered
subwoofer system

Gold-plated low-level subwoofer
input (for optional use)

Gold-plated tri-wirable

speaker level inputs

High current 300 -watt RMS
subwoofer amplifier

Torroidal transformer

"...I would choose these speakers for myself."
-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review



Definitive's Amazing
BP 2000 & 2002 Are
The World's Most
Highly Acclaimed
Loudspeakers!

" The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

"literally Staggering"
-Home meow', L. A

Top reviewers around the world
agree that Definitive's amazing BP 2000s
& BP 2002s combine highly advanced
technology and superior build quality
in order to achieve unsurpassed sonic
performance plus unequalled value.

"Astounding...The Stuff of Dreams"
- Home Cinema Choice, England

Definitive's revolutionary BP 2000 &
BP 2002 combine our incredible bipolar
technology with dual built-in high-
powered subwoofers (BP 2000: 157300
watts ea., BP2002: 12"/125 watts ea.)
for extraordinary sound quality
beyond anything you've ever heard.

"Absolutely Unsurpassed"
- Prestige Hifi, France

Both music and movies are reproduced
with outstanding purity, transparency
and life -like realism. And the astounding
high resolution imaging, magnificent
soundstaging, awesome bass and
explosive dynamic impact totally envelop
you in sonic ecstacy. It is simply amazing!

re- BP 20W $111.911, AIMS
Definitive's Grand Prix award -winning BP 2000 and BP 2002
combine our revolutionary bipolar technology with awesome
built-in powered subwoofers for unsurpassed performance.

See our dealer list on page 38
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, USA

"Amazing Music and Home Theater...
Most Spectacular Speakers Ever"

-HER Review, Hong Kong

In addition to being an audiophile's
dream, the BP 2000s & BP 2002s are
also the main speakers in Definitive's
Ultimate Home Theater Systems. These
astonishing systems are absolutely the
finest sounding available. They recreate
a "you are there" virtual reality that
actually puts you into the sound -space
of the original cinematic action.

"The Best Performance You Can Get"
- V.T. V, England

Experts agree these complete Dolby
Digital AC -3* ready systems deliver the
ultimate listening experience. They
combine BP 2000s or BP 2002s with
perfectly matched center and rear
surround speakers. Dual powered
subwoofers are already built into the
sleek towers. Experience them today!

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers.

I 1105 Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21117 .(410) 363-7148
Visit us at http://www.detinitivetech.com .1f,ostered P.Irmar



TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

Pay -Per -View DVD
BY GORDON BROCKHOUSE

In a capitalist democracy, citizens
don't just vote in polling booths.
They vote in stores; they vote with
their pocketbooks. Over the next

year, audio/video enthusiasts across North
America will vote on the kind of home -
video marketplace they want for the next
decade. Specifically, they will be voting
on Divx (pronounced div-ics), a pay -per -
view version of DVD developed by Dig-
ital Video Express, a start-up company
based in Virginia. Circuit City Stores
owns 65 percent of Divx, while the other
35 percent is owned by a Los Angeles -
based law firm.

In announcing the new format in Sep-
tember, Richard Sharp, chairman and
CEO of both Circuit City and Divx, said
that players and discs will be introduced
in two test markets this spring, with a na-
tional launch scheduled for the summer.
Zenith plans to introduce Divx players in
time for the limited launch. Matsushita
(Panasonic, Technics) and Thomson Con-
sumer Electronics (RCA, GE, ProScan)
say they'll introduce Divx players in time
for the national launch. Although CEO
Sharp said that Divx players will sell for
$100 more than equivalent DVD players,
predicting that the premium wo Id
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$50 as volume increased, hardware com-
panies are on record as saying that the ini-
tial premium for Divx players will be
$100 to $200. The machines will play
regular DVDs as well as Divx discs; Divx
discs, however, will be unplayable on
standard DVD decks.

Four movie studios - Disney, Dream -
Works, Paramount, and Universal - have
announced support for the new format.
Divx's agreements with these studios call
for all their new video releases to be
made available on Divx discs at the same
time they are released on VHS. The stu-
dios will license their material to Divx,
which will be responsible for replication
and distribution. Divx claims that 100 ti-
tles will be available for next summer's
launch and that 500 titles will be available
within a year of the format's introduction.

The discs will sell for a suggested retail
price of $4.99. For that amount, you'll get
physical ownership of the disc but limited
rights to its content. The initial price enti-
tles you to a 48 -hour viewing period start-
ing from the first time you press play.
During those two days, you can watch the
movie as many times as you want. In
short, it will work just like a regular

VD. After your two days are up, you

can toss the disc away or put it on a shelf.
If you watch it again, you'll be charged
an additional fee, and you'll have the
right to watch it for another 48 hours.
Divx expects the "rental fee" for subse-
quent viewings to be around $3.

Before you can play Divx discs on
a new Divx player, however, you must
open an account with Divx. Among other
things, you'll have to provide account in-
formation for a major credit card, even if
you never intend to view discs after the
initial 48 -hour period. A Divx representa-
tive will guide you through the process of
getting your player to call Divx's host
computer using its built-in modem. The
host computer will then validate the play-
er's ability to play Divx discs.

Viewing activity will be stored in flash
memory inside the player. Twice a month,
the player will automatically transmit
information on the discs you've watched
to the company's host computers. Any
charges you've incurred will be billed to
your credit card.

With some titles, you'll be able to pay
an up -front fee to Divx to have a disc
"unlocked" so that you can view it with-
out incurring additional charges. Howev-
er, the unlocking option will be offered at
the discretion of the studio involved. Not
all discs will be unlockable, and viewing
rights are limited even for unlocked discs.
Owners of such discs can view them on
their own players (or other players cov-
ered by the same account and connected
to the same phone line) just like a regular
DVD. But if you take an unlocked disc -
or any Divx disc, for that matter - to a
friend's house so that you can watch a
movie together, your friend will be billed.

The Good Side of Divx
Because Divx is such a departure from
the way we normally buy things, it's sure
to cause some confusion, and probably
anger. But it does have some attractive
features, one of the greatest of which is
the participation of movie studios whose
support of DVD has ranged from nonex-
istent (Paramount) to lukewarm (Disney
and Universal).

Unlike rented tapes and DVDs, Divx
discs don't have to be returned, so you'll
incur no late charges. The disc just sits on
your shelf, ready for the next time you
want to "rent" it.

Supporters say Divx will increase the
chances that brand-new hit movies will be
in stock at the video store because the low
price of Divx discs will make it easier for
retailers to keep an adequate stock of
high -demand titles.

For many people, obtaining movies on
Divx will be more economical than buy -

ILLUSTRATION BY BOB SCOTT



"All Definitive's New
Bipolar Towers

Deliver Astoundin
Sound for Music
Movie Perfection"

The extraordinary new BP30, 10B, 8B and 6B
(from $299) now have BP2000 Series technology

for dramatically superior sonic performance!

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

Absolute sonic superiority and
unexcelled value have made

Definitive the leader in high-perfor-
mance loudspeakers. We are now
pleased to introduce a new series of
incredible -sounding bipolar towers
which incorporate drivers, pure
aluminum dome tweeters, crossovers
and cabinet technology developed
for our flagship BP2000 Series.

These exquisitely styled, Amer-
ican -made, bipolar (front and rear
radiating) systems totally envelop
you in a symphony of sonic perfe(
tion. They combine lush, spacious
sound -staging, lifelike depth -of -field,
razor-sharp resolution, pinpoint 3-D
imaging, powerful subwoofer-quality
bass (to below 20 Hz), high efficiency
and ultra -wide dynamic range for
unsurpassed reproduction of music
and movies in your home.

The breathtaking perfonnance of our award -winning bipolar
speakers makes your music and movies really come alive.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 38

"Music and Movie Sound
was Stunning" - Video Magazine
Combine the BP6B, 8B, 10B or 30
with our matching centers, bipolar
surrounds and optional PowerField
subwoofers for the most lifelike,
spectacular "you are there" music
and home theater available. All are
completely Dolby Digital AC -3 ready.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 Stereo Review "Dream System"
 Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers.

t 105 Valley Hts. Dr.  Baltimore, MD 211170(410)363-7148
Visit us at http://www.definitivetech.com Vegtsrered Trademark
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
ing them on DVD. If you watch a movie
less than six times, it will be cheaper to
watch it on Divx than to buy the DVD.

The Dion Downside
Given Divx's benefits and powerful back-
ing, it would be a mistake to dismiss the
format. Even so, it will have a difficult
time gaining acceptance. Divx has a fun-
damental problem: a lot of people hate it.
And not without some justification.

Divx's first problem is lack of compati-
bility. As noted previously, you can play
regular DVDs in a Divx player, but you
can't play Divx discs in a regular DVD
player. The content on Divx discs is en-
crypted using a scheme called Triple DES
(Digital Encryption System), which is
different from the encryption used on
DVDs. A secure processor module inside
the Divx player decodes the signal.

There is no way to add Divx capability
to a regular DVD player, which Circuit
City's Sharp called "regrettable but un-
avoidable." He added, "In the consumer -
electronics industry, new features come
out every day. We regret that anyone
would be unhappy that they purchased a
DVD player, and . . . would now rather
have one of these. But that kind of thing
happens all the time in this industry."

But Divx isn't just a new feature, it's a
newformat. Early adopters accept the pos-
sibility of new features becoming avail-
able, just as they accept the likelihood
that second -generation products will be
less expensive than first -generation prod-
ucts. What they should not have to accept
is restricted access to software.

While Paramount confirms that all new
video titles it releases will be available si-
multaneously on Divx and VHS, it has
announced no plans to support DVD. All
but one of Disney's first eight DVDs, slat-
ed for December, will be live -action titles
rather than its animated hits (the excep-
tion is The Nightmare Before Christmas).
Two of the new Disney DVDs (Scream,
George of the Jungle) will arrive on DVD
at the same time as the VHS sell -through
release. Disney's agreement with Divx
calls for release of all its new titles on Di-
vx at the same time as the VHS rental re-
lease. In July, Universal announced ten
DVD titles for release by February, all of
it fairly recent family fare. Universal has
also licensed fifty titles from its backlist
to Image Entertainment, a third -party
publisher of laserdiscs and DVDs from
various studios. But all of Universal's
new video titles will go onto Divx.

To the extent that Divx restricts access
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of DVD owners to desirable software, it
constitutes a betrayal of the trust a stan-
dard like DVD represents. When people
purchase a DVD player, they purchase it
on the reasonable understanding that the
unit will play current and future software.
No amount of fact -spinning by Divx and
its supporters can obscure this.

You could argue that a different en-
cryption system is required to support
Divx's pay -per -view functions. But why
is Divx also promoting a nonstandard
disc, Divx Gold, as a straight sell -through
medium? Divx Gold discs will work just
like DVDs - except that you can play
them only on a Divx player with an active
account. Divx Gold discs use the same
encryption system as regular Divx discs,
so they can't be played on a regular DVD
player. Let the format wars begin.

Paul Brindze, president of Divx Enter-
tainment (a Divx subsidiary that handles
licensing arrangements with movie stu-
dios), explains that studios have always
been unhappy with DVD's security provi-
sions. "While standards discussions were
going on, a number of Hollywood studios
were consistently saying that they were
concerned about DVD piracy," he told
me. "Some of them did not get an answer
that they considered sufficient."

But most of the companies supporting
Divx - including Disney, Paramount,
Universal, Matsushita, Thomson, and Ze-
nith - were involved in the formation of
DVD's copy -protection systems through
their participation in the DVD Forum's
Copy Protection Technical Working Group
(CPTWG). As with any such group, each
party had its own agenda. Studios wanted
an encryption system to maximize securi-
ty. Hardware companies wanted one that
was inexpensive to implement. The sys-
tem they all agreed on - Matsushita's
Content Scrambling System (CSS) to pre-
vent digital copying, and Macrovision to
inhibit analog copying - was secure
enough for the studios and cost-effective
enough for the hardware companies, ac-
cording to Dr. Alan Bell, a project man-
ager at IBM's Almaden Research Center
and chair of the CPTWG.

Bell told me that other copy -protection
systems, including DES, were discussed
by the group. They were rejected mainly
for cost reasons, but also because there
are import and export restrictions on so-
phisticated encryption systems.

While Bell agrees that Divx's Triple
DES is much more secure than DVD's
CSS, he doesn't think that gives the sys-
tem as a whole better safeguards. "All the
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"If you want truly incredible
speakers at an unbelievable
price, run and get this system:'

-Jeff Cheran, Home Theater Magazine

Definitive's remarkable $799 ProC'inema
sub/sat system features:
 Absolute State -of -the -Art Performance

for Music and Home Theater Perfection
 125 -Watt Powered 10" Subwoofer
 Cast -Basket Drivers and Aluminum Tweeters
 Optional Timbre -Matched Center and Rears
 Dolby AC -3' Ready
 In Black or White
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Home Theater Magazine raves:

"Truly awesome...close to
perfection...clearly sets a new
standard for sub/sat systems"

Ste oir dealer list on page 38
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
encryption does is protect the content on
its way to the player," he explained.
"Once the disc is inside the player, you
have to strip off the encryption in order to
play it, and you have to output the content
to the display device. If you make an S -
VHS or Hi8 recording off an analog out-
put from a digital master, you get a high -
quality copy. The protection on analog is
Macrovision, which can be defeated with
widely available devices.

"When you think of the total security,"
Bell continued, "you have to think of a
chain made of links. One of the links is
the encryption, another is the analog copy
protection. There's not a lot to be gained
by having one link made of titanium if
another link is made of aluminum." So
how much more protection does Triple
DES offer studios than CSS? "In my
opinion, very little, if any," Dr. Bell said.

While Divx may not offer much more
protection against small-scale analog
copying than regular DVD, it may be
much more effective in combatting large-
scale piracy because each disc has a
unique serial number, and program con-
tent carries a digital "watermark." That
information could help investigators trace
the source of pirated material made from
a Divx disc.

In announcing Divx, Circuit City's
Sharp said studios wanted more secure
encryption to protect movies in the early
stages of release, when they're most vul-
nerable to piracy. With perennially popu-
lar titles, Divx Gold extends the same
protection. All this makes studios more
comfortable releasing their most valuable
material in pristine digital form. But Sharp
also stressed consumer benefits. "Con-
sumers would rather rent than buy [soft-
ware]," he stated. "Divx moves DVD into
the rental domain." But getting consum-
ers used to the idea that they have to pay
to "rent" a disc that they bought at a store
the week before might be an uphill battle.

The Divx Market
Divx's Brindze thinks release patterns on
Divx and DVD may mirror those on
VHS. The first video release of a movie is
almost always priced for rental, about $65
a tape wholesale. Six to eight months af-
ter the rental release, the movie is re-
leased at a sell -through price, usually
around $20 retail. In a similar vein, new
movies could come out first on Divx, then
later be released on regular DVD or Divx
Gold. As long as they come out on DVD
in the sell -through phase, the most serious
concern of early adopters - lack of ac-

cess to attractive software titles - would
be addressed. Still, titles would come out
later on DVD than on Divx.

Without Divx, it would take a long
time for a rental market to develop for
DVD, Brindze says, and that would slow
the sales of players, limiting the DVD
market to the size of that for laserdiscs.

But Jeffrey Eves, president of the Vid-
eo Software Dealers Association (VSDA),
maintains that the chances a DVD rental
market will develop are "superb." Many
video stores have already started renting
discs, he told me. And he noted that the
$4.99 price for Divx discs is a couple of
dollars higher than typical rental rates for
tapes and discs.

Brindze pointed out that $4.99 is the
suggested retail price. Retailers could sell
Divx discs for a little over $4 and still
make a dollar profit, he said. Of course,

Divx has powerful backing

and some attractive

features, but it faces major

resistance from retailers

and early DVD adopters.

with Divx software, the number of trans-
actions and total profit will be much low-
er than with VHS until the installed base
of Divx hardware grows. And whether it
grows at all will depend heavily on how
well Divx is accepted by retailers. With
Divx, studios will receive royalties for
subsequent viewings and conversions, but
retailers will not. Their only take will be
the profit they make on each Divx disc.

"I don't see why any retailer would
carry Divx for the paltry amount he's go-
ing to make on a one -transaction basis,"
John Thrasher, vice-president of video
sales at Sacramento -based Tower Rec-
ords/Video, told me. "It doesn't afford us
enough gross profit or enough volume to
justify the floor space. For Divx to inter-
est us, the cost would have to come down
significantly. At that point, I don't see
how the people manufacturing it are mak-
ing anything."

VSDA's Eves says that this response is
typical. "I haven't talked with a single re-
tailer who has expressed any interest in
Divx, and I think it's extremely unlikely
that video stores are going to want to car-
ry this product. They're going to view it

as a poison pill. It's going to add to their
inventory costs. They're going to contrast
their margin on Divx with the $3 they get
now every time they rent a tape."

Why Now and What Now?
An unfortunate result of the Divx an-
nouncement is that it gives potential DVD
buyers reason to wait, slowing hardware
sales. Cynics might suggest that this is
the reason Divx made its announcement
when it did. After all, the more DVD
players sold between now and the time
Divx is introduced, the lower the chances
of Divx's succeeding.

Divx did not want to make any an-
nouncements until it had achieved a criti-
cal mass of hardware and studio partner-
ships, Circuit City's Sharp said. Over the
past three years, Circuit City has invested
$30 million in Divx. With the agreements
in place, Circuit City had to invest an ad-
ditional $100 million, which had to be re-
ported to shareholders. Having disclosed
the investment in Divx, it made sense to
announce the Divx system.

Now that Divx has been announced,
will consumers thinking about buying a
DVD player sit back and wait? If enough
consumers decide to sit on the sidelines
until the smoke clears, it could have a
profound influence on the market for
home video hardware and software. Here
are some things to consider:

Divx has powerful backing and some
attractive features. "We believe there will
be much more Divx than DVD sold in
Christmas of 1998," said Larry Pesce,
DVD product manager for Thomson Con-
sumer Electronics, when we talked. "We
believe video renters will look at Dvix's
convenience and say it has very signifi-
cant value to them. Even if a DVD rental
market springs up, there are still signifi-
cant advantages to Divx. You don't have
to return the disc, and the chances of get-
ting the title you want are much higher."

But Divx faces major resistance from
retailers and early DVD adopters. If Divx
bombs and the company ends up bankrupt,
players will be unable to communicate
with Divx's host systems, and Divx discs
- including unlocked discs and Divx
Gold discs - will be unplayable. (Regu-
lar DVDs could still be played, however.)
Asked whether funds were being set aside
to provide for such a contingency, Sharp
said no. "Believe me, we'll be there."

At this time, the only thing that seems
certain is that with DVD, and now Divx,
we're witnessing the strangest product
rollout in consumer -electronics history. o
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About the legendary 8u1c1 dot dial:
Nathan George Horwitt, the artist,
conceived of a watch without numbers
as an experiment in pure, functional
and "uncluttered" design.

ea Rogers & Hol la nds.
Jeweler3

FOR THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU CALL I -70E748-6400

To place an order call: 1-800-829-2600

III A FUTURISTIC INTERPRETATION OF A LEGEND IN MODERN DESIGN.

Movado watches

are exhibited in

these museums

around the world:

Staatliches Museum

fur angewandte Kunst,

"Neue Sammlung",

Munich, Germany

Museum Moderne Kunst

Vienna, Austria

Museo de Arte Moderno

Bogota, Colombia

Museum Boymans-van

Beuningen, Rotterdam,

The Netherlands

Museo de Arte

ContemptOne°,

Caracas, Venezuela

Finnish Museum of

Horology,

Espool/Helsinki

Sezon Museum of Art

Tokyo, Japan

Museum of Decorative Art

Copenhagen, Denmark

Museo de Bellas Artes

Bilbao, Spain

Design Museum

London, England

Kawasaki City Museum

Kawasaki, Japan

Victoria and Albert

Museum,

London, England

Museum Ludwig

Cologne, Germany

Museum Beyer

Zurich, Switzerland

Museu de Arte

de Sao Paulo,

Soo Paulo, Brazil

New Museum SafiroT" Watch. The
round black dial with its legendary
gold dot framed by squared lugs
finished in 18K micron gold. Flat
sapphire crystal. Black calf strap.
Swiss quartz. Water resistant to 99
feet. His or hers, $895.

MOVADO
The Museum,Watch.

SWISS
www.movado.com
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AUDIO Q & A
IAN G. MASTERS

Finicky CDs
fai recently purchased a CD that would
not play on my home player even

though there was no evidence of physical
defect and my player has no trouble with
several hundred other discs that I own. A re-
placement copy had the same problem, al-
though it plays in both my car and portable
players. Another disc I have refuses to play
in my car but works fine at home. Is this a
common problem? And is there anything I
can do about it? MICHAEL T. MORRIS

Ashburn, VA

AA lot of people have had similar experi-
ences, and, as in your case, it usually

affects only one or two discs. It's one of
those audio mysteries.

One manufacturer's representative told
me that his company's players seemed to
have more trouble with the discs that came
out of a particular pressing plant, and they
thought it might have something to do with
the shape of the leading edge of the data
"pits." But only some discs and some play-
ers were affected.

Several years ago, when I had a minor
part in the production of a CD, a small but
significant percentage of the discs were re-
turned because they couldn't be read by
some buyers' players. We sent them ostensi-
bly identical discs, and they had no prob-
lems with those. When we had a second run,
there were no returns.

My only advice would be to wait a while
before buying a replacement disc, to in-
crease the likelihood that the new disc you
buy will be from a different batch and will
work in your player. Unfortunately, there
won't be anything on the disc to tell you that
it's from a different pressing (unless it was
manufactured in a different country).

Full -Range vs. Sub/50s
Qi um planning to buy speakers for a
home -theater system in my new house.

I could get a system with large left and right
main speakers that each have a subwoofer
built in, or smaller main speakers and one
or two separate subwoofers. Which setup
would produce the best bass? DUKE HUNT

Spokane, WA

ANeither has an automatic advantage;
there are excellent systems using both

techniques. It seems to me that a speaker
system that reproduces the whole audio
spectrum, from highest to lowest frequen-
cies, is simply a full -range speaker, and call-
ing its low -end section a built-in subwoofer
is a marketing ploy designed to take advan-
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cage of the sub's popularity. It may, howev-
er, be a useful distinction if the low -frequen-
cy driver is powered by a separate, onboard
amplifier. In any case, a pair of full -range
main speakers has practical advantages and
disadvantages in a home -theater context.

The main plus is that the speaker designer
will have (presumably) matched and adjust-
ed the speaker components so that all parts
of the frequency spectrum are balanced with
respect to one another. With a separate bass
unit, it's not always an easy matter to do
that. Also, there are those who believe that a
pair of full -range speakers is more appropri-
ate for music listening.

But full -range speakers are a lot less flex-
ible than subwoofer/satellite arrangements.
If you position full -range speakers so that
they work well in terms of imaging and
soundtrack directionality, but find that their
bass output excites standing waves or other
low -frequency anomalies, there's not much
you can do about it. If the bass is handled
separately, however, you can move the sub -
woofer around to smooth out the bass with-
out disturbing the critical positioning of the
mid/high-frequency drivers. A pair of full -
range speakers may work well in a particu-
lar environment, but you won't know until
you try them out.

Removing Clicks and Pops
Cal possess a si:able collection of re-
cordings and still collect them. Some

years ago, I heard a demonstration of a
"click and pop suppressor" for electronically
improving the sound from old, less -than -ideal
discs. The results were spectacular. Does
such a device still exist? J. L. WILLSON

Rochester, NY

AI well recall one occasion where the
demonstrator scratched a common nail

across the surface of an LP and then played
it through one of these processors with no
audible ill effects. The results were dramat-
ic, if a little gruesome to someone who
loved records. Later I discovered that these
machines tended to generate a lot of distor-
tion and were difficult to operate. Some-
times you had to make adjustments partway
through a track, and if you overdid it, you'd
end up clipping off bits of the music.

Nowadays there are several computer
programs that are very effective in tidying
up noisy recordings, but they do require you
to rerecord everything digitally onto a com-
puter disk for processing. One analog an-
swer is the Model 323A noise suppressor
from Packbum (P.O. Box 335, DeWitt, NY
13214; telephone, 315-472-5644), which us-



es a number of different techniques to clean
up old records, some reminiscent of the old
click -and -pop devices. Whether you are
willing to shell out $2,650 for it is another
matter.

Laser Cleaning
CiMy music system, which contains a
dual cassette deck and a CD player, is

several years old and has never been ser-
viced. I haven't had any problems with it
yet, but would it be prudent to have the CD
player's laser checked and cleaned by a
professional? ANDREA M. DENNING

Phoenix, AZ

AProbably not. The laser systems in
most CD players tick along happily for

years with little or no attention. So if yours
is not acting up - skipping or muting un-
usually often - you shouldn't worry about
it. There are accessories that can be used to
clean the lens in your player, and you might
consider giving one of those a try if you're
concerned.

Unshielded Speakers with TV
Cal have a pair of favorite old speakers
that I would like to connect to the B

speaker outputs of the receiver in my home -
theater setup and use for music listening.
Do you have any guidelines for positioning
these unshielded speakers on either side of
my television? WARREN KEATS

Milwaukee, WI

AWhether those old speakers will cause
a problem depends on how much mag-

netism they emit, how far away from the
television set they are placed, and how sen-
sitive the set is to such fields. I'd set them up
in what you feel is an ideal location and see
what happens. I assume that you wouldn't
want them snuggled right up against the TV
for music listening anyway, and if they're 3
or 4 feet to either side, I doubt there'd be
any effect. If there is any color degradation,
try moving the speakers even further apart
and see if that clears it up. (If your set has
built-in degaussing circuitry, turning it off
and on a few times will let it recover.) If you
can't get the speakers far enough away from
the set, placing a sheet of steel between each
speaker and the TV might help.

Digital Surround on VHS?
eh I understand that both the Dolby Digi-

tal and Sony SDDS digital surround
soundtracks on theatrical releases of movies
are recorded on the film, while a synchro-
nized CD-ROM is used for the DTS sur-
round system. Would it be possible for the
Dolby Digital soundtrack to be added to the
edge of a VHS videotape? JOHN SCIACCA

Orinda, CA

ABecause the tape in a VHS cassette
moves so slowly, its linear soundtrack,

which is recorded on a narrow band along
the edge of the tape, is one of the lousiest
audio media ever devised. At the slowest

speed, it can barely handle a full analog sig-
nal, let alone multichannel digital surround.

The hi-fi sound system used in virtually
all commercially recorded videocassettes,
and decodable by all but the most inexpen-
sive VCRs, is another matter. Because Dolby
Digital uses a lot less bandwidth than
"straight" digital audio, it might well be pos-
sible to encode it on the hi-fi track. After all,
Dolby Digital occupies the same space as
one analog audio channel on a laserdisc. and
the technique might work on tape as well.

But I wouldn't hold my breath waiting
for that to happen. If you want to get the
benefit of Dolby Digital, you'll have tc
switch over to one of the disc formats that
have it - namely, laserdisc or DVD.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to 3&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.
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SIGNALS
KEN C. POHLMANN

Feel the Burn
In the same way that the Information

Revolution is changing our society in
the late twentieth century, the Indus-
trial Revolution changed society in

the early nineteenth century. During that
age of invention, machines displaced
manual labor, bringing a flood of low-
cost, mass-produced consumer goods. For
example, the British garment industry
was transformed by the introduction of
mechanized looms. However, this trans-
formation devastated the lives of thou-
sands of weavers, who lost both their jobs
and their heritage of acquired skills. A
few militant weavers, who came to be
called Luddites (after a legendary eigh-
teenth -century saboteur, Ned Ludd), re-
belled against the new technology and de-
manded good jobs, fair wages, decent
working conditions, and a voice in deter-
mining the quality of their cloth.

Their not unreasonable demands were
ignored, and the Luddites began roaming
the countryside, at first sabotaging equip-
ment, then threatening factory owners and
smashing their mechanical looms. Final-
ly, after the violence had become bloody,
the British government responded by ar-
resting the Luddite leaders. The revolt
was crushed, and the juggernaut of the In-
dustrial Revolution was barely slowed.
However, Luddites are remembered, and
today their story still warns us of the con-
sequences of unplanned growth and run-
away technology.

The fabric of our modern society rip-
ples with the question of how new tech-
nology affects us, and that includes the
technologies of recorded music and other
forms of packaged entertainment. For ex-
ample, as the consumer is given more
powerful ways to access and manipulate
recorded content, there must be counter-
balancing ways for content owners to pro-
tect their property. If the imbalance be-
comes too great, then the great machine
of capitalism will inevitably respond, per-
haps with negative consequences. If con-
tent is not protected, and free copying
is allowed, then there will be little profit
in creating content, and individuals and
companies will likely stop creating it.
Consumers would be left with fabulous
recording technology and nothing to re-
cord or play back.

These issues have been debated for

many years, and laws such as the Audio
Home Recording Act have been passed,
but the steady advance of technology re-
quires that the issues be continually revis-
ited. The rise of the Internet is forcing an-
other rethinking. In addition, the advent
of powerful new consumer recording
technologies has again raised the issue of
content ownership and copying. In partic-
ular, consumers can now purchase CD -R
(recordable) and CD-RW (ReWritable)
drives that allow digital recording of mu-
sic, video, computer software, text, and
any other kind of information or signal
that can be represented as a binary file. A
CD -R disc is a permanent recording that

Almost any computer user

can afford to make

CDs, and it's as easy as

drag and drop.

is playable on CD players and CD-ROM
drives. A CD-RW disc can be erased
and rerecorded and played on a CD-RW
drive (which can also play regular CDs
and CD-ROMs). CD-RW discs cannot be
played on today's CD players or CD-
ROM drives, but the next generations of
the drives will allow CD-RW playback.

The advent of CD -R revolutionized the
computer industry. The ability to "burn"
your own CDs, using dye -polymer tech-
nology, gave ordinary users the opportu-
nity to turn their desktop computers into
small -capacity CD mastering and press-
ing factories. Overnight, computer enthu-
siasts began using CD -R for all kinds of
high -storage -capacity applications includ-
ing multimedia publishing, software dis-
tribution, data backup, and archiving. In
addition, individuals could burn their own
music CDs. Whether they were making
compilations from purchased recordings,
copying recordings borrowed from friends,
or selling pirated copies, they could make
discs that were bit -for -bit identical to the
real thing. Moreover, the advent of high-
speed CD -R recorders meant that huge
volumes of data could be copied very
quickly.

The introduction of CD-RW, using
phase -change technology, amplified the
copying possibilities. A disc could be re-
corded, erased, and rerecorded an essen-
tially endless number of times. Moreover,
since a CD-RW drive can also burn CD -R
discs as well as play back audio CDs and
CD-ROMs, it is a "universal" drive. With
the street price of some CD -R recorders
below $400 and blank media below $3,
and some CD-RW drives and discs priced
at $500 and $25, many computer users
can afford to make CDs.

The only complication has been the
awkward premastering programs needed
to make a recording. However, with the
recent advent of packet -writing technolo-
gy, you can now simply drag -and -drop a
file onto a blank CD, which your comput-
er treats as just another disk drive. CD -R
and CD-RW recording is now affordable
and about as easy as using floppy disk-
ettes. Moreover, discord among manufac-
turers has created several incompatible
formats for DVD-RAM (the rewritable
version of DVD) that will impede its
growth. CD -R and CD-RW are thus seri-
ous products, and millions of units will be
sold annually for many years to come.

Although the CD was originally an au-
dio invention, most CD recorders have
appeared as computer peripherals, in part
because computer users have a more
pressing need to write data. It is also be-
cause, historically, the computer industry
has had a more laissez-faire attitude to-
ward unlicensed copying. In contrast, the
music industry has always taken a hard
line against copying and pointedly uses
the term "piracy" to describe the act of
music copying. For those and other rea-
sons, only a few consumer CD -R audio
recorders have been marketed. However,
at least one audio company appears ready
to offer CD-RW audio recorders to con-
sumers. These low-cost recorders will be
able to play standard CDs, burn CD -Rs,
and rewrite CD-RWs. They will thus offer
the ubiquity of the analog cassette, the
convenience of MiniDisc, and the sound
quality of CD - unbeatable!

Clearly, new technology such as CD-
RW is fabulously attractive to consumers.
But the power of such technology must be
appropriately restrained. In particular, pru-
dent steps must be taken to prevent indis-
criminate copying of copyrighted music.
At the same time, however, legitimate use
must be respected. In short, the owners of
intellectual property and the manufactur-
ers of recording hardware must find a
middle ground on which both industries
can prosper.

Given the power of today's technology,
and its potential impact on our society,
failure to resolve the question of record-
ing rights would ultimately lead to a mod-
em tragedy as sad as the wrecked lives of
skilled workers, and the sight of a coun-
tryside littered with smashed machines. 
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TEST REPORTS

Pioneer VSX-09TX Dolby
Digital/THX Receiver
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

pioneer has at last entered the
Home THX fold, embracing
with its VSX-09TX receiver
a set of features and design

guidelines set by Lucasfilm that are
meant to improve the sonic quality of
the home -theater experience.

While the standard set of Home
THX features - re -equalization,
surround -channel decorrelation, and
surround -speaker timbre matching -
serve to make soundtracks sound more
theaterlike, Lucasfilm's design guide-
lines are actually more important.
That's because they affect stereo as
well as multichannel playback: to re-
ceive THX certification, a receiver has
to meet stringent output -power, noise -
level, and distortion requirements in
addition to having a complete and
correctly operating bass -management
system.

The VSX-09TX's bass -management
facilities, for example, include selec-
table frequencies for the crossover be-
tween the main -channel and subwoof-
er outputs, with a choice among 80,
100, and 150 Hz (80 Hz is the THX
standard). It also allows you to apply a

high-pass filter to any speaker output.
The receiver's power specs are like-
wise generous, with 110 watts per
channel into 6 ohms in stereo (0.09
percent distortion) or 100 watts per
channel into 6 ohms in its multichan-
nel modes (0.8 percent distortion).
That much power should let you reach
theaterlike sound levels, which are
quite loud, in your home with typical -
sensitivity speakers.

With the VSX-09TX we encoun-
tered for the second time a relatively
new THX feature, the somewhat con-
fusingly named Bass Manager. Not the
same as Dolby Digital bass manage-
ment, the Bass Manager is a program-
mable signal -limiter applied to the

DIMENSIONS: 18 inches wide, 61/4 inches
high, 17% inches deep

WEIGHT: 351/2 pounds

PRICE: VEX-09TX, $1,750; VSX-OITX,
$1,450

MANUFACTURER: Pioneer Electronics,
Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1540, Long Beath, CA
90801-154; telephone, 800-746-6337

line -level subwoofer output to prevent
any attached subwoofer (or subwoofer
amplifier) from being overdriven. It is
easy to set up, at least in theory. Using
the receiver's on -screen menu system,
you operate the cursor keys on the re-
mote, or behind a fold -down door on
the receiver's front panel, to activate a
special subwoofer-output test tone,
which turns on at a low level. You turn
up the test tone until "just before dis-
tortion begins to appear," as the manu-
al puts it, although in practice you
have to actually hear some distortion
before you can set the volume control
to "just before." You then hit Enter,
and that is the level to which the sub -
woofer output will be limited. The
manual doesn't tell you this, but the
way to de -activate the receiver's Bass
Manager (which you might want to do
if your subwoofer has its own limiter,
as many do) is to turn the receiver's
volume control up past its front -panel
0 -dB marking during the setup proce-
dure (I strongly recommend turning
your subwoofer off while you're doing
this). We deactivated the limiter for
nearly all of our tests.

Aside from its THX features, the
VSX-09TX is a conventional Dolby
Digital receiver. It has six surround -
sound digital signal processing (DSP)
modes suitable for ambience enhance-
ment of music programs (labeled Jazz,
Dance, Theater 1, Theater 2, and Hall)
as well as Dolby Digital and digital -
domain Dolby Pro Logic decoding.
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TEST REPORTS
Along with the built-in thirty -preset
AM/FM tuner, the VSX-09TX has
connections and switching for four au-
dio -only inputs, including CD, two an-
alog recorders, and a moving -magnet
phono cartridge. The five A/V inputs,
with both composite -video and S -vid-
eo connectors for each, include two
VCRs, a DVD player or TV, a laser -
disc or satellite -broadcast decoder, and
a front -panel video input. The laser-
disc/satellite input is provided with a
coaxial digital audio jack as well as an
RF input for receiving Dolby Digital
signals from suitably equipped laser -
disc players. The DVD/TV input also
has a coaxial digital audio connector.
Both the laserdisc and DVD inputs
share the receiver's sole Toslink opti-
cal digital audio connector. All of the
digital audio inputs can also accept
Dolby Digital bitstreams, with the re-
ceiver's Dolby Digital decoder switch-
ing on automatically. The rear panel has
spring connectors for the supplied AM
loop antenna and FM wire antenna (no
F -connector).

Rear -panel outputs include one for a
TV monitor (composite- and S -video
connectors) and the five main speaker
outputs (front left, center, and right,
and surround left and right). There are
also connections for a second pair of
front left/right speakers, presumably
for multiroom operation. All speaker
connectors are multiway binding posts
that accommodate stripped or tinned
wires or single banana plugs (they are
spaced too far apart for double banana
plugs). There is a complete six -chan-
nel set of line -level outputs, of which
only the subwoofer output is likely to
be used in most installations. There
are three AC convenience outlets, two
of them switched. Finally, there are
the seemingly obligatory provisions
for multiroom operation: stereo and
composite -video outputs as well as an
input for an infrared sensor (Pioneer's
MR -100).

Controlling everything is the receiv-
er's remote control, which is of unusu-
al - but very comfortable - shape
and styling. In addition to selecting
surround modes and tuning the radio
by station frequency, the handset will
also control other Pioneer compo-
nents. For the other brand TVs, VCRs,
laserdisc players, and CD players, you
can either recall preprogrammed codes
according to the component's manu-
facturer (using the on -screen menu
system to guide you) or activate the
handset's learning function, which en-
ables it to memorize infrared com-

The Pioneer VSX-O9TX

receiver sounded excellent,

especially with Dolby

Digital program material.

Five -channel power output

was outstanding.

mands from another remote. A rather
complicated macro procedure lets the
remote issue sequences of up to ten
preprogrammed or learned commands
at a time.

Except for its noise performance,
the VSX-09TX did well on our test
bench. As you can see from our mea-
surements, in stereo the receiver had
ample power reserves, especially into
impedances of 6 and 4 ohms, more re-
alistic than the nominal - and I do
mean nominal - 8 -ohm impedance
rating of most speakers. With continu-
ous power outputs this high, the small
measured dynamic headroom is less
important than it would be with lower -
power receivers. Dolby Digital perfor-
mance was very good, with adequately
low noise levels and outstanding out-
put power delivered to all channels si-
multaneously. Dolby Pro Logic decod-
ing was also very good, with slightly
higher noise levels than Dolby Digital,

but these should not be bothersome
with most program material. The
VSX-09TX's bass -management facili-
ties worked correctly but are opti-
mized for THX-certified speakers, or
similar models, by having asymmetri-
cal high- and low-pass rolloffs and a
response that's down 6 dB at the sub -
woofer crossover's rolloff point. Tuner
performance was average overall.

The receiver's noise levels became
noticeable when we used an analog in-
put in any mode other than stereo with
the front -panel Direct button pressed
(this apparently bypasses some sources
of internal noise). Noise was even more
prominent when we used any DSP
ambience mode with any input. Play-
back in these modes can sound hissy if
the volume is close to live or theatrical
levels (any setting above 11 o'clock).
Fortunately, the noise seemed to be
plain, old-fashioned hiss, and while it
was audible with program material of
wide dynamic range, it was relatively
benign.

Sharp -eared listeners with too much
free time may eventually come across
program material that activates an un-
documented "feature" of the VSX-
09TX's line -level analog inputs: a
noise "gate" that essentially mutes the
receiver when an analog input signal
falls below a certain very low level (ap-
proximately 0.23 millivolt) if any of
the speaker settings are "small." While
I could hear the action of the muting
with a specially constructed test tone, I
wasn't able to find program material
that was clearly affected by its action.
In any case, the receiver's analog inputs
would most likely be used for play-
back from LPs, cassettes, or video-
tapes, all media whose inherently high
noise levels would never activate the
noise gate. Our analog -input noise
measurements were made with the
noise gate deactivated to more closely
simulate the noise levels encountered
while listening.

The VSX-09TX sounded excellent,
especially with Dolby Digital materi-
al. My favorite spherical-shock-wave-
from-dy i ng-star-destroys-planet-and-
Enterprise sequence from Star Trek:
Generations on Dolby Digital laser -
disc was as thunderingly "realistic" as
I've ever heard it (it's been a while since
I attended a live planet -disintegration).
The receiver's ample power outputs
saw to that. Dolby Pro Logic play-
back, which was inherently quite good,
was improved by the THX mode's sur-
round -channel decorrelation, which
had a less "swimmy" coloration than
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Mirage ushers in the new
millennium with a breakthaough in

sound technology so radicil it will

revolutionize the way :he world

thinks about loudspeakers.
Omnipolar® goes he,ond bipolar

to create a truly spbe-it al 360

sound radiation pattern with no

wrap -around distortion.
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TEST REPORTS
usual, and the new THX surround -
channel timbre -matching curve did,
with the help of specially devised test
tones, provide a closer sonic match be-
tween surround and front speakers. At
times, however, the slight high -fre-
quency rolloff of THX re -equalization
dulled some soundtracks, forcing me
to revert to straight Dolby Pro Logic
(some THX components allow you to
switch out re -equalization).

Their slightly elevated noise levels
aside, the DSP ambience modes were
sometimes too subtle in their opera-
tion. While this is better than the typi-
cal over -spacious exaggeration, I kept

wanting to fine-tune each mode's be-
havior, principally by turning the ef-
fect up, but no DSP adjustments are
provided. Theater I and Theater 2
sounded very subtly different, and it
took me an hour in the lab to deter-
mine why: the only difference is that
the artificial reflections of Theater 2's
right surround channel come out in re-
versed polarity (phase) compared with
the input. I preferred Theater 2's ef-
fect, particularly for operas.

Setup guided by the on -screen menu
was easy, and so was operation of the
remote. However, you will find that
the Bass Manager's test tone stimu-

lates all manner of in -room vibrations
of loosely fastened objects, which
could be confused with woofer distor-
tion. I'd rely on a subwoofer's built-in
limiting, assuming it has any, and dial
the Bass Manager off.

Overall, I liked Pioneer's VSX-09TX
receiver. It's quite good looking, too.
(For less money you can get the VSX-
07TX, the same receiver without the
wooden side panels or the spectacular
copper -plated chassis.) It was smooth
and easy to operate, with no major er-
gonomic difficulties. It is certainly one
of the finest home -theater receivers
ever made by Pioneer.

DOLBY DIGITAL (AC -3)
PERFORMANCE

All data except frequency response obtained with
Dolby Digital signals from Dolby Labs' AC -3 test
DVD using "small" speaker settings. Except for
maximum output -power and channel -imbalance
measurements, the speaker -balance controls and
volume control were set together to produce 2.83
volts into 8 ohms from a -20-dBFS' signal from
all channels. All input signals were dithered
(which limits noise and distortion performance).

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (1 kHz, into 8/6 ohms)
one channel driven approx 101/134 watts
all channels driven (10 seconds) . . . 94/118 watts

DISTORTION AT 1 WATT (THD+N, I kHz)
worst case (front left) 0 081%

NOISE (A-wtd)
worst case (left surround) -70.2 dB

EXCESS NOISE ,,orst case, with signal)
16 -bit +6.78 dB
18 -bit +17.1 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
worst case (front left) +0.3, -0.5 dB

CHANNEL IMBALANCE (individual channels set at
0 -dB gain) 2 2 -dB spread

SUBWOOFER OUTPUT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
24 dB/octave rolloff above -6-dB point at 80. 100,
or 150 Hz

HIGH -PASS -FILTER FREQUENCY RESPONSES
12 dB/octave rolloff below -3-dB points at 80. 100.
or 150 II/

MAXIMUM SUBWOOFER OUTPUT
(peak -limiting off) 3 8 volts

SUBWOOFER DISTORTION
worst -case signal 9 68%

THX RE -EQUALIZATION ERROR <0.5 dB

THX SURROUND ERROR <0.5 dB

 dBFS = decibels referred to digital full-scale

DOLST PRO LOGIC PERFORMANCE

Except where noted, all data obtained with tones
from a digital test -signal generator. Other test
conditions same as for Dolby Digital.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
front 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.24, -1.21 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.1, -1.16 dB
surround 20 Hz to 6.9 kHz +0, -3 dB

MEASUREMENTS
NOISE (A-wtd)
worst case (surround) -67.7 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, I kHz)
worst case (surround) 0 06%

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
re THX level 2; dBFS) 0 dB

SURROUND -DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS (analog inputs, at I kHz)
front (re 2 -volt input) +0.25 dB
center (re 1.4 -volt input) +3.25 dB
surround (re (1.4 -volt input) +3.25 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
worst case (left out, center driven) >36 dB

* dBFS = decibels referred to digital full-scale

STEREO PERFORMANCE, DIGITAL
INPUTS

Same test conditions as above.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at I kHz)
8 ohms 101 warts
6 ohms 133 watts
4 ohms 191 watts

CLIPPING HEADROOM
(re 110 -watt. 6 -ohm rating)
8 ohms +0.82 dB

DYNAMIC POWER
8 ohms 96 watts
6 ohms 128 watts
4 ohms 191 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM
(re 110 -watt, 6 -ohm rating)
8 ohms +0.66 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER (6 ohms, 1 kHz)
1 10 watts 0 0944

DISTORTION AT 1 WATT
(8 ohms. I kHz) 0174,

LINEARITY ERROR
at -90 dBFS" +0.8 dB

NOISE (A-wtd, de -emphasis ollion)
Direct on -71.1/-72.5 dB
Direct off -67.1/-67.9 dB
worst case (Jazz DSP mode). . -61.1/-63.7 dB

EXCESS NOISE (without/with signal)
16 -bit +4.151+4.15 dB
quasi -20 -bit +21.411+21.41 dB

TONE -CONTROL RANGE
100 Hz . +6.4, -6.0 dB10 kHz....+5.7, -4.0 dB
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
de -emphasis off +0.33, -1.1 dB
de -emphasis on +0.59, -0.44 dB

 dBFS = decibels referred to digital full-scale

STEREO PERFORMANCE, ANALOG
INPUTS

SENSITIVITY (for 1 watt at max volume)
CD 32.32 mV
phono 0.44 mV

INPUT -OVERLOAD LEVEL (re 2 -volt input)
CD +0.35 dB

NOISE (re I -watt output, A-wtd, Direct on)
CD (500 -mV input, see text) -78.2 dB
phono (5 -mV input, see text) -68.7 dB

RIAA PHONO-EQUAUZATION ERROR
(20 Hz to 20 kHz) +0.64, -1.03 dB

ANALOG -INPUT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
2(1 Hz to 20 kHz +0.33, -1.1 dB

TUNER SECTION

All figures for FM except frequency response.

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono 23 dBf
stereo 34 dBf

NOISE (at 65 dBf)
mono -55 dB
stereo -57 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0 56%
stereo 0 50%

CAPTURE RATIO (at 65 dBf) 2 dB

AM REJECTION 60 dB

SELECTIVITY
alternate -channel 70 dB
adjacent -channel 10 dB

PILOT -CARRIER LEAKAGE
19/38 kHz -32/-63 dB

HUM -72 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (1 kHz) 42 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
30 Hz to 15 kHz +0.7, -0 dB

AM 160 Hz to 3 kHz +0.2, -6 dB
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"THE MOST SPATIAL REALISM OF ANY
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM, REGARDLESS OF PRICE"

That's how one reviewer described our Home

GG
Theater System. We couldn't agree more.

ira e
The system begins with the pure power
and sound fidelity of the Bipolar 95is
Series, de:ivering uniform spectral
balance ard optimal dispersion, for
a more lifelike soundstage with
incredible 3D imaging.

Tie combination is surely nothing
less than awesome, elevating your
enjoyment of both music and
movies to dizzying new heights.
Astounding sound, only from
Mirage.

Now add a pair of our
full range Bipolar surround
satellites as your rear
speakers, an MC Series
magnetically shielded
center channel speaker,
and a BPS Series Bipolar
Subwoofer

made in
eaven

HI -El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SETTING A STANDARD THAT HAS YET TO BE SURPASSED.

FOR AN EXPERT DEMONSTRATION OR
MORE INFORMATION ON OUR HOME
THEATER SYSTEMS, VISIT -7111. AUTHORIZED

WAAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA.

AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
3641 MCNICOLL AVENUE, SCARBOROUGHemakito

ONTARIO, CANADA MIX 1G5
TELEPHONE (416)321-1800 FAX (416)321-1500

CRRCLE NO. 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

AMC Model 3020
Integrated Amplifier
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK

Most of the emphasis in
consumer electronics in
recent years has been on
home theater, typically

involving the use of sophisticated sig-
nal -processing circuitry, powerful A/V
receivers, and several loudspeakers be-
yond the familiar stereo pair. Home
theater has, at least to some degree,
overshadowed the role of traditional
hi-fi components. Nevertheless, new
stereo components continue to make
their appearance, albeit with some-
what lower frequency (no pun intend-
ed) than heretofore.

One of the most basic and familiar
components of any audio system is its
amplifier. A few decades ago, new am-
plifiers were announced almost daily
(or so it seemed), often with inflated
claims of superiority over previous
designs.

A host of technological develop-
ments have altered that situation.
Much of the "magic" has been deleted
from the design process, replaced by
hard science, with the result that good
amplifiers today are commonplace, al-
though they are more often than not
incorporated within a receiver and
therefore rarely seen or appreciated by
their users. "High end" separate am-
plifiers, of course, are very visible, and
their (usually) high performance can
inspire passionate feelings in their

LABORATORIES

owners. These amps' correspondingly
large dimensions, weights, and prices
also distinguish them from more mun-
dane and affordable products.

Fortunately, there are still affordable
alternatives like the Model 3020 stereo
integrated amplifier from AMC. In its
high value/cost ratio, plain appearance,
and simplicity of operation, the AMC
3020 is reminiscent of some of the
popular amplifiers of bygone years, al-
though its design and performance
clearly reflect more recent technologi-
cal advances.

The AMC 3020 is a compact, all -
black component whose front panel
contains a green power button, a head-
phone jack, and six knobs. The func-
tion of each knob is clearly labeled in
white above it, and the volume knob is
larger than the rest and placed at the
far right.

Except for one unique twist, which
we'll get to in a moment, the control
functions are conventional, including

DIMENSIONS: 17 inches wide. 31/4 inches
high. 12 inches deep

WEIGHT: I I Y4 pounds

PRICE: $250

MANUFACTURER: AMC/Weltronics, 1414
Fair Oaks Ave.. #7. South Pasadena CA
91030; telephone, 818-749-6396

balance, bass and treble tone controls
(each center-detented), source/tape se-
lection, and input selection. The input
selector is a rotary switch whose six
positions are marked Phono/Aux, CD,
Tuner, Multimedia, DVD, and Mix.
All of the inputs have identical gain
and frequency -response characteris-
tics, so if you want to hook up a turn-
table you will need an outboard phono
preamp. The Mix setting, a feature
that is foreign to conventional home
amplifiers, allows the signals from any
or all inputs to be combined in any
proportion and delivered to the speak-
er outputs. This feature, intended for
multimedia applications, allows you to
listen to a CD and monitor computer -
generated audio simultaneously, for
example. The mixed signal also ap-
pears at the Model 3020's recording
outputs so that it can be recorded or
fed to a computer's sound -card input.

The rear apron of the AMC 3020 is
populated by five pairs of RCA -jack
inputs, a ground terminal, tape-record-
ing in/out jacks, and preamp-out/
main -amp -in jacks, which are fitted
with removable jumpers. Above each
of the main input terminals is a small
Mix knob that adjusts the level of its
source program; the Mix knobs have
no effect unless the amplifier is in its
mixing mode. The speaker outputs are
insulated binding posts that accept
wires, lugs, or single or dual banana
plugs. The Model 3020 is designed to
drive speakers with impedance ratings
between 4 and 8 ohms.

About half of the top of the amplifi-
er case is slotted to provide convection
cooling for most of its active circuitry,
including the power supply and the
output stages with their heat sinks.
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SUBWOOFER OF

THE YEAR!
Audio/Video

International

Grand Prix

Product of the Year

Video Magazine's

1997 Home Theater

System of the Year

"...A DOWNRIGHT AMAZING PERFORMER"
 TOT NOIL101 in, on the PS -1200. Video Magazine

"...POWERFUL AND IMPRESSIVE"

Andret, .41arshall at. the PS -1200. Audio Meal Gude

"ROCK SOLID AND DEEP AS A WAX MO

NOTES CAME NOM AS I'D NEVER NEM

MEN BEFORE."  Wm Philip on the PS -1000.
Stereophdr Gunk to How Theater Vol 2. Number 2

A!most overnight PARADIGM has become the new standard in high-performance subwoofers. As a world leader

in speaker design, PARADIGM knows what it takes to make great sounding speakers - from best -value budget

audiophile speakers right through to sensational PARADIGM° REFERENCE high -end systems. PARADIGM has

applied this comprehensive expertise to design and build the finest subwoofers available, at any price! And when

it comes to price, PARADIGM'S value is unmatched. In fact PARADIGM has been rated #1 in price/value for

7 consecutive years in surveys conducted by the distinguished trade publication Inside Track'.

Sophisticated bass driver technology utilizes AVS- diecast heatsink chassis' for higher power handling and much

lower distortion. Patented high current, high output amplifiers

ensure full power delivery at all times. Add solid

braced enclosures, full control features and

what you have is the pure, clean, articulate

and thunderous deep bass of PARADIGM'S

sensational powered subwoofers.

We invite you to visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM

DEALER and experience these remarkable subwoofers today.

The difference is... simply better sound'
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TEST REPORTS
During our operation and testing, the
exterior of the case always remained at
comfortable temperatures.

The AMC 3020 is rated to deliver
20 watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads,
with a clipping -level output of 33 and
42 watts into loads of 8 and 4 ohms,
respectively. Our measurements showed
that it is very conservatively rated, de-
livering 36 watts into 8 ohms and 46
watts into 4 ohms. Not only was it a
first-rate performer in every important
characteristic, but it proved to be a
rugged and reliable amplifier that with-
stood being repeatedly driven to and
beyond its limits without mishap.

With both channels driving 8 -ohm
loads at the rated 20 watts, the AMC
3020's distortion was about 0.01 per-
cent between 20 Hz and 2 kHz, and it
rose to only 0.025 percent at 20 kHz.
At 30 watts, the distortion readings
were similar above 100 Hz, but they
increased appreciably at lower fre-
quencies. The low-level frequency re-
sponse (at 1 watt) with the tone con-
trols centered was an excellent ±0.1
dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The tone -
control characteristics were conven-
tional.

In summary, the AMC 3020 inte-
grated amplifier offers unusual versa-
tility at a very reasonable price. It can
do justice to demanding program ma-
terial, yet it is compact and inconspic-
uous, and its Mix feature will be espe-
cially attractive to computer users who
want to add power and flexibility to
their sound systems.

MEASUREMENTS
All data per channel, both driven.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at I kHz)
8 ohms 36 watts
4 ohms 46 watts

CUPPING HEADROOM (re 20 -watt rating)
8 ohms 2 55 dB

DYNAMIC POWER
8 ohms 88 watts
4 ohms 115 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM (re 20 -watt rating)
8 ohms 6 4 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER
8 ohm, 001%

SENSITIVITY (for a 1 -watt output into 8
ohms) 28 mV

NOISE (re I -watt output) -95 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(with tone controls centered)
20 Hz to 20 kHz ±0.1 dB

TONE -CONTROL RANGE
100 Hz +8, -9 dB
10 kHz +7.5, -8 dB



ASTONISHING!
"...smooth...refined...I've heard highly regarded
$2,000 2 -way 6-inchers that could not keep
up with the Mini Monitor." -Lorry Greenberg. udio blagazrn

As a world leader in speaker design, PARADIGM knows what it takes to make great

sounding speakers - from superb best -value budget audiophile speakers, right
through to sensational PARADIGMS REFERENCE high -end systems. And now
PARADIGM brings it's comprehensive design expertise to an all new generation of

the most affordable high-performance speakers the market has ever seen.
Introducing the exceptional new MONITOR SERIES.

H.gh-frequency drivers use our remarkable new PTD'" pure -titanium dome
along with our exclusive controlled waveguide to provide outstanding, and

utterly natural, high -frequency response.

Bass/midrange drivers utilize high-pressure diecast chassis' and our
unique ICI" injection -moulded copolymer polypropylene cones. This

advanced cone design effectively eliminates unwanted resonances
and standing waves.

Add minimum diffraction grills, solid braced enclosures, phase
coherent crossovers, gold input terminals and what you have
is the pure, clear and uncolored sound of PARADIGM'S
astonishing new MONITOR SERIES.

We invite you to visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM

DEALER and experience any of our high-performance speakers

today. The difference is._ simply better sound'
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Atom/CC-50/Micro/PDR-10

$816

Monitor 7/C(.350/1110.350/PS-1200

52,256

Titan/CC-150/ADP-100/PDR.10

51,096
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Monitor 90P/CC-350/ADP-350

52,727
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Does It
Better

Every home theater receiver company is screaming about how great Dolby Digital is. So how come
when you turn on their receivers the experience is more like so whatthan so cool?

The answer to that question lies not in technology, but in quality. From our Dolby
Digital ready TX-SV444 up to our THX certified TX-DS939 with built-in Dolby Digital

decoder. Onkyo quality makes the difference in Dolby Digital.

That means Low -Negative Feedback and

to minimize noise and distortion, so that
- - a bullet whizzing from the left to the right rear channel makes you

duck. It means oversized transformers and capacitors that deliver
enough power to handle even the most sophisticated intergalactic
weapons of mass destruction.

Onkyo quality is why our new receivers consistently deliver high
power levels into low impedance loads. with the greatest possible

transparency. And you can hear Onkyo quality, whether you're
listening to movies or music.

All you'll hear from our competition is excuses.

May The
Features
Be With You

Non -Negative Feedback circuitries

All of this extraordinary build quality means Onkyo receivers can bring

you an extraordinary range of signal processing features. Like

Lucasfilm's Cinema Re-EQTM and Timbre MatchingT.m Cinema Re-EQ

automatically insures soundtracks are properly equalized for home
playback, so that high frequencies that sounded fine in a large theater don't make your fillings melt at
home. Timbre Matching heightens realism by seamlessly blending the sound
ccming from the surround speakers with the front channels. And our top model,
th3 TX-DS939. offers full THX certification.

High Definition DSP is another Onkyo exclusive. The result of the microprocessing

capabilities of the Motorola Symphony chip and the programming wizardry of
Onkyo, High Definition DSP lets you customize your room acoustics without having to take out a wall.

Until Onkyo invented Smart Scan, system setup and adjustment typically
required wading through a confusing sea of presets. By simply rotating the

Smart Scan controller, you can instantly select surround modes,
arameters, output levels for all channels, delay times, center

channel mode, subwoofer on/off and test signals.

Smart Scan is the fast, easy way to dial up perfect
surround sound every time. And you'll never get a wrong number.

That's some inside information on what makes a great receiver. Your Onkyo dealer has the rest of

the story. Along with a demo you won't forget.

ONIKILTO
Onkyo USA Corporation 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446 201-825-7950 www onkyo.co.ip E Mail: srWonkyousa.com



Our inside quality
doesn't give other receivers

an outside chance.

NEW TX-DS939 DOLBY
DIGITAL, THX RECEIVER

In the October issue of Stereo

Review, David Ranada reviewed

the TX-DS939 and concluded tna:

"at present, no other AV receiver

we're aware of is clearly super or

It may not even have any peers."

The flagship of the Onkyo line,

the TX-DS939 is quite simply,

the finest home theater receiver

you can buy.
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NEW TX-SV545 DOLBY
DIGITAL READY RECEIVER

No other receiver offers the

performance level of our

TX-SV545 at such an affordable

price. And it only gets bett3r as
you step up to its big brothers,
the TX-SV646 and full Dolby

Digital TX-DS747. So no matter

what your home theater budget,

there's an Onkyo receiver thz.t

you can build around.
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Polk Audio RT-1000p
Speaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

For decades, high-fidelity loud-
speakers have followed a more
or less standard pattern. They
range from relatively small

"bookshelf" designs, typically hous-
ing two-way two -driver systems, to
floor -standing models whose larger
size can accommodate a three-way or
four-way driver configuration.

In recent years, in response to the
growing popularity of home theater,
low -bass performance has been en-
hanced by the availability of subwoof-
ers that can extend the lower -frequen-
cy bass coverage of even a modest
speaker system. While subwoofers can
be purchased separately and added to

existing installations, they are also fre-
quently packaged with other speakers
as a dedicated part of a three- to six -
piece system.

An impressive variation on the latter
theme is the "all in one" speaker, com-
bining a full driver complement with
a powered subwoofer in a single tow-
er enclosure. This is one of the most
space -efficient designs, requiring only
the addition of a conventional amplifi-
er or receiver to create a highly effec-
tive, state-of-the-art music system with
a minimum of impact on the surround-
ing living space.

Until recently, the downside of this
approach has been the bulk, weight,

rn

and cost of such speakers, which have
restricted their appeal to a limited seg-
ment of the high-fidelity market. With
the introduction of the Polk Audio
RT1000p system, the basic advantages
of the all -in -one speaker are now with-
in the reach of a larger range of music
lovers.

The RT1000p is a conventional -ap-
pearing tower speaker whose cabinet
is largely constructed of 3/4 -inch medi-
um -density fiberboard (MDF). The
speaker baffle, 1 inch thick, is covered
with an acoustically inert material
called Velvin.

Functionally, the upper third of the
cabinet is a separately enclosed and
sealed speaker system covering the
range from the upper bass through the
high frequencies. Its 1 -inch tweeter
has a soft polymer dome with a vapor -
deposited coating of stainless steel and
aluminum, a design that the manufac-
turer says combines the stiffness of
metal with the damping properties of
softer materials.

The woofer, located just below the
tweeter, is a 61/2 -inch cone driver, op-
erating below 2.3 kHz. Both drivers in
the upper section are mounted on a
raised bezel, weighing nearly 3 pounds,
that is molded from a dense mineral -
and -glass compound. This construc-
tion is designed to minimize diffrac-
tion and reduce unwanted reflections
that could affect system imaging.

The RT1000p's separate upper sec-
tion is, by itself, an excellent two-way
speaker system. However, the bulk of
the enclosure's volume is devoted to
the powered subwoofer, which oper-
ates below 80 Hz and whose output is
rated to be down 3 dB at 36 Hz.

The two compartments of the sub -
woofer structure extend over the full
width, depth, and height of the cabinet
except for the portion devoted to the
built-in amplifier and its controls and
to the upper drivers. The subwoofer
section is heavily braced and gives the
enclosure a rigidity reminiscent of a
concrete block.

DIMENSIONS: 421/4 inches high, 8 inches
wide. 13 inches deep

WEIGHT: 63 pounds

FINISH: black woodgrain vinyl; real
rosewood veneer (as shown) at extra cost

PRICE: black, $560 each; rosewood. $660
each

MANUFACTURER: Polk Audio, Dept. SR,
5601 Metro Dr., Baltimore, MD 21215;
telephone, 800-377-7655
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TEST REPORTS
The subwoofer itself has a single

61/2 -inch cone similar to the upper-
bass/midrange driver. The low -bass
frequencies exit through a 3 -inch -di-
ameter port and a conical deflector at
the bottom of the cabinet, which is
raised a couple of inches by the speak-
er's base, and emerge omnidirectional-
ly at floor level. The 80 -watt subwoof-
er amplifier is in a protected area of

the cabinet's rear panel, behind the
bass driver.

The subwoofer control panel, which
also serves as a heat sink for the am-
plifier, has its own speaker -level and
line -level inputs, normally connected
in parallel with the upper speaker with
gold-plated jumpers, so that the sys-
tem can be biwired. The amplifier can
be left in its automatic mode and con-

nected to a 120 -volt AC line; it will
come on automatically when a signal
is present and shut off a few minutes
after it ceases. Alternatively, it can be
switched on and off manually. The
subwoofer level is smoothly ad-
justable with a volume knob. The set-
ting is not critical and should be made
to satisfy individual taste.

Our room -response measurement of

POLK AUDIO RT1000 HOME THEATER SYSTEM
POLK AUDIO'S new RT1000
Home Theater System is built
around the RT1000p tower
speaker reviewed by Julian
Hirsch. For $1,870 Polk sup-
plies a pair of standard -finish
RT1000p towers (black wood -
grain vinyl; rosewood veneer is
shown), a CS275 center -chan-
nel speaker ($300), and a pair of
RT f/x surround speakers ($450
a pair). For extra oomph in
playing movie soundtracks,
Polk suggested adding the
PSW150 10 -inch powered sub -
woofer (not shown, $649).

The CS275 center speaker
has two 5 -inch horizontally ar-
rayed woofers flanking a 1 -inch
trilaminate-dome tweeter. The
magnetically shielded, bass -
reflex enclosure measures 6 x
18 x 8 inches and weighs 10
pounds. The top is "sliced" at
the back so that you can turn
the speaker upside down and
mount it underneath a TV, an-
gled upward. Rated frequency
response is 80 Hz to 25 kHz,
and rated sensitivity is 90 dB sound -pres-
sure level (SPL) at 1 meter. Nominal imped-
ance is 8 ohms.

The RT f/x surround speaker has a single
51/4 -inch woofer and a pair of the same 1 -
inch dome tweeters as the CS275 in a trape-
zoidal enclosure. The woofer and one tweet-
er are on one side, while the second tweeter
and the woofer port are on the other side; a
switch selects either bipolar (in -phase) or
dipolar (out -of -phase) operation. The enclo-
sure measures 10 x 81/2 x 61/4 inches and
weighs 17 pounds, and there is a keyhole on
the back panel for wall mounting. Rated fre-
quency response is 50 Hz to 24 kHz, sensi-
tivity is 89 dB, and impedance is 8 ohms.

The PSW150 subwoofer has a built-in
200 -watt amp and a variable 50- to 150 -Hz
electronic crossover. The vented enclosure
measures 121/4 x 17 x 20 inches, and it
weighs 48 pounds. It includes a set of

speaker -level and line -level inputs and out-
puts. Frequency response is given as 30 to
150 Hz.

I installed the RT1000p towers well away
from the side and front walls of my listening
room and leveled them with their adjustable
feet. I placed the RT f/x surround speakers
on stands at either side of my main listening
couch, 4 feet above the floor and 2 feet back
from the rear of the couch. The CS275 cen-
ter speaker, of course, went directly on top
of my 51 -inch rear -projection TV. I put the
PSW150 subwoofer in the right rear corner
of the room. Distances to the speakers were
equalized using a tape measure and further
adjusted with the time -alignment function of
a Lexicon DC -1 surround processor.

Wiring this system was slightly more
complicated than for a basic home -theater
setup. I wiredjthe RT1000p towers using the
speaker -level inputs and adjusted the inter-

nal subs to create a cohesive
three-way system. Then, using
its line -level input, I connected
the PSW150 subwoofer to my
system and set its level to com-
plement the RT1000p speakers.

In my listening room the
RT1000p towers had a smooth
and gently rising response char-
acteristic with good low -fre-
quency extension. Off -axis re-
sponse remained smooth, and
high -frequency response was
strong even 60 degrees off -axis.
The CS275 center speaker was
less smooth (±7 dB from 73 to
20 kHz on -axis), and the tweet-
er's level was about 6 dB louder
than that of the woofers. Like
many horizontally arrayed sys-
tems I've tested, the CS275 had
a serious notch (12 to 15 dB)
near the crossover region at any
angle more than 20 degrees off
dead center. However, the re-
sponse of the RT f/x surround
speaker at the listening position
was excellent (±5 dB from 46
Hz to 16.5 kHz), particularly

considering that the measurement was
made at an angle to the side of the speaker.
Switching between bipolar and dipolar oper-
ation changes the polarity of one of the
tweeters, which didn't change the sound ap-
preciably in my listening room.

The combination of three powered sub -
woofers, one in each main speaker plus the
PSW I50, gave the system excellent dynam-
ics with program material. In the "Boom"
scene from Clear & Present Danger, it de-
livered 110 dB SPL at my seat on the couch.
Average peak output during my usual selec-
tion of low and loud music (Bass Erotica's
Bass Ecstasy CD, the cannon shots from
Telarc's 1812 Overture, and "Jurassic Lunch"
from Telarc's The Great Fantasy and Ad-
venture Album) was 108 dB SPL. While the
infrasonic fundamentals were missing and
the system was not a world -class couch
mover, it was remarkably dynamic from 40
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Eefore you buy stereo for
your home, get this catalog!

the Polk RT1000p was made by sepa-
rately measuring and then averaging
the outputs of the left and right speak-
ers from a distance of 12 feet on the
axis of the left speaker; the subwoofer
level was set to its middle position,
which our listening indicated was ap-
proximately optimum for balanced re-
sponse. The resulting curve showed an
overall variation of ±4 dB from 100

Hz upward. Overload control was also
excellent. Driven beyond its capabilities,
the system became hard -sounding, but
there were no buzzing, scraping, or other
obnoxious noises.

My favorite rock-and-roll recordings
sang purely on these speakers, and the
system sounded very good with other
types of program material, too. The gen-
tly rising spectral balance delivered in-
telligible vocals with clear details, but
at the cost of extra sibilance and saxo-
phones that became squeaky at very
loud levels. Off -axis the sound was
much better than the frequency -response
notch I measured would suggest. The
primary effect was even more pro-
nounced sibilance on speaking voices,
some coloration of singing voices, and
an overall increase in apparent treble.
The basic sound was just as pleasing
with classical music and video sound-
tracks as it was with rock-and-roll.

Spatially, the system also worked
very well. At my primary listening seat
the sound was big and spacious. The
frontal image was wide, without holes or
alleys, and had moderate depth. The
sound field filled the room from front to
back, and sounds tracked naturally into
and out of the main stage. At seats far
off -axis the spatial presentation re-
mained good. There was a small dead
zone between the front stage and the am-
bient sound field, and sometimes the sur-
round speakers could be heard as inde-
pendent sound sources, but overall the
presentation was quite satisfactory at all
listening spots in my room.

The Polk RT1000 Home Theater Sys-
tem offers excellent sound and good val-
ue. The system can do pretty much
everything except reproduce the lowest
bass with authority. It plays clean and
clear, it plays very loud above its low -
end limits, and it delivers excellent sur-
round sound. Polk has brought a degree
of technological sophistication to this
system not generally found in this price
class. - Tom Nousaine

Hz to 12 kHz. Over most of that range
the variation was about ±2 dB. Of
course, since this is not a standard
measurement, it is not readily repeat-
able under other conditions or in other
rooms, but it does say something
about the overall smoothness of the
speaker's response.

Our close-miked measurement of
the subwoofer response was a sym-
metrical curve with its maximum at 60
Hz and an overall ±-6-dB variation be-
tween 35 and 60 Hz. This "response"
is obviously affected considerably by
the setting of the subwoofer level,
making a meaningful definition of
the speaker's low -frequency re-
sponse an uncertain process. This is, of
course, equally true of any speaker
system with an adjustable subwoofer.
In fact, when a separate subwoofer is
used, it is totally impractical to define
the low -bass response of the system.

Returning to the higher frequencies
for the moment, quasi-anechoic MLS
response measurements confirmed the
essential results of our room -response
measurement and the effectiveness of
the system's design. The 2 -meter on -
axis response variation from 300 Hz to
20 kHz was only ±2.5 dB, about as
good as it gets.

The system's impedance, rated at 8
ohms, was closer to 4 ohms at most fre-
quencies, reaching the 8 -ohm point
only at 1.9 kHz (except for a maxi-
mum of 19.5 ohms at 80 Hz). Since
the speaker is quite sensitive, rated at
90 dB and measuring 91 dB in our
tests, the impedance figures have little
practical importance.

Our measurements indicate that the
Polk RT1000p is a first-rate speaker in
every respect, and listening to it for
more than a few moments fully justi-
fied that conclusion. It was quickly ap-
parent that the treble/midrange portion
of the RT1000p sets the standard of
performance of the entire system. Its
stereo imaging and frequency balance
were excellent, with no sign of any
systematic coloration or weakness.

The bass (subwoofer) portion of the
spectrum should be more than ade-
quate for 99 percent of the program
material that the speaker will ever be
called on to reproduce. In fact, while
listening to it, it was hard to believe
that its low -bass performance was the
work of a single 61/2 -inch driver.

The Polk RT1000p is unquestion-
ably a topnotch speaker at a bargain
price, well worth hearing even if you
are not in the market to buy a new
speaker.

Sony Kenwood, Pioneer,

JVC, Bose, Harman Kardon,

Infinity, Technics, Polk,

Carver, Yamaha, and more!

FREE
Stereo Catalog
Looking for the latest in
audio/video components?
The Crutchfield catalog brings you hundreds
of top, brand -name components and
makes it easy to compare
them feature for
feature. Infor-
mative articles,
helpful tips and
exclusive comparison
charts guide you through
the maze of buzzwords.
You'll find exactly
what you need without
paying for more than
you want!

New! See why DVD

means movies at home

will never be the same!

Discover the convenience of
shopping from home
Part catalog, part shopper's guide, the
Crutchfield catalog makes it a pleasure to
shop from home. You can call our well-

informed sales
advisors toll -free,
7 days a week with
any of your product
questions. Plus,
you'll get your order
in 2 days or less!

So what are you
waiting for? Get
your copy on its
way today!

Call now for your free copy!

1-800-955-9009
8 m to Midnight (Eastern time), 7 days a week

or visit our Web site at

http://www.crutchfield.com

CRUTCHFIELD
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L 1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR, Charlottesville, VA 22906 I
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TEST REPORTS

Sherwood Newcastle R-925
Dolby Digital Receiver
DANIEL KUMIN  START LABORATORIES

5 herwood's R-925 joins the
growing brigade of Dolby
Digital A/V receivers that sell
for $1,000 or less. Part of the

company's upscale Newcastle line, it
appears to have all the firepower nec-
essary to play on what is rapidly be-
coming a very competitive field. The
receiver's on -board Dolby Digital (DD)
and digital -domain Pro Logic sur-
round decoding are complemented by
four DSP-powered music -surround
modes, plenty of inputs and outputs,
and several useful conveniences. The
R-925 is rated to deliver 100 watts per
channel in two -channel stereo mode
and 125 watts in five -channel surround
mode, which should be plenty of pow-
er in most cases.

Sherwood's first Dolby Digital re-
ceiver, the R-925 presents a relatively
uncluttered face to the world, with
large volume and input -selection knobs
situated above three small bass, treble,
and balance knobs. There's also a head-
phone jack and a set of A/V jacks for
connecting a camcorder. The rest of
the controls - pushbuttons - are
grouped logically by function and dis-
tinguished by size and shape. The
faceplate employs the currently fash-
ionable gold -on -black panel lettering.
It's not the most legible scheme, but
Sherwood earns several points in my
book for using labels that are larger

and brighter than those found on most
comparable receivers.

Around back, the R-925 proffers an
all -RCA -jack selection of inputs and
outputs - there are no S -video con-
nectors, which is a bit surprising at this
price level. Audio facilities include two
tape loops and inputs labeled CD and
phono. The audio/video complement
includes input trios for four compo-
nents, but only one (VCR1) is equipped
with outputs to accommodate record-
ing. Digital inputs comprise two jacks
- one labeled RF AC -3 for use with a
Dolby Digital -equipped laserdisc play-
er, the other PCM/AC-3 for digital
sources like a CD or DVD player -
and one optical port, also labeled PCM/
AC -3. The speaker outputs are multi -
way binding posts, sized and spaced
for dual banana plugs - hallelujah.

Sherwood also supplies preamp-out
RCA jacks for all six channels (in-
cluding subwoofer) as well as main -in
jacks for the left and right front chan-

DIMENSIONS: 173/8 inches wide. 61/4 inches
high. 15 inches deep'

WEIGHT: 311/4 pounds

PRICE: S1,000

MANUFACTURER: Sherwood. Dept. SR.
1483(1 Alondra Blvd.. La Mirada. CA 90638;
telephone. 800-962-3203

nels, which are linked to their corre-
sponding pre -outs by heavy jumper
pins. All of this raises the R-925 sub-
stantially above the norm in terms of
flexible expansion options. The receiv-
er also has a pin -jack output to feed a
Xantech-compatible multiroom con-
troller, though no mention is made in
the manual of how this might be used.

Remaining rear -panel features in-
AC convenience jacks, a vid-

eo -monitor output, AM and FM anten-
na terminals, and a pair of RCA jacks
for Sherwood's Digi-Link remote -con-
trol system, which provides integrated
"smart" control of additional Sherwood -
brand components.

A peek under the R -925's hood re-
vealed a main circuit board with verti-
cally mounted cards (daughter boards)
for the tuner, AC-3/DSP processing
(this sports a Motorola 56000 -family
DSP engine), digital audio conversion,
and analog audio and A/V input/out-
put. Overall, the arrangement looks eas-
ily serviceable. The power -amp section
employs ten identical output devices.

I set up the R-925 in my usual home -
theater system, comprising B&W Mod-
el 803 Series 2 left/right front speak-
ers, a B&W HTM center speaker, and
Citation Model 7.3 dipole/bipole sur-
rounds. A powered subwoofer is also
part of this system, though as usual I
initially omitted it to exercise the re-
ceiver's amplifiers with full -range front
channels. Source material included Dol-
by Digital laserdiscs, CDs, and DSS
broadcasts.

Setup was uneventful thanks to the
R -925's manual, which is generally
clear and straightforward. The receiv-
er's solid-state volume control (a con-
tinually rotating knob) tracked very
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New Ensemble Dual-Subwooter/Satellite Speaker System New Ensemble ilSubwooter/Satellite Speaker System

How Do You Improve On Two Of The Most
Highly Acclaimed Speaker Systems Of All Time?

Believe us, it isn't easy.

Our Ensemble and Ensemble ll are among the

most popular - and most critically acclaimed -

speaker systems of all time. Designed by our co-

founder, Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Klass

(founder of AR, KLH & Advent), they deliver very
realistic, wide -range sound...without filling your

living room with huge boxes. And because we sell

them direct to you, the consumer, with no expensive

middlemen, they offer an unprecedented
combination of high performance and high value.

After almost 10 successful years, we are now

introducing new, improved versions of these classic

speakers.

New Ensemble & New Ensemble IL
In the new models, much remains the same .

Ensemble's dual subwoofers and Ensemble ll's single

subwoofer haven't changed. In fact the overall tonal

balance, dispersion and frequency range of the new

models is essentially identical to the original

speakers. And we've kept our affordable, factory -

direct prices. Here's what's new:

New Satellite Design.
The satellites forNew Ensemble and New

Ensemble II feature a new tweeter, redesigned

crossover and a stylish new cabinet with tapered

walls and a Nextel-coated grille. Acoustically identical

to the original satellites, the new designs look better,

feature improved power handling and offer increased

flexibility in mounting options.

Improved Power Handling.
While the original Ensemble and Ensemble II had

formidable power handling capability, the new

models employ even more robust construction, with

a resulting increased ability to be used with today's

modem high -current amplifiers. New Ensemble and

New Ensemble ll can safely be used with ar_Ly

amplifier designed for home use.

New Industry -Best 10 -Year Warranty.
We feel this new design sets new standards for

reliability in our industry. We're backing it up with an

industry -best 10 -year limited parts and labor

warranty.

What critics said about the
original Ensemble and Ensemble 11

Ensemble has "...crisp balanced sound...stereo

imaging is phenomenally sharp - some cf the best

I've heard...he dynamics are stunning... some of the

speakers l'r comparing it to cost $1900 lo $2800."

-High Penormance Review

Ensemble nay be "the best value in the world...a

winner." -Audio

"Ensemble delivered a smoother output than many

larger and more expensive speakers. It' hard to

imagine golig wrong with Ensemble."

-Stereo Review

"Ensemble ;an provide big -speaker perfcrmance

from a paclage that takes up little more nom - or

money -than mini speakers...another

milestone." -0 Review

"Ensemble I, like its companions in the Cambridge

SoundWorl-s lineup, performs so tar beyand its

price and sze class that it can be compared only

with much arger speakers at substantially higher

prices. Ensemble II is appreciably cheaper than its

competitior, , yet in our opinion it can hold its own

against any of them in overall performan;e...an

outstandinc value." -Stereo Review

SAVE $$$
ON ORIGINAL ENSEMBLE 8. ENSEMBLF.11

NOW THRIJ DECEMBER 28,1997
CALL 1-800-FOR-HIFI FOR DETAILS

The Same Factory -Direct Prices.
We're able to offer these new, improved models at

the same, factory -direct prices as the originals.

New Ensemble Factory -direct price: $599.99
New Ensemble ll Factory -direct price: $499.99

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Like all our products, New Ensemble and New

Ensemble H are backed by our 30 -Day Total

Satisfaction Guarantee. Listen in your home, with

your music. If you aren't happy with them, retum

them for a full refund. There's virtually no risk.

To Order, For A Free Catalog, Or For
The Nearest Store Location, Call

1800-FORHIFI
I l -800-30---H34

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

3U Needham Street, Suite 102, Newton, MA 0216-i
Voice:1-800.367.4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800.525-4434 www.hifi.com
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

c o". Cambodge &mndWorks *Ensemble is a mustered trademark and Toni&
Ton, I: & Toner Itt ffi Hem Kkns are trademarks of Cambndgc Soundtorks. In

KLI I ss a trademark of lawnn. Me AR and Advent are tradernarks of Intern.
Jensen In Cambridge Soundlrorks n not affiliated voth KLH, Advent ,n AR

"Er
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TEST REPORTS
well, losing "sync" by only a couple
of decibels at the extreme top of its
range.

The receiver allows you to assign ei-
ther the RF AC -3, the optical, or the
coaxial digital input to the laserdisc
(LD) position; the coaxial and optical
inputs can also feed any or all of the
aux/TV, DVD, LD, or CD inputs. Un-
like most AN receivers, which lock
out a digital input once it is assigned,
the R-925 lets you assign a digital
source to multiple inputs simultane-
ously. This is a simple scheme, but it
means that if you want to use, say, the
coaxial digital input for non -Dolby
Digital laserdisc playback, as would
normally be the case with a DD -capa-

ble laserdisc player, you must manual-
ly switch inputs each time, as the R-
925 incorporates no "auto -fallback"
mode. Sherwood also lets you dub to
VCR I independently of your listen-
ing/viewing selection and to mix and
match audio and video sources for
dubbing or recording. There's even a
custom labeling option so that you can
rename the A/V inputs shown in the
front -panel display.

The Sherwood does not produce any
on -screen (video) displays, however
-a bit unusual for a receiver in this
price range - so setup procedures re-
ly on simple alphanumeric messages
in the front display window. That
causes no real problems since these

are clear and the Sherwood's options
are relatively few. But the last point
gives me some reservations. The R -
925's only speaker -mode setup op-
tions are "large," "small," or "none"
for the center channel and "yes" or
"no" for the subwoofer, which toggles
a 12 -dB -per -octave high-pass char-
acteristic for the left/right channels
while activating the line -level sub -
woofer output, itself processed with a
corresponding low-pass filter. When
you select the "no" option, Dolby
Digital's low -frequency -effects (LFE)
channel is redirected to the front left/
right channels.

So far, so good. However, the. sur-
round channels are equipped with a

D OLBY DIGITAL (AC -3)
PERFORMANCE

All data except frequency response obtained with
Dolby Digital signals from Dolby Labs' AC -3 test
DVD using "small" speaker settings. Except for
maximum output -power and channel -imbalance
measurements, the speaker -balance controls and
volume control were set together to produce 2.83
volts into 8 ohms from a -20-dBFS" signal from
all channels. All input signals were dithered
(which sets limits on measured noise and
distortion).

OUTPUT AT CUPPING (1 kHz, into 8 ohms)
one channel driven 95 watt,
all channels driven (10 seconds) 130 watts

DISTORTION AT 1 WATT (THD+N, 1 kHz)
worst case (right surround) 0 11%

NOISE (A-wtd)
worst case (right surround) -65.6 dB

EXCESS NOISE (worst case, with signal)
16 -bit +12.7 dB
18 -bit +24.5 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
worst case (front right) +0.4, -2.6 dB

CHANNEL IMBALANCE (individual channels set at
0-(.1B gam) 0 54 -dB spread

SUBWOOFER OUTPUT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
15 dB/octave rolloff above -6-dB point at 55 Hz

HIGH -PASS -FILTER FREQUENCY RESPONSES
12 dB/octave rolloff below -3-dB points at 100 Hz

MAXIMUM UNCLIPPED SUBWOOFER OUTPUT
(volume at 54. subwoofer level at 0) . . 3.6 volts

SUBWOOFER DISTORTION
worst -case signal . 0.15%

dBFS = decibels referred to digital lull -scale

D OLBY PRO LOOIC PERFORMANCE

Except where noted, all data obtained with tones
from a digital test -signal generator. Other test
conditions same as for Dolby Digital.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
front 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.5, -2.6 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.3, -2.7 dB
surround 20 Hz to 6.25 kHz +0.3, -3 dB

MEASUREMENTS
NOISE (A-wld)

e (surround) -66 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, 1 kHz)
worst case (surround)

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
re polny level 1-18 dBFS

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
de -emphasis off +0.8, -1.7 dB
de -emphasis on +0.7, -1.7 dB

0.12% * dBFS = decibels referred to digital full-scale

dB

SURROUND -DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS (analog inputs, at I kHz)
front (re 2 -volt input) +1.6 dB
center (re 1.4 -volt input) +4.6 dB
surround (re 1.4 -volt input) +4.6 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
worst case (letsmt. right driven) >45 dB

dBFS = decibels referred to digital full-scale

S TEREO PERFORMANCE,
D IGITAL INPUTS

Same test conditions as above.

OUTPUT AT CUPPING (at 1 kHz)
8 ohms 118 watts
4 ohms 182 watts

CLIPPING HEADROOM
(re 125 -watt, 8 -ohm rating)
8 ohms -0.25 dEt

DYNAMIC POWER
8 ohms 144 watts
4 ohms 230 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM
(re 125 -watt, 8 -ohm rating)
8 ohms +0.61 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER (8 ohms, I kHz)
watts

DISTORTION AT 1 WATT
(8 ohms, I kHz) 0 05'

LINEARITY ERROR
at -90 dBFS* -3.6 dB

NOISE
(A-wtd, de -emphasis off/on). . -69.6/-69.9 dB

EXCESS NOISE (without/with signal)
16 -bit +5.9/+6.6 dB
quasi -20 -hit . . +24.4/+24.2 dB

TONE -CONTROL RANGE
IOU II/ +10.69, -10.0 dB
10 kHz +9.4, -10.7 dB

STEREO PERFORMANCE,
ANALOG INPUTS

SENSITIVITY (for 1 watt at max volume)
CD 20.2 mV
phono 0.33 mV

INPUT -OVERLOAD LEVEL (re 2 -volt input)
CD +0.1 dB

NOISE (re 1 -watt output, A-wtd)
CD (500 -mV input, see text) -77.7 dB
phono (5 -mV input. see text) -70.4 dB

RIAA PHONO-EQUALIZATION ERROR
(20 Hz to 20 kHz) +0.3, -0.5 dB

ANALOG -INPUT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.27, -2.69 dB

TUNER SECTION

All figures for FM except frequency response.

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono 22 dBf
stereo 44 dBf

NOISE (at 65 dBf)
mono -74 dB
stereo -68 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0.40%
stereo 0.45%

CAPTURE RATIO (at 65 dBf) 0 8 dB

AM REJECTION 80 dB

SELECTIVITY
alternate -channel 68 dB
adjacent -channel 12 dB

PILOT -CARRIER LEAKAGE
19/38 kHz -75/-67 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (I kHz) 46 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FM 20 Hz to 15 kHz +1, -1.5 dB
AM 65 Hz to 2.8 kHz +0.5, -6 dB
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Introducin
The Surround Sound

/ orieWorks 5.1 is for people who want the ultimate

surround sound listening experience. It is a no-

cnmpromise speaker system with high-performance,

high -output main, center and surround speakers - and

an awesome "room -shaking" powered subwoofer.

MovieWorks 5.1 IS the first surround sound speaker

system to include MultiPole- swims' speakers that

can switch between dipole and bipole radiation,

depending on the music or movie sound track being

playedir is, we believe. the system of the future.

High-performance main speakers.
The main speakers in MovieWorks 51 are a two-

way, shielded design with excellent tonal balance, wide

dispersion and pinpoint stereo imaging - everything

you'd want in a high -quality speaker to reproduce both

music and sound effects. They will fill even a large room

with accurate, natural sound...without filling the room

with big speaker boxes.

High -output center speaker.
'the center speaker is a new high -output, wide -

range design with natural tonal balance and superb

dispersion. It has two 51/4' midrangeMidbass drivers

and a tweeter identical to that in the main speakers, for

seamless blending of soundtracks. Bass reach is

significantly lower than most center speakers. Its

dynamic range can handle even demanding

soundtracks, and dispersion is broad enough

to cover all listening pi isitions.

MultiPole surround speakers.
The surround speakers in .11 ovieWorks 5.1

are a high -output design using MultiPole technolop

that allows you to chouse between dipole (diffuse

MovieWorks51.
pecker System Of The Future.

radiating) and bipole (direct radiating) sound.*

With the growing popularity of Dolby Digital° 5.1

surround sound, which sends discrete signals to the left

and right rear speakers, there has been controversy

about what kind of radiating characteristic is best for

surround speakers. For inually all of today's movie

soundtracks, we recommend dipole radiator designs

because they do a superb job reproducing surround

effects so everyone in the nxm hears them correctly.

For some 5.1 channel mixes, however - those with

signals spread between the two surround speakers in

true stereo - bipolar direct radiators can be advanta-

geous. In particular, music recordings with vocalists

directed to surround channels sound better with our

MultiPole speakers set to their bipole position.

As Dolby Digital 5.1 technology bedtimes more

familiar to studios, it's difficult to predict what mixing

appnxiches will be used. But with the MultiPole

sunpund speakers, you're literally ready for anything.

Awesome powered subwoofer.
MovieWorks 5 / "5 powered submxier is amazing -

it's the one evenixxly likes. It has a heavy-duty, long -

throw 12" wocifer and a robust 150 -watt amplifier with

electronic crossover. Boot says it "is an aural atomic

bomb...gracefully played frequencies down to an

awe-inspiring 21 Hz!...nothing short of

phenomenal."

Factorydirect savings. No risk.
If r n1want a no -compromise surround

sound system that can deal with all present and

future software, MovieWorks 51 is the speaker

package for you. Because we sell Factory -direct, with
CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

no expensive middlemen, it sells for hundreds less

than competing systems. And it's backed by our 30 -

Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. Try it in your

home for a month - there's virtually no risk.

Factory -Direct Price: $1,799.99
Cniike seemingly similar !tritons, our MultiPole speakers, when

switched from dipole to hipole operation, affect a very broad range
of sound - not just very high frequencies. This difference is crucial to
pniper performance. tNew Industry -Best 10 -Year Warranty applies
to all speakers except the P mem! Suhwoofer's amplifier which has
a 2 -Year Warranty.

CAMBRIDGE
SO1 .slrA"CS' Free

-\ Catalog
To Order, For A Free
Catalog, Or For The

d. Nearest Store Location,
Call...

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1_800_36-_,34,

,mormormum®
OUNDWORK,

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Street, suite 102. Newton. NIA u2

Ted1-800-36--4-1.34 Fax: 017-332-9229
Canada: I -800-525-443i www.hifi.com
Outside C.S. or Canada: nl332-593n

11.10 NImxit Art. inienurk
dl Jthrulgt, N. Fund% ork, Int IN 4In 115501 1., rtypturolErAlcmark t

11, rn,tog I, Ng,
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TEST REPORTS
fixed high-pass filter, so if you want
full -range surrounds, one of Dolby Dig-
ital's drawing cards - though not a
very important one in my book - you
will have to look elsewhere. Also, the
low-pass filter on the subwoofer out-
put may roll off at too low a frequen-
cy, possibly creating an octave -wide
"hole" in the bass response given the
100 -Hz high-pass filters on the main
channels. Whether this is a problem
will depend on your speakers and
room acoustics. You can always ig-
nore the receiver's subwoofer output
and instead hook up your subwoofer's
own loop -back high-pass filtering us-
ing the receiver's preamp-out/main-in
connections.

Performance -wise, I was duly im-
pressed by the Sherwood R-925. In
two -channel mode, the receiver was
about on par with competing 100 -watt
stereo receivers, which is to say that
its amplifier section delivered very
clean and solid power almost right up
to its limits; at very high volume set-
tings the R-925 started to sound no-
ticeably hard before the onset of overt
distortion (clipping). The sound quali-
ty of Dolby Digital surround playback

was first-class: dynamic, defined, and
clear. The R-925 offers a fixed dynam-
ic -range control. Surround -mode pow-
er should prove more than adequate
for most systems, and the R -925's sur-
round -channel amplifiers sounded

every bit as capable as the front -chan-
nel amps when I auditioned them
"naked," with the other three channels
driving dummy loads.

Dolby Pro Logic performance was
excellent. Channel leakage was virtu-
ally nil, except for some negligible
crosstalk at low frequencies. The clari-
ty, stability, and cohesiveness of sur-
round- and center -channel sound, even
from demanding Dolby Surround -en-
coded music recordings, was outstand-
ing. The Sherwood's digital -domain
Pro Logic processing was generally
quiet, yielding no audible noise at the
listening position under any real -
world conditions.

Stereo music also sounded excel-
lent, and during critical listening the
R -925's digital -to -analog (D/A) con-
verter, fed via its optical input, nearly
matched the overall musical resolution
of the converter in my reference CD
player. Typical of today's A/V receiv-
ers, the Sherwood R-925 provides four
"extra" surround modes, endowed
with the usual names: Theater, Hall,
Church, and Stadium. All are four -
channel modes that eschew the center
speaker. As a group, they earn the

Absolute Freedom.
Absolute Sound.
Sennheiser's new RS -Series 900m111 Wireless
headphone systems deliver uncompromised
performance. You'll enjoy clear, perfect
transmission with extended range compared
to other 900m11z systems. Plus, there's never
any signal drift - once the signal is locked in, it stays locked in. Most
importantly, the RS Series gives you the pristine, natural sound that
Sennheiser is famous for.

900*/ Freedom and Great Sound! rLZ®SENNHEISEFt
SENNHEISER ELERRONKCORPONATION  P.O. BOX 987, DEPT:226 OLD LYINE,CT 06371  TEL: 860-434-9190 EX!: 226  FAX 860 434 1759  CALIF ORNIA TEL 818 845 7366  LATIN AMERICA 1E6.525-6394956
5E8814E151R CANADA: /21 LABROSST AVE ,711 CLAIRE, PO 1498 1A3  TEL: 514-426-3013 FAX:514 426 3953  World Wide Web. http //wwwitennheiserusa.com
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dubious distinction of being among
the least musically satisfying ambi-
ence modes I have recently encoun-
tered. The Stadium mode, for exam-
ple, sounds uncannily like a guitar
"flanger" stomp -box.

The only surround adjustments of-
fered are rear- and center -channel de-
lays, the latter in Dolby Digital only.
(The manual offers no guidance for
setting these.) The R-925 does, how-
ever, permit the relative front/rear
speaker balance to be adjusted inde-
pendently for each and every mode,
including Dolby Digital and Pro Log-
ic. Hurrah! More A/V receivers should
incorporate this useful adjustment.

One thing that set the R-925 clearly
apart from many competing A/V re-
ceivers was the performance of its FM
section, which was noticeably above
average. Reception on weaker or fringe -
location FM signals was better than
the run-of-the-mill receiver, yielding
two or three more listenable stations
than usual at my semi -rural location.
The tuner's audio quality on stronger
signals was also quite good - not the
equal in clarity and dynamic range of
a top-flight component tuner, but gen-
erally open, clean, and musical. AM
reception was about average.

In terms of the human interface, the
Sherwood R-925 scored well overall.
Its front panel is generally readable.
and most of the controls are easily
accessible, though its "endless -circle -
rotary input -selection knob is harder
to use than direct -access source keys.
The supplied remote control does have
individual source keys but fails to pro-
vide direct access to surround modes,
forcing you to step through all modes
in sequence. The R-925 lets you select
Dolby Digital mode whenever the aux/
TV, LD, or DVD inputs are set to digi-
tal, whether or not any AC -3 data is
present - which, of course, can yield
silence; you must manually deselect
DD by calling up another mode. This
could confuse less experienced users.

The remote control is an unusually
powerful and flexible preprogrammed
device that can transmit several dozen
commands to each of eight different
components. The handset includes a
plethora of keys, which for the most
part are logically grouped by function
or component and differentiated by
size and shape. There's a standard.
cruciform cursor control in the middle
and a back -lighting button.

The Sherwood remote also offers
some unusual options, including ex-
tensive macro capabilities and the

ability to "punch out" keys for such
functions as volume, channel up/down,
and transport so that they stay set to
the relevant components regardless of
what other component the remote as a
whole is set to, letting you control, say,
both receiver volume and TV channel
selection without constantly switching
component modes.

Though a few problems cropped up

in our test - most rectified in a sec-
ond, final production sample from
Sherwood - the R-925 delivered fun-
damentally fine performance in its
movie -sound modes, solid amplifica-
tion, and a notable FM section. Com-
bine that with its simple design and
unusually useful remote control, and
you have an appealing, basic home -
theater centerpiece.

Mgnep®
IOUCSPEAKERS

...an offer we hope you can't resist
For over 25 years Magneplanars
have been a favorite of audiophiles
world-wide. The latest survey by a
high -end audio magazine found
more audiophiles owned
Magneplanars than any other
brand, and 99% said they would
purchase them again if they had it
to do over.

We know once music lovers hear
Maggies® (affectionate name), they
are hooked...especially after hear-
ing them in their homes. Because
we want to "hook" you...we are
making an offer we hope you
can't resist.

As an introduction to this
unique sound, we have
developed the MMG (Mini Mag)
with a factory -direct price of only
$500.00 per pair and a 60 day
satisfaction guarantee...we even
pay the freight.

The MMG is the smallest full range
di -pole speaker (same sound front
& back...no box) we have ever pro-
duced. Due to higher volume and
advances in manufacturing and
materials technology we can now
offer the unique Magneplanar
sound in this more affordable com-
pact size.

The 60 day satisfaction guaran-
tee also includes a program which

allows you to receive up to all your
money back for the MMGs when you
buy a bigger, better pair of
Magneplanars at one of our dealers
...for a fLll year. You can also get all
of your money back if you get three of
your friends to buy a pair.

To get more information
or place an order call

1.800-474-1646
www.magnepan.com

Offer available only in the U.S. and Canada.

III MAGNEPAN
1645 Ninth Street, White Bear Lake MN 55110

Magnepan reserves the right to modify the price. policies and design at any time.
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USER'S REPORT

Acoustic Research
The Edge/S 12 HO Home
Theater Speaker System
KEN C. POHLMANN  HAMMER LABORATORIES

For a time, it seemed like the
audio and video markets were
diverging. Videophiles, when
they weren't completely trans-

fixed by their big screens, increasingly
discovered the excitement of multi-
channel audio playback and abandoned
mono and even stereo TV. The reason,
of course, is that videophiles wanted
to recreate at home the experience of
watching movies in the best theaters,
which now includes 5.1 -channel sur-
round sound. Meanwhile, for many
years, audiophiles were sticking to ste-
reo. Many, especially the purists, ar-
gued that more than two channels had
been tried in the quadraphonic debacle
of the 1970s and had failed because
high -quality music reproduction does
not require multichannel playback.

Now the gap between videophiles
and audiophiles is closing, and if the
truth be told, it is because the vid-
eophiles were right. Surround sound
does indeed augment the playback of
music as well as movie soundtracks.
The problem is, which way should au-

diophiles turn? If we stick with stereo,
we miss the excitement of surround
sound, and if we go with home theater,
many of us are afraid that it will be
necessary to sacrifice audio integrity.
Moreover, the extra cost of adding
high -quality 5.1 -channel playback can
be formidable. It would be terrific if
you could buy one affordable play-
back system that would sound great in
both applications - that is, a true
home-theater/music system.

Many companies have been work-
ing hard to address that market need,
and one of them is Acoustic Research.
AR was an American pioneer in the
early days of stereo, when its designs
were considered the alpha and omega
of loudspeakers. Veteran audiophiles
still speak fondly of the AR -3a and
other models. Today, AR is a trade-
mark of Christie Design Corporation
(CDC), a subsidiary of Recoton. More
important, CDC is headed by speaker
designer Cary Christie, who co-found-
ed Infinity Systems with Arnold Nu-
dell back in the early 1970s. Now, un-

der the direction of Christie, AR has
moved into the world of home theater,
aiming to provide systems that serve
the needs of both multichannel music
and home theater. Although AR offers
a number of mix -and -match speaker
combinations, for this report we se-
lected an affordable combo of five
Edge satellite speakers ($140 each) and
an S 12 HO powered subwoofer ($549).

The Edge speaker is housed in a ro-
bust ABS plastic case designed to be
weather -resistant and thus also suit-
able for protected outdoor applica-
tions. The metal grille protects a full -
range (nominally) 41/4 -inch driver with
an effective cone diameter of about
31/2 inches. In addition, there is a 3/4-

inch polycarbonate tweeter as well as
a port for the 41/4 -inch driver. The sat-
ellite's power -handling capability is
stated as 150 watts and its sensitivity
as 91 dB sound -pressure level (SPL)
with a 1 -watt input measured at a dis-
tance of 1 meter. Frequency response
is rated as 75 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB.
The crossover frequency is said to be
about 3.5 kHz.

The cabinet measures 95/8 inches
high, 63/4 inches wide, and 63/4 inches
deep and is magnetically shielded for
placement next to a TV. Around back
there are two binding posts for con-
necting the speaker leads. AR provides
mounting arms that attach to the rear
of each cabinet with a ball-and-socket
swivel. Both long and short arms are
supplied, as is a mounting base. Using
the ball and socket, and either the long
or short arm, the speaker can be placed
horizontally or vertically and aimed in
any direction. The cabinet's near -trap-
ezoidal shape gives you extra leeway
in finding exactly the right angle. The
AR logo plate, by the way, can be
turned to accommodate horizontal or
vertical orientation. The Edge speaker
is available in white or black.

The S 12 HO subwoofer is housed
in a cube that measures approximately
16 inches on each side. This roomy
cabinet accommodates a 12 -inch driv-
er with an effective cone diameter of
about 91/2 inches and a rated imped-
ance of 8 ohms. The subwoofer's band-
width is given as 20 to 200 Hz. The
cabinet also houses its power amplifi-
er, rated at 140 watts. Each of the
thick sides is wooden (no grille cloth
for the cat to sharpen his claws on).
The woofer is mounted on a false bot-
tom and fires directly downward, along
with its port. The cabinet's design rais-
es the false bottom above the structur-
al bottom, allowing sound to emerge
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ImarA eilter
Home for the holidays.

he holidays nave a specia! way of bringing families together - and so does l'Aititibishi. Gather the
family arourd a Mitsubishi Home Theater system to experience the sights and sounds of enssic holiday
programs and football games. Wrap up a Mitsubishi "Theater in a Box", a DVD player or VCR for

special gifts that the entire faintly can enjoy. And while you're making that list and checking it twice, be sure
to ask your Mitsubishi dealer /tout special financing offers.

It's a wonderful life with Mitsubishi. Mt MITSUBISHI
1997 Mitsubishi Consumer Electr..1,, .

Hume furnishings ourtesy of Lescrtgum Furniture lmlustries Lcather soft. Pr 44.1ed by Leather Center/770 Ob2-x00.1
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY
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USER'S REPORT
through front and rear slots. This is a
nice design that helps protect the
woofer from accidental damage. The
cabinet is available only in a black ash
woodgrain vinyl finish.

In contrast to the serene simplicity
of the satellite speaker's rear panel, the
powered subwoofer bristles with con-
nectors and controls. In particular, there
are four RCA jacks; two are for line -
level inputs from the system power
amplifier or receiver, and two are line -
level outputs. One of the input jacks is
designated mono, for use when the S
12 HO is connected only to a system's
mono subwoofer output. There are al-
so two terminal strips, each with four
push terminals; these provide an alter-
nate way to deliver speaker -level sig-
nals to the subwoofer. One terminal
strip accepts left and right signals
from the amp/receiver's front speaker
outputs, while the other loops signals
back to the front speakers.

There are two potentiometers. One
adjusts the subwoofer output level,
and the other selects the low-pass cut-
off, at any point between 50 and 200
Hz. A rocker switch can be used to se-
lect 0 -degree or 180 -degree phase rel-
ative to the satellite channels. Another
rocker selects power -off or auto -pow-
er; with the latter selected, the sub -
woofer's amplifier remains in standby
mode if no audio signal is detected. A
plastic spacer prevents inquisitive fin-
gers from touching the potentially hot
heat -sink area over the power -output
transistors.

To audition this AR system, I con-
nected a Sony DVP-S7000 CD/DVD
player to a Denon AVR-3200 Dolby
Digital receiver rated to deliver 85
watts (into 8 -ohm loads) to each of its
five channels. Audio connections were
made with a Toslink optical cable and
video connections with an S -video ca-
ble. My listening room has more wires
than Ma Bell, so it was easy to con-
nect the five satellite -speaker cables to
the Denon receiver's main output ter-
minals, each leading to an appropriate
location around the room. Finally, I
connected the receiver's line -level sub -
woofer output to the S 12 HO via an
RCA cable.

I placed the AR speakers on stands
that elevated them about 3 feet off the
floor, placing them at ear level when
I'm seated in my comfy chair. My lis-
tening room measures 15 x 23 feet,
with a cathedral ceiling that rises to 20
feet. Experience has shown that the
traditional home -theater speaker geo-
metry works well, with the center

speaker atop the TV set, the front sat-
ellites placed on either side toward the
front corners of the room, and the sur-
round satellites placed along the side
walls near the back of the room. Gen-
erally, I've found that it's best to place
a subwoofer along the front wall.

Of course, the acoustical radiation
patterns of all speakers are different,
so I spent some time moving the
speaker stands about, aiming the Edge
satellites, and nudging the subwoofer
until I found locations that seemed to
satisfy the zen of my particular room.
I also spent some time adjusting the
subwoofer's level and cutoff frequen-
cy, using both pink noise with a real-
time analyzer and my own ears to
make the adjustments. Installation
chores completed, I settled in for some
critical listening to both movie sound -

The AR speaker system's

surround -sound imaging

was quite good with movie

soundtracks on DVD,

providing a realistic sense

of envelopment.

tracks and music. I started with mov-
ies, auditioning such well -recorded
DVDs as Twister and Jumanji. I was
immediately pleased with the intelligi-
bility of the dialogue. Somewhat sur-
prisingly, the seemingly simple task of
reproducing speech can be challenging
to a speaker, but the Edge speakers did
a good job of delivering clarity. I was
also happy with the system's ability to
convey good, dynamic theater music
and sound effects. The frequency re-
sponse was reasonably flat, with no
overt problems. Moreover, I was hap-
py with the low -frequency -effects chan-
nel. In Twister's tornado scenes, for
example, I could shake my room with
reasonably loud bass (though an a sec-
ond S 12 HO would have been nice).
Finally, the surround -sound imaging
was quite good, providing a realistic
sense of envelopment with good pan-
ning around the circle, free of obvious
pinpoints of sound.

To judge the system's musical abili-
ties, I auditioned a number of CD
tracks, including the Jennifer Warnes
tune "Bird on a Wire" from her Fa-
mous Blue Overcoat album. This su-

perb recording by engineer George
Massenburg is an acid test for play-
back systems. As I expected, the Edge
speakers fared less well in this de-
manding application. I felt that the
high -frequency response was slightly
brittle, the sound quality a little ag-
gressive around 8 kHz. In addition,
there seemed to be a slight deficiency
in the lower -midrange and upper -bass
regions, as if the crossover between
the satellites and the subwoofer was
not quite right. I worked with the sub's
level and cutoff adjustments, and I
moved it around, but I never entirely
solved the problem. Perhaps if I had
been able to vary the slope of the sub's
12 -dB -per -octave crossover, I could've
gotten it right.

Also, although it was quite musical,
the subwoofer sounded somewhat
boomy when stressed with complex
low -frequency material, and it lacked
the tight punch of truly excellent low -
end response. On the other hand, I
must confess that I was surprised at
the peppy musical prowess of this mod-
erately priced system. It was definitely
competitive with similarly priced, mu-
sic -only loudspeaker pairs or three-
piece systems. With music, the AR the
system played loud and without undue
strain or resonances. A minor lapse:
the sub's automatic turn -on feature did
not always work when I turned on the
receiver and played music at low lis-
tening levels.

It should not be surprising that I rate
the AR Edge/S 12 HO system very
good for movie playback and merely
good for music playback. It is a simple
fact that high -quality, music -only re-
cordings are more demanding than
movie soundtracks, and they often pose
problems for even the best loudspeak-
ers. On the other hand, although music
is an important component of movie -
viewing, slight sonic deficiencies do
not particularly interfere with overall
enjoyment of the movie experience.
AR's Edge satellite speakers and S 12
HO subwoofer demonstrate that a sin-
gle sound system can provide a good
home -theater experience and reason-
ably satisfactory music playback. De-
pending on which application is more
important to you, and whether you
have the extra budget to pursue high -
quality music playback, systems like
this one may well serve both of your
listening needs.

Acoustic Research, Dept. SR,
527 Stone Rd., Benicia, CA 94510;
telephone, 707-748-5930
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Before high-performance dt4e4ter can fit in your life,
it has to fit in your home.

inersi 6 tation Some movie enthusiasts consider a towering rack of

audio/video components the epitome of home decor.

You, on the other hand, may prefer to experience the awesome

sensation of Dolby Pro Logic surround sound from a system that

blends unobtrusively with the curios on your bookshelf.

In which case you will appreciate the Yamaha AV -1

CinemaStation.'

Its audio/video center complements your 1V and VCR

with a fill -featured CD player and FM/AM tuner. Plus the

uncanny ability to outperform other compact home

theater systems that cost significantly more.

,-' Two hundred watts of amplification drive the

subwoofer and five satellite speakers. Dolby Pro

Logic positions dialogue and effects naturally

around your room-while exclusive

Yamaha Cinema DSP (Digital Sound Field

! DO PRO LOGIC
f "I/lP1C1-0

In addition to Cinema DSP, six Hi-fi
DSP programs give your listening

environment the ambiance of actual
performance venues.

All in a cusp no larger than a hardcover history of Hollywood.

That's because the real muscle behind
CINEMA DSP

CinemaStation resides in the small, deep -

bass subwoofer that sits inconspicuously

under a table or behind your couch.

Cinema DSP recreates the acoustic
spaciousness of a grand movie

palace by combining Yamaha DSP
and Dolby Pro Logic.

Five full -rouge satellite speakers
available is a choice of black or

white complement your decor.

Processing) recreates the sensation of a spacious theater.

Plus, six different Yamaha Hi-Fi DSP programs can give

your room the acoustics of actual performance venues

when you listen to your favorite music.

Yet for all its advanced capabilities, CinemaStation is

easy to set up, and simple to control with on -screen

menus and a remote that glows in the dark.

Call 1-800-4YAMAHA for the dealer nearest you, and try

Cinemo Smatteu

hwo lar YAMAHA®rge your expectations,
WHERE HOME THEATER LIVES.

youll find it's a perfect fit www.yamaha.com

01997 Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yams& Electronics Corporation. Dolby and Pro Logk are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA, P.O. Box 6660. Buena Park. CA90622



TheMost Critically
Of All -Time? Dont

Ensemble may be "the best value in the world." Audio

"...stereo imaging is phenomenally sharp...the dynamics are stunning... 1-FOURFOR-HIFI

some of the speakers I'm comparing it to cost $1,900 to $2,800."
SPECIAL

SAVINGS!
High Performance Review 12 28 97

"Ensemble makes a great argument for mail-

order everything. 5 5 The Village Voice

ENSEMBLE 
Our best subwooferisatellite speaker system. It

ultra -slim (4.5") dual subwoofers and two-way

White or charcoal. Factory -Direct Price: $599.99

CALI
1-800-FOR-HIFI

SPECIAL
SAVINGS!

OFFER ENDS
12 28 97

OFFER ENDS

The Ensemble II, like its companions in

the Cambridge SoundWorks lineup, performs so

far beyond its price and size class that it can be

compared only with much larger speakers at

substantially higher prices...it represents an

A outstanding value." Stereo Review

ENSEMBLE II Our best value in a high-performance speaker system. Single subwoofer cabinet,

two-way satellites. White or charcoal. Factory -Direct Price: $499.99

The only speakers you'll ever need.., equally

at home as high -end PC speakers or as room -filling

stereo speakers." PC Magazine

"I haven't heard better speakers at this price."
PC World

"In terms of price for performance, it's in
a class by itself." Macworld

"It puts out a natural, balanced sound that
compares well not just with other computer speakers,
but with any speakers." Computer Shopper

g All in all, this i, a lot of

speaker for $1,500 a pair-
which is precisely the point

of CSW's factory -direct

strategy...As soon as I fired

the Towers up, it was evident

that they threw a big image.

The Towers' soundstage was

noticeably deep and solid on
most material." Audio

TOWER" Our new three-way,

dual -woofer speaker

ic presence, natural tonal balance and

the "all-around" sound of its bi-polar

design result in sound that is nothing

short of incredible. Real -wood black

ash or walnut veneers.

Factory -Direct Price: $1,499.99 V

MKROWORKS '"Our new multimedia amplified

speaker system. It has more power, more output

and better bass than an other multimedia speaker

system we know of. Computer beige or charcoal.

Factory -Direct Price: $349.99



Acclaimed Speakers
Take OurWord Fork

(All
1-800-FOR-HIFI

SPECIAL
SAVINGS!

OFFER ENDS
12 28 97

Cambridge

SoundWorks' Powered

Subwoofer blew the

others away on

dynamics...deep

powerful bass...31.5 Hz

output was obtainable at

a room -shaking

level...clearly the best

subwoofer of the pack."

Stereo Review

The Powered Subwoofer's performance was

first rate...." Home Theater

"...a winner...sonicallv the Powered Subwoofer is

a knockout. Bravo. Sound & Image

POWERED SUBWOOFER Reproduces accurate has to

below 30 I iz. You'll hear soundtracks the way they were meant

to he heard...hetter than in )st theaters!

Factor' -Direct Price: $699.99 A

We've heard plenty of far more expensive home

theater speakers that couldn't hold a candle to this rig.
The Ensemble N sounds so much better than the other
sub/sat systems we've tried - at half the price of many -
that it's a hands -down Hot Ticket." Home Theater

"This system is one of the top bargains in today's market.

Hearing is believing!

Stereo Review

Ensemble IV was recently rated

"Best Buy" by a

leading consumer
publication.

ENSEMBLE IV IIT This home theater package is the most compact.

affordable subwoofersatellite speaker system ever designed by Henry Rh

Factory -Direct Price: $399.99 A

The Cambridge SoundWorks The Surround II speaker sounded

absolutely great...the ambience of Pro Logic really snaps in...their

dispersion pattern lets them blend easily with a wider variety of front

speakers. These will stay on my surround speaker shelves for a long

time. 5' Home Theater

The Surround II was recently rad number one h\
a leading consumer publication.

THE SURROUND II

is our nu yNt ittordable

radiator sun.ound speakur.

White (II-dun-mi.

Factory Direct Pr< $149.99 pr.

Free Audio Catalog

CALL

1-800-FOR-HIFI

SPECIAL
SAVINGS!

OFFER ENDS
12 28 97

We make unique, cmically-acclaimed speakers and

music systems designed by Henry Kioss (founder of AR.

KLH 8: Adkvnt). 1k sell them-and components from

companies like Sam: Pioneer, Harman Kardon, Carver and

others-factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen.

 Our Audio Experts will answer your questions

anytime before and after you buy

 Call toll -free SAM -Midnight (ET), 365 days a vear-even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guai-antee.

 We even refund original UPS ground shipping charges.:

To Order Factory -Direct, For a Free Catalog,
Or For The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI,1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

CIRCLE NO 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD



small
W371011

Little Speakers with Big Possibilities
Small speakers are so familiar an element of modern stereo and home -

theater sound, it's easy to forget that it was not always so. Back in hi-fi's

Pleistocene period - that is, before the invention of the acoustic -sus-

pension speaker in the 1950s and the high -wattage solid-state power

amp in the 1960s - real hi-fi buffs sacrificed their domestic arrange-

ments on the altar of enormous, horn -loaded cabinets. These were

designed to squeeze some semblance of low -frequency response and

dynamic realism from the limited amplifiers of the day. by Daniel Kumin

Things are different now - very
different. Amps and receivers with 50
to 100 watts per channel are ubiqui-
tous and almost universally affordable.
An important consequence is that high
speaker sensitivity - the ability to
produce significant volume from rela-
tively few watts of input - is not the
important factor it once was. Speakers
significantly less than 2 feet tall today
routinely produce loud, deep bass,
with a freedom from serious distortion
that hi-fi fans a generation earlier

could only dream of getting from their
refrigerator -size speaker enclosures.

All else being equal, smaller speak-
ers are almost always preferred over
larger ones, especially by household
members whose criteria do not, shall
we say, begin and end with sonic per-
formance. It is not surprising, then,
that speakers measuring a foot or less
in their largest dimension are hugely
popular - nor that manufacturers to-
day produce a veritable blizzard of
such diminutive designs, ranging from

blister -packed discount -store fodder to
high -end models costing thousands of
dollars a pair.

In between are scores of excellent -
sounding, affordably priced, compact
loudspeakers. Some are intended pri-
marily as left/right speakers in a clas-
sic small -room stereo system, with or
without a supporting subwoofer. But (I
most are designed to function equally Ez
well in a variety of applications. The
placement flexibility of compact speak- Zs
ers suits a home theater's front -stage
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The Solid HCIV1 from Rock Sol d Sounds

($200 each) is supplied will
two different stands (only one is shown)
to optimize it 'or horizontal tr
vertical moun'ing. Frequency response is
rated as 70 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 iFf



The Bose Model 100 ($199 a pair) uses a

single proprietary 41 2 -inch full--ange driver
that the company calls a Stardriver.

The Pinracle Classic Gold Mini -Monitor
($375 a pair) has a rated response of 45 Hz tc

21 kHz ±3 dB and a sensitivity of 92 dB.

The Advent Ruby ($250 a pair) has a rated

frequency response of 53 Hz to 21 kHz ±3 dB.
ani a sensitivity rating of 89.5 dB.

The Polk Aucio M5 ($399 a pair), finished in
paint able black or white. has a rated

f -equency resionse of 32 Hz to 25 kHz ±3 dB.

array (left -center -right) to a T. But
most small speakers are adaptable for
surround -channel use as well, and
some even have wall -mounting hard-
ware built in or packaged with them.

It's difficult to make sweeping state-
ments about small speakers as a genre,
but there are a few attributes that the
better models share. For example,
small speakers tend to present narrow
faces to the world, with their drivers
closely spaced, an acoustical prescrip-
tion for excellent stereo imaging and
depth, in part because it reduces the
unwanted reflections from the baffle
(cabinet face) to which many large
speakers are prone. That's one reason
small speakers have a reputation for
"detailed," "transparent," and "de-
fined" sound from instru-
ments and voices: much
of the credit must go
to their slim physiques.
Another, somewhat sub-
tler advantage of smaller
speakers is that, being
less intrusive in a room
and (usually) physically
more attractive and easi-
er to handle, they stand a
far better chance than
large speakers of being
set up in acoustically fa-
vorable locations - half
the battle in any hi-fi in-
stallation.

Of course, smallness
carries a few restrictions.
too. With their 3- to 6 -
inch woofers and half -
gallon enclosures, mini -
speakers aren't destined
to stir up a great deal of
activity in the genuinely deep -bass re-
gion - below about 50 Hz, say. And,
largely thanks to the same factors,
most minis cannot play as loud as
larger speakers, or produce quite the
same dynamic impact. Nonetheless,
most listeners are astonished at just
how much solid, musical bass can em-
anate from good small speakers, and
by just how full and dynamic they can
sound, even at volumes approaching
realistic levels. And since small speak-
ers are most often used in small rooms,
their ability to play loud is not an im-
portant factor.

There are so many good small
speakers today that we have to divide
them into subcategories just to get a
handle on the profusion. We've made
some rough and ready distinctions be-
low, but most or all of the speakers
mentioned - and at least as many

Minuette L -MPS

($229 a pair) has two
31 2 -inch woofers and a 1/2 -

inch polycarbonate tweeter.
A Home Theater Pack ($800)

combines five of them
with a powered sub.

equally fine ones we lack the space to
highlight - could arguably fall into
two or more of our categories. Wheth-
er you need small speakers for a sim-
ple two -channel system, a surround -
sound suite for your home theater, or
even a pair or two to use outdoors,
there are plenty of pint-sized models
to choose from. And you're sure to en-
counter some surprisingly high sonic
performance in the course of audition-
ing candidates.

The Bantam Audiophiles
Probably the most popular category of
small speaker is the mini -monitor, de-
signed primarily to deliver fine music
reproduction in smaller rooms or in a
"near -field" layout where the listener

is seated within a yard or
two of each speaker. In
fact, almost every model
in this category can trace
its heritage to some de-
gree to a near -field -mon-
itor speaker design origi-
nally promulgated by the
BBC some twenty-five
years ago.

Not too surprisingly,
then, British and Cana-
dian manufacturers tend
to be good at this sort of
speaker. Celestion's Im-
pact 10 ($199 a pair) is a
classic example. Barely a
foot tall, it updates the
typical two-way configu-
ration of a 5 -inch woofer
and a I -inch tweeter with
a neodymium magnet in
the tweeter and an un-
usual contoured baffle

that is said to minimize reflections for
increased imaging detail. The Dia-
mond 7.2 ($350 a pair) comes from
Wharfedale, another of Britain's old-
est loudspeaker brands. Again a two-
way design with a 5 -inch woofer and a
I -inch tweeter, the vented Wharfedale
speaker has an extensively braced,
nonresonant cabinet that is made from
a composite of crushed rock and co-
polymer.

Also from Great Britain comes
KEF's new Q15 ($350 a pair), the
smallest speaker featuring that firm's
Uni-Q driver layout, which integrates
tweeter and woofer into a single, con-
centric assembly. The Uni-Q arrange-
ment is said to yield broad dispersion
in all directions for smooth off -axis re-
sponse - a textbook prescription for
even tonal balance throughout the
room. The design's symmetry also
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permits the 12 x 8 x 10 -inch Q15 to be
placed either horizontally or vertically
without affecting its sound, unlike
conventionally arrayed multidriver
speakers. KEF also makes a more con-
ventional two-way minispeaker, the
Coda 7 ($125 a pair).

Canadian speaker makers are, if
anything, even more dedicated to the
mini -monitor. PSB's Alpha Mini is a
slightly downsized version of its origi-
nal Alpha, widely regarded for several
years now as a speaker that offers a lot
of musical sound for the money. The
Alpha Mini ($199 a pair) uses a 51/4 -
inch woofer instead of the Alpha's
61/2-incher, but it has the same 1/2 -
inch, ferrofluid-cooled tweeter; the
cabinet is barely 10 inches tall. Para-
digm's Titan ($219 a

pair) is a similar, slightly
larger speaker (61/2 -inch
woofer. 3/4 -inch tweeter)
from another north -of -
the -border manufacturer
with an equally well -es-
tablished reputation for
fine sonics. The Titan
has recently been joined
by a really pint-sized
speaker, the roughly 8 x
8 x 6 -inch Micro ($149 a
pair), which sounds simi-
lar but has a less extend-
ed response.

American firms have
not been slow to grasp
the mini -monitor con-
cept. The SuperOne from
NHT ($350 a pair) is a
widely praised example.
It has a very convention-
al, two-way acoustic -sus-
pension design, with a 61/2 -inch woof-
er and a I -inch tweeter, but its meticu-
lously balanced response just happens
to yield unconventionally good sound.
NHT recently introduced the Super-
One-Xu, for which it claims identical
performance, in a modernistic thermo-
plastic enclosure with an integral
mounting base and wall bracket ($375
a pair).

The Pinnacle Classic Gold Mini -
Monitor ($375 a pair) has a a 1 -inch
ferrofluid-cooled tweeter and a 51/4 -
inch woofer in a vented enclosure with
an unusual angled duct and elliptical
port, which Pinnacle dubs the Diaduct.
Wall -mounting hardware is included.
Advent's affordable Ruby ($250 a
pair) has a larger, 61/2 -inch woofer for
enhanced bass extension. That, how-
ever, edges it over the 1 -foot mark to a
height of 15 inches.

Definitive Technology's
ProMonitor 100

($350 a pair), shown here
with the ProSub 100

($449). is available finished
in black or white and

measures 10 x 6 x 6 inches.

Stylish Sound
While many of those drawn to smaller
speakers are attracted by their perfor-
mance -to -cost ratio, others find an-
other facet of smallness equally im-
portant. Diminutive transducers lend
themselves to innovative, visually un-
obtrusive, or simply interesting design.
But there's no rule that says an adapt-
able, unusual -looking small speaker
cannot also deliver excellent sound
quality.

Definitive Technology's ProMonitor
100 ($350 a pair) is a noteworthy ex-
ample. This dramatically formed min-
ispeaker has an enclosure constructed
of PolyStone, a mineral -filled polymer
that permits its unusual, compound -
curve shape. (The geometry is said to

have significant antireso-
nance benefits as well.)
The integral stand con-
verts to a wall -mounting
bracket, and there's also
a keyhole mount on the
cabinet itself. The Pro -
Monitor 100 has a 51/4 -
inch woofer and a 1 -inch
aluminum -dome tweeter.
It's available in white or
black. Definitive also of-
fers two or four ProMon-
itor 100s in home -theater
packages with a center
speaker and a subwoofer.

The Polk Audio M5
($399 a pair) is charac-
terized as "the go any-
where, do anything" loud-
speaker. Designed for
maximum placement flex-
ibility, the unusual V-
shaped enclosure is an-

gled to permit corner, tabletop, shelf -
top, or wall mounting with equal ease.
all either vertically or horizontally.
The M5's attractive form -follows -
function cabinet design manages to ac-
commodate a large 61/2 -inch woofer
and a 1 -inch tweeter. There's even an
all-weather version, the AW/M5 ($499
a pair).

Speaker giant Bose bills its Model
100 ($199 a pair) as a "high-fidelity
speaker you decorate with, instead of
around." And despite a touch of the
old hyperbole there, Bose's marketing
guys may have a point. The understat-
ed, elegantly textured Model 100 is a
real looker. Inside is a single 41/2 -inch
Stardriver transducer, the product of
several years of recent Bose research.
This full -range driver doesn't need a
crossover, yet it is said to yield smooth,
wide -band sound suitable for stereo or

PSB's Alpha Mini ($199 a pair) has a rated
'esponse of 38 Hz to 21 kHz -±3 dB. The low

end of the Alpha Mite ($169 a pair) is 72 Hz.

Paradigm's Titan ($219 a pair) has
a rated sensitivity of 90 dB and a frequency
response of 75 Hz to 20 kHz t2 dB.

The 3oston Acoustics Micro90x ($400 a pair)
has a frequency -response rating of 120 Hz to

20 kHz t3 dB and a sensitivity of 89 dB.

The Celestion MP -1 multipurpose
speaker ($299 a pair) can be mounted
on a sten, on a stand, or on a wall.
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The Wharfedale Diamond 7.2 i:$3:41 a pair) is
a two-wzy front -ported bookshelf speaker

ewer -handling spec o' 100 watts.with a

The Energy Take 2 ($180 a pair) has a

serial iity rating o 88 dB and a power -
ham ling capability o' 15 to 100 watts.

The h.EF CI" 5 ($350 a pair) can be mounted

verticall or horizontally and is available
f fished in buck, mahogany, or "video gray.'

NHT Siiii3rOne-Xu ($375 a pail consists
of a 61/2-isch woofer and a 1 -inch tweeter

bossed in a molded thermoplastic cabinet.

surround -sound reproduction. DCM's
CX-007 ($75 each), the smallest speak-
er in that firm's high -value CX series,
displays a high-tech metal grille and in-
corporates self -resetting electronic cir-
cuits to protect against distortion or ex-
cessive input. Available in
white or black, the littlest
DCM barely exceeds 8
inches in height.

The Celestion MP -1
($299 a pair), with a 41/2 -
inch woofer and a 1 -inch
tweeter, is designed as
a multipurpose speaker,
hence the model number.
This understated mini has
smoothly rounded edges
and an elegant matte fin-
ish, and its ingeniously
adaptable stand/bracket
encourages flexible place-
ment. Also qualifying for
the high -style brigade is
The Edge from Acoustic
Research ($280 a pair),
with a 51/4 -inch woofer
and a 1 -inch tweeter. The
vented, molded cabinet
incorporates a heavily
sculpted, antidiffraction baffle surface.
An even smaller version, The Edge
Sequel ($149 a pair), employs a 41/2 -
inch woofer in a similar cabinet ju;t
under 8 inches on its longest side.

Like nearly all of the
"stylish" small speakers
mentioned, the Celestion
and AR models that are
described above are avail-
able in various sub/sat
and home -theater group-
ings, packaged with a
companion powered sub -
woofer or with matched
center- or surround -chan-
nel speakers. And all of
these speakers are mag-
netically shielded.

Home Theater
Hideaways
Home theater and the
small speaker are inextri-
cably intertwined. Virtu-
ally all minispeaker mak-
ers offer one -carton sys-
tems incorporating mul-
tiples of one or more of
their Lilliputian speakers for home -
theater use. A great many of these
packages are based on magnetically
shielded minis that are also available
separately, allowing you to assemble
your home -cinema system as you gc.

The Ed to from Acoustic

Research ($280 a pair) has a
sensitiv ty rating of 91 dB

ant a frequency
response rated as 70 Hz

to 20 kHz ±3 dB. It's
available in black or white.

All of the following can be found
packaged either way.

Canada's Energy Loudspeakers of-
fers the Take 2 satellites ($180 a pair).
These minispeakers are truly minia-
ture, about 4 x 7 x 5 inches, pairing a

31/2 -inch woofer and a
3/4 -inch aluminum -dome
tweeter, but they have es-
tablished a solid reputa-
tion for balanced, de-
fined, dynamic sound.
Energy boxes four Take
2 satellites with a center -
channel speaker and a
powered subwoofer as
the Take 5 system for
$800. The Micro 90x
from Boston Acoustics
($400 a pair) is another
well -regarded minispeak-
er that is available on its
own or in a prepackaged
home -theater system with
a complementary center
speaker and a powered
sub. The two-way Micro
90x has an unusual die-
cast aluminum enclo-
sure that's said to elimi-

nate cabinet resonance; its 1 -inch alu-
minum -dome tweeter is equally high-
tech, incorporating an acoustic filter/
guard that's said to smooth high -end
response while helping to reduce dis-

tortion.
Rock Solid Sounds, a

division of the British
maker B&W Loudspeak-
ers, has produced a se-
ries of uniquely styled,
high-performance mini -
speakers over the years.
The Solid HCM1 ($200
each) arrives in a swoopy
black or white molded
enclosure that was engi-
neered to minimize col-
oration -inducing internal
resonances from its 5 -
inch woofer and 1 -inch
tweeter. It comes with
wall -mounting hardware
and incorporates a nifty
tabletop/shelf-top stand
that can rotate 180 de-
grees so that the HCM1
can function equally well
horizontally as a center -

channel speaker on top of a TV.
Atlantic Technology is one manu-

facturer that owes its very existence to
the audio/video revolution: all of its
products are home -theater -oriented.
The 251.1LR ($399 a pair) is a verti-

The DCM CX-007 acoustic -

suspension speaker
($75 each) has a sensitivity

rating of 88 dB.
Available in either black or

white, t features self -
resetting protection circuitry.
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cal two-way speaker with dual 4 -inch
woofers flanking a 3/4 -inch tweeter;
this narrow -baffle arrangement, called
a D'Appolito array, is said to enhance
imaging by reducing "smearing." Infi-
nity's new L -MPS "multipurpose sat-
ellite" speaker ($229 a
pair) has a similar layout,
with dual 31/2 -inch driv-
ers flanking a 1/2 -inch
dome tweeter. An acous-
tic lens is said to promote
wide, smooth horizontal
dispersion for home -the-
ater coverage. The Infini-
ty design also makes for
a very narrow package:
the L -MPS is under 5
inches wide and about
101/2 inches tall.

Audio Al Fresco
Around the world, Amer-
icans are famous (or no-
torious, depending on
your viewpoint) for car-
rying outdoors activities
that most cultures consid-
er strictly indoor stuff.
Music listening is one ex-
ample, and speaker manufacturers
have obliged with a new breed of "in-
door/outdoor" models engineered to
survive the rigors of life a/ fresco,
whether that means on a suburban pa-
tio or in a penthouse roof
garden. While such out-
doorsy speakers include
models that are camou-
flaged as rocks or potted
plants, most all-weather
designs are more conven-
tional minispeakers in-
tended for relatively shel-
tered locations, such as
soffit -mounted under the
eaves of a house or out
on a covered balcony or a
screened porch.

The Outdoor speaker
from Cambridge Sound -
Works ($299 a pair) is
a prime example of the
breed, with components
engineered for the ele-
ments: a sealed, mineral -
filled polypropylene en-
closure, an electroplated
steel grille, and corro-
sion -resistant stainless -steel hardware
and gold-plated connection terminals.
The Outdoor includes both a threaded
'/4 -inch socket mount and a keyhole
slot, and it is engineered for higher
than usual sensitivity to enable ade-

The Outdoor speaker
from Cambridge SoundWorks

($299 a pair) has a
tightly sealed enclosure

of inert. calcium -
filled polypropylene and

an electroplated steel grille.

quate sound levels in unenclosed spac-
es. The Nomad Six outdoor speaker
from Parasound ($360 a pair) also em-
ploys stainless -steel hardware and
gold-plated connectors; its enclosure
is made of acoustically inert ABS and

integrates a multidirec-
tional mounting bracket.
A ferrofluid-cooled 1 -

inch tweeter is paired
with a weather -resistant,
51/4 -inch polycarbonate
woofer, and an integral
bass -boost contour en-
hances perceived bass in
open-air acoustics, which
de-emphasize the bot-
tom octaves.

AudioSource's indoor/
outdoor design is the
Project One ($200 a pair),
a stylish minispeaker
with a 4 -inch woofer
and a 5/s -inch tweeter in
a weather -resistant poly -
carbonate enclosure just
9 inches tall. A continu-
ously adjustable gimbal -
mount bracket is includ-
ed. The Voyager outdoor

speaker from Boston Acoustics ($400
a pair) features an indestructible Lex-
an cabinet that helps make it fully
immersible and even freezable. It
combines ruggedized versions of the

company's highly evolved
1 -inch soft -dome tweeter
and 51/4 -inch co -polymer
woofer, with stainless -
steel hardware and a
mounting bracket in-
cluded. Bose offers an
all-weather option in its
Model 151 ($279 a pair).
an outdoor speaker that
puts the firm's 41/2 -inch
Kevlar-cone full -range
driver (derived from the
famous Bose 901) into a
9 x 9 x 6 -inch enclosure
designed to resist mois-
ture, heat, salt, and any-
thing else life on land or
sea might throw its way.
Stainless -steel hardware
and an aluminum grille
are included.

Polk Audio's AW/M5
($499 a pair) features a
rugged. sealed polymer

cabinet that is UV -resistant
and waterproof. Input

terminals are gold-plated,
and the grille is nonmetallic.

It's clear that compact
speakers are no longer exclusively for
cramped quarters. Fine -sounding mod-
els are available in a wide variety of
styles - guaranteeing that you'll be
able to find one that will look right at
home where you live.

The Bose Model 151 outdoor speaker
($279 a Jair has a weatherproof driver and
stainless -steel grille and hardware.

Boston AcoLstics. Voyager outdoor
spanker ($410 a pair) features a waterproof
Lex3n cabinet and watertight gaskets.

The Paraso Ind Nomad Six outdoor speaker
($360 a pail has a rated lreguency response
of 48 Ft to '0 kHz ±3 dB sensitivity of 89 dB.

The ource Project 1 indoor/outdoor
speaker ($'100 a pair) feat( res a gimbal
bracke: that lets it be positioned at any angle.
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Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

Ace Ventura, Aladdin,
Night of the Living Dead.

This is serious stuff.

Our $999 CR Home Theater Package

includes: a pair of CR7 mains, a CR1

center channel speaker, CR6 surrounds

with brackets and a CR400 powered

subwoofer.

Micro Reference Series
Big theater sound from small,
sculpted satellites.

OCompact Reference Series
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR Series
Audiophile sound with the full
impact of Dolby' Digital.

Boston Acoustics THX® System
Dubbing studio quality sound.

THE BOSTON CR HOME THEATER PACKAGE.
A SERIOUS SYSTEM FOR $999

If you take your movies seriously, this is for you: the Compact Reference Home Theater Package.

It features our much -touted CR7 main speakers. They impressed Audio magazine enough to call them

"Great Performers." Plus, they said, "[The CR7's) sound is smooth and well balanced, and their bass

competes with that of larger speakers." In the center: the CR1 center channel. Its tweeter is identical

to the CR7's, and both speakers' bass units are tonally matched. So left/right pans are seamless, tonal

balance is smooth and dispersion is broad. For surrounds, choose between our compact, flexible

CR6 monitor with swivel -mount bracket or our award -winning CRX diffuse -field surround. Finally,

there's the newest CR family addition: the CR400 powered subwoofer. It's a serious subwoofer in a

compact package. The CR400's 75 -watt amp and 8 -inch DCD bass unit produce remarkable bass effects

down to 35Hz (-3dB). And it offers volume control, a variable crossover and a polarity switch-

features you'd only expect to find in larger, more expensive subs. Test -listen the CR Home Theater

Package at your local Boston dealer. You won't hear anything else like it. Seriously.

BostonAcoustics
300 Jubilee Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 (508) 538-5000. www.bostonacoustics.com

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.



10 Hot
Movies
To Feed
A New
DVD
Player

THE TOP TEN

DV
BY RAD BENNETT

IF YOU ARE STILL THINKING about putting together
a home -theater system, you're probably eyeing one of those
new DVD players. And for good reason. Though laserdiscs
still deliver fine picture and sound, even an average DVD
can look as good as the best laserdisc, and the best DVDs
are noticeably sharper. Movies on DVD are also offered at
much lower prices than the laserdisc versions. And remem-
ber that, like combi-players, DVD players play audio CDs,

too. So if you're in the market
for a new CD player, for a lit-
tle more money you can have
state-of-the-art video as well.

The full potential of DVD
has yet to be realized, but some
player features are already
more or less standard. Most
movie titles offer a clickable
menu from which you cm se-
lect different soundtrack lan-
guages and subtitles, various
special features, and some-
times different versions of the
film. Some DVDs include
film -star biographies, produc-
tion notes, trailers, document-
aries, and more. Some even

offer alternate soundtracks with commentary tied to the im-
age on screen, or a track that contains music only.

Though much of the focus has been on DVD's outstand-
ing video characteristics, its movie -theater -quality sound is
not to be underestimated. Only a small percentage of laser -
discs carry Dolby Digital soundtracks, but all DVDs offer it,
often with 5.1 discrete channels (left and right front, center,
and left and right surround, plus low-frequency-effects/sub-
woofer). The most important benefit, as I hear it, is greater
clarity of the dialogue in the center channel, which no
longer bleeds left, right, or rear the way it often does with
analog Dolby Surround. Surround effects have better focus,
too, and the overall sound field is cleaner and more natural. F
Far from noticing "more surround" in the DVDs auditioned g
for this article, I noticed more centered sounds in front, f;



though when an effect was intended to
be heard from the rear it was more
precisely located. And Dolby Digital's
discrete left and right surround chan-
nels yielded a sound field more in
sync with what was happening on the
screen. (Note that some DVDs sold in
this country use Dolby Digital only for
the primary - English - soundtrack,
with any alternate soundtracks in other
languages encoded in Dolby Sur-
round, from which Dolby Pro Logic
decoders can extract front left, center,
and right channels and a single sur-
round channel.)

If you've already made an invest-
ment in a DVD player, you know that
there aren't yet as many titles as on la-
serdisc. But there are already more ex-
cellent DVDs than there were laser -
discs early in that format's history.
There also aren't many music titles
yet, but I hope studios will consider
releasing more. DVD is tailor-made
for opera and ballet. In the meantime,
here are ten motion -picture -related
DVDs that should hold your interest
and enable you to get the very best
performance out of your system.

IN THE LINE OF FIRE
1993; color: one-sided: English, Dolby Digital

5.1 channels: French. Dolby Surround:

Spanish or Korean subtitles; closed -captioned;

letterbox (2.35:1 aspect ratio). 127 min. Rated R.

COLUMBIA TRISTAR 52319 $29.95 (in keep case;

jewel box also available).

Asuspenseful cat -and -mouse thrill-
er starring Clint Eastwood as a

Secret Service agent and John Mal-
kovich as a psychotic assassin deter-
mined to kill the President. It was shot

in 2.35:1 Panavision,
the aspect ratio in
which it is presented
here. This ratio has
caused a lot of prob-
lems for home video
in the past. When a

Panavision film is not presented as
seen in the theater, so much of the pic-
ture is edited out that the result is not
artistically valid. But when it's letter -
boxed to preserve the full width, there
aren't enough scan lines for adequate
detail, not even on laserdisc. DVD's
increased horizontal resolution ame-
liorates the situation, for this movie is
incredibly sharp and focused. There
are a lot of long shots, and they struck
me as the sharpest I've seen on any
optically read disc.

Seeing this DVD is like observing a

road sign on the way to digital TV.
The Dolby Digital soundtrack is im-
pressive, but it's curious that this
DVD's default setting is Dolby Sur-
round rather than Dolby Digital,
which you have to select in the menu
as an option. (The releases from Co-
lumbia TriStar are the only ones I've
seen that do this. All others have had
Dolby Digital only for the English
soundtrack, and it's automatically re-
mixed to Dolby Surround if the regu-
lar stereo output jacks are used.) In
sum, In the Line of Fire is a DVD of
demonstration caliber.

THE LOST WORLD
1925; b&w with color tints: one-sided: Dolby

Digital 2.1 stereo soundtrack with music

and effects, alternate soundtrack with music only:

extensive supplemental material including

original trailer, excerpts from earlier Willis
O'Brien films, and a large still -frame archive.

Approximately 65 min (feature only). Not rated.
LUMIVISION DVD0897 $24.95.

The granddaddy of all dinosaur
flicks, this silent masterpiece looks

better than ever on DVD. The story,
from Arthur Conan Doyle, is about an
expedition that discovers a remote re-
gion of the Amazon where dinosaurs
still roam: one of these is brought back
to London, where it predictably runs
amuck and destroys buildings. Even
though the Lumivision laserdisc ver-
sion was excellent, the color tints on
the DVD are so pure that they seem
to allow much more video detail to
emerge. The synthesizer score com-
posed for this classic sounds terrific,
with more solid bass than on laserdisc.
If you think of movies made before
1950 as antiquated, this absorbing and
highly entertaining title could very
well change your mind.

In "A Laserdisc Starter Set" back
in April 1994, I said the laserdisc ver-
sion gave players a real special -effects
workout. The DVD does the same,
though I did notice a few quirky en-
coding -related artifacts that need ex-
planation. There are two soundtracks.

one with just the mod-
ern score, one with
the score plus sound
effects, which I found
distracting. But only
Track I is active for
the supplements, and

if you watch the movie using Track 2
you'll have to switch manually to
Track I for these extras. Also, the still -
frame archive is not accessed with a

still -frame button, as you might ex-
pect, but via an on -screen menu,
which lets you search backward as
well as forward. These are small an-
noyances compared with the beauty
and thrill of seeing a film made seven-
ty-two years ago living today in some-
thing so close to its original splendor.

MICHAEL COLLINS
1996: color: two-sided; English. Dolby Digital

5.1 channels; French. Dolby Surround: English.

French, or Spanish subtitles; closed -captioned;

letterbox (1.85:1 aspect ratio); includes

production notes, trailer, and South Bank Show

documentary with director Neil Jordan and

footage of the real Michael Collins. Feature. 133

min; documentary. 52 min. Rated R. WARNER

HOME VIDEO 14205 $24.95.

ir his DVD has been done as a two-
sided rather than dual -layer disc,

so it must be turned over to view the
whole movie. But it boasts a picture
that is so filmlike in overall tone and
detail that it must stand as one of the
best film transfers in the optical video
catalog, one that makes even the ex-

cellent laserdisc look
as if it had been shot
through a scrim. Walls,
streets, wooden bench-
es, even smoke all have
apparent texture. Also
note that the credits'
white on black letters
are all rock solid, with

no distracting bloom or blur.
This DVD is also laden with special

features. Chief among these, besides
production notes and a trailer, is a doc-
umentary on the real Irish patriot,
Michael Collins. Produced for British
TV's South Bank Show, it features
Neil Jordan, the director of the movie.
These 51 minutes are quite a bonus, as
the show is one of the best "making
of" featurettes I've seen. Jordan ex-
plains why it was necessary to alter
some of history's facts in order to
make a successful movie, and he sheds
light on the process of translating a re-
al life into a film biography. The docu-
mentary is available only on the DVD,
not the laserdisc, which costs $15
more. That makes the DVD version
quite a bargain.

THE PLAYER
1992; color; two-sided; English, Dolby Digital

5.1 channels: French. Dolby Surround; alternate

soundtrack with commentary by director Robert
Altman and screenwriter Michael Tolkin;
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English, French. or Spanish subtitles; closed -

captioned; letterbox (1.85:1 aspect ratio); trailer

and extensive supplements, including a menu of

cameo performances. Approximately 124 min.

Rated R. NEW LINE VIDEO N4032 $24.95.

Robert
Altman's clever allegorical

satire of Hollywood is presented
full length on Side 1 of this feature -
laden DVD, which shows off many of
the possibilties of the format in pre-
senting "more than just the movie!"
Besides the remixed Dolby Digital
soundtrack, Side 1 also
contains an alternate
audio track in which
Altman and screenwrit-
er Michael Tolkin dis-
cuss the film and the
novel on which it was
based. And there's a
special menu that fea-
tures the more than fifty name actors
who grace this Tinseltown movie.
Click on an image in the menu, and al-
most instantly you'll be transported to
the scene in the film where the actor
appears; click on a different line of the
menu, and you'll get a list of the other
films in which he or she has starred.
When you're finally ready to move on
to Side 2, you'll find that it contains a
I7 -minute documentary discussion
with Altman plus five deleted scenes
and a theatrical trailer. That's a whop-
ping amount of information for a disc
priced at just $24.50. The Player is
one of the most outrageous bargains in
the infant DVD catalog.

POLTERGEIST
1982; color; two-sided;

English, Dolby Digital 5.1

channels; French and Spanish,

Dolby Surround; English,

French, or Spanish subtitles;

closed -captioned; trailer:

letterbox (2.35:1 aspect ratio) or pan -and -scan.

114 min. Rated PG. MGM/UA 906039 $24.95.

oth a cult and a mainstream favor-
ite, this story of a housing -devel-

opment family that's terrorized by
demons has been made available three
times on laserdisc, but none of those
versions can hold a candle to this
clear, sharp DVD. Some of the film
takes place in darkness or shadow, and
now you can easily see details that
were quite obscure in earlier transfers.
Overall, this film and In the Line of
Fire make it clear that DVD and the
2.35:1 aspect ratio are a match made
in heaven. Laserdisc fans have always

rightly demanded the anamorphic let-
terbox for artistic reasons, but that re-
duces the number of scan lines so
much that the crispness of the image
suffers. But thanks to DVD's greater
horizontal resolution, movie fans can
now have their cake and eat it, too.
Take the opening scene here, where
four kids sitting on a curb pursue a
man on his bike with remote -con-
trolled toy cars. The anamorphic frame
is necessary to capture all four young-
sters (the pan -and -scan version cuts it
down to three), but in past letterbox
transfers they seemed to be merely a
group of kids. The DVD is so sharp
that each kid emerges as a separate
personality within the group. Of course,
all of the neat monster visual effects
are sharp as a tack, too, but it is the
human elements that keep this movie
from being just another genre flick.
We get to know and care about the
characters, and when they are threat-
ened, we feel it deeply.

The remixed sound is cleaner than
ever. All of the special surround ef-
fects seem to be coming from the cor-
rect places, while dialogue emerges up
front with crystalline clarity. This is
one of those double -sided DVDs that
has the letterbox version on one side,
the pan -and -scan on the other, but the
2.35:1 image is so good that it's un-
likely you'll ever watch the version
"formatted to fit your TV" at all.

THE ROAD WARRIOR
1981; color; two-sided; English. Dolby Digital

5.1 channels; French, Dolby Surround; English,

French, or Spanish subtitles; closed -captioned;

trailer; letterbox (2.35:1 aspect ratio) and

pan -and -scan. 95 min. Rated R. WARNER HOME

VIDEO 1118! $24.95.

Arguably the best of the Mad Max
series, this action -adventure yarn

set in an apocalyptic retrograde S&M
world, where possession of gasoline
gives power, is loaded with high-ener-
gy sights and sounds. The camera
shots of all the high-speed chase stunts
are exemplary, and Bri-
an May's score is meld-
ed to the motorized
sound effects as if the
Foley and music tracks
were one. The DVD
format takes to the
2.35:1 aspect ratio like
a duck to water, crisply
delineating every scene, and the Dolby
Digital soundtrack provides clear-cut
front -to -back separation.

The disc is demo caliber. The movie
opens with a 1.33:1 image taking the
center of the Panavision space for
scenes from the first Mad Max movie,
with a mono soundtrack of narration
and music that sounds as if it were re-
corded in the 1950s. But the black -
and -white images are razor-sharp,
even sharper than in the average full -
frame picture. As the section ends, the
surround and low -frequency -effects
channels kick in with the sound of
Max's car going full throttle, and the
screen opens to 2.35:1. It's a pretty
heady experience, and from there on
the movie never lets up till the closing
credits. Take the R rating seriously if
you have kids, but have a good time.

SEVEN
1995; color, two-sided;

English, Dolby Digital 5.1

channels; French, Dolby

Surround; English, French, or

Spanish subtitles; closed -

captioned; letterbox (2.35:1

aspect ratio). 127 min. Rated R. NEW LINE

VIDEO N4381 $24.95.

picky
fans are liable to fault this

Pchoice, for it splits a 127 -minute
movie between two sides. And it is
true that DVD promised something la-
serdisc could not deliver: no side
breaks except on movies long enough
to have intermissions that would pro-
vide natural stopping points. But the
single -side, dual -layer approach, al-
lowing more than 133 minutes per
side, seems hard to come by, and the
producers obviously felt that the com-
plex images of Seven needed more
room for the MPEG video -compres-
sion scheme to work correctly. I'm
willing to accept that decision because
this is one of the best -looking DVDs
of all. Watching it, I was constantly
aware of just how much it looks like a
film. There's a total absence of video
noise, and details are constantly leap-
ing out. The crinkled glass on office
doors seems to have touchable texture,
as does Brad Pitt's beard stubble; head-
lines on newspapers at a newsstand are
legible without strain. The 5.1 -channel
Dolby Digital sound is used intelli-
gently, and it's transferred without a
hitch, with a good low -frequency -ef-
fects channel used sparingly to add
welcome low -frequency punch at key
points in the story. Extras are unusual-
ly skimpy for New Line, just some
background biographical information.
The movie's the thing here, but it's
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delivered in such high quality that it
holds its own without supplemental
material.

SNORT CINEMA
JOURNAL
Invention; Mr. Resistor; The

Big Story; Some Folks Call It

a Sling Blade; Black Rider;

Trouble; Michael Apted

Interview; Baraka (excerpt);
The Unfamiliar Place; Goreville; Henry Rollins

- Easter Sunday in NYC; John Lee Hooker -
Performance & Interview; Quisling & Tsai;

Shape Without Form.

1997; color & b&w; one-sided; Dolby Digital 5.1

channels with many auxiliary soundtracks and

one alternate video track; some letterbox. 137

min. Not rated. POLYGRAM 440 046 565 $29.95.

nrobably the most imaginative
DVD I've seen, Short Cinema

Journal presents a number of short
subjects of different types, ranging
from Some Folks Call It a Sling Blade
(later reshot and expanded as the
opening scene of Sling Blade) to a dy-
namite commercial for GM's electric
car. There are quite a few alternate au-
dio tracks, varying aspect ratios, and
the only example so far of an alternate
video track: in The Big Story, a 3-D
animation in which all the characters
are Kirk Douglas, you can switch to
Video 2 and obtain, right in sequence,
the animated pencil -sketch study for
the finished film.

Far from being a gimmick, however,
this compilation presents some really
neat little films in excellent video and
Dolby Digital audio, which ranges
from two to six discrete channels. The
Short Cinema Journal Corporation
hopes to make its DVD a monthly vid-
eo "magazine," with the second issue
due out by the time you read this.
PolyGram will distribute it in stores,
but you can also subscribe by mail.
Short Cinema Journal plans to package
the discs differently from PolyGram,
which has opted to use the poorly de-
signed Laserfile slide case, which can
scratch discs if handled carelessly.

SINGIN'
IN THE RAIN
1951; color, one-sided;

English, Dolby Digital 5.1
mono/stereo; French and

Spanish, 2.1 -channel mono;

English. French. or Spanish

subtitles; closed -captioned. 103 min. Rated G.

MGM/UA 906262 $24.95.

mirrrril
TAKES
In case you can't find some of the ten
recommended DVDs, or simply aren't
interested in some of them, here are
ten alternate choices that rank along-
side those on my main list. Besides,
since DVD prices are so low, you
could buy all twenty, and you won't
have to rob a credit union or take out
a second mortgage to do it. - R.B.

THE ARRIVAL
LIvE VIDEO 60446 $24.98

THE EXORCIST
WARNER HOME VIDEO 1007 $24.95

PARDO
PoLvGRAN 800 638 693 $29.95

POUR WEDDINGS AND A
FUNERAL
Poi.vGa.km 800 631 769 $29.95

N IGHT OP THE LIVING DEAD:
TUX SPECIAL EDTION
ELITE EEl 116 $29.95

ROCK 'N' ROLL RION
SCHOOL: WIDESCREEN
S PECIAL EDITION
LUMIVISION DVD 0797 $29.95

RUMBLE IN THE BRONX
NEW LINE VIDEO N4410 $24.95

SPACE JAM
WARNER HOME VIDEO 16400 $24.95

TOTAL RECALL
LIVE VIDEO 60439 $24.95

THE WIZARD OF OZ
MGM/UA 906044 $24.95

Where have been at least three laser -
disc versions of this classic movie,

but none of them is as classy as this
DVD. The main thing you'll notice is
the outrageous colors, ranging all the
way from the hot pinks of the chorus
line in "All I Do Is Dream of You" to
the screaming bright green of Cyd
Charisse's dress against a garish red
background in the big "Broadway
Melody" production number to the
"Beautiful Girls" fashion show, in
which elegant models show off cloth-
ing using just about every color under
the sun. Analog video just can't handle
all that with the ease of DVD, which
makes it look like it does in the movie

theater. As for detail, it seems like you
can count every raindrop in the fa-
mous title -song sequence.

The English soundtrack is good
cleaned -up mono, with some discrete
stereo fed to the left/right front and
surround speakers in musical num-
bers. Since MGM recorded its major
musicals using many different sound
"stems" for different sections of the
orchestra, it's possible to do this kind
of reconstruction without having it
sound artificial. All in all, this DVD is,
by itself, reason enough to investigate
the medium. I hope MGM is planning
on eventually presenting its whole cat-
alog of fabulous musicals in the DVD
format. At press time Brigadoon was
already out, and Showboat was prom-
ised for Christmas.

STRANGERS
ON A TRAIN
1951; b&w; two-sided; U.S.

and British prints; English

and French Dolby Digital 1.1 -

channel mono; English,

French, or Spanish subtitles;

closed -captioned. U.S. print, 101 min, not rated;

British, 103 min, rated PG. WARNER HOME

VIDEO 15324 $24.95.

1 t is perhaps sufficient to say that
M

Al-
fred Hitchcock's movie of Patricia

Highsmith's novel Strangers on a
Train is one of the best suspense
thrillers ever made. Two men meet on
a train, and one suggests to the other
that they perpetrate murders for each
other of people they don't care for.
One thinks it a joke, but the other goes
through with it, having planned things
way ahead. There were two versions
of this movie, and for DVD it has re-
ceived not one but two crackerjack
transfers. The version released in the
U.K. has extra footage that makes the
malevolent character even more so
while more clearly revealing his ho-
mosexuality. What a dandy idea to
present each version complete on a
DVD side in beautiful, high -contrast
black -and -white. The jacket notes in:
dicate which scenes were expanded so
that you can follow the changes, and
some brief but informative program
notes give more detail. Two movies
for $12.50 each is really an extraordi-
nary value for your dollar.

Rad Bennett is editor and publisher
of The Laser Disc Gazette, a
bimonthly newsletter that features
reviews of DVDs, laserdiscs, and CDs.
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KEF

KEF
RDM one

SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO
September 1997

Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long

in Audio's September issue:

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."

"...clear, precise imaging."

"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."

"...the KEF RDIV ones are an
excellent value-and very good
looking, too."

Designed by the same engineers as our

legendary Reference Series, the RDM one

features KEF's patented Uni-Q-

technology. Uni-Q places the

tweeter at the exact acoustic

center of the woofer cone to

create a single point source for

the entire frequency range-the

!deal to which all speakers

aspire-producing a flawless
soundstage over a much wider

listening area. Whether on a

bookshelf or stand, the RDM one

no longer confines you to sitting

in a central sweet spot to enjoy

exceptional performance. Audition

them for yourself by contacting us for the

name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest

you. Ask for a full reprint of the RDM one

review when you call.

® 11 Elkins Rd, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 Phone: 732-390-1130 Fax: 732-390-5657

CIRCLE NO. 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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benezer Scrooge trundled home,
pressing his floor in the elevator car

without so much as a good word for his
fellow passengers. Nestled in his ear was

a miniature radio so
that he could catch the



closing m
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t a m
ere fraction of

an ounce, A
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's FM

Sounds radio ($30)
did not w

eigh heavily
upon

his soul
and protected at least one ear from
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anity. H
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ere as
strong as the tiny radio's reception

- and its 14 -hour lithium
 battery.

R
eaching for the volum
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itch, he

accidentally pressed the scan -tuning
button, and the sound of M

arley filled
his ear. H

e hastily pressed the button
again to lune in another station.
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At

s Scrooge approached his condo,
he IBM Home Director ($79)
brought up the lights in a mag-
ical sort of way. Scrooge

cackled every time this happened, he
was so pleased with how easily he had
installed the system. Why, he didn't
even need to call IBM's 24 -hour sup-
port line. And he admired Big
Blue for offering free help for
only 60 days -a company af-
ter his own heart. Scrooge did
n't own an IBM PC (he wa
too cheap even to buy an Apti-
va, which comes bundled with
a Home Director), so he bought
the stand-alone starter kit. After
plugging the PC Connection
Module into a wall outlet, he
ran the supplied cable to his
clone PC's serial port and
popped in the CD-ROM to
load the software. Then he
plugged his TV, stereo, coffee
pot, and several other small ap-
pliances and lamps into special
modules - one per device - that
were in turn plugged into electrical
outlets. (Since the starter kit came
with only one lamp and one appli-
ance module, Scrooge begrudging-
ly paid $15 apiece for extra lamp
modules and $17 apiece for extra
appliance modules.)

Scrooge relished the thought
that he could program his PC
to control his lights and appli-
ances automatically or use the
supplied wireless remote control
to turn them on and off - all
without having to run any extra
wires. The remote even operat-
ed his TV and VCR. And his
voice -activation software gave
him infinite pleasure. He pro-
grammed it to turn on the lights
when he said "Bah!" and off when he
said "Humbug!"

Preparing to retire for the evening,
Scrooge pressed the play button on his
CD player, and the voice of Marley
wailing reggae again filled his ears. The
sound took him aback - he knew Mar-
ley was dead. Suddenly the TV clicked
on, and Marley appeared on the screen,
this time speaking directly to Scrooge.
His voice hovered in the room like a
sonic hologram. Scrooge had forgotten
all about the VLS Cyclone 3D virtual
surround processor ($100) that his
nephew Fred had installed.

Marley predicted that three ghosts
would visit. Scrooge retorted: "I don't
get ghosts, I have DSS!" Marley
warned him to pick up the beat and get

W
ATC's FMSounds ear radio (530);
800-417-2346

0 Panasonic RO-5W70 Shock Wave personal
stereo (5120); 800-222-4213

Q Tribute C2S video adaptor cable(S100);
800-521-1596

0 IBM Home Director home -automation kit
(579); 800-426-7917

d Scosche SoundKase VVS-12 CD holder ($17);
800-621-3695

with the season, prompting
Scrooge to press the off button
on his Sole Control SC -555 re-
mote ($30). Marley's image col-
lapsed into a dot at the center of
the screen, although his voice
still seemed to hover there with
concert -hall ambience.

"Bah, humbug," grumbled
Scrooge, accidentally turning
lights on and off as he went in
search of his Caig ProGold (K-
PAV50) Audio/Video Pro Main-
tenance Kit ($76). He muttered

that the whole affair must be the result
of a dirty connector or a static charge
on the TV screen. Opening the latch on
the black plastic storage box, Scrooge
selected the OpticALL antistatic clean-
er and sprayed the screen, cleaning it
with one of the enclosed nonscratch
cloths. Then he sprayed some ProGold
G5 conditioning treatment and cleaner
on the system's connectors and switch-

es, using the special nylon brush-
es to reach the tight spots.

While he was at it, he also
cleaned the tape heads in his

boombox with the kit's ultrapure
isopropyl alcohol and plastic -han-
dled foam swabs. Finally, he used
CaiLube MCL to relubricate the
contact surfaces. Scrooge didn't

use the entire arsenal in the Caig
kit, but he was sure he had solved

the problem. If it worked for Boeing,
Dolby, Hewlett-Packard, and Xerox, it
should do the trick for him, too.

Scrooge decided to take a closer
look at the Cyclone 3D processor,
barely larger than a deck of cards, that
was sitting on top of his TV. He had
been too cheap to buy a real surround -
sound speaker system, but his nephew
assured him that the Cyclone would
deliver a delightful surround illusion,
creating five virtual speakers from a
single pair of real speakers. (It uses a
modified version of the Toltec circuit-
ry that VLS developed for its Auri sur-
round -sound headphone processor.)
Scrooge particularly liked the auto-
matic volume control that limits dy-
namic range for late -night home the-
ater. He liked limiting things. So Mar-
ley hadn't really been there wailing in
the room after all - it was just the
Cyclone 3D.

Scrooge dozed off with the Sole
Control in his hand, only to wake with
a start when all of his digital clocks
chirped and beeped once. A ghostly
blue light filled the room. "Bah, hum-
bug," Scrooge bellowed. It was just
the light coming from his new Sm'art

0

0
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PCWorks By Henry Moss

Under $100, PCWorksTM

Is The Perfect Gift.
PCWorks multimedia speaker

system by Henry moss.
PCWorks is our newest and most afford-

able amplified multimedia speaker system.

Designed by Audio Hall of Fame member

Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KM & Advent ).

PCWorks is the most affordable audio system

we know of that produces very accurate, very

realistic, wide -range sound - including

terrific bass.

Plug it into anything
with a headphone jack.

Connect PCWorks to a computer, N.

Tye CD player or boom box - anything with
a headphone jack - for beautiful, realistic
stereo sound. It uses subw(x)fersatellite
design, electronically contoured amplifiers

and biamplificatkm to create breath -taking

sound from a very compact. very affordable

package. It has been carefully fine-tuned to

produce the natural, accurate, wide -range

sound normally 'associated with high -quality

component stereo systems. Frankly we are

amazed at how good such a small system

can sound.

What ;Miss say about PCWorks

"A speaker system for $100 that should rake

some $250 systems nervous...The shape of things

to come: A set of speakers for your PC that will

more than ti I the bill, and not crimp your budget."

-Computer Gaming World

"Superior upper -band response, with crntal-clear

highs and g eat midrange...bass response within

the 60Hz to 100Hz bandwidth is pure ac)ustic

heaven. You II be hard-pressed to find a better set

of speakers or twice the price."

-Boot magazine

"Sounds beler than some speakers that sell for

twice the prte...amazing performance...a low-

priced speater system with high -end soand."

-PC Gamer

"You'll be a( tounded....outrageously good price -

performance value. Even without the low cost, not

many spealer systems come close to the

marvelous c utput of this system. And at $99?

Forget it. A lesktop speaker set that coos less

than $100, is subtly small, and sounds ike ifs

worth $500." -c/net GameCenter

Take it anywhere.
Because it works on 110 or 12 volts, PCW.b)ks

can go literally anywhere - on vacation, on your

boat, or (with optional rechargeable battery) to

the beach.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
If you're not perfectly happy ith PCWorks,

return it within 30 days for a full refund. There's

irtually no risk.

To Order, For A Free Catalog, Or For
The Nearest Store Location, Call

1800-FORHIFI
CAMBRIDGE

SOU N DWOR K S
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

311 Ne,..,111.11» !,111.1.1. ',till,: \I.\ 1.;1,4

Fax: I/ I "-331-9229
(:inatla: 1.800.525-143-1

f)utsitle. 1..5. (:;ina(LI: 61-.332-S93h
111,n114 1,11,-,,t0,111,x1rourk.111ti

PLA.,11...1..ittAtIt.m.t11., .41 .11111,Nigl- nma.nl,
AI I I i..i 40,1./11.1r1, Li,. c. he MI .1 %,144t iratk.m.111., kl

I. nri1, 1.1 I 0 41
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Designs CD Lites CD -100 M rack
($60), which concealed a blue -
cloaked fluorescent light behind
the white diffuser that forms its
back panel. The blue light cast an
otherworldly glow as it traveled
through the edges of the sixty-five
CD jewel boxes Scrooge had care-
fully placed on the rack's five
shelves. The waist -high rack add-
ed a bit of class to Scrooge's oth-
erwise spartan digs. He enjoyed
having it now, although he re-
membered that the "assembly re-
quired" part would have tried even
Bob Cratchit's good will, since the di-
rections in the box failed to match the
product. Scrooge made a note to
ask the company for a different
color filter - blue just seemed
too eerie.

Out of the corner of his eye,
Scrooge noticed that his other
CD holder - the DisCDisk
($70) from Epic Design Stu-
dios - was turning. Forty-
four of his favorite CDs stood
upright on the elegant lazy-
susan-style holder made of
solid aluminum. Someone had
given it to him; he would never
buy anything that exquisite on his
own. He also knew it would not spin
by itself (he always felt a secret thrill
spinning it and admiring his
CD collection).

The TV popped back on,
and the Ghost of Christmas
Past beckoned him. Scrooge
did not remember subscrib-
ing to this particular channel.
. . . The ghost carried the rec-
ord of Scrooge's life on
DVDs and CDs stored smart-
ly in a Scosche SoundKase
SKN-12 Executive CD Note-
book ($30). The black nylon
fold -over case held twelve discs and
had compartments for a portable CD
player, headphones, a notepad, and
even a few pens. All the better for
notes on his life.

Scrooge noticed that his name and
social -security number were printed in
the area around the spindle hole of
each disc. He wondered how the ghost
had managed that. The spirit smiled
and held up the CD ID kit ($50) from
Epic Design Studios, which contains a
special disc holder, a stamp pad, in-
delible ink, and a stamper. The ghost
had returned the enclosed postcard to
Epic with what he wanted the stanip to
say, and he received a customized
stamper back in the mail. With a flick

O

O

Sm'art Designs CD -100 M CD rack ($60);
310-515-5444

Woods TV Game Surge Protector ($20);
800-428-6168

Scosche SoundKase SKN-12 CD notebook
(530); 800-621-3695

Epic Design's DiscDisk CD holder ($70);
800-343-3742

Caig ProGold K-PAV50 A/V maintenance kit
($76); 619-451-1799

of the wrist, he could permanently la-
bel the discs so that no spirit could
mistake them for some other poor
soul's.

The ghost pulled a disc from the
SoundKase notebook and slipped it in-
to Scrooge's CD player. Scrooge heard
how as a child he had played video
games but never bothered with a surge
protector, and how he had cried when
his game player and TV died during

that horrendous thunderstorm. The
ghost showed him the Woods TV
Game Surge Protector ($20). The
UL -approved device had six out-

lets and was designed to accom-
modate two of those large
"power brick" AC adaptors of
the kind used on video -game
systems. Scrooge's childhood

meltdown didn't have to hap-
pen the way it did.
At the wink of an LED,

Scrooge's VCR commenced playback
at 2 o'clock. The jovial Spirit of Christ-
mas Present invited him to party. They
jumped into the spirit's Maserati,
where they enjoyed music provided by
a portable CD player supported by
Arkon's Sound Feeder SF345 CD

Mount ($50). Secured to the car's
floor was a sturdy yet flexible met-
al gooseneck that supported the
thick Gripmatic mounting plat-

form; a pair of spring -loaded, ratch-
et -adjusted ears held the player firm-

ly in place. The platform also had a
built-in DC power adaptor, which
plugged into the car's cigarette lighter,
and an FM modulator that "broadcast"
the CD signal over the car's FM radio.
The spirit used the SoundKase VVS-
12 CD Visor Organizer ($17) to keep a
dozen discs in easy reach.

Scrooge was so impressed with the
CD -player mount and visor holder that
he failed to notice they were cruising
500 feet above the pavement. When he
finally looked down, he wished he still
had the Sole Control remote in his
hand. Since it came preprogrammed
with 621 codes and was designed to
control five components, he figured it
just might work on this spirit.

At the stroke of 3 o'clock the bread -
maker, microwave, and coffeemaker
all started chiming at once. Scrooge
stumbled out of bed, clutching the
Sole Control. He had always liked its
differently shaped and colored keys,
which never left a doubt about the
function of each button. Before him
beckoned the ominous Spirit of Christ-
mas Yet to Come. Scrooge wondered if
it might show him HDTV or digital ra-
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"The Velod'ne's performance here was
breathtaking. In fact, it may very well have
threatened he room's struct4ral integrity had we
not backed 9ff the volume a 5it..."

Al Criffin, Home Ti eater, December '96

"This is ba:s that doesn't erd, in frequency or in
level! It is ass that is literclly felt as much as
heard - on occasion, more tit than heard."

Edward J. Foster, Audio, March '97

"Bring on the challengers. They won't have an
easy job . .. the Velodyne F-1800RII is the best
subwoofer : have yet had in my home theater."

Thomas J. Norton,
Skreophik Guide to Heme Theater, Fall '97

New! ... ULTRA SMALL
PACKAGE

All of the best feature,! of the world famous F-1800RII have been pert
a smaller cabinet. Response down to 20 Hz kr audioph.ks with output

levels to satisfy all home theater systems. Now you don't have to sacrifice
sound quality for a compact, easy to place subwoafer.

Velodyne

F-1800RII

World's Best
Subwoofer Technology...

Patented True Accelerometer -Based High Gain
Servo Control

 Low distortion cban, accurate sound that Velodyne
is famous for.

 Smoothest faxpency response of any subwoofer.

Revolutionary New Energy Recovery
Switching Amplifier Design

 Transbrrerless direct -line power switching
creates the most powerful amplifier in any
subwoofer (1000 watts RMS/3000 peak).

 Patent pending design eliminates shoot-thru
current for the highest amplifier

efficiency ever achieved.

Tandem Voice Coil in Push -Pull
Motor Structure

 High linear excursion capability
11/4" peak to peak, 2" max.

 Four times the heat dissipation
for high power handling and

long life.
 Less than 1/2 the distortion

of conventional motor
designs.

HGS-10
(actual size: I I.25"H x 11"W x 11"D)

Velodyne Acoustics, Inc., 1070 Commercial Street, Suite 101, San Jose, CA 95112
Phone: 408-436-7270  Fax: 408-436-7276  Web Site: www.velodyne.com  E-mail: velodyne@earthlink.net  Literature Requests: 1-800-VELODYNE



dio, but some things are beyond
even the power of spirits.

First, the spirit remind-
ed Scrooge that he real-
ly should do something
about that clumsy vid-
eo switcher the satellite
TV installer left him. Be-
cause his DSS receiver used
an S -video cable and his cheap
VCR used a composite -video cable,
he was forever fumbling with his Sole
Control to find the right TV inputs.
Scrooge swore that he'd try Tribu-
taries' new Tribute C2S cable ($100),
which passively converts composite -
video signals to S -video so that he
could use S -video connections through-
out his system. The barrel of the cable's
RCA -jack end even contains luminance
(Y) and chroma (C) adjust-
ments, so he could tweak
the video performance
for a ghost -free picture.

The spirit sat before a
PC creating jewel -box
liners and disc labels. As Scrooge
strained to read what was shown on
the screen, labels began spilling from
the color ink -jet printer, even if they
were mostly black: "Ebenezer Scrooge
R.I.P." The spirit's bony fingers creat-
ed the labels effortlessly
using Neato's CD Labeler
Kit ($80). First it loaded
the supplied software tem-
plates onto the PC (spirits
of doom always use
though Neato's software
can also run on Macs), and
then it used the design soft-
ware to create spiffy labels
that were guaranteed to un-
nerve Scrooge. In all, there
were sixty-six background
images to choose from.

The spirit loaded the printer
with label sheets and issued the print
command. It then used the supplied la-
bel applicator to position the custom
adhesive -backed labels onto the discs
- at last, a way to give home -record-
ed CDs a professional look. Scrooge
begged the spirit to let him at the PC
so that he could design a different la-
bel for the CD of his life. But the spirit
vanished, and Scrooge awoke the next
morning in a cold sweat, still clutch-
ing the Sole Control.

Scrooge noticed that the spirits had
left him a gift. Loaded on his PC was
Sonic Foundry's CD Architect audio -
recording program, including the Sound
Forge XP digital audio editor ($395).
With this he could edit the audio rec-

ord of his existence with the power
and versatility formerly enjoyed only
by big -budget recording studios. He
could be a CD -making pro and still
have money left over for charity. He
could view every bellow, every whim-
per, and every humbug on screen and
edit out the cheap remarks. He could
clean up some of his harsher com-
ments, maybe even add a little reverb
to his personality. Then, with only a
few mouse clicks, he could burn in
new audio CDs on his computer's

CD -R drive. Scrooge, who had
never edited an audio track in
his life, let alone recorded his
own CDs, was humming away

by the time the first morning
church bells sounded. He could

and would reform his life and the
way it sounded.
Donning his sweatsuit, Scrooge

grabbed his Panasonic RQ-SW70
Shock Wave personal radio/cassette
player ($120) and headed out the door
for a morning jog. The player's tough
rubberized case repelled the light snow.

Headphones in place, he
pressed play, and now he
was really jammin' with
Marley. The Virtual Mo-
tion Sound System head -

4 phones delivered more

0Arkon Sound Feeder SF345 car CD mount
($50); 818-358-1133

grk VLS's Cyclone 3D virtual surround processor
lir ($100); 888-486-5832

® Recoton Sole Control SC -555 remote ($30);
800.223-6009

Neato CD Labeler Kit ($80);
W 800-984-9800

gpri SonicFoundry CD Architect program ($395);
IV 608-256-3133

QEpic Design's CD ID system (S50);
800-343-3742

than sound; they actually
vibrated with the music,
a real head -banger. He
tried all of the twenty ra-
dio -station presets, and
every one was playing

reggae Christmas carols, except the
one that was playing reggae Hanukkah
songs.

Scrooge accosted the first youth he
saw on the street and asked if the DVD
player was still in the window of the
stereo salon down the street. He must
buy it and have it delivered to his
nephew Fred as a surprise. He also
purchased duplicates of all his favorite
toys for Bob Cratchit and his large
family, including another Sole Control
remote, a Home Director, a Cyclone
3D processor, and all of those nifty
things the spirits had shown him. They
would make great Christmas presents.
Scrooge just couldn't wait to see Tiny
Tim hopping around with an FM -
Sounds radio in his ear. At work
Scrooge would finally let Bob have his
own Sole Control, and access to the
Home Director to boot. And Scrooge
was a man of his word. He learned to
keep Christmas in his heart, a home
theater in his living room, and plenty
of spare batteries in a cool, dry place. o
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...IF CELESTION HADN'T BEATEN ME TO IT."
-D.B. Keele, Jr. on the new Celestion A3, Audio August 1997

As more and more sophisticated technologies arrive that

are capable of reproducing music with unbelievable detail

and nuance, the performance bar is inevitably raised for

loudspeaker manufacturers.

And no company has set the bar

higher than Celestion with our

new A Series loudspeakers. A fact

clearly noticed by D.B. Keele, Jr.

in the August issue of Audio

magazine.

No matter what source

materials he selected,

from Mozart symphonies

to movie soundtracks,

Keele was amazed by the

A3's performance. He

wrote that "their dynamic range and effortlessness

border on the best I have ever heard" and that "their

imaging and localization could not be faulted."

"WILL THE A3 PLAY LOUD
AND CLEAN? IN SPADES!

ITS BASS OUTPUT
SURPASSES EVEN THAT

OF SOME SUBWOOFERS."

There is so much advanced technology in our new

A Series loudspeakers it fills a White Paper. Call us and

we'll send you a free copy as well as full literature on

the speakers and copies of the Audio review.

Once you've read the Celestion story and heard the

Celestion sound, you'll see why D.B. Keele, Jr. and

Audio gave us an A. And why it's time for other speaker

companies to go back to school.

C ELEST1011
11 Elkins Road East Brunswick N.J. 0.3816 USA

'hone 732.390.1130 Fax 732.390.5657
CIRCLE NO 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SYSTEMS

New Beginnings
For almost half of his 40 -
year life, Steve Wright of
Loveland, Ohio, dreamed
of building a home thea-
ter. He finally got his
chance when he moved

into a new house with a basement that
was just waiting to be turned into one.
He "finished" his 550 -square -foot home
theater earlier this year, but he admits
that it will probably never truly be fin-
ished - and he's already planning to
add new components. However, Wright
does believe that his home theater is a
success. "I was happy with its perfor-
mance and the way it looked," he says,
"but I wasn't really going to consider

it a success unless it was featured in
`Systems.' "

Wright gives some of the credit for
his successful home theater to STEREO
REVIEW. "The magazine was not only
an inspiration for building the room
but also helped keep the dream alive. I
looked at other 'Systems' features many
times to get ideas from other readers,"
he says.

The most striking feature of his
home theater is its cabinetry, built by
Don Justice Custom Cabinetry of
Cincinnati. The center unit backs into
one corner of his basement and holds
his 50 -inch Pioneer rear -projection TV
at a 45 -degree angle. Two adjoining

"wings" extend onto the side walls.
The TV sits on the floor, but the wood
frame that surrounds it makes it look
as if the TV and cabinet were manu-
factured together.

Flanking the screen on three sides
are speakers from Atlantic Technolo-
gy's System 250.1. At left and right
are Model 251.1 LRs; above the screen
is the Model 253.1 C center -channel
speaker. The speakers aren't particu-
larly large - the LRs measure only
about 6 x 13 x 81/2 inches - but you'd
never know it by looking. They are in-
stalled behind custom grilles that match
the screen size perfectly. (The grille
panels can be opened and the extra



space behind can be used for storage.)
The three speakers share the same
drivers, with two 4 -inch polypropyl-
ene -cone woofers and a 3/4 -inch dome
tweeter in each one. Both models are
sealed -box (acoustic -suspension) de-
signs, though the center speaker has a
tilting base, so that it can be aimed at
the listening position, and a rear -panel
timbre -matching control.

The surround speakers are a pair
of Atlantic Technology Model 254.1
speakers, which Wright had mounted
in the ceiling by using the optional
ceiling -mounting kit. These full -range
speakers (rated for 80 Hz to 20 kHz
±3 dB) are also part of the System
250.1 and were purchased in anticipa-
tion of an upgrade to Dolby Digital,
with its discrete full -range surround
channels. The 254.1 is a two-way de-
sign with two 4 -inch polypropylene
woofers and a 3/4 -inch dome tweeter.

Augmenting the sound from the five
front and surround speakers is a Mod-
el 262 PBM powered subwoofer,
which features an internal 150 -watt
amplifier and a 12 -inch polypropylene
driver with a low-pass filter variable
from 60 to 125 Hz. Its frequency re-
sponse is rated as 35 to 180 Hz ±3 dB.
The subwoofer is placed along one
wall of the basement, just off the right
wing of the cabinet.

Wright is quite pleased with the
System 250.1 speakers. "They're fan-
tastic for home theater," he brags. "I
might not have picked them for a mu-
sic -only system, but in my setup they
can't be beat."

The electronic components are lo-
cated in a glass -fronted cabinet to the
right of the TV. There is a Sony STR-
GA8ES A/V receiver with five chan-
nels of amplification. It delivers a rat-
ed 120 watts each to the three front
speakers and 50 watts each to the two

surrounds. Also in that cabinet are a
Yamaha CDX-730 CD player, a Yama-
ha K-640 cassette deck, and a Tech-
nics SL -D20 turntable. Wright splits
his music between CDs, cassettes, and
LPs, with about 500 of each. His vid-
eo source is a JVC S -VHS VCR.

Knowing that the system would be
installed in a basement that it shares
with a play area for his kids. Wright
took a couple of extra precautions.
First, he made sure that the equipment

was mounted high enough to be out of
reach of the children. Also, the sub -
woofer wiring was installed before the
drywall went up to avoid any cable
runs across the floor. He didn't want to
keep the kids away from good music,
though, so he installed Niles CM -76
speakers in the ceiling on their side of
the basement.

Wright has left plenty of room for
storage and expansion - he's got an
entire empty equipment cabinet just
waiting for new gear. A DVD player
is next on his list. He's still watching
the rollout and hoping that Paramount
jumps on the bandwagon and releases

DVDs of the Star Trek movies, which
you can tell are his favorites just by
looking around the room. A digital sat-
ellite receiver is also on his wish list.

Wright's surround -sound enjoyment
isn't limited to his home theater. In the
master bedroom is the smallest of his
three A/V systems, comprising a Ya-
maha AX -500U integrated two -chan-
nel amplifier and TX -500U tuner, a
Fisher CAV-875A surround -sound am-
plifier, and two flush -mounted Rus-
sound SP -610 in -wall speakers for the
front, two wall -mounted Bose 101
speakers for the rear (there is no center
speaker), and a 25 -inch JVC video
monitor. The Yamaha amplifier also
drives two Bose 201 bookshelf speak-
ers in the office and two Niles CM -76
ceiling speakers in the master bath.

His third system, in the great room,
is built around a Sony GX69ES re-
ceiver driving two flush -mounted Rus-
sound SP -610 in -wall speakers and a
Bose Video Monitor in front, two Rus-
sound SP -502 in -walls in the rear, and
an a/d/s MS1 powered subwoofer. The
receiver also drives in -wall and ceiling
speakers in his kitchen, dining room,
and living room and out on his deck.

Throughout the house, each listening
area has its own volume control, a
Russound ALT -2 RLC.

As you might have already guessed,
there's plenty of music listening going
on at the Wright house. Steve is a
rock-and-roll fan. His wife, Laura,
prefers country. Contemporary jazz -
from Bob James, Lee Ritenour, and
David Sanborn - is something they
both agree on. But the favorite listen-
ing time seems to be Sunday morning,
when Wright loads his Sony CDP-525
CD changer with classical music and
relaxes with the Sunday paper.

- Brian C. Fenton
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Ind
utions.
Engineered by world renowned B&W

Loudspeakers in harmony with award

winning industrial design, Solid Solutions

offers the most intelligent approach to

ntegrating great sound and great style

r_to your home. From the small, elegantly

sculpted front, center, and surround sound

sr eakers, to our all new incredibly

powerful subwoofer featuring "Flow -

port" technology, Solid Solutions re-

,roduces all of the excitement from your

favorite audio and video sources.

Easy to set up. Easy to look at. Easy to

afford. It's the elegant solution to better

scund. Anywhere.

Then ... just sit back and enjoy

the show

0 Solid 1998 Industry Accolades Include:

Excellence in Design Award
Audio Video Interiors

Design and Engineering Award
In'ernational Winter Consumer Electronics Show

fliFi Grand Prix - Product of the Year
Audio Video International

=IL_ I I=
Music Everywhere

Rock Solid Sounds  54 Concord Street
North Reading. MA 01864-2699  978-664-3406
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FROM SIX CDs OF SOUL to eighty-seven of Beethoven, the range of holi-
day boxed sets is especially wide this year. And heavy. In fact, you really do need
a handle to lug home the Ludwig. There's a handle on the soul box, too, taking us
back to the days when we toted around our vinyl 45s. To get your own handle on
the many new boxes that beckon from stores, here's an assortment of sets (with
suggested retail prices where available) for everyone on your shopping list.

0I.

AC/DC Bonfire
Elektra (four CDs, $70). A memo-
rial to original lead singer Bon
Scott, focusing on the band's early
years and including rare material
- as well as the entire Back in
Black, the 1980 "tribute" to Scott
with successor Brian Johnson.

THE BEACH BOYS
The Pet Sounds Sessions
EMI/Capitol Entertainment Prop-
erties (four CDs). Announced last
year, finally released this year:

multiple versions of the classic 1966 al-
bum's thirteen tracks, featuring the first
true stereo mixes.

RAY CHARLES Genius & Soul:
The 50th Anniversary Collection
Rhino (five CDs, $70). The first compila-
tion that spans his entire recording ca-
reer, from 1949 to 1993. The eighty -page
book offers several essays and an exhaus-
tive discography.

CREAM Those Were the Days
Polydor/Chronicles (four CDs, $60). All
studio recordings from Fresh Cream, Dis-
raeli Gears, Wheels of Fire, and Goodbye.
Add to that the singles, nearly every offi-
cial live track, unreleased studio/concert
tapes, and unpublished photos.

r)

THE DOORS Box Set
Elektra (four CDs, $70). Three discs are
filled with demos and live recordings,
most of them previously unreleased. The
fourth disc has fifteen "Band Favorites"
from the studio, five each chosen by John
Densmore, Robby Krieger, and Ray Man-
zarek. The book includes their track -by -
track commentary.

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL
Old Friends
Columbia/Legacy (three CDs, $50). All
the singles, the major album cuts, and fif-
teen newly issued tracks: two demos,
three unearthed studio recordings, and
ten live performances. Remastered, for

the first time, from the original tapes,
with Sony's 20 -bit Super Bit Mapping.

PETER TOSH Honorary Citizen
Columbia/Legacy (three CDs, $45). On
the tenth anniversary of his murder, the
reggae star is memorialized on one disc
each of Jamaican singles (including titles
by the Wailers), unreleased live record-
ings, and "Hits & Classic Album Cuts."

BEG, SCREAM & SHOUT!
The Big 01' Box of '60s Soul
Rhino (six CDs, $100). Resting in their
special sleeves and nestled in their carry-
ing case, the CDs resemble the 7 -inch sin-
gles of yore. You also get trading cards for
all of the 144 artists, who include James
Brown. Aretha Franklin, Marvin Gaye,
Etta James, Wilson Pickett, Otis Red-
ding, Carla Thomas, Irma Thomas, Mary
Wells, and Jackie Wilson.

CUBA i Am Time
Blue Jackel (four CDs, $56; 322 Hicks-
ville Rd., Bethpage, NY 11714). It looks

,/
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like a box of cigars but actually contains
Cuban music grouped under four themes:
folk ("Invocations"), song, dance, and
jazz. The 112 -page book is a virtual en-
cyclopedia of artists and musical styles.

VANGUARD COLLECTOR'S EDITION
Vanguard (four CDs, $60). The label that
brought us Joan Baez also recorded Paul
Robeson, Count Basie, the Weavers, the
Kingston Trio, Odetta, Ian and Sylvia,
the Clancy Brothers, Buffy Sainte -Marie,
Judy Collins, Country Joe and the Fish,
Buddy Guy, and, more recently, Peter
Case and Paul Kelly - all here.

Also

BILLY JOEL The Complete
Hits Collection 1973-1997
Columbia (four CDs, $50. limited edition).

PHIL OCHS Farewells and Fantasies
Elektra Traditions/Rhino (three CDs, $501.

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD
The Dusty Springfield Anthology
Mercury/Chronicles (three CDs, $50).

THE PHILLY SOUND
Kenny Gamble, Leon Huff, and the
Story of Brotherly Love (1966-1976)
Epic Associated/Legacy (three CDs, $45).

UNBLOCKED Music of Eastern Europe
Ellipsis Arts (three CDs, $37; telephone,
800-788-6670; 20 Lumber Rd., Roslyn,
NY 11576).

N JOHN COLTRANE
The Complete 1961
Village Vanguard Recordings
Impulse!/GRP (four CDs, $55).
The historic performances, taped
over four nights, appear together
for the first time. Here are twenty-
two versions of "Spiritual," "In-

dia," "Impressions," "Chasin' the Trane,"
and five other compositions, with the sax-
ophonist joined by the likes of Eric Dol-
phy and McCoy Tyner.

BILL EVANS
The Complete Bill Evans on Verve
Verve (eighteen CDs, $300). In a hinged
steel cube with shelving comes every
session the pianist did for the label -
269 tracks, all 22 -bit remastered - as
leader, co -leader, and sideman. The 160 -
page hardcover book includes a biogra-
phy, a tribute by Chick Corea, an inter-
view with Creed Taylor, and session -by -
session analysis.

CHARLES MINGUS
Passions of a Man: The Complete
Atlantic Recordings 1956-1961
Rhino/Atlantic Jazz Gallery (six CDs,
$75). Five discs of music, offering the en-
tire Pithecanthropus Erectus, The Clown,
Blues & Roots, Oh Yeah, Tonight at Noon,
and Mingus at Antibes. The sixth CD is a
75 -minute interview with the bassist by
Nesuhi Ertegun.

SONNY ROLLINS
The Complete RCA Victor Recordings
RCA Victor (six CDs, $84). The saxo-
phonist in the early 1960s - The Bridge,
What's New, Our Man in Jazz. Sonny
Meets Hawk, Now's the Time, and The
Standard Sonny Rollins - including cuts
previously available only on French LPs.

LENNIE TRISTANO, LEE KONITZ,
AND WARNE MARSH
The Complete Atlantic Recordings
Mosaic (six CDs, $96, limited edition;
available by mail-order only; telephone,
203-327-7111). Pianist Tristano and his
most important students, altoist Konitz
and tenorman Marsh, in everything they
did together and separately for the label
from 1955 to 1961.

RCA VICTOR SOth ANNIVERSARY
The Collector's Edition
RCA Victor (nine CDs, $98). Collects
eight volumes released in 1997 - with
music ranging from the Original Dixie-
land Jazz Band to Marcus Roberts - and
adds a bonus CD, a photo album, and
a newly discovered version of Charles
Mingus's "Scenes in the City."

THE RIVERSIDE RECORDS STORY
Riverside/Fantasy (four CDs, $65). High-
lights of the label's lifespan from 1952
to 1964, assembled and annotated by
cofounder Orrin Keepnews. Among the
forty-three performers are Cannonball
and Nat Adderley, Art Blakey, Bill Evans,
Milt Jackson, Thelonious Monk, and Wes
Montgomery.

Also Recommended

PAUL DESMOND
The Complete RCA Victor Recordings
RCA Victor (five CDs, $70).

KEITH JARRETT
The Impulse! Years, 1973 -1974.
Impulse!/GRP (five CDs, $60).

THAD JONES The Complete
Blue Note/UA/Roulette Recordings
Mosaic (three CDs, $48, limited edition;
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available by mail-order only; telephone,
203-327-7111).

JOE PASS Guitar Virtuoso
Pablo/Fantasy (four CDs, $65).

TEDDY WILSON TRIO
The Complete Verve Recordings
Mosaic (five CDs, $80, limited edition;
available by mail-order only; telephone,
203-327-7111).

4V
47t

V

BEETHOVEN
The Complete Edition
Deutsche Grammophon (eighty-
seven CDs, $950). Everything he
composed in a twenty -volume set
housed in its own acrylic storage
rack and carrying case, accompa-
nied by an exclusive 300 -page
hardcover book. Featured DG art-
ists include Herbert von Karajan,
Leonard Bernstein, John Eliot
Gardiner, Claudio Abbado, Mar-
tha Argerich, Wilhelm Kempff,
Maurizio Pollini, Anne -Sophie
Mutter, Gil Shaham, Gidon Kre-

mer, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Mstislav
Rostropovich. and the Emerson Quartet.

MOZART The Piano Concertos
Vladimir Ashkenazy;
Ph i I harmon ia Orchestra.
London (ten CDs, budget price). Ash-
kenazy is soloist and conductor in all
twenty-seven concertos, joined by Daniel
Barenboim in the Concerto for Two Pi-
anos and by Barenboim and Fou Ts'ong
in the Concerto for Three Pianos.

THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA/
GEORGE SZELL Centennial Edition
Cleveland Orchestra (seven CDs, $110
plus $12 shipping; telephone, 800-686-
1141; fax, 216-231-5311; Severance Hall,
11001 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH 44106).
Commemorating the 100th anniversary
of the conductor's birth, the set features
previously unreleased concert recordings
made between 1956 and 1970.

EMI CLASSICS CENTENARY EDITION
EMI Classics (eleven CDs, midprice).
One CD devoted to each decade from
1897 to 1997. The eleventh disc provides
information about EMI's history narrated
by baritone Thomas Hampson.

GREAT VOICES OF THE '50s
London (five CDs, midprice). The fifteen
opera singers include Renata Tebaldi.
Kirsten Flagstad, Kathleen Ferrier, Lisa
della Casa, Ettore Bastianini, Hilde Gue-
den, and Giulietta Simionato.

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
The Historic Broadcasts 1923 to 1987
New York Philharmonic (ten CDs, $185
plus $4.85 shipping; telephone, 800-557-
8268; fax, 203-877-1601; Web, www.
newyorkphilharmonic.org; P.O. Box 3836,
Milford, Cr 06460). iNventy-one conduc-
tors and eighteen soloists in thirty-two
performances, many of which have not
been heard since their original broad-
casts, plus a 144 -page book.

MURRAY PERANIA
25th Anniversary Edition
Sony Classical (four CDs, midprice). The
pianist in concertos by Mozart (which he
conducts as well) and Chopin, chamber
music by Beethoven and Brahms, and so-
lo works by Scarlatti, Mozart. Schubert.
Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, Rachmaninoff,
Bartok. Berg, and Tippett.

MSTISLAV ROSTROPOVICH
The Russian Years 1950-1974
EMI Classics (thirteen CDs, budget price).
Tapes from the Ostankino Radio Archive
made available to the public for the first
time. The thirteenth CD features studio
recordings made last year of modern
works, dedicated to the cellist, by Rus-
sian composers and Astor Piazzolla.

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI
Stereo Collodion
RCA Victor (fourteen CDs, midprice).
All of the conductor's surviving stereo
recordings for the label. Of the fifty-three
selections, twenty-five are new to CD,
and two are first releases. Quadraphonic
recordings have been remastered in Dol-
by Surround.

Also Recommended

GRIEG Complete Solo Piano Music

Einar Steen-Nokleberg.
Naxos (fourteen CDs, budget price).

JOHANN STRAUSS Complete Edition
Marco Polo (fifty-two CDs
and commemorative book, $650).

EMIL GILELS EDITION
Emil Gilels (piano).
Melodiya/BMG (five CDs, midprice).

DAVID OISTRAKH EDITION
David Oistrakh (violin).
Melodiya/BMG (five CDs, midprice).

MANS ZENDER EDITION
Saarbriick Radio Symphony,
Hans Zender cond.
CPO/Naxos (fourteen CDs, budget price).
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WHERE (AN YOU FIND A $5000 SPEAKER FOR $1500)

"Hands down the best value in this
survey. This speaker has it all: stunning

cosmetics, flawless build quality, and
honest -to -goodness high -end sound.
Unprecedented for a speaker in this
price range!"
 AudioVideo Dropper. March 1997

"... the best sounding commercially
obtainable speakers on this planet, the

Legacy Whisper."
- Positive Feedback. Vol. 5. tt.5

"Unconditionally, unhesitatingly,
and with my utmost confidence
and sincerity - recommended."

-The Sensible Sound, Issue #64

"What more can one say about such
a system except that it must repre-
sent just about the ultimate in home
theatre entertainment."
_ Audio Video Magazine. #87

COMPONENT OF EXCEPTIONAL
MERIT - Awarded to the Legacy
FOCUS Speaker System
- Bound for Sound. 1196

Pounded in 1983 by renowned engineer, Bill Dudleston, Legacy Audio is the
leader in acoustic development. At Legacy Audio you'll discover what the

critics and thousands of music lovers have already learned:

The best can cost less.

Serving our customers directly cuts out the middlemen and allows us to put
much more quality and technology into our speakers.

WHAT MAKES LEGACY AUDIO SO UNIQUE?

Advances like our Field Optimized Convergent Source
technology, push/pull ribbon tweeters and exclusive
Hexacone KEVLAR cone diaphragms give us a huge
performance advantage over the competition.

Legacy designs have a future. We stay ahead of current
technologies to assure compatibility with the multiple
formats on the horizon. We've also maintained a liberal
trade -up policy over the last 15 years.

Legacy guarantees your satisfaction. You can evaluate any of our products in your
home before you make a final decision. A direct line to our technical staff assures
complete support.

- Legacy stands behind our speakers with a ten year warranty. Hand built in
America, our speakers will perform well into the next millenium.

Call now for your FREE 52 page

LEGACY REFERENCE GUIDE
and a Legacy Audition Site near you

1100AUDI0411
(1-800-283-4644)

Fax: 217-544-1483 http://www.legacy-audio.COM
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It's Still Rock -and -Roll
This late in the century, it's difficult
to expect miracles from Mick Jag-
ger, age 54, Keith Richards, who
turns 54 this month, Charlie Watts,

56, and Ronnie Wood, the baby at 50.
Bridges to Babylon, however, is their best
studio album since their last great record,
Tattoo You, itself a ripe 16. Sure, Steel
Wheels (1989) and Voodoo Lounge (1994)
got some kind reviews, but can anyone re-
member more than a track from either of
them? I'd bet that, even 16 years from
now, many songs on the new record will
remain as vital as Tattoo's touchstones,
"Start Me Up" and "Waiting on a Friend."

Just as Paul McCartney was revived by
working on the Beatles' Anthology series,
so the Rolling Stones rediscovered song -
craft by revisiting old material for the tap-
ing of 1995's live Stripped. But Bridges
to Babylon is also an extension of Jag-
ger's overlooked 1993 solo album, Wan-
dering Spirit, where he first returned to
serious writing. The full band doesn't
waste any time on Bridges, starting with
the fleet rocker "Flip the Switch" and
then grooving through "Anybody Seen
My Baby?," which could have been the
Single of the Summer a la "Miss You"
had it been released a couple of months

earlier. Yes, the descending chorus resem-
bles that of k.d. lang's "Constant Crav-
ing" (which is why she and Ben Mink get
a co -writing credit), but the Stones track
is really a different song. And the co-
production by the Dust Brothers is just
a light Dusting. In the end, "Anybody"
sounds like nobody but the Stones.

It gets better. The midtempo rocker
"Low Down" gives me chills every time it
skids from its big chorus into the next
guitar verse. "Already Over Me" and its
sister song, "Always Suffering," are vin-
tage Stones ballads that wouldn't seem
out of place on Sticky Fingers. Another
outright classic, "Saint of Me," rounds up
bassist Me'Shell Ndegeocello, organist
Billy Preston, and others for some rous-
ing, defiant gospel choruses. Above them
all is the sturdy Watts; in this frequently
over -electronic age, he relishes the crack
of his snare drum. And throughout the
record, Jagger sings better than he has in
years. For "Always Suffering" he stays in
a low register until rejoicing in the third
verse's "Let your soul come alive," prov-
ing he can still put a lump in your throat.

The album closes with a showcase for
Richards. "Thief in the Night" may seem
like one of his standard end -of -evening,
end -of -record shuffles, but it sure will get
you in its sway, and it nicely sets up the
7 -minute "How Can I Stop." Here, the
band recalls the grandeur of tracks like
"Moonlight Mile" and "Memory Motel,"
giving over the final minute to an elegant
sendoff by Watts and jazz saxophonist
Wayne Shorter.

You can think of the Rolling Stones as
a bunch of bad boys still excited at being
able to rock. Or you can think of them as
a bunch of old bluesmen just getting start-
ed. Either way, Bridges to Babylon cer-
tainly bodes well for getting them and
their fans into the next century.

Ken Richardson

THE ROLLING STONES:
Bridges to Babylon.
Flip the Switch; Anybody Seen My Baby?;
Low Down; Already Over Me; Gunface; You Don't
Have to Mean It; Out of Control; Saint of Me;
Might as Well Get Juiced; Always Suffering;
Too Tight; Thief in the Night; How Can I Stop.
VIRGIN 44712 (63 min).

Beethoven Piano
Concertos with
Evgeny Kissin

Evgeny Kissin's new Sony CD of
the Beethoven Piano Concertos
Nos. 2 and 5, with the Philharmo-
nia Orchestra led by James Le-

vine, is his first recording of any Beetho-
ven concerto, though he did perform the
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Evgeny Kissin

solo role in a 1991 concert recording of
the Choral Fantasy with Claudio Abbado
and the Berlin Philharmonic. I find Kis-
sin's performance highly satisfactory on
all counts in both the youthful Concerto
No. 2, in B -flat Major (despite the num-
bering, Beethoven's first essay in this
form), and the proto-Lisztian "Emperor"

(No. 5, in E -flat Major). His playing is
wonderfully fleet -fingered and airy in
the early concerto, with elegant voicing
throughout the slow movement and plenty
of nimbleness and wit in the rondo -finale.

Considering that there are more than
fifty recordings of the "Emperor" Concer-
to on CD, there's not a lot of point in
making comparisons. The Kissin-Levine
reading can be enjoyed for its own merits,
which are ample, beginning with the
boldly rhetorical approach to the famous
opening. The hymnal slow movement is
notable for the way Kissin sets forth dec-
orative details without breaking the sus-
tained line, and in the brisk and brilliant
finale he gives an impetus to the basic
rhythmic figure that allows it to carry the
music without becoming overbearing.

A major part of the credit for the suc-
cess of these performances belongs to
Levine, who is one of the finest musical
collaborators in the business. Soloist and
conductor seem to be working hand -in -
glove all the way. The recorded sound is
fine - perhaps a mite bass -shy in the pi-
ano solos, but that may be the nature of
the particular instrument Kissin used. All
told, this is more than an hour of nicely
contrasted and very fine musicmaking.

David Hall

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concertos Nos. 2 and 5.
Evgeny Kissin (piano). Philhannonia Orchestra,
James Levine cond. SONY 62926 (69 min).

Positively Bob Dylan
Relatively few people have paid
much attention to Bob Dylan's
Nineties output - least of all
Dylan himself, whose concert

playlists usually stop at 1975's Blood on
the Tracks. But he has settled into a per-
versely fascinating groove over the past
decade: he's been brilliant, inscrutable,
and flat-out sloppy. With Time Out of
Mind he's finally become all three - but
mostly brilliant. It's the first Dylan record
in years that keeps you coming back to
figure it all out.

It's also his first studio record since the
1993 collection of folk and blues stan-
dards, World Gone Wrong, not to mention
his first album of all original material
since 1990's Under the Red Sky. And al-
ready Time Out of Mind has drawn its
share of comeback hype, but don't go into
it expecting another Blonde on Blonde.
Think instead of the wasted ambience of
Neil Young's Tonight's the Night or of
any Junior Kimbrough album. The book-
let photos of Dylan are weird and blurry,

and the music isn't much different. The
studio aces play like they're at an after-
hours blues jam, and Dylan's voice has
never sounded quite this raspy before.
Producer Daniel Lanois, who last worked

with him on the 1989 record Oh Mercy,
aims for maximum echo and spookiness,
making the rough spots an essential pan
of the picture.

Something about the skeletal swamp
sound, the lowdown vocals, and the half -
finished songs is so wrong that it's ab-
solutely right. Recorded before Dylan's
recent hospitalization, Time Out of Mind
is heavy with foreboding, and the lyrics
jump from trivial to profound and back.
There are eye-openers like the black -
humored "Not Dark Yet" and the intense
blues "Cold Irons Bound." There's even a
ballad, "Make You Feel My Love" (which
has already been covered, to lesser effect,
by Billy Joel), to prove that Dylan can
still write an obvious standard when the
mood strikes.

The payoff is the closing "Highlands,"
at 17 minutes the longest Dylan song
ever, with enough random rhymes and
non sequiturs to suggest that he made
it all up as he went along (Neil Young
and Erica Jong are name -dropped, and
there's even an audible lyric flub midway
through). Yet the song has haunting im-
ages and builds steadily to its bittersweet
conclusion; it leaves you feeling that
you've been somewhere. Call "High-
lands" a short story or a sprawling coun-
try blues, but there's nothing else like it in
Dylan's catalog - or, for that matter,
anywhere else. Brett Milano

BOB DYLAN:
Time Out of Mind.
Love Sick. Dirt Road Blues; Standing in the
Doorway; Million Miles; Tryin' to Get
to Heaven; 'Til I Fell in Love with You; Not Dark
Yet; Cold Irons Bound; Make You Feel My
Love; Can't Wait; Highlands. COLUMBIA 68556
(73 min).

Kathleen Battle
Sings Mozart
Operas Arias

The cover of soprano Kathleen Bat-
tle's collection of Mozart opera
arias, recently released on Deut-
sche Grammophon, should have

shown her giving a big hug to the conduc-
tor, James Levine, the artistic director of
the Metropolitan Opera. Instead, the disc
is encased in a somewhat forbidding red
plastic box - for shortly after the record-
ing was completed nearly five years ago,
Battle was unceremoniously fired by the
Met management for her imperious be-
havior at rehearsals. It was the most
shocking public dismissal since Rudolf
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Bing sent Maria Callas packing forty
years ago, and it marked the begin-
ning of the end of the temperamental
Battle's career on the opera stage,
though she continues to perform to
great acclaim in concerts and recitals.

We may rejoice that they got this
recording in the can before the storm
broke, for it is a radiantly beautiful
souvenir of an era when Battle and
Levine were close artistic collabora-
tors, a team as celebrated and accom-
plished in their way as Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf and Herbert von Kara-
jan or Birgit Nilsson and Georg Solti.
Levine accompanied Battle in leg-
endary lieder recitals at Salzburg and
elsewhere, but it was, above all, her
performances at the Met of the lyric -
soprano roles in the great Mozart op-
eras, conducted by Levine, that estab-
lished her as one of the world's lead-
ing interpreters of that repertory. This
recording captures these artists at the
top of their form, and even if subse-
quent events have given it a certain
bittersweet quality, that's almost a virtue
for some of the arias about love lost
and love longed for that are included
here. The aria "Ruhe sanft, mein holdes
Leben," from the opera Zaide, is a case in
point. As exquisite a musical expression
of a yearning heart as was ever written, it

a

1
a

Kathleen Battle

is ideally suited to Battle's golden voice,
which soars with the ease of a bird in
flight across a cloudless sky.

The disc offers Battle a chance to try
her hand at the three major female roles
in The Marriage of Figaro. At this point
in her career, she was perfectly capable of

pulling off the wistful longing of the
Countess Almaviva ("Porgi, amor"),
the sunny innocence of her maid Su-
sanna ("Deh vieni"), and the dazed,
adolescent high spirits of the page
Cherubino ("Non so pia"). Nobody
swoons more fetchingly than Battle,
and her renditions of Pamina's aria
("Ach, ich s") and the Act Two fi-
nale with the Three Boys from The
Magic Flute, which close the disc, are
ravishing. The Met Orchestra purrs
like a Rolls-Royce in the hands of
Levine, who has made it the best
opera orchestra in the world. If the
collection has one flaw, it is a certain
overall lugubrious tone. There are just
two uptempo selections, Cherubino's
aria and Blonde's aria "Welche Wonne,
welche Lust" from The Abduction
from the Seraglio, and even these are
none too brisk as performed here. The
program might have benefited from
the inclusion of a few more frisky
numbers. Jamie James

MOZART: Arias from The Marriage of
Figaro, The Abduction from the Seraglio,
Zaide, Cosi Fan Tutte, La Clemenza di
Tito, Don Giovanni, and The Magic Flute.
Kathleen Battle (soprano); Metropolitan Opera
Orchestra, James Levine, cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 439 949 (59 min).

NOW ON CD

POPULAR
GEORGE BENSON:
Beyond the Blue Horizon.
CTI/E,Pic/LEGAcY 65130. Pre-Breezin' record-
ings from 1971, when Benson was purely a
jazz guitarist, here paired with organist Clarence
Palmer and backed by Ron Carter and Jack
DeJohnette. Three alternate takes.

THE BLASTERS: American Music.
HIGHTONE 8086. The band's 1980 debut album
plus six bonus cuts.

DESMOND DEKKER:
The Original Rude Boy - The Best
of Desmond Dekker.
Music CLUB 50024 (distributed by Koch).
Sixteen tracks spanning ska, rock steady, and
reggae. Budget price.

THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT:
The Definitive Collection.
ARIS1A/MASTERS 18962 (two CDs). Digitally
remastered by Parsons himself. Album
sources range from 1976's Tales of Mystery and
Imagination to I993's Try Anything Once.

MONSTROUS MOVIE MUSIC.
MORE MONSTROUS MOVIE MUSIC.
MONSTROUS MOVIE Music 1950 and 1951
(P.O. Box 7088, Burbank, CA 91510). World -
premiere recordings of reconstructed scores. The
first volume includes The Mole People, Them!,
It Came from Outer Space, and It Came from
Beneath the Sea. The second volume serves up
Tarantula, The Beast from 20,000 Fathoms, The
Monolith Monsters, and Gorgo.

CLASSICAL
JULIAN BREAM:
Popular Classics for Spanish Guitar.
RCA VicroR 68814. The refined English
guitarist recorded this much -admired collection,

including works of Albeniz, Falla, and Villa -
Lobos, in 1962.

CHOPIN: 14 Waltzes; Barcarolle,
Op. 60; Nocturne, Op. 27, No. 2;
Mazurka, Op. 50, No. 3.
Dinu Lipatti (piano). EMI 66222. These were the
last recordings the revered Romanian pianist
made before succumbing to leukemia in 1950 at
the age of 33.

LISZT: Sonata in B Minor;
Mephisto Waltz; Concerto No. 1;
Hungarian Fantasia.
Jorge Bolet (piano); Symphony of the Air, Robert
Irving cond. EVEREST 9015. The Cuban virtuoso
was best known for his Liszt performances,
and these were recorded in the early 1960s.

LEONTYNE PRICE:
Verdi and Puccini Arias.
Leontyne Price (soprano): Rome Opera Orches-
tra, Oliviero de Fabritiis and Arturo Basile cond.
RCA Vm-roR 68883. The legendary "blue album,"
from 1961, captures the American diva at her
peak in arias from Aida, I/ Trovatore, Madama
Butterfly, La Rondine, Tosca, and Turandot.
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With Cerwin-Vega loudspeakers
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NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY CHRIS ALBERTSON, FRANCIS DAVIS,
WILL FRIEDWALD, PHYL GARLAND, RON GIVENS, BRETT MILANO,

ALANNA NASH, PARKE PUTERBAUGH, KEN RICHARDSON, & STEVE SIMELS

MARIAN CAREY: Butterfly.
Ctit.t u4, 67835 (57 min).****

Mariah Carey's ability to deliver a song
has often exceeded the quality of her

material, but that's no longer the case. But-
terfly offers a set of meticulously crafted se-
lections that are immediately engaging.

As usual, Carey is lyricist, composer, ar-
ranger, and producer, often collaborating
with Walter Afanasieff and bringing aboard
others to lend an occasional hand with the
production. Not as usual, the lyrics reflect
a maturity: a poignance laces "Close My
Eyes" as a woman regrets growing up too
soon, and "Outside" is a lament of alien-
ation. The music, meanwhile, invites rather
than shouts; even the obligatory opening
dance song, "Honey," has an edge of polite-
ness to its subdued rap. "My All" is intro-
duced by a delicate guitar and has a Span-
ish tinge, "Whenever You Call" features an
exquisite piano solo with a classical feel.
and the treatment of "The Beautiful Ones'.
from Prince's Purple Rain is riveting.

With an album as satisfying as Butterfly.
Mariah Carey deserves our respect. P.G.

PATSY CLINE:
Live at the Cimarron Ballroom.
MCA NAS11511.11 11579 (41 nun).
* *

Amonth after her car crash in 1961, Pat-
sy Cline arrived at Tulsa's Cimarron

Ballroom to do a show with Leon McAul-
iffe's famed swing band. But because the
accident had dislocated her hip, she couldn't
stand up to sing, so she sat on a stool. You'd
never know that from her performance. as

d
Excellent * ** * *

Very good * * * *
Good * * *

Fair * *
Poor *

she belts out "I Fall to Pieces. the No. 1

country song at the time, as well as past hits
"Walkin' Afier Midnight" and -A Poor
Man's Roses." Her brassy (and sometimes
salty) between -song banter is also a delight
to hear, as is McAuliffe's supple band.

Only two years later, Cline died in an air-
plane crash. Very few concert tapes would

of too long ago,
NM electronic dance music was
known by its subtle subdivisions:
techno, rave, jungle, house, trip -hop,
drum -and -bass, and so on. Today it's
stuck with the generic name of electronica,
and it was supposed to take the music world
by storm in 1997. It didn't. Sure, Prodigy's
The Fat of the Land hit No. 1 and was a Flavor
of the Month on a couple of magazine
covers. But other high -profile records -
including the Chemical Brothers' Dig Your
Own Hole, the Crystal Method's Vegas,
and Spawn: The Album - all under-

achieved, and collections like Urbal
Beats and MTV's Amp

are nowhere to
be charted. Is it

possible that most
of the record -buying

public thinks this
Next Big Thing just isn't

all that Big?

surface. and for that reason Live at the Cim-
arron Ballroom is a welcome collector's
item. However, most fans will find the poor
sound quality a big disappointment, since
the recording is extremely muffled, with al-
most no brightness, and the vocals some-
times drop out. In fact, the album is only
marginally fit for release to anyone other
than the most rabid aficionado. A.N.

TN1 MILKY DIAL 6000:
Boom! Boom! Boom!
NICE/NEW WEST 6002 (44 min).
* * *

The Kelley Deal 6000's debut album of
last year, Go to the Sugar Altar, didn't

promise much, sounding like a more hap-
hazard version of the Breeders, with whom
Kelley played lead guitar next to sister Kim
on Last Splash. But Kelley finds her own
voice on Boom! Boom! Boom! The songs
are punchier and poppier, and the Breeders
trademarks of cool/ironic vocals and dirty
guitar chords are used more sparingly.

The sex -rocking "Shag," the punk -snarl-
ing "Get the Writing Off My Back," and
the boom -boom -booming "Brillo Hunt" are
as catchy as anything on Last Splash but
more fully arranged. Less characteristic are
a pair of ballads, "When He Calls Me Kit-
ten" and "Where Did the Home Team Go,"
done as Fifties -style slow dances with Deal
singing in convincing teen -angel style. She's
also developing a wicked sense of humor:
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in "Stripper" she applies for that job, mak-
ing it sound as innocent as cheerleading.
And if I didn't know better, I'd swear that
"My Boyfriend Died" is the nastiest Hole
parody ever recorded. B.M.

TANYA DONELLY:
Lovesongs for Underdogs.
REPRISE 46495 (45 min).
* * **

On her solo debut record, Tanya Donelly
shows she has more up her sleeve than

Belly's ethereal pop. Nothing on Lovesongs
for Underdogs is particularly ethereal, and
some of it isn't even pop. With a wide range
of loops, vocal layers, and guitar textures.
the album is as sonically inventive as it is
melodically appealing.

It hedges its bets somewhat by opening
with four mainstream numbers that sound
like Belly with louder guitars. But then the
lovely midtempo "Lantern," which builds
from a technofied opening to an a cappella
finish, ushers in her new preference for hard-
er and more abstract pop; even the acoustic
numbers have some compelling weirdness.
Donelly's vocals likewise take surprising
jumps from tender to nasty and back. And
her lyrics are as enigmatic as ever, although
she drops enough hints to suggest that the
album title is no joke. B.M.

ECHO & THE BUNNYMEN: Evergreen.
1.0\ 0(r. 828 905 (50 min).
* * *
Uow can you make a reunion album when
WI you haven't really broken up? The two
prime movers of Echo & the Bunnymen.
singer Ian McCulloch and guitarist Will Ser-
geant, already got back together in 1994 as
Electrafixion, swearing it was the dawn of a
new band. The only problem was that no-
body wanted to buy an Electrafixion album
that sounded like second-rate INXS. By re-
viving the Bunnymen name and bringing
bassist Les Pattinson back in, they're clear-
ly hoping to conjure the old magic.

They succeed, but not entirely. Although
Evergreen doesn't reach the peaks of their
first three albums, it's good enough to make
you forget about Electrafixion and the one
Bunnymen album, 1990's Reverberation,
that was made in McCulloch's absence.
In fact, they recapture the familiar psyche-
delic swirl so well that it keeps them from
breaking any new ground. Still, Sergeant's
raunchy yet lyrical guitar work is always a
pleasure. McCulloch's voice has gotten sur-
prisingly jagged over the years, but he sings
with a swagger that was missing from his
solo efforts. And the Bunnymen still sound
mysterious even when rocking out. B.M.

AMY GRANT: Behind the Eyes.
A&M 540 760 (50 min).
* * *
In her journey from contemporary Christ-
ian singer to breezy -pop purveyor, Amy
Grant revealed herself to be a quixotic per-
former, one who imbued quasi -religious
material with a kind of joie de vivre but
who carried almost none of Christian mu-
sic's emotional searching to the secular
arena. On Behind the Eyes she finally be -

'

44 -41,

40. Thf

JJ:7 t .J es
No, we're not talking the often sedate,
all-star homages to legends living

41 or dead. We're talking stuff that's a lot
more fun. Some of the titles here are in-
deed tributes to a single artist (one CD
is devoted to an artist feting himself).
The other discs are wacky batches of as-
sorted songs, not just covered but glee-
fully smothered.

APOCALYPTICA:
Plays Metallica by Four Cellos.
MERCURY 532 707. That's right, cellos.
"Enter Sandman," "Master of Puppets,"
"The Unforgiven," and five more.

THE MOOG COOKBOOK:
Plays the Classic Rock Hits -
Ye Olde Space Ronde.
RESTLESS 1 l I. Synth versions of war-
horses like "Born to Be Wild," "More
Than a Feeling," and "Hotel California."

TODD RUNDEIRIN: With a Twist.
GUARDIAN 59866. The wizard creates
lounge covers of his own songs, such as
"I Saw the Light" and "Hello, It's Me."

TEXAS CHAINSAW ORCHESTRA.
RHINO 72845. That's right, chainsaws
(plus other hardware), roaring away to
tunes like "You Oughta Know," "I Will
Always Love You," and "Chain Gang."

gins to take that step. "Missing You" and
"The Feeling I Had" seem to be the clan-
destine thoughts of a married woman seek-
ing, but refusing, an affair, and they present
Grant as a complicated woman wrestling
with deeper romantic issues than usual.
Elsewhere, she travels into bright, stylized
arrangements that owe much to Sheryl
Crow ("Curious Thing") and Queen ("Leave
It All Behind"). These more optimistic
rhythm tunes seem to be for the radio and
for those fans who want to hear the bounce
of old. But the real Amy Grant, now 37,
can be found peering out from her more
contemplative and intimate songs, and this
makes Behind the Eyes her most interesting
and satisfying album to date. A.N.

JACK KEROUAC: kicks joy darkness.
RyKouisc 10329 (80 min).
* * * *
MATERIAL: Seven Souls.
WORI TRILOKA 534 905 (64 min).
* * *
ALLEN GINSBERG: The Lion for Real.
MOUTH ALMIGHTY 534 908 (54 min).
* *
1r he three figureheads of the Beat Genera-

tion - Jack Kerouac, William S. Bur-
roughs, and Allen Ginsberg - are repre-
sented on three current releases, as another

GOLDEN THROATS 4 - Celebrities
Butcher Songs of the Beatles.
RHINO 72593. William Shatner's leg-
endary "Lucy in the Sky with Dia-
monds" is here, along with Bing Cros-
by's "Hey Jude," Joe Pesci's "Got to Get
You into My Life," and thirteen more.

LOUNGE-A-PALOOZA.
HOLLYWOOD 62072. Lounge versions
of alternative hits? Alternative versions
of lounge hits? You get both! Fastball
does "This Guy's in Love with You," P J
Harvey does Was (Not Was), and Steve
& Eydie do "Black Hole Sun."

SHOW & TELL -A Stormy
Remembrance of TV Themes.
WHICH? 0666 (P.O. Box 659, Village
Station, New York, NY 10014). Mostly
punk, mostly sitcoms: Green Acres, La-
verne & Shirley, Cheers, even It's Garry
Shandling's Show.

ULTRA -LOUNGE, ON THE ROCKS,
PARTS ONE AND TWO - Rock 'n'
Roll Hits Distilled for Easy Listening.
CAPITOL 55161 and 55433. How they
tried to be hip: Mel Torme's "Sunshine
Superman," Peggy Lee's "Everyday Peo-
ple," the Hollyridge Strings' "Theme
from Shaft," Kurt Russell's "Sugar, Sug-
ar," and more on two separate CDs.

beaten -down generation of disaffected cof-
feehouse habitués reaches across the dec-
ades to forge a link with the poetic progeni-
tors of hip, literary angst. The best of the
CDs, kicks joy darkness, gathers readings of
Kerouac by rockers, actors, and poets, pro-
duced by Jim Sampas (his brother-in-law)
with Lee Ranaldo of Sonic Youth. Some bits
are clearly better than others, but what's
most commendable about this collection is
its range. A few standouts: Robert Hunter
reading a classic passage from Visions of
Cody with Kerouac scatting in the back-
ground, John Cale casting the poem "The
Moon" in mystery and enchantment, and
Juliana Hatfield waxing childlike in "Silly
Goofball Pomes." It's a high compliment to
speculate that Kerouac, who didn't have
much use for rock-and-roll, would have ap-
preciated this treasure chest of a tribute.

Two dark lights come together on the
reissue of the 1989 album Seven Souls,
which has Burroughs reciting excerpts from
his novel The Western Lands against a
brooding soundtrack by Bill Laswell's Ma-
terial. Burroughs was as clinical with his
words as a surgeon with a scalpel, and he
reads his work as an anthropologist -mystic
who is undertaking some sort of "journey
beyond Death, beyond the basic God stan-
dard of Fear and Danger." Material's under -
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ground aesthetic serves this world view
well, icing the words with spacy. dubby
backdrops that carry an aura of menace as
they lurk through subterranean realms.

Also reissued from 1989 is The Lion for
Real, a Ginsberg album with music by
producer Hal Willner. This, however, some-
times comes off more like a collision than a
collaboration. One problem is Ginsberg
himself, whose speaking voice rarely mod-
ulates beyond a kind of chipper recitation.
Given that liability, Willner's varied settings
still frequently manage to link up with the
drolly comic meditations. On the other
hand, the album closes with a truly miscon-
ceived bummer, "C'mon Jack," a bout of
homosexual overkill recited awkwardly by
Ginsberg to seamy dance beats as lewd
voices chant "ooh" and "aah." Although he
was a great poet and culture hero, Ginsberg
wasn't exactly on par with Jim Morrison in
terms of erotic charisma when he stepped
before a mike. P.P.

TALK SHOW.
ATLANTIC 83040 (42 min).
* * *
BRAD: Interiors.
EPIC 68137 (45 min).
* *

These two bands amount to a busman's
holiday for members of Stone Temple

Pilots and Pearl Jam. Talk Show is basically
STP with a new singer, Dave Coutts, while
Brad is a Seattle -scene conglomerate fea-
turing Pearl Jam guitarist Stone Gossard.

to be more an actual band
than a side project, and Coutts fits in with
the DeLeo brothers (guitarist Dean. bassist
Robert) and drummer Eric Kretz in a more
simpatico way than does STP's problematic
Scott Weiland. Coutts's amiable -brat vocals
recall Robin Zander, and indeed Talk Show
bashes, crashes, and riffs with the infectious
energy of vintage Cheap Trick. Listen to
the retooled, "Day Tripper" -style rifting of
"Hello Hello." Except for the fact that "So
Long" seems a rather obvious rewrite of the
opening track, "Ring Twice," Talk Show is
consistently entertaining.

Brad, too, has its moments on Interiors,
its second album (a follow-up to a 1993 re-
lease that's better left forgotten). An entire
album of songs as solid and fleshed out as
"The Day Brings" (a kind of New Age pick-
me-up) and "Sweet Al George" (the best
craven rocker that Aerosmith never wrote)
would be a first -rank treat. However. Inferi-
ors is larded with so-so material that smacks
less of inspiration than process: book some
time, bring some stray riffs, and hash out an
album amid the studio's bloodless environs.
In their worst moments, the guys of Brad
sound like progressive -rock wannabes, and
their ambition just doesn't get realized. Led
Zeppelin IV wasn't built in a day. P.P.

TONIO K.: Ole.
GADFLY 233 (53 min).
* * * *
Recorded

in 1989 and 1990 with a stellar
cast (Paul Westerberg, Bruce Thomas,

David Hidalgo, Marc Ribot, Peter Case,
Booker T. Jones) but unreleased at the time
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Receivers

Technics SA-EX110
A/V Receiver

 100 watts per :flannel Digital
tuner with 30 AM/FM presets
4 -audio/ 1 -VC2 audio signal
inputs A/V remote control

$ 75 999 (TEC SAEXI 10)

TEAC AG -360
*50 watts channel. 24-Ah /FM occur presets
la display '99"
Technics SA-EX31 0
HDDic " Dolby Pro

'199"
Technics SA-EX510

120w x 2 or 120w x 4, Dolby Pro

, 3 stereo, A/V remote '2 9"
Technics SA-AX710

-Harm, 170w x 2 or 100w x5,
Loge, remote '329"

Technics SA-AX910
*Home Theater, 120w rt 2 or 100W x 5,

Dolby Pro Look, on -screen risplay, remote '359"

CD Players

Dynes° CDV-PRO
HDCD Vacuum Tube CD Player
 Plays standard & high -defini-
tion CDs Ducl 20 -bit Burr -
Brown D/A converters 20 -
track programming Remote
control

$79999 (MO CDVPRO)

TEAC CD -P1100
.16-tmek programming, 3 -way repeat,

headphone rack with volume control, remote '99"

Sony CDP-XE500
: wogromming,

ro.; CALL

JVC XL -V282
. 3.

Luxman D-357

Dynaco CDV-2

to control '599"

ctobilizer.

'149"

inthiesonont cabinet

control '299"

JBL
69% OFF

Mfr. Seg. Retail
el $659

Christmas Specials - Call To Order Music Reviewed In This Issue!
The Choirboy's Christmas with
Anthony Way ("The (hoe) cc 511.99

$7.99
The Classic Christmas Album,
Pa .orotti Tend Baffle .K others

S 11.99
Kiri Te Kenawa, Roberta Alagna,
Thomas Hampson: Our Christmas Songs
for You

..99
The Canadian Brass: A Christmas
Experiment 512.99
Roc. S7.99
Handel: Messiah, Colin Davis

511.99

The Master Works Heritage Christmas
Album, Recordings from 1907 to 1961

$10.99
Britten: A Ceremony of Carols,
Martin Remy Westminster Abbey Choir

S11.99
Jessye Norman: In The Spirit S 11.99

7.99
Sequntio: Aquitania- Christmas Music
from the Aquitanian Monasteries

s,
D $12.99

Andre Rie Merry Christmas From Vienna,
The Christamos I Love Placid° Domingo, Ying Huang, Michael Bolton$7799 $799

--

S12.99
57.99

CD Changers

Sony CDP-CE215
5 -Disc CD Changer
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exchange 4 feature Jo9 dial
Digital servo control 32 -track
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ploy, remote to6601 1109"
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Technics SL-PD887
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slay

-1-'31 '219"
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DOSE

JBL Pro III Plus
Compact Speakergubwoofer System

Ultra -compact Pro Ill magneti-
cally shielded speakers with
1" tweeter & 5" midrange + 8"
subwoofer Handles 100 watts
4 ohms

$19999 11B1 PROW:Uhl

JBL Control LA
 2 -way tr, n. 5 25' polypropylene
woofer, fr,. si sided pr '124
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JBL ARC90
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Direct/Reflecting' Speakers
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oiseiobl gru
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CD Mega Changers
lbchnics

Technics SL-MC41 0
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Technics SL-MC60
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'mote CALL

JVC XLMC222
2 Ammo,
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Sony CDP-CX255
 71t Custom File
dr ,,. ;tai, remote CALL

Speakers
YAMAHA

Yamaha NSA -636
3 -Way Bookshelf Speakers

Acoustic suspension
designShielded 8" wooter
Ferro -fluid cooled midrange &
tweeter 10-140 watts  Black

Mfr. Sug. Retail $175.00$9999/Or.
(YAM NSA6361

Yamaha NSA -8350

1 pi '149"
Technics SB-LX70

or '149"
Technics SB-D(90

Advent AV570-BK
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TEAC

TEAC V -8030S
Stereo Cassette Deck

 3-heads/motors Dolby S/B/
C/HX-Pro Quartz lock DD dual
capstan drive CD direct input
 Remote 110/220 volts

'699" (TEA V8030S)

TEAC V-377
*Dolby B, hooch record, peok4evel meters,

TEAC V-615
.... Pro, 1( loge (011nOIS

'149
JVC TDR462

(t,saDolizbey,HO.Pro.

TEAC V-1030
.3.'. fine bras connol,

eledi :20s '249"
Sony TC-KE500S
3 heads, Dolby B/C/S. Dolby likPro,
2 -motors, sorbothane cassette stabilizer CALL

- Center Channel Speakers

Receivers

Sony STR-G3
VisionTouch" A/V Receiver

 110w )3 2, 100w x 3 + 50 w x
2 Dolby Pro Logic Digital
Signal Processing 1 -button
point & click remote & graphic
on -screen disl

$199$9 (SON STRG3)

JVC RX318
: :,h1 'FM presets

4159"
Sherwood R -5050R

'199"
Sherwood RV -7050R

i'enC:otY4P14/I4

Harmon Kardon AVR20 MKII
3. ativ c 2, higlecinent

299"
Yamaha R -V902

,,,uadonce drive,

Dolby Pro logic, discrete 6th inputs CALL

Double Cassette Decks

Cerwin-Vega NT-CTR
Center Channel Speaker

*Contains two 6.5" midrange
drivers & 1" tweeter 80-
20,000 Hz response  150 watts
maximum  4 ohms Black
Shielded

$19999
(CRV HTOR

Bose V-100'
untet, shielded,

'99"
 JBL SC305

,1 '99"
Yamaha NSA -C141

tweeter,

Bose VC S 10
,anion ray & 55,

.ers shielded '199-

JBL CL505
Nuotets, I' tweeter, shwkled

10115 watt, block oak woodgrom finish 199

AD

TEAC W-51 8R
Dual Cassette Deck
With Auto Reverse

Deck #1 features auto-rever
playback Dolby B High-speee
dubbing Continuous playback

$7999
Sony TC-WE305

4, -highspeed dubbing,

art controls '99"
TEAC W -780R

-

'7 ;7,ri/j1i)r-IPIYo .929

Technics RS-TR272

(TEA WS I 8R)

'159"
Technics RS-TR373

: y C/HX-Pro,

'179"
TEAC W -850R

rviin4"

Subwoofers

WAS
$139.99

Aiwa TS -W5
Pow Sur

35 watt built-in bavictirpamplifier 8"
ered

speaker Magnetically shielded
60/90/120Thiz crossover set-
tings Bass level control

Mfr. Sug. Retail $225
$ 7 999
Advent GRANIT-

1 woofer,

cover, block ...'249"
JBL PSW1200

CALL
Cerwin-Vega HT -S12
*Powered, I

tremble fres,. block '359"
Velodyne VA -79X

310-p399"

Velodyne VA 1210
:outer & 11' pawl_

cover, black '641"

'A00 -121E8180
For PHONE ORDERS ONLY
Outside U.S.A. Coll:
1.212-406-7077

(AIW TSW5(

44111.
.1Aar



Receivers
SONY

Sony STR-DE915
A/V Receiver

100w x 2 or 100w x 5 *Built-
in Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoder
Dolby Pro Logic Surround
sound DSP Digital Cinema
Sound- System Remote

CALL(SON 020E91.51

Sony STR-DE310
100 watts/channel, 30AM/FM presets,
remote control CALL

NC RX622VBK
110w x 1 oi 110w x 4, Dolby Pro Loge,01
subwoofer output

Sony STR-DE615
100w x 1 or 100w x 5, Dolby Pro logic,
11 DSP modes, Digital Cinema Sound CALL

Sony STR-DE715
100w x 1 or 100w x 5, Dolby Pro loge,
15 DSP modes, Digital Cinema Sound .CALL

Denon AVR-1200
A/V, 100w x 1 or 70w x 3 . 10w x 1, Qql ly 9Pro.,
log c, 8-sunound modes, remote

Double Cassette Decks

VC

JVC TD-W354BK
Dual Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck
 Full -logic controls Dolby
BCFIX-Pro Pitch control
(deckA) 2 -speed dubbing
Continuous play Headphone
jock

17999 (NC TDW3.541

Sony TC-WE605S
Dual Auto Reverse, dual 1 motor transports,

Dolby B/C'S Dolby HX-Pro CALL

Technics RS-TR575
*Dual autc,--..
Dolby B/C/HX-ri ' :annals '219"
Yamaha K-902GP
Auterewerse, Dot . mechanism

with cassette stub..

Sony TC-WEEIOSS
. Dolby B/C/.VD uol

HP -Pro ' r.onsports CALL

TEAC W -6000R*.B /C/I1X-Pro,
$449.

Noma Theater Speakers

YAMAHA

Jazz Specials - Call To Order Music Reviewed In This Issue!
Diana Kroll: Love Scenes

Dave Grusin: West Side Story

McBride, Payton 8 Whitfield:
Fingerpainting

$11.99

$13.99
57.99

$11.99
Sonny Rollins: Complete RCA Victor

571.99
John Coltrane: Complete Village
Vanguard Sessions
ur Am $37.99
Bill Evans: Complete On Verve

inas $233.99

Dee Dee Bridgewater
Dear Ella

$ 1 1 99CD

Herbie Nichols: Complete Blue Note
$38.99

Blue Note: A Story al Modern Jazz

$18.99
Pat Metheny: Imaginary Day

$11.99
Charles Mingus: Passions of A Van

6,Ds 558.99
Marcus Roberts: Blues For The
New Millenium

-

Wynton Marsolis: Jump Start 8 Jazz
SON 61998 )1511.99

Aiwa Mini Audio Systems Mini Audio Systems
0111.11al

Aiwa NSX-A22
Mini Audio System

 20 watts/channel 03 -disc CD
changer Dual cassette 32
AM/FM presets Super T -Bass
 2 -way speakers Remote

$19999 (AIW NSXA22)

Aiwa LCX-110
10 -hock programmable CD player, cassenp deck

321kM/FM presets, EC, remote '149"
Aiwa NSX-A30
83 -disc CD changer, dual cassette, AM/FM,

kamoke, 30 watts/ch., remote CALL

Aiwa NSX-A50
.3dig CD chonger. dual A/R cassette, AM/FM,
karaoke, 60 watts/ch , remote CALL

Aiwa NSX-A72
100 watts/ch , 3 -die CD changer, dual A/R
cassette, AM/FM, 4 -way speakers, remote CALL

Aiwa NSX-MT70
* Mini Theater System 100w x 2 . 20w (ft t.

10w -rear, 3 -CD theme, dual A/R cassette CALL

Home Theater Components

1I3chnics

1111.111111110
Yamaha Encore -2

Home Theater Speaker Package
Include 50 watt powered
subwooter, center channel
speaker, main speakers & rear
speakers Front & center

Takers ore shielded

24 999 (YAM ENCORE21

Yamaha NSA -P100
Center/Surround Speaker System,

(enter channel 1 full -range speakers '99"
Technics SB-CSS70

:able '129"
Cerwin-Vega HTS6
Satellite Speak, .Hound spend

80 cc" .1p. '149"
Yamaha NSA -P150

- Systerg

2 two-way speakers '149"
Sony SS-CR600
* (ere: Channel/Surround speakers, shielded
renter channel with dual 5" woofer CALL

Technics SII-AC300
Digital Surround Processor

Decodes the Dolby Digital (AC -
3) input signal from DVD player
to send to select receivers
CINEMA Re -Equalizer circuit
Dual °dal inputs Remote

$2 9 9 (TEC SHAC300)

Sony SDP -E800
C,'P., - oder, 14 -bit processing, decades

- 'Thy Pro logic Surround CALL

Yamaha DDP-2
fxDoiln Dgrol tA(-31 Processor, decodes

Dolby Digital sources CALL

JBL SCS115
.6 -Piece Home Cinema System with 100w

subwoofer r front/center/rear speakers CALL

JBL esc300
AlldeOne Home Cinema System, 5 speakers 8

subwoofer w components 8 amplification CALL

JBL SCS120
5-Pece Horne Cinema Snoid 5i:rowel:der,

150w subwoofer Frve 7-0o CALL

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

Panasonic SC-AK20
Mini Audio System

30 watts/channel 05 -disc CD
changer Dual auto -reverse
cassette 24 AM/FM presets
3-D space sound system
Remote

$24999 (PAN SCAK201

JVC UXC30-BK
3 Jo -reverse cassetteAir'249"
JVC FS -1000
41.51 diayer, AM/FM, clock/timer

woodaroin speakers, remote

Sony MHC-F100
100 watts/6 , 50 1 CD changer, dual A/R"

cassette, AM/FM, korooke, remote '399
Sony MHC-RX100AV
100. x 1. 20w lOw x 1, 3-0 changer
A/R duel cassette. 5 speakers & remote CALL

NC EXTD5
3, 60w for subwoofer` AMZFM,
7r" )-,n ,J),-,nfpr CALL

DJ Equipment

Technics SN-DJ 1200
Disco Mixer

Durable construction with high-
ly reliable faders 2-phono/line
inputs Mic. input Tone
controls with -24dB/+12dB
3 -co umn level meter

$39999 ITEC SHD112001

Gemini PMX- 16
1/1 Mixer, 2 -ph, 1-mn inputs,

cue fader, r. me control '98"
Gemini FG-2001
*Professional Carload logger, low -profile design,

generates dense fog, 800 won heater 918"
Audio Technico AM200
.01 Mixer, 2 phono, 1 mic 8 4 stereo line
level mews, sound effects generate .9 49"
Gemini CD -9500 Pro II
Dual CD Player, digital output (BNC connector), cue

to music, og wheel, pitch (./.13°.0) ..'6411"
Pioneer CDJ-500 II
*Pro CD Foyer, tog dial, quick start, tempo

word, manual cue CALL

1

Mini Audio Systems
YAMAHA

Yamaha GX-50
Mini Audio System

*45 watts/ channel 03 -disc CD
changer 40 AM/FM presets
5 -band EQ Dual auto -reverse
cassette 3 -way active servo
speakers Remole

$39999 (YAM GX50)

Denon D -C30
inner,

dc ' CALL

Bose Lifestyle 3-11

;oaken
leoustimass has r, .'799"
Yamaha AVI -BK

, 5 & subvcooler

CALL

JBL ESC550 The SOURCE'

tea CALL

Bose Lifestyle 8
Jbe pear
'emote 1399"

DJ Equipment

11

.4"

Sony Digital Technology
SONY

Sony MDS-JES10
MiniDisc Recorder

Up to 74 minutes stereo/148
minutes mono recording Un-do
editing function A -B erase
function 25 -step programming

$29
Jog dial

(SON MDSJE510)

Sony INT-W100 Web TV
inteinet seminal, builtm modem,

requires WeblV service, WAS 5319 99 '199"

Son_y MDS-S38
MiniOrsc Recorder, 10 -sec shock -resistant memo,.

pig dial, 25 -track programming, remote CALL

Sony MDBUNDLE4
*Home MiniDisc Recorder 8 a portable player,

includes 2 blank discs CALL

Sony DTC-ZE700
DA1 Reorder, Super Bit Mapping' tehnolN

optical 8 coaxal digital inputs iALL
Sony DHR-1000
Digital Video Cassette Recedes, over 500 lines

honzontal resolution, remote CALL

Turntables
THORE5

3
SPEEDS

Thorens TD I 80
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

33, 45 78 r.p.m. Automatic
shut-o(f & auto -retract
Synchronous motor External
power supply Includes Stanton
cartridge

$29999 (THN 180)

Aiwa PX-E850
Fully-automatx, includes budhin phone

aeon 8 Midge '119"
Technics SL-BD22K
*Semiautomatic belt drive, pitch control with

snob,. -idges '149"
Sony PS-LX300HSs:

CALL

Thorens TD280 Mk IV
I.Beit-chwe, 33/45, auto shutoff,
includes Stanton cartridge '369"
Technics S1-120011
Professional Manual, direct -drive,

quartz leak, pitch consul '479"

Separates
AudioSou

MI Mb

Pioneer DJM-500 1, AudioSource AMP Two
DJ CD Mixer Power Amplifier

B.P.M. counter Fader Start .80 watts per channel, switch'
play with 2- CD.1500's Beat able to 200 watts mono Auto-
synchro effectors Single repeat on signal sensing A/B speaker
beat overly Pitch shifter 2- switching
mic/2- CD/3-phono inputs

CALL
Ness UL36
p,, f- CIS

Gemini GSM -1532
.5 Way Pro Disko Speakers, 15 rooter, 4' x 12"
horn, Three r super tweeters ea '188"
NESS Orca
*DI light, double row o(10 lenses that twist with
the beat of the MUSK, multKolored display' 189"

Gemini XG-2000
150 watts/ch CaJ 4O, 160 wat/ch
500 watts CP 841 bodged mono....'398"

Pioneer M -V3000
Pro Power Amp, 480w/ch @Alt 30Qw/ch
MO 1000w mono wis/ '1199"

PIC) DJM500( $29999(ASO AMPIWO)

AudioSource AMP Three
Power Amp ISO wets r bonnet,

sentdrable to 400 err'? '399"
Dynaco Stereo 200
*Power Amp. I el

A/B speake

Dynaco Stereo 80
'Power Amp ID vans per chonnel

50 Of f -as 'B49"
AudioSource PRE One
Preamp s.

MM kpe Cut.,01n, '229"
Dynaco PAS -4
*awwn to, Picunp MM phono preamp
50", OFF Mb- 54 Retail (59991 4199"

'399"

FOR MORE SAVINGS, SEE NEXT PAGE -+
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include
Interbank No., expiration date & sicioture) To: J&R Music World, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Mospeth, Queens, NY 1 1378. Personal & buiness checks
must clear our Authorization Center before processing, Shippin , handling & Insurance Charge (Continental US; is 5% of the total order with a $4.95
minimum for orders up to 5500; 4% for orders over $500 to 51 ; 3% for orders over 51000 to $1500; 2% for orders over $1500 to 52000; 1% for orders
over $2000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air or to Canada, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands & Puerto Rico, please call For information. DO
NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please add sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some quantities may be
limited. Copyright 1997 MR Music World. City of N.Y. Dept. of Consumer Affairs license Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617

a a', (111111"USIC
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VCRs WINN S -VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs
SHARPIn

Sharp VC -11972U
Hi-Fi Stereo VHS VCR

4 heads Sharp Super Picture
circuit  19 -micron exact -track
heads  1 -year/8-event
programmable timer Universal
remote

$15999 (SHA VCH927UI

Samsung VR3607

:xi '129"
JVC HR -A33: Sac drive

' '149"
Panasonic PV -7400
4 heads, do], auto pnlute,

universal TV/cable hoe mote '159"
Panasonic PV -7450

search

'1894'
Sony SLV-675HF

ear freeze

borne, multrownd 10101E '229"

Professional Video
Panasonic

Panasonic AG -1980
Pro S -VHS Hi-Fi Video Recorder
Digital TBC & Digital noise
reduction to eliminate jitter
 Insert/assemble editing 3-D
digital Y/C separation

$119999 (PAN AG19801

Panasonic AG -1310
rem

'249"
Panasonic AG -2550

digital noise

'329"
Sony SV-02000

' ATP ctive

'1099"
Panasonic CT -1384Y

'299'
Panasonic AG -456US -VHS Cr ,ontroldg tat tuna`149e

Video Games

PlaySlation"
32 -Bit Video Game

A new dimension in exciting
games 360,000 polygons per
second 3-D graphics Includes
adapter & controller

$14999 psx PLAYSYSTEM21

Sega Genesis Sonic 8 Knuckles

Se P '79"
Sega Pico
The Compo,
(SEG PICO) '1 29"
Sega Saturn Core System

'129"
Nintendo Gameboy Pocket- .

'49"
Nintendo Ultra 64 System

',crier & A( adopter

(nit u:siSitm) 149°'

111101

MUSIC
WORM

Video on VHS - Call To Order from our Huge Video Selection!

Star Wars Trilogy -
Special Edition,
THX

Men In Black

Liar, Liar

$29.99
$39.99
S 15.99

S14.99
Star Trek- First Contact

. $9.99

Beavis & Butthead
Do Americo $ 11.99

un-lromn.

The Lost
World
(1997)

1499
VHS

P/5 8 ITX

Sleeping Beauty (Disney)
YHA 16.99

Jungle Book (Disney)
VHS $16.99

Batman & Robin VHS $14.99

Michael .VHS $14.99

Mars Attacks $ 14.99

Preacher's Wife VHS $12.99

Ransom
...P/S LEX VHS $12.99

Televisions
Panasonic

Panasonic CT-27SF1 2
27" Superflar Stereo

Color TV/Monitor
Da1a-Grade picture tube wi
black screen *Up to 700 lines toll

horizontal resolution Closed
ia4f4104. Uoi4ripal remote

(PAN CT27SF 12)

Sharp 131M100

'159"
Samsung TXG2548

tube

,,ntry'299"
Sony KV-20V60

IV, surround sound

remote CALL
Panasonic CT-31SF13

Panasonic CT -355F23
35` Sol,

'799"

'1199"

Portable Stereo

lamdfr

Aiwa CSD-ED20
CD/AM/FM/Cassette Portable Stereo
Digital tuner with 30 station
presets CD player with 20 track
programming Includes AC
adapter & remote control

$9999
(AIW CSDED20)

Sony CFD-S33
M /(asserte 70-tnyl programmable (0

C '119"
Panasonic RX-DS27

li

Sony CED-ZW160
ei iM/Dwi(cissene, 20 -track

:Se CD. 3 -piece remote '139"
Aiwa CA-DW680M

.:scene, hike
D. . :teal 177"9
JVC PC-XC11

rammable CD

.'129"

'sdc,k 111(49"

ORE SAVINGS, SEEMMUM*
WORLD,

-11111.11-

TrSHOP BY PHONE
- 24 HOURS A DAY

7 DAYS A WEEK
FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
J&R Music World, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432

DVD Players
SONY

Sony DVP-S7000
DVD/CD Player

Over 500 lines of horizontal
resolution Plays DVD, audio
CD & video CD formats
Includes remote control

CALL`N DVP57000)

Panasonic DVD-A100

Ire mote '449"
RCA RC5500P

Digital i5(3)
'499"

Toshiba SD -3006
.1',

,A '579"
Panasonic DVD-A300'

CALL
Yamaha DVD-10001
dem , CALL

Grundig Radios
ORIJI1011G.

Grundig Classic
50th Annrversory FM

Stereo/AM/Shortwave Table Radio
A classic reproduction utilizing
today's technology Deep, full
sound Hand -made wooden
cabinet AUX input

$24999 (GRU CLASSIC)

Grundig Mini World

'49"
Grundig Traveller II Digital

'99"
Grundig Art Deco

Ram,

'IR '149"
Grundig G2000A

'149"
Grundig Yacht Boy 400

1 99 -

OUS PAGE

Remotes/Antennas

One -For -All
homeDirecfor" 8

Universal IR/RF Remote System
*Operates any combination of 8
clevices *Works through walls,
from anywhere up to 100' away

$7999 (OFA URC8090)

Sony RM-V12
 u,, . awned, replaces

One -For -All URC-8080
 fl Remote

Cor --,pad '59"
Terk AF -9925

47 db goon,

'49"
Terk AM-FMQ
P f0 Antenna,
nor

'

 Id/narrow modes '79"
Terk TV25

A:: Antenna, local/distant mode

mip.imentary symmetry design '79"

Portable CD Players
Panasonic

II IMP,
Panasonic PV -57670

S -VHS Stereo Hi-Fi VCR
4 heads atializer" Audio
Processing Digital auto track-
ing VCR -Plus+ with cable/DSS
box control Multi -brand TV/
cable box remote with shuttle

*3 9999 IRAN PVS7670)

JVC HR -55400

NC HR -S7300

box control,

"rote CALL

'S99"
Panasonic PV -S4690

,aeo ppal poRessor. eadI9SFk.
°s<-, shutne assemble editing . 9"

Sony SLV-R1000
.e picture control 4

remote ...CALL

JVC HR -59400
System, OCR Plus.

wi th cable box controller, Pro -Style editing CALL

Wireless Technology

Recofon WP445
900MHz Wireless Speaker System
Powered by twin 10 watt
amplifiers Up to 150' operat-
ing range "Operates on either 8
batteries (not included) or 2 AC
adapters, included as a BONUS
$ 999 (REC WP445) 

On (REC WP447)

Recoton V-900SX
*Wireless Video Venoer. V(R transmits to TVs

Elcom Technologies ezTVN'-
. control cable

, 100,11 '99"
Recoton W-440
9001itH: Wireless Si-

20  plhed sys' ange 169"
JBL WrkW1000

,,hnology, transmiCAts

LL

Recoton W-450
- Nat built -111,449"

Personal Stereo

Panasonic SL -S 125
Portable Rechargeable CD Player
XBS' Extra Bass System
24 -track programming Heat -
resistant body Includes
heeadphones, rechargeable
batteries & AC adopter$6999
Sony D-162CKT

.. lock programming,
mounting prate '79"

(PAN 515125)

Sony D -E301
 ft Shack Protection,

[by 'rock programming '99"
JVC XL-P63CR
 ( Triple Shock Protection, 24

udes cat kit "119"
Panasonic SL -S650

track

'139"
Sony D -T405

'n presets169"22 -hock

Sony WM-GX552
AM/FM/Cassette Walkman' Recorder
'Digital tuner with 24 presets
' Record from radio or stero mic.
(included) Dolby B *Auto -
reverse playback *Wiredrte

6 999 (SON WMGX5521
Sony WM-EX552
(,,, ,, leather -touch

'99"
Aiwa HS -15445

digitol AM/FM

1un , B '119"
Panasonic RQ-XV30

Panasonic RO-5X40
149"

.,,11149"

Aiwa HS-JX779
. digital AM/FM,

'199"

SE NABLA ESPANOL

18002218180
r PHONE ORDERS ONLY

Outside U.S.A. Call:
1-212-4064077

4"11war

Order Code 5R712
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A/V Furniture

Elite EL -143
TV/Vicleo Cabinet

Moves on heavy-duty casters
*Charcoal matte melamine
finish Adjustable VCR shelf
Dimensions: 18-3/4" high x
26-3/8" wide x 18-3/4" deep

6999 (ELI E1)43)

Standesign SSB
Speaker Brackets, for wall or ceiling

upeakers up to 13 lbs each pr '29"
Plateau 14000

black oak, spike feet,

p'34'
Plateau MXA5. ',elves**

'179'
BELL AR -703

. uictal constrictionCALL

Standesign Design 5 Series

shelves, 20-w & 16'd for can sheh 299"

DVD - Digital Video Discs

Terminator on $24.99
Men In Black
avoilabe 11/25/97 DVD $24.99

Batman & Robin S21.99
Bram Stoker's Dracula

DVD $24.99

La Femme Nikita DVD $21.99

Assassins rIvn $2 1.9 9

A Few Good Men S 24.99

Selena 521.99

to

.81-ErtMirdlTOFC2;
'11J0GIVIENT DAY

ske

Terminator 2

$ 2 9 9DVD

We stock an
outstar ding
selection of

titles on DVD.
Call for

information.
Ace Ventura, Pet Detective

Dos $ 2 1.9 9

Fargo DE $24.99
Red Heat ovc $2 1.9 9

Murder at 1600 our $21.99

Apple° Macintosh* Computers
Apple Macintosh
PowerBook
1 4 0 133Ocs/

16/1.3GB/8x-CD
133MHz
PowerPC 603e
processor 16MB
RAM 1.3GB HD
 8x CD-ROM 11 3" DSTN
color screen 1.4MB Apple
SuperDrive

$199999(APP M560511/AI

Apple Macintosh'
PowerBook'
1 4 0 133Oc/

16h111/1.3GB/ 8xCD
133MHz
PowerPC- 603e
processor
16MB RAM
1.3GB HD
8x CD-ROM  11.3' active
matrix color

'269 (APP MS89ILWA)

Apple Power Macintosh
6500/250
32/4GB/24x-CD/Zip'
The Home Macintosh' Computer
PowerPC 603e
250MHz processor nainsa_

*32MB RAM
04.0GB HD 24x- 1'41
CD-ROM iomega'
Zip- drive Up to '-
56Kbps modem *Monitor sold
siynoely,

999
(APP M6189l1/A)

Apple' Power Macintosh'
8600/250
32MB 4GB/
24xCD/Zip-
250MHz
PowerPC- 604e
processor 32MB
RAM 4GB HD
24x CD-ROM iomega. Zip
drive 1MB L2 inline cache
Monitor sold separately

'3199

Ell

99
(APP M590511/AI

Femme( & the Paced( dW ae 'mistrals of Intonational Bows, Waives Carastal, mod unix liteene rtwellom *Se, the leod
Ingo- *roosts Pore, rtentamh, PowerRoo) 8 MA Sumqn.rve vs reamered trademarks or Apple Compute Inc Ze dine ts

Sennheistur 114049111P191091911

CgE1.5E111111HEIZEW

Sennheiser NBC 451
NoiseGard- Headphones

Open-air headphones with
active noise compensation
lightweight Allows listening
to speech, yet it reduces ambient
noise

$19999 (SEN HDC451)

Sennheiser HD445
'nI Ightweatit saes dual

ise with i stereo .149

Sennheiser 15380
- rice

'79
Sennheiser 15450

inchoreable
,tote 149

Sennheiser RS6
90(0[.1:

199..
Sennheiser HD580

Kensington Saddlebag
Notebook Case

*Black with tan trim Shoulder
strap, handle, or backpack
straps Zip -down organizer
*Quick access pocket *Padded
notebook compartment$7999
Kensington 22501

Wrist Pod 1Prr vont in a

-meskid br-

Kensington 57501

(KEG 640891

Vidoo/Tele-Phones

$499.99
-15.0-Mail-hi Rebate
9449.99

8x8 VC55
"Make video phone calk using

your (armada 1399"
Phonemate 8200
.A7swering Machine with 0: 

8x8 ViaTV
Video Phone Solution

Connect to TV & phone &
you're ready H.324 cosh ti

ble Up to 23 frames sec
Built-in color camera Inc udes
caller ID Privacy option

$4 999 After
Rebate4 (8X8 VC105)

une

'34"
Panasonic KX-TCM422

unn.

och1.949"

Sony SPPID910-BK
.900M112 Curdle), ininNed voice

I communication, enh k '179"
Panasonic KXTCM940-BK

System

I1111. 01191g.101 .;1') m0.nme, Nock ..'229"

block '12" o,

Kensington 62516
6 wide outlets

12/31)'29'
Kensington 62105

Ie Office (on.tiolkt ,ei, 4 2p5041L:,

mullets,

Kensington 62071

UMAX'

UMAX° Astra 600P
Personal Flatbed Color Scanner
1 -pass, 30 -bit color 300dpi <
600dpi, 4800 dpi with interpc-
lotion Scans up to legal size
documents SCSI -2 interfaca
For PCs

'15999
!MX ASTRA6001

Logitech Dexxa 4800
(. to 480Ct

includes PhoLi 119"
Microtek ScanMaker V300

F°bed' " .642P4'

Visioneer PaperPort Strobe
"em S.'2oftware

79"
Pacific Image Electronics ScanAce II

279"
Agfa SnapScan 600PC
.30bit Color, 600 x 1200 dal, up to 484 cla wit
n owicanon, single -pass, la PCs '399-

Facsimile Machines
prother

_API°
Brother MFC-4550

5 -In -1 Laser Multi-Fun:tion Center
Fax, printer, copier scanner &
PC fax 600 x 600 dpi printer
resolution 6 ppm laser printing
and straight paper path

$6 999
Brother FAX190
Personal Fax/Telephone, auto pa e«utter I bg
auto document feeder 32 shades d gray '179"

Panasonic KX-F880
* 11,

doi :uto utter '799"
Panasonic KX-FM223
 1 I -. oper, scanner

P( dler 10419"
Hewlett-Packard OficeJet 570
*Color Printer/ lox, Copier/ Scoff , lax features

20-pg document feeder (HP (46.3A1 '549"
Brother MFC-7000
.6-1n-1 MulltFunchon Center, colooponter, roper

Ronne', facsimile, PC fax, messog center 1990"

(-RT MFC4550)

Software

Interplay
Star Trek" Starfleet

Academy"'
3D space action/ pace flight
simulation CDROM For
Windows 95

$4 999DTB SARFIEET CI

Postal
*By Rord, bartol shootei/sttat game,

CBROMipc lor Windows 95/N1/Moew '44"
Hexen II
fly Ammon, spell-adden advent- re game,
CD-ROM Inc Windows 95/NT

Star Wars
*By Hasbro, stAliect)or!loTdIn ,46..
CD-ROM foe Wir 95

Jedi Knight- Dark Faces II
E3y lucashlm, seance fiction codychne,

CDROM la Windows 3 Ix ... '49
Cybersound Studio 3.0
*By
CD-R

CO

M for

ybersound, 1ws28-voice sofa, re syntheni9"
Windo 95

4

Compaq Computer

Compaq Presario 2200
180MHz Multimedia

Mini Desktop Computer
16MB EDO RAM 1.6GB hard
drive 8x CD-ROM drive
 1.44MB diskette drive
33.6K/14.4K bps data/fax
modem 64 -bit 3D graphics
with MPEG full -motion video
Integrated stereo speakers &
Phantom subwoofer 'Windows
95 keyboard Black chassis
 Software bundle including
Windows 95 Monitor sold
separately

$79999 (CPO 2200)

Psion Electronic Reference

Psion Series 5
Full VGA -width touch -sensitive
pereen with 16 grayscales &
backlight Icon buttons 8MB
RAM Infrared window
External buttons for digital

 Pen$6
Psion 19010020
4M13 mini flash memory

for "Pon Series 5 '99"
Psion 19010021
.10"

(PSN SERIES)

'199"
Psion Series 3c

Dino Organizer, 2MB UK

5499.99 - 050 Mil Maeln Rebate = '449"
Psion Siena Personal Info Manager
. 5121( 30-character/I01N LCD,
scheduler, clones, phone", word pia. ..1149"

Psion 110022
*PC Link for Pont Siena/3C,

transfers ties to/ham PCs '99"

For a more complete
selection of Audio, Video,

Computers & more,
ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Call For FREE catalogue.

Onto Tou-Ina, 24 Bows, 7 DAYS A Will

800.221-8180
VISIT JER Mil& AT

31 PARK Row, NY, NY

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include ___ ___
Interbank No., expiration date & signature) To: 18R Music World, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Maspeth, Queens, NY 1 1378. Personal & bu.iness checks
must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, handling 8, Insurance Charge (Continental US is 5'), of the total order with a 54.95
minimum for orders up to $500; 4% for orders over MO to $10M; 3% for orders over $1000 to $1500; 2% for orders over $1500 to $2000; 7, for orders
over $2000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air or to Canada, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands & Pt erto Rico, please call for information. DO
NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please add sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some quantities may be
limited. Copyright 1997 18R Music World. City of N.Y. Dept. of Consumer Affairs beense Numbers 0900310/0900615/090061.i/0900617

MUSIC
WORLD
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POPULAR MUSIC

A TIDE OF YULE
?here's more than one way to sing a
II carol. Herewith, a selected discogra-
phy of new recordings and fresh reissues
to brighten your home for the holidays.

LOUIS ARMSTRONG & FRIENDS:
What a Wonderful Christmas.
HiP-0 4(8)65. New compilation.

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL:
Merry Texas Christmas
HIGH STREET 10355. lish Hinojosa guests.

ANN HAMPTON CALLAWAY:
This Christmas.
ANGEL 33308. Cabaret star.

ROSEMARY CLOONEY:
Songs from White
Christmas and Other
Yuletide Favorites.
COLUMBIA/LEGACY 65278.
Recordings span 1950 to 1956.

S CHINESE
B ROTHERS:
A Window Shopper's Christmas.

-8(0-PRI sitt-Cf) 035. Thirteen fun originals.

SCOTT HAMILTON WITH
STRINGS: Christmas Love Song.
CONCORD 4771. Tenorist and Alan Broadbent.

THE LOUVIN BROTHERS:
Christmas with the Louvin Brothers.
RAZOR & TIE 2154. From 1966.

MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER:
Christmas Live.

I< lc AN GRAMAPFIONE 1997. Fourth
edition of a holiday favorite.

THOMAS MOORE:
The Soul of Christmas.
UPAyA/TomMY BM 1218
(two CDs). Celtic music.

WILLIE NELSON:
Hill Country Christmas.
FINER ARTS 9705.
Eleven new recordings.

N ITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND.
The Christmas Album.
RISING TIDE 53048. With Vassar Clements,
Richie Furay, Alison Krauss, John McEuen,

B OB RIVERS:
More Twisted Christmas.
ATLANTIC 83043. Samples: "Sled Zeppelin,"
"Yellow Snow! Yellow Snow! Yellow Snow!"

ROOMFUL OF BLUES:
Roomful of Christmas.
13111.1.SEYE BI 19591. First holiday album.

RUPAUL: Ho Ho Ho.
RHINO 72936. "All I want for Christmas is
my liposuction ... my breast implants."

TURTLE CREEK CHORALE:
Twisted Turtle Tinsel.
TCC 11102 (EP; 800-746-4412). Sample:
"Jalapefio Chorus."

ILENE WEISS: Weiss Christmas.
GADFLY 236. Laugh -filled folkie originals.

DWIGHT YOAKAM:
Come On Christmas.
RITE iY .(.581. Eight carols, two originals.

CELTIC CHRISTMAS III.
WINDHAM HILL 11233. David Arkenstone,

Patrick Cassidy, Nightnoise.

COUNTRY CARES
FOR KIDS.
BNA 67518. Benefit for
Memphis children's hospital.

A HOME FOR THE
HOLIDAYS.
MERCURY 536 295. Benefit
for Phoenix House. Rock/pop.

ICHIBAN BLUES AT CHRISTMAS 4.
ICHIBAN 1193 (770-419-1414). Jerry Butler,
Francine Reed, the Excellos.

A JAZZ -A -BYE CHRISTMAS.
PRoDUCK I t NEs 30626 (300-816-6706).
"Grownup -friendly children's Christmas
tunes," intended for both kids and adults.

MERRY AXEMAS -
A GUITAR CHRISTMAS.
EPIC 67775. Steve Vai invites over a bunch
of friends, including Jeff Beck, Alex Lifeson,
Joe Perry, and Kenny Wayne Shepherd.

NOMAD CHRISTMAS
-A WORLD MUSIC
CELEBRATION.
NOMAD 50314 (919-932-
9600). Brazil to Bulgaria,
India to the Middle East.

'TIS THE SEASON.
N2K ENCODED Music 10019.
Smooth R&B.

A VERY GREEN CHRISTMAS.
SE\ EN. I II NAAS it. 7091. Benefit tor redwood
forest. Alex de Grassi. Paul McCandless.

A VERY SPECIAL CHRISTMAS 3.
A&M 540 764. Benefit for Special Olympics.
Chris Cornell, Smashing Pumpkins.

WARNER BROS.
JAZZ CHRISTMAS PARTY.
WARNER BROS. 46793. Joshua Redman, others.

XMAS MARKS THE SPOT.
RYKODISC 10386. Big Star, Kristin Hersh.

YULE BE BOPPIN'.
BLUE NOTE 56991. Jacky Terrasson.

because of a regime change at A&M, Ole
probably deserves its billing as "The Great
Lost Tonio K. Album." In fact, for overall
smarts, musical inventiveness, and creative
bile, this is probably the best work he has
done since his brilliant debut record, 1978's
Life in the Foodehain.

It's a more mature and reflective Tonio,
of course; as the man himself writes in the
album's amusing liner notes, a song like
"What a Way to Live" comes off "so good-
naturedly mean -spirited" that it could be
a sequel to the classic "H -A -T -R -E -D" as
written by "somebody sober." Highlights
include "Time Steps Aside," a son -of -poppy
paean to a hippie throwback, and the un-
expectedly poignant "We Walk On." Ole
is another installment in the musical auto-
biography of a guy who's still the most
corrosively sane singer/songwriter in Amer-
ica. It totally rocks, and you should get it
rnuy pronto. S.S.

Collections
HERITAGE.
SIX DEGREES/ISLAND 524 434 (73 min).
* *
Lleritage, a concept album with the sub-

title "New Interpretations of American
Roots Music," revisits public -domain songs
that speak of the love, joy, despair, and
deaths of generations of peoples who settled
this country. The record includes sparkling
acoustic instrumentals by Bela Fleck, John
Jennings, Vassar Clements, John Hanford,
David Grisman, Jerry Douglas, and the
project's producer/arranger, violinist Darol
Anger. And there are equally outstanding
vocals by Jane Siberry, John Gorka, Dar
Williams, Mary Chapin Carpenter, Willie
Nelson, Mavis Staples, and Tim O'Brien.

With this much talent, the album would
seem a can't -miss proposition, and it is ex-
ceptionally moving at times (the instrumen-
tal "Talk About Suffering Here Below," fea-
turing bassist Edgar Meyer, and Carpenter's
menacing rendition of "Pretty Polly"). But
for the most part, it is strangely lifeless. The
record never gathers momentum, partly be-
cause the instrumentals head off in the di-
rection of elongated jazz -folk while the vo-
cal selections usually stick to a straighter
stanza/chorus format. Still, this is an ambi-
tious, if not fully realized, project, satisfy-
ing and fascinating in small doses. A.N.

PAINT IT, BLUE -
SONGS OF THE ROLLING STONES.
I lousE of 13t t 1 5 161 115 162 min).
* * *
STONE COUNTRY -
COUNTRY ARTISTS PERFORM THE
SONGS OF THE ROLLING STONES.
1,1,,,.1) I \ \ I Y BOY 3055 (44 mint.
* *

The Rolling Stones freely admit how
much they stole from their blues heroes;

Paint It, Blue gives those heroes an overdue
chance to steal it back. What's surprising is
how respectful most of them sound: the
late Johnny Copeland's "Tumblin' Dice,"
Lucky Peterson's "Under My Thumb." and
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EXPECTATIONS. '0,1
Sound City is one of the country's leading full -service dealers of high performance Audio/Video and Custom Home Theater

products. From an entry level set-up to an audiophile -grade stereo system, all the way up to a full blown state-of-the-art
Home Theater, Sound Cit' has unmatched selection, service and expertise. In addition, our huge buying power allows us to

offer excellent savings on select manufacturer closeouts on first -quality audio, video and car stereo products
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JBL L5
Tower Speaker
 4 -Way speaker system
 350 Watt power handling
 8" Low frequency driver
 6-1.2 Midbass driver

Midrange driver
 1" Pure titanium hurl
frequency driver

orlg
 90dB Sensitivity

1300
 FR: 351-12-27kHz
 Black ash wood Jim>,

LINumD
SUPPLY!

Denon AVR-2500
A/V Receiver
 Dolby® Pro Logic Receiver
 85W x 3 for front UR and center  25W x 2 for rear
 11 Surround modes  Digital signal proce;sinc
 Dual center channel design
 RDS Radio Data Systems --.r-Of

JVC FS2000
Desktop
Stereo
System
 13W/Ch output
 30 Station memory
 1 -Bit DA converter  8X OS digital filter
 CD Player  Full function remote control
 AUX Input/LINE output

Orig
'1000

JBL SC305
Center Channel Speaker
 2 -Way dual woofer center channel
 14mm titanium dome high frequency transducer
 5" High polymer laminate low frequency hansducers
 Video shielded
 87 dB sensitivity
 100 Watts power handling 169 899

Sony INT-W100
Internet Terminal
& TV/Web TV Remote
WebTV's TV -based Internet
service consists of a com-
pact terminal box and
the WebTV on-line
service It's the easy
affordable way to surf the web or e-mail friends
or relatives All you need is a TV a phone lire and
WebN  At just 19 95/month- for unlimited usage.
WebTV is competitive with the other big online services

ix tc $99.wopr  '11r9, ,IDIA

Spatiallter NTMS-2510
Stereo Surround Sound System
 3-D Stereo technology simulates full surround sound

from only two stereo speakers'
 Compatible with THX®. Dolby® Pro Logic and

other surround systems

 Subwoofer output  Advanced directional positioning
 Opt -al dotal Output IN STOCK  Bass eaual :anon  Multiple inputs "b"-§

-II Atlantis
Harmony

Tne Harmony r,
brought the beaty

durability of tdaniur
& rosewood to le; =
that's affordable for

everyone. Shelves
availavle in rosewood$179 or dark grey

Atlantis
Reference Rack

rack cOnSiSIS of

.b.s of heavy metal
mg. decoupling tor

shelf. sandfillable
, 1,11S a bull's eye split
revel and even exquisite
rosewood finish. Also8525 available in 5 shelf unit

Atlantic Technology 150HT COMPLETEPACKAGE
Home Theater Speaker System $399
System 150 is compbsed of 5 small 'satellite speakers and a

Powered "bass module.' or a powered subwooler for extended
bass reproduction. Its diminutive size belies is musically
satisfying sonic qualities. something that most other "small"
systems cannot duplicate. The system's plaemeot flexibility 8
unobtrusive appearance allow an easy blend with most decors

151 LR Front Channel Speaker 1545R Rear Surround Speaker
153C Center Channel Speaker 162PBM Powered Subwoofer

Atlantic Technology 254SR
On-Wall/In-Wall Surround Speakers
 Unmatched
placement
flexibility
 Spatially
enhanced

 Angled baffle
for maximum
dispersion
 Dual 31/2"

midrange drivers Ode

 4" Long throw woofer IMP
 Available in black or white - =P 

Brand Name Changer
10 Disc Changer
Combining the new
10 disc changer with
an RF modulator.
its simple to add a
changer to virtually
any existing car
system. Some of the
main features include.
 8X Oversampling. 1 -bit 0/A converter
 Fast change mechanism
 Horrzontal or vertical mounting
f1 r. r,-5 7-5

Orig
`399

Velodyne
VA -810X11
Powered Orig

'699
Subwoofer
 8" forward firing woofer
 10'. down firing

passive radiator
 Built-in 100W amp
 Passive 85Hz 6dB/octave slope hi pass
 Active adjustable 40Hz to 120Hz low pass
 Line sneaker inputs outputs 5399
LIMITED QUANTITIES

Cambr..1ge Audio M1
Multimedia Explorer
Programmable Remote
 Learns up to 8 infrared

remote controls
 Touch sensitive Liquid Crystal

Display backlit with auto dimming
 8 Dedicated screen layouts for

TV VCR. CD laserdrsc. amplifier
tapeluner Aux1. Aux2

 Home cinemaDolby0
Pro Logic ready

5279 5199
Soundstream Reference 200S
2 -Channel Car
Power Amplifier
 25W X 2 power ou-put
 200W Continuous

power into 1 ohm
 Bridgeable for morn

and mixed mono
 Switchable for high

current 112 ohm performance
 POWERGRID power supply

Atlantis '475
Reference A/V Rack
This unit combines the flexibility of
an AN rack witi the quality 8 finish
of the audiophit Reference Rack

220, 250.1, & 350THX
Systems Available

Tice Solo AV/HC
AC line Conditioners
 O - ...apasity

(Solo AVI
 6 Outlets - 2400 watt capacity

(Solo HCI
 Designed for big amps (Solo HCI
 3 Point spike 8 surge protection
 TP technology for increased

soundstage and color accuracy CALL
FULL LINE AVAILABLE

Panamax MAX 1500
AC Line
Conditioner/
Surge Protector
 10 Industrial grade

AC outlets (4 -always on
4 -switch 8 trigger controlleditd 2 delayHff

 3 Sets of coax protectors 12 -CAN
 Voltage level lights 8 under/over ix.: .
 Sequential startup and autoshutoti NEW
MAX'. 000 AVAILABLE

Orlg
'329

5179
Lovan Classic II T

NOW `'479
PULL LineAVAILABLE

Sonance 52000
In -wall Speakers
 5,8 Polycarbonate

dome. ferrofluid
damped tweeter

 6-1/2 Polypropylene
woofer

 Patented FlexBar
bracketing system

Orig
 FR 50Hz-20kHz

'349 Impedance 8iz 5'149Pr
Lovan Classic II brig

firtrnal Llearaqx
.vidth = 20 25 depth = 17.25
height from floor = 4.75
height from lst shelf = 7 75A
height from 2nd shelf =
height from 3rd shelf = 6 Ai a&

NOW AM NM'279 LOVAN

Shopping for an Audio or
Home Theater System?

Call for Sour! City's FREE A/V catalog before investing
in your next system! Our newest catalog features:

SELECTION
We carry over 150 brands of the finest Audio/Video
products in the industry.

INFORMATION
Find out all you NEED to know about the latest in high
tech gear BEFORE you buy.

Sound City specializes in products that have an especially good price/perfor-
mance ratio. We believe that high performance need not mean high price! Call
toll free 1-E00-432-0007 and order, or e-mail us at soundcty@ix.netcom.com

CALL TOLL FREE: 1 -800-542-7283
FOR INFORMATION &
CUSTOMER SERVICE

973-263-6060

WE SNIP
VORLDWIDE

No Credit Card Surcharges

Mon - Fri
10am - 9pm EST

Sat 9am - 6pm EST
Sun 11am - 5pm EST

RDER H

Mon - Fri
Sam- 10pm EST

Sat 9am - 6pm EST
Sun 10am - 5pm EST

Factory twthonzed for al brands xe sel  Not respalsble lor Aug) errors. NO refunds co video orcarsiereo proixis .14 Dai &leave exchange from de* of recap n referee mist be made venie 14 day, Source Code
ASR 97

d react of merchandise and are sutrct to a restodeng fee. Item, must be in cegsnal cotton and pachacing  Shoeing and handog rid refundable  nits ad and its =tent sorcede at other mgarn prang
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POPULAR MUSIC
Alvin Youngblood Hart's "Sway" are note -
for -note remakes, and since Bobby Wo-
mack recorded "It's All Over Now" before
the Stones did, his new version is a cover of
a cover. Sparks fly only when the bluesmen
take some liberties: Taj Mahal's acoustic
"Honky Tonk Women," Larry McRae's
funkified "Midnight Rambler," the Holmes
Brothers' swamp -rocking "Beast of Bur-
den," and Junior Wells's Chicago -shuffle
"Satisfaction" all throw fresh spins on the
old chestnuts. But whose bright idea was it

to throw the riff from Lou Reed's "Walk on
the Wild Side" into Luther Allison's "You
Can't Always Get What You Want"?

Nobody tries anything similar on Stone
Country, whose eleven tracks (save for
Blackhawk's inappropriately jaunty "Wild
Horses") are all patterned closely on the
Stones' arrangements. But not every singer
seems at home: Nanci Griffith affects a
howler of a Mick Jagger impression in "No
Expectations," and Collin Raye sounds far
too nice for "Brown Sugar." Still, Deana

CALL US FOR PRICE AND
ADVICE, WE'RE VERY NICE!

80047806253
CALL 8AM - MIDNIGHT  7 DAYS A WEEK

AFFORDABLE PRICESFOR TODAY'S ECONOMY
PRICE  SELECTION  SERVICE

SMILE! WE LOVE YA!
UNCLE'S STE Ft EZ,
216 W 72ND ST., NEW YORK, NY 10023
STORE HOURS: MON-SAT 10:30-7:30  SUN 11:00-5:30
FAX 21 2-721 -7587 NYC 21 2-721 -7500

N.Y. CONSUMER AFFAIRS LIC. #0904418

0

I DEO
ROM A

Z AND
THEN
SOME!

UHL

5512
WATT SPEAKER

199
 3 -Way Speakers
 12" Woofer
 5" Midrange
 1" Tweeter
 Black Finish
Regular Price....$399 Pair

Carter gives "Ruby Tuesday" an affecting
innocence, and Travis Tritt is like a kid on a
rampage in "Honky Tonk Women." And
George Jones personalizes "Time Is on My
Side" because he's George Jones, and he
personalizes everything. B.M.

THE SONGS OF JIMMIE RODGERS
-A TRIBUTE.
EGYPTIAN/COLUMBIA 67676 (53 min).
* * *

Bob
Dylan gathers friends both green

Wand graying to show what the Singing
Brakeman means to them. Unfortunately,
Bono turns "Dreaming with Tears in My
Eyes" into unrecognizable mish-mash, and
Mary Chapin Carpenter debases "Some-
where Down Below the Mason Dixon
Line" into the kind of beer -barrel piano
tripe you hear in peanut -shells -on -the -floor
steakhouses.

This isn't to say that everyone need be as
faithfully traditional as Willie Nelson with
"Peach Pickin' Time Down in Georgia" or
Iris DeMent in an unvarnished treatment of
"Hobo Bill's Last Ride." Steve Earle and
the V-Roys rock "In the Jailhouse Now"
with a fun and witty insouciance, and Van
Morrison charms "Mule -Skinner Blues" in-
to something akin to an irresistible boogie.
Other strong interpretations come from
John Mellencamp in "Gambling Bar Room
Blues" and Dwight Yoakam in "T for
Texas." But alas, too many of these per-
formers seem to be having an off day. Dy-
lan himself is so raspy as to sound con-
sumptive, while the dying Jerry Garcia isn't
anywhere near the top of his game. Others
(Aaron Neville, Dickey Betts) just sound like
they're wondering what they're doing here.

That leaves the long -dead Jimmie Rod-
gers as the most impressive of the lot. His
ghost will probably still rule when Bono
and most of his pals are forgotten. A.N.

STAR SPANGLED RHYTHM - VOICES
OF BROADWAY AND HOLLYWOOD.
SMI I IISONIAN I I I (tour CDs, 280 nun)
* * * * *

The Smithsonian's third gala anthology
of musical comedy and the Great Amer-

ican Songbook puts the emphasis on the
stars, from George M. Cohan to Ethel Mer-
man to Nathan Lane. Still, the great shows
and composers can't help but be spotlighted
just as much as they were in the two ear-
lier boxed sets, American Musical Theater
and American Popular Song. Making Star
Spangled Rhythm unique among similar ret-
rospectives is the admittance of Hollywood
to the pantheon, via numerous soundtrack
items from the Thirties and Forties (some
of which have never been on LP or CD),
showing how even performers who never
appeared on Broadway (Judy Garland, Bing
Crosby) contributed to the development of
the art form. Equally praiseworthy are the
inclusion of superior revivals - allowing
the package to conclude with the Nineties
productions of Guys and Dolls and Show-
boat - and the omission of Andrew Lloyd
Webber. Crammed to capacity with one
showstopper after another, this box is es-
sential for anyone who has ever caught
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Order by aes. Dec. 23rd
Receive for Christmas

AUDIO
AC -3 AV Receivers * Separates

Speakers * CD's * Book Shelf * Car
Portable * AC3-THX Processors

Interconnects * Phones

GETS IT ALL!
PRICE DELIVERY SERVICE

Developed together with

Microsoft
& the V E R I O Group

VIDEO
DVD * DSS * Camcorders

Digital VCR's * VCR's
TV's * Home Theater * Projection

Laser * Videonics

1-80A-540-0900
INAERPUN

MARA SS Card.

VISA

FAX: (509) 838-4387
onecall@iea.com
www.onecall.com

7 Days a Week - 6:30am to 7pm PST
418 W. Riverside - Spokane, WA 99201

.-Lep/y for our Clue till/ craid ,wrd dud ye/
90 DAYS, NO PAYMENT, NO INTERESVO.A.C.

One L.L...:,t ..,
1234 567 890 123

1 /99

Preferred Customer
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6t .r.Mk;nog in Tomorrow's Technology
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/i9-4/ WO -Get 6%?, &Zed
At Sound & Cinema we're proud to be the Technical Leader in
Design and Custom Installation of Superior Quality Audio, Video
and Digital Theater Components.

Going beyond competent performance, our
systems bring Hollywood, with all it's amazing
realism, right into your living room!

We have 4 finely appointed, state-of-the-art
Audio/Video Rooms and when you
consider that we offer practi-
cally every major brand at
greatly reduced pricing, why
call anywhere else?

E verythin
E lectronic

FREE
CAT

le

I 
I DELIVERY

BASIC SETUP ON HOME
THEATER SYSTEMS

33 DAY HOME TRIAL ON
THEATER SYSTEMS

A it ideo  Home Theater  TVs  Projection TVs  Laser Disc  DVD  VCR's 
Multimedia  Subwoofers  Speakers  CD Players/Changer  Signal Processors

You Aiwa s Do Better at Sound & Cinema

=1-888-862-860 OHunterdon Shopping Center
Route 202/31 South
Flemington, NJ 08822
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Lei Us Enieriain You!
a professional association

of audichideo specialty stores,

PARA sets the standards for

high quality retail shopping.

Member dealers know quality,

service, and most of all, they

know music and home theater

111111111111M§Min=

PARA Home theater Specialists

PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own
and suggest home theater components that will integrate into your
current system.

PARA home entertainment professionals are educated to explain
the newest technologies in clear, friendly language, helping you get
the best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's just right for you.

POPULAR MUSIC
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THE FAIRFIELD FOUR:
I Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray.
WARNER BROS. 46698 (42 min). * * *
A national gospel treasure since the
1920s, the Fairfield Four are both
somber and joyful on this CD, a stark
reminder of the power and beauty of
the unvarnished human voice, seldom
more moving than when joined with
others in a spiritual calling. A.N.

DARYL MALL/JOHN OATES:
Marigold Sky.
Pt_ sn/BMG 102 (57 min). * *
Is the old magic back? Yes and no. It's
refreshing to hear the Hall & Oates
sound again, with the same mix of
Philly soul and rock backbeat, but the
writing isn't near the level of the duo's
Private Eyes and Big Barn Boom. B.M.

JOl JACKSON & MINDS:
Heaven & Hell.
SONY CLASSICAL 60273 (52 min). * *
Writing in a sort of modernist sym-
phonic style mixed with pop touches,
Jackson is clearly trying to be a latter-
day Gershwin or Bernstein, not a bad
thing to aspire to. But despite some
imaginative moments and generally
impeccable performance, there's little
here that lingers in the memory. S.S.

WALLACE RONEY: Village.
WARNER BROS. 46649 (60 min). * * *
Roney, a 37 -year -old Philadelphian,
sounds a lot like Miles Davis, his men-
tor, but he shouldn't be written off as a
mere imitator. He's a fiery player with
a wonderful combination of technique,
invention, and taste. Give him time to
find his own style. CA.

6 STRING DRAG: High Hat.
E-SQUARLD 1055 (39 min). * * * *
From Raleigh, 6 String Drag fits into
the alt -rock category but moves away
from boring melodies, cryptic lyrics,
and half-dead vocals to fuse a roots-
rock/country fest of infectious hooks
and literate writing that is not just win-
ning but inspiring. These Carolinians
like their barbecue hot, hot, hot. A.N.

JIM CROCE -
A NASHVILLE TRIBUTE.
RIVER NORTH 1295 (38 mm). * *
The knot of singers who honor Croce
have a difficult time inhabiting his ma-
terial, and the bulk of them simply go
through the motions. A couple of folks
- Rodney Crowell ("Operator") and,
surprisingly, Crystal Bernard ("Pho-
tographs and Memories") - get close,
but nobody approximates the ease of
Croce's delivery. A.N.

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest you! Professional AudioVideo Retailers Association



himself humming "The Night They Invent-
ed Champagne" from Gigi. W.F.

JAZZ
JOE HENDERSON: Porgy and Bess.
VERVE 539 046 (54 nun).
* *

Anew version of Porgy and Bess from
saxophonist Joe Henderson is a modest

venture but a mixed blessing. With sporadic
appearances by trombonist Conrad Herwig
and vibist Stefon Harris and with solid
rhythmic support from Tommy Flanagan,
John Scofield, Dave Holland, and Jack De-
Johnette, Henderson comes up with decent
performances. But the album gets off to a
poor start with pop singer Chaka Khan's
grating, screaming, unseasonably inclement
version of "Summertime." Not even the fine
instrumental lineup can make up for her
rendering of the lyrics, which seem to be
beyond her comprehension. Sting fares bet-
ter singing "It Ain't Necessarily So," and
the sensibly sensitive Henderson-Flanagan
duet in "Bess, You Is My Woman Now" is
pleasant enough. However, don't expect
goosebumps from any of this. C.A.

THE BILL HOLMAN BAND:
Brilliant Corners.
JVC 0028 (6) -inn,
* * * *
THE CLIFFORD JORDAN BIG BAND:
Play What You Feel.
\lAPi.i.sliAut. 03232 (70 Hum.
* * * *

Bill
Holman's L.A.-based orchestra is

one of the most precise and far-reach-
ing big bands around today. This is very
much an "arranger's band," a vehicle for the
writing of Holman, the least pretentious of
the composers and arrangers who con-
tributed scores to the Stan Kenton Orches-
tra in the 1950s. Brilliant Corners is an un-
usual project for Holman in that it features
no originals, only his adaptations of pieces
by Thelonious Monk, and it is essentially
a program of recompositions. Holman is
most successful when he takes the greatest
liberties, as in the opening "Straight, No
Chaser," where Monk's theme is only
obliquely stated after some whirling fan-
fares and chorales. But Holman shows
great originality even when serving Monk
straight up, and he locates new wrinkles in
"'Round Midnight" by rescoring it for Bob
Efford's noble -sounding bass clarinet.

The big band that tenor saxophonist Clif-
ford Jordan led for three years until his
death in 1993 was a "player's band": not a
vehicle for one particular writer but a rough-
and-ready outfit whose charts were effec-
tive frameworks for improvisation. Record-

ed at Condon's in New York in 1990, Play
What You Feel is a valuable document for
capturing the band in full flight. Along with
exceptionally strong solos by Jordan, fellow
tenorist Junior Cook, and trombonist Benny
Powell. what makes this a treat is the
band's obvious camaraderie. F.D.

THE DAVE McMURDO
JAZZ 3RCHESTRA: Fire & Song.
SACK VILLE 5004 (two CDs, 143 min).
* * **

The Dave McMurdo Jazz Orchestra is a
Canadian outfit that somehow has man-

aged to stay alive for nearly ten years. The
arrangements aren't intricate tapestries but
neither are they pedestrian. There's a bit of
Count Basie and a gram or two of Gil
Evans, and the solos - by such highly tal-
ented players as trombonist McMurdo him-
self, pianist Don Thompson, baritone saxo-
phonist Perry White, and guitarist Reg
Schwager - are as skillful and substantive
as the) are plentiful. Add to that the fact
that these performances were digitally re-
corded with utmost care on 24 -track ma-
chines and you have an album that will treat
your ears royally. From Pat LaBarbera's ab-
sorbing tenor solo in "Fast Eddie," which
opens Disc I, to Chase Sanborn's crisp,
lyrical reading of "Easy Living," which
closes Disc 2, Fire & Song is a fulfilling
big -band album that might give McMurdo
the recognition that seems to have eluded
him south of the Canadian border. C.A.
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CLASSICAL

SI
NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY ROBERT ACKART,

RICHARD FREED, DAVID HALL,
JAMIE JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK, AND ERIC SALZMAN

BEETHOVEN: String Quartets Nos. 13
and 16; Grosse Fuge.
Juilliard String Quartet. SONY 62792 (76 min).
* * * *

The Juilliard String Quartet's latest Sony
CD offers a generous 76 minutes of

prime Beethoven communicated with the
utmost conviction and intensity. There have
been more volatile readings, but if you want
your Beethoven sinewy and weighty, these
will be to your taste. The sonics are on the
close-up side, but the textures are clearly
and cleanly delineated from start to finish.
The Juilliard opts for the exposition repeat
in the first movement of the Quartet No. 13,

Juilliard String Quartet

but what is more unusual is the decision to
observe repeats of both exposition and de-
velopment in the "Muss es sein? / Es muss
sein" ("Must it be? / It must be") finale of
No. 16. The effect of the repeats is to alter
the whole specific gravity of the piece, trans-
forming it into a decidedly more serious af-
fair than usual. The Juilliard players clearly
don't buy the common "leave 'em laugh-
ing" interpretation of Beethoven's intent in
this last of his quartet masterpieces.

Heard here at the end of the Quartet No.
13, for which it was originally intended to
be the finale, Beethoven's "Great Fugue" is
almost terrifying in its intensity and relent-
less drive. I would rank this as one of those
rare readings that provide unique insights
into a work, and the CD is worth getting for
it alone. D.H.

ELGAR: Cello Concerto. WALTON:
Cello Concerto. DELIUS: Caprice and
Elegy.
Janos Starker (cello); Philharmonia Orchestra,
Leonard Slatkin cond. RCA VICTOR 61695
(63 min).
* * * *

The redoubtable Janos Starker, in his first
go at the major British cello -and -orches-

tra repertoire, delivers a highly intense ren-
dition of the Elgar concerto. Deep melan-
choly permeates much of this music despite
the virtuoso elements in the moto perpetuo
second movement and in the finale with its
abrupt and impatient conclusion.

The Walton Cello Concerto has finally
been getting its due over the past decade, at
least in terms of recorded performances. I
rate it along with the Viola Concerto as his
finest work of this type - suffused with
bittersweet lyricism and free from mere
glitz. The dramatic contrasts between the
solo -cello episodes and the orchestral out-
bursts in the finale make for particularly
memorable listening, especially at the close
and its recall of the "motto" theme with
which the work opens. The CD is filled out
with the brief and fragile Caprice and Elegy
that Delius dictated to Eric Fenby in the
closing years of his life. A major asset of
the present CD is the handsome support
from Leonard Slatkin and the Philharmonia
Orchestra. The recording is imbued with
ample warmth and heft. D.H.

FALLA: Et Amor Brujo; El Retablo de
Maese Pedro.
Nancy Fabiola Herrera (mezzo-soprano);
others; I Cameristi, Diego Dini-Ciacci and

Maurizio Dini-Ciacci cond. NAXOS
8.553499 (62 min).
* * *

The original version of Falla's "Gypsy
ballet" El Amor Brujo - chamber or-

chestration for fifteen musicians and spoken
dialogue alternating with songs and dance
numbers - is paired here with his strange
El Retablo de Maese Pedro (Master Peter's
Puppet Show), a musical dramatization of a
scene from Don Quixote as a puppet play
within a puppet play.

El Amor Brujo works very well in its
original form, and the famous "Ritual Fire
Dance" (here a "Dance for the End of Day")
and the very torchy songs get a context that
gives them dramatic as well as purely musi-
cal power. El Retablo, on the other hand,
more Neoclassical than Spanish in tone, is a
dramatic enigma that's not entirely success-
ful in musical terms.

In spite of her mezzo-soprano billing,
Nancy Fabiola Herrera manages a very re-
spectable and sexy contralto. I Cameristi is
a fine North Italian chamber orchestra un-
der the capable direction of the Dini-Ciacci
brothers. Diego scores a big success with El
Amor Brujo, but the equally capable Mau-
rizio cannot solve the problems of El Re-
tablo, which must remain, I'm afraid, in the
category of a curiosity. E.S.

HANDEL: Messiah.
Dorothea Roschmann, Susan Gritton (soprano),
Bemarda Fink (contralto), Charles Daniels
(tenor), Neal Davies (bass); Gabrieli Consort
and Players, Paul McCreesh cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ARCHIV 453 464
(two CDs,132 min).
* * * *
Ilrhere's nothing wrong with this record-

ing, and a great deal that's right about it.
The Gabrieli Players perform the Foundling
Hospital Version of Messiah with admirable
precision, vigor, and sweetness. The cast of
vocal soloists is a fine one, particularly the
men; when bass Neal Davies sings "The
trumpet shall sound," you can almost see
the heavenly host massing for the Final
Judgment. Soprano Susan Gritton's colora-
tura in "But who may abide the day of his
coming?" is a bit on the tremulous side, but
overall it's a competent, even fine perfor-
mance. The choir is excellent, and the res-
onant recorded sound is very good. Messiah
specialists and fans of the Gabrieli Players
will certainly want to have this recording.

The problem, however, is that this is the
most heavily recorded piece of choral mu-
sic ever composed. When there are so many
really superb, inspired recordings of every
possible version of the score, it's difficult to
recommend a set that has nothing really
distinctive about it. If you're looking for pe-
riod instruments, Christopher Hogwood's

Excellent * * * * *
Very good * ** *

Good ***
Fair * *

Poor *
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groundbreaking version on L'Oiseau-Lyre
is stunning; the Argo recording with the
Choir of Christ Cathedral, Oxford, was the
masterpiece of producer Peter Wadland and
remains unsurpassed, particularly the sing-
ing of the boys. William Christie's lovely,
intimately scaled recording on Harmonia
Mundi is also one to be cherished. If you
prefer a high -cholesterol reading with mod-
em instruments, there's Robert Shaw's ma-
gisterial one on Telarc. And don't forget
Thomas Beecham's fabulous 1959 record-
ing, with over -the -top re -orchestrations by
Eugene Goossens. on RCA. You're not mak-
ing a mistake if you choose this new set.
but be aware of what you're missing. J J.

LECUONA: Complete Piano Music,
Volume 4.
Thomas Tirino (piano); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. Bis CD -874 (64 min).
* * * * *

With no slackening of quantity or qual-
ity, Thomas Tirino has plunged ahead

into Volume 4 of his amazing CD series on
the Swedish Bis label of the complete piano
music of the great, neglected Cuban pianist
and composer Ernest Lecuona (1895-1963).
As in the previous volumes, Tirino leads off
with a big rediscovered and reconstructed
piece, here the astonishing Rumba -Rhapso-
dy for three female soloists, chorus, piano.
and orchestra. It's amusing if a bit over-
blown. As before, it is the simple piano
dances - six Cuban dances, ten more His-
panic -flavored nineteenth-century Cuban
dances, and eight waltzes - that engage
our delighted attention. These elegant danc-
es, almost all between 1 and 3 minutes in
length, are so brief as to seem almost aph-
oristic. The writing is, by turns, elegant,
wistful, witty, popular, brilliant, and melan-
cholic.

Music like this depends not entirely on
the written notes. Tirino has resuscitated
Lecuona by a sort of reincarnation. He has
not only studied the various (and often con-
tradictory) manuscripts and printed edi-
tions, but he has listened carefully to Lecu-
ona's own recorded performances and has
caught the grand manner in his own way.
The composer often failed to write things
down, or, like any creative performer, played
different versions at different times. Tirino
has restored lost pieces and found the most
interesting variants. Above all, he has caught
the composer's accent, his expressive pian-
ism and way of speaking musically. E.S.

MENDELSSOHN: Piano Concertos
Nos. 1 and 2; Capriccio Brillant; Rondo
Brillant; Serenade and Allegro Giocoso.
Stephen Hough (piano); City of Birmingham
Symphony, Lawrence Foster cond. HYPERION
66969 (75 min).
* * * *

Mendelssohn's published output for pi-
ano and orchestra can fit neatly onto a

single CD, as demonstrated by Stephen
Hough in this release from Britain's Hyper-
ion label. All five works, composed be-
tween 1832 and 1836, show stylistic finger-
prints of Hummel and Weber in the solo
writing. Also from Weber (the Konzertstiick

for piano and orchestra) comes the idea of
elminating pauses between movements.

The Piano Concerto No. I, in G Minor,
is far and away the most popular of the lot.
Its taut and dramatic opening movement
(no cadenza) steals the show straight off.
The slow movement is in the composer's
best "song without words" manner; and the
presto finale has sparkle aplenty. The D Mi-
nor Concerto, No. 2, has a lower profile but
considerable lyrical substance in its open-
ing pages and the whole of the slow move-

ment. Except for the somberly reflective
first half of the Serenade and Allegro Gio-
coso. the shorter works are of lesser conse-
quence. though there is brilliance to bum in
the Capriccio Brillant and Rondo Brillant.

Stephen Hough, who is something of a
specialist in Romantic keyboard repertoire,
searches out the lyrical essence of the mu-
sic rather than going for glitz. He is sup-
ported with warmth and enthusiasm by the
City of Birmingham players under Law-
rence Foster's direction. Good, substantial

The Many Moods of
Christmas

Whether you like your holiday
music to resound like a mighty

chorus and organ or to tinkle gently like a
celestial harp, there's a new CD this year
to accompany your seasonal celebrations.

ACADEMY OF ANCIENT MUSIC:
A Christmas Collection.
HARMONIA MUNDI 907202. A program of
seventeeth-century motets by Heinrich
Schutz and canzonas by Giovanni Gabrieli.

CANADIAN BRASS: A Christmas
Experiment.
RCA VicroR 68880. Popular songs and
carols played by the brass quintet joined by a
couple of children's choirs.

PLACIDO DOMINO°, TING
HUANG, MICHAEL BOLTON:
Merry Christmas from Vienna.
SONY 62970. Domingo has made an annual
tradition of these concerts mixing classical
and pop singers.

BARBARA HENDRICKS:
Chants Secrets.
EMI 56259. The American lyric soprano
perfonns sacred songs from Schubert's "Ave
Maria" to Andrew Lloyd Webber's "Pie
Jesu," accompanied by orchestra.

YOLONDA KONDONASSIS:
Dream Season.
TELARC 80446. Heavenly harp joined by
earthly percussion in a varied program that
combines familiar pieces with novelties from
the Ukraine and the Huron Indian nation.

REJOICE: A String Quartet
Christmas, Vol. 2.
JOHN MARKS RECORDS JMR 18.
Arrangements of traditional and sacred
music of the season, performed by violinist
Arturo Delmoni, cellist Nathaniel Rosen, and
friends.

ROBERT SHAW CHORAL!:
The Many Moods of Christmas.
Organ; RCA Victor Symphony. RCA
VicroR 88052. A fully remastered midprice
reissue of the popular 1963 recording.



CLASSICAL MUSIC

Songs to My Lady
While there were few major female
composers during the Renais-

sance, much of the era's best music,
perhaps most of it, was addressed to the
fair sex. Guillaume Dufay created many
of his greatest choral settings for the
liturgy devoted to the Virgin Mary, who
attained an importance in the spiritual
life of the Renaissance tantamount to
that of her Son. The Vir-
gin and the Temple, a
recent DG Archiv CD
by the New York -based
choir Pomerium, gathers
together some of Du-
fay's exquisite Marian
motets and chants.

The album's title re-
fers to the controversy
swirling around its open-
ing motet, "Nuper rosa-
rum fibres" ("Lately, the
blossoms of roses"), com-
posed for the dedication of the cathedral
of Florence, Brunelleschi's great domed
church consecrated to the Virgin. This
61/2 -minute masterpiece decisively marks
the musical watershed between the
austerity of medieval church music and
the polished, supple style of the Renais-
sance. Alexander Blachly, Pomerium's
director, points out that the piece is
arranged mathematically, with the
curiously irregular ratios among its four
parts of 6:4:2:3. One school of thought is
that the motet's design reflects the
sublime dimensions of the cathedral;
other musicologists believe that it is
based on the Biblical description of the
Temple of Solomon in the sixth book
of / Kings.

Perhaps both sides are right, and
Brunelleschi had Solomon's Temple in
mind when he conceived his cathedral.
We'll never know the answer, and it
really doesn't matter when we have such
a satisfying performance of this exquisite
work, and of the other chants and
motets on the CD. The fifteen voices of
Pomerium meld and bloom with clarity
and warmth in a fine recording taped at a
number of churches in New York City.

Another choir from New York, Lion -
heart, explores profane as well as sacred
musical homages to womankind in a disc
of madrigals and chant from Tudor
England catchily titled My Fayre Ladye.
There is scarcely any difference between
the idealized portrait of the beloved in
the erotic madrigals and the way
worshippers celebrated the perfection

of the Virgin Mary.
Some of the chants
included here, from a
collection published in
Paris in 1502, take their
texts from the sensuous
Song of Songs and
address the Virgin quite
explicitly as a lover.
Not many of us were
taught hymns with
words like these: "How
beautiful and how fair
you are, dearest, in

delights. You stand like the palm tree,
and your breasts are its clusters."

Some of the madrigals cross the line
of bawdiness. William Cornysh's rollick-
ing ballad "Blow Thy Horn, Hunter"
compares the beloved to a hunted deer;
after the huntsman has tracked her down
and killed her, the song tells us, his "horn
is well unbent, his bolt may fly no more."
The six men of Lionheart, accomplished
veterans of the early -music scene in New
York, sing with a persuasive mixture of
refinement and spirituality, making
subtle distinctions in their interpretations
of the various genres represented. The
recorded sound is clear enough, but too
dry for my taste. - Jamie James

11)) 1.9IC
Tirol SONGS ilf.D.CHANT

OVHEART

DUFAY: The Virgin & the Temple
(Chant and Motets).
Pomerium, Alexander Blachly
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ARCHIV 447
773 (60 min).*****
LIONHEART: My Fayre Ladye
(Tudor Songs and Chant).
Lionheart. NIMBUS 5512 (60 min).** * *

sound, with the soloist front and center but
not obtrusively so. D.H.

MOZART: Serenade No. 10, in B -flat
Major ("Gran Partita," K. 361);
Serenade No. 12, in C Minor (K. 388).
Winds of l'Orchestre des Champs Elysees,
Philippe Herreweghe cond. HARMONIA MUNDI
901570 (70 min).
* * * * *

Mozart used the term "serenade" for
various kind of works, and the three

for wind ensemble to which he affixed that
title in the early 1780s are out-and-out mas-

terworks exploring, among other things, an
emotional range not ordinarily associated
with such offerings. Indeed, the last of them,
the Serenade No. 12, in C Minor. for wind
octet (pairs of oboes, clarinets, horns, and
bassoons), is music of such profundity and
intimacy, of such adventurous experimenta-
tion in form, that it is not at all surprising
that Mozart should have recast it as one of
his string quintets (K. 406), part of the se-
ries in which he reached his greatest heights
in chamber music. But the grand -scaled
Serenade No. 10. in B -flat Major. the so-
called "Gran Partita" for thirteen instru-

ments (two basset horns, a second pair of
horns, and a double -bass added to the basic
wind octet), is the masterwork of the entire
cycle of serenades, not just those for winds.
Its seven expansive movements stand on the
cusp between true chamber music and the
symphony. as it would come to be known in
the Romantic Era that this music so dramat-
ically anticipated.

Philippe Herreweghe fully grasps all the
weighty significance of both these works,
and fortunately he makes no attempt at gra-
tuitous underscoring of it by ignoring the
wit and charm or the virtuoso exploitation
of color that make them so immediately ap-
pealing. The players from the Orchestre des
Champs-Elysées seem to relish their assign-
ment. they are recorded vividly and in im-
peccable balance, and the illuminating an-
notation is on the same level. R.F.

PUCCINI: La Rondine; Morire?;
Le Villi (excerpts).
Angela Oheorghiu (Magda). Roberto Alagna
(Ruggero), others: London Voices: London
Symphony, Antonio Pappano cond. EMI 56338
(two CDs. 121 min).
* * * * *

Although formally a through -composed
opera, La Rondine was originally con-

ceived as an operetta in the Viennese style
- and it shows. A loose series of subplots
provides vehicles for a series of exuberant
love duets, bittersweet ballads, and rousing
choral scenes. The opera's first big number,
the aria "Chi it hel sogno di Doretta," is one
of Puccini's most inspired flights of melody
and has become a recital staple; Angela
Gheorghiu here turns in a classic perfor-
mance, overflowing with emotion, of this
wistful paean to romantic love.

Her rich, creamy soprano is ideally suit-
ed to the part of the courtesan Magda, and
she is well partnered by tenor Roberto
Alagna. as the naive Ruggero, the country
bumpkin on his first visit to Paris. The third
act is basically one long, rapturous duet be-
tween the two of them, interrupted by a
pretty but irrelevant scene between the poet
Prunier and the maid Lisette, delightfully
sung by William Matteuzi and Inva Mula.

The opera is short, lasting scarcely an
hour and a half, and the disc is filled up
with some fascinating oddities: "Morire?",
a morbid song about death, passionately
sung by Alagna, and some excerpts from
Puccini's first opera, La that give the
orchestra and chorus a chance to shine. The
music is brilliantly scored, and conductor
Antonio Pappano elicits an intensely color-
ful performance from the London Sympho-
ny Orchestra. J.J.

SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto;
Symphony No. 4.
Christophe Coin (cello): Orchestre des Champs
Elysees. Philippe Herreweghe cond.
HARMONIA MUNDI 901598 (56 min).
* * *

Recordings of the Schumann Cello Con-
certo seem to come a dime a dozen

these days, and the same for the Symphony
No. 4. The chief interest of this new record-
ing is the use of a modest -size period -in -
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strument orchestra, comparable to those in
Schumann's day, with the first and second
violins set up left and right, respectively. In-
tense lyricism, with an emphasis on the ru-
minative aspects of the music, characterizes
the interpretation of soloist Christophe Coin

Schumann

Concerto poor eloloncelle

in the concerto. Combined with the lighter
orchestral texture provided by the period in-
struments, that's all to the good from an au-
ral standpoint; I heard none of the occasion-
ally clotted sonorities that can crop up in
the final movement. Score points here for
conductor Philippe Herreweghe and his ex-
cellent body of players.

I have mixed feelings about the sympho-
ny, which is offered here in the 1851 re-
vised version. For me, that score works bet-
ter with the heft afforded by modem instru-
ments. The strings here sound a bit too
bland and the brass and timpani somewhat
too blaring. I'd also like more adrenalin in
the opening movement. The middle move-
ments go well, and the last is just fine.
Good sound all the way. D.H.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake
(1895 version).
Maryinsky I heater Orchestra, Victor Fedotov
cond. JVC/WEA 6500 (two CDs, 135 min).
* * * *

While other recordings of Swan Lake
have been touted as "authentic" ver-

sions, comprising all the music Tchaikov-
sky composed for the first of his great bal-
lets, the point of Victor Fedotov's new one
with the Maryinsky Theater Orchestra is to
give us the music that was performed in the
celebrated Petipalvanov production of Jan-
uary 1895 (more than a year after the com-
poser's death). This means that the numbers
are performed in a sequence somewhat dif-
ferent from the original, that some of them
are split for fragmented repositioning while
others are shortened or dropped, and that
we also get several of Tchaikovsky's little-
known piano pieces as orchestrated for the
1895 production by Riccardo Drigo. The an-
notation with the new set makes the point
that it was this version of Swan Lake, after
all, that took the work off the shelf and
made it one of the most beloved in the dance
repertory.

So, while many listeners may have be-
come familiar and comfortable now with
the original layout of the musical design as
related to the original scenario, more than a
few balletomanes may want something they
can relate more directly to their experience
in the theater - and they are not likely to
find a more attractive souvenir than the one
offered here. Fedotov has been conducting
the orchestra of St. Petersburg's venerable

theater in staged performances of Swan
Lake for some time, and familiarity in this
case has not bred anything remotely related
to contempt. The performance, eminently
danceable from start to finish, never sags; it
has a well -sustained dramatic momentum,
and the level of both ensemble and solo
playing is consistently high. The sound is
not only rich and full but very focused, and
the documentation is for the most part ex-
ceptionally thoughtful and comprehensive.
For music lovers, this is not a replacement
or substitute for the original version, but it's
still a lovely production. R.F.

WAG N 1 R : Die Walkure.
Poul Elming (Siegmund), Alessandra Marc
(Sieglinde), Gabriele Schnaut (Brtinnhilde),
Robert Hale (Wotan). Alfred Muff (Hunding),
Anja Silja (Fricka), others; Cleveland
Orchestra, Christoph von Dohnanyi cond.
LONDON 440 371 (four CDs, 225 min).
*tit*

A(though London's new account of this
most favored opera in Wagner's Ring

cycle falls short of its most recent predeces-
sors, by James Levine (DG) and Bernard
Haitink (EMI), it has many virtues, and
conductor Christoph von Dohnanyi's contri-
bution ranks very high among them. His ap-
proach is closer to Haitink's than to Le -
vine's in emphasizing forward momentum
rather than massive solemnity. Nonethe-
less, the grand moments - the Love Duet
in Act I, the death -prophecy scene in Act II,
and the entire Scene 3 of Act III - come
off with power and majesty, at well-chosen
tempos, and are executed with orchestral
brilliance.

Act I starts off very promisingly with a
winning pair of VWsungs. Alessandra Marc's
Sieglinde is opulent in sound, and she brings
considerable interpretive skill to her crucial
narrative ("Der Manner Sippe"). She rises
triumphantly to Wagner's demands in her
great moment in Act III ("0 hehrstest Wun-
der!"). As Siegmund, Sieglinde's twin broth-
er, Poul Elming is a worthy partner in every
way: a sturdy heroic tenor who sings with a
lyrical legato and combines youthful vigor
with manly dignity.

Robert Hale's Wotan is convincing in his
confrontations with Fricka and, later, Briinn-
hilde. His voice lacks the imposing sonority
required for the ideal Wotan, but he man-
ages the range skillfully and leaves us with
an intelligently conceived image of the trou-
bled god. Gabriele Schnaut's Briinnhilde is
also thoughtfully conceived and, in some
details, well executed. Unfortunately, her
voice wavers on sustained notes. a persis-
tent flaw that compromises her good inten-
tions. Anja Silja brings meaningful de-
clamatory force to Fricka's pronouncements;
there is strength, even grandeur in what she
attempts to do, but those attempts are fre-
quently undone by her limited vocal range
and power. Alfred Muff was not the happi-
est choice for Hunding: a deep bass is need-
ed here, not a bass -baritone, let alone a some-
times unsteady one. The Waltraute (Karin
Goltz) and her seven Valkyrie companions
are good but not outstanding - which also
applies to the entire production. GJ.
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CLASSICAL NII HI(

QUICKFIXES
BACH: Harpsichord Concertos in
D Minor (BWV 1052), F Major (BWV
1057), and D Major (BWV 1054);
Concerto for Flute, Violin, and
Harpsichord in A Minor (BWV 1044).
Rinaldo Alessandrini (harpsichord); Claudio
Rufa (flute); Francesca Vicari (violin);
Concerto Italian, Rinaldo Alessandrini cond.
OPUS 11 1/HARMONIA MUNDI 30-153 (72
min).****
Very dynamic performances of four of
Bach's "coffee house" concertos, includ-
ing a version with solo harpsichord of the
fourth Brandenburg, two transcriptions of

violin concertos, and the curiously hybrid
triple concerto transcribed from earlier
keyboard pieces. Rinaldo Alessandrini has
great flair as a player, and he is a superb
leader of this crack early -instrument group;
the performances ooze energy and style in
the Italian manner. E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas No. 29
("Hammerklavier") and No. 31.
Charles Rosen (piano). MUSICMASTERS
67183 (58 min).* * *
Charles Rosen's recording of Beethoven's
last six sonatas (Sony) has been valued for
more than twenty-five years for the pi-
anist's clear-eyed understanding, ability to
focus on the grand design without neglect-
ing detail, and largely successful quest for
the essence of the music on its own terms.
These virtues are deepened on this vividly
recorded new disc - particularly in the
eloquently communicative realization of
No. 31, though a little more visceral im-
pact might not have been amiss in the
"Hammerklavier." R.F.

BOSTON POPS: American Visions.
Boston Pops, Keith Lockhart cond. RCA
VICTOR 68786 (66 min). * *
Ferde Grad's cornball Mississippi Suite
and Jerome Kern's Mark Twain share com-
pany with John Williams's Hymn to New
England, Howard Hanson's "Maypole
Dances" from Merry Mount, and Harl Mc -
Donald's "Fiesta" from San Juan Cap-
istrano, after which we move up several
pegs to "Buckaroo Holiday" from Cop -
land's Rodeo, Ron Nelson's Savannah Riv-
er Holiday, "Times Square" from Bern -

stein's On the Town, and "Housatonic at
Stockbridge" from Ives's Three Places in
New England. The Bernstein and Nelson
get splendidly alert performances, and jus-
tice is done to the Ives masterpiece. The
ound is bright and clean. D.H.

TING HUANG: Opera Arias.
Ying Huang (soprano); London Symphony,
James Conlon cond. SONY 62687
(68 min). * * *
Star of a recent film version of Madama
Butterfly, pretty young Ying Huang is in
the forefront of promising operatic new-
comers. Although she is from China, she
seems quite at home in this collection of
familiar Italian arias, and her pure clear
voice is especially persuasive in the Pucci-
ni excerpts. William Livingstone

IKON
(A Cappella Liturgical Music).
James Boy, [nail (countertenor): Hoist Singers,
Stephen Layton cond. HYPERION 66928 (79
min). * * * *
Bringing together disparate strands of the
austere liturgical music originating in nor-
thern Europe, this generous, well -recorded
disc concentrates on the Russians, particu-
larly the contemporary Georgy Sviridov
(b. 1915), whose writing is exquisitely ra-
diant and never dull. "The Ikon," one of
four choruses from his Songs of Troubled
Times, elicits a tour de force performance
from countertenor James Bowman. Tchai-
kovsky is represented by a few short works,
and the disc concludes with a fine perfor-
mance of Arvo Part's Magnificat, a long
and rather droopy piece by Henryk Go-
recki, and a glorious little arrangement of
a Bach chorale by the Norwegian compos-
er Knut Nvstedt. JJ.

MURRAY PERAHIA:
Plays Handel and Scarlatti.
Murray Perahia (piano). SOME 62785
(69 min). * * *
Murray Perahia, best known for his solid
performances of Classical and early Ro-
mantic piano music, takes on early eigh-
teenth -century harpsichord literature in a

dashing and pianistic manner. Curiously,
his three Handel suites are characterized
by a lot of elegance and even delicacy, but
his seven Scarlatti sonatas are brilliant, en-
ergetic, and full - exactly the reverse of
the characteristics ascribed to these com-
posers by Handel's biographer Mainwar-
ing (quoted in the lively annotation). E.S.
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EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS

Amplifiers and Preamplifiers
AMC Model 3020 (integrated), Dec. 54
B&K AVPI030 (preamplifier/tuner), Feb. 27
Carver AV -505 (power) and CT -26v

(preamplifier/tuner), Jan. 33
Cinepro Model 3k6 (power), Jun. 40
Harman Kardon PT2500 (preamplifier/tuner),

Aug. 39
Jolida S1-10IA (integrated), Aug. 50
Lexicon DC -I (preamplifier/Dolby Digital

processor). Apr. 31
Marantz Classics Model 7 preamplifier, Model

8B stereo amplifier, and Model 9 mono
amplifier, May 54

Nakamichi CA -I (preamplifier/Dolby Digital
processor), May 41

NAD Model 118 (preamplifier), Nov. 66
Parasound P/PH-I00 (phono preamplifier) and

Zamp (power), Jul. 46

6

CD and DVD Players
California Audio Labs DX -2 (CD), Jul. 39
JVC XV-I000 (DVD), Nov. 86
Philips Magnavox DVD400AT (DVD).

Nov. 86
RCA RC5200P (DVD). Sep. 44
Samsung DVD905 (DVD), Nov. 86
Sony CDP-CX270 (changer), Sep. 82; DVP-

S3000 (DVD). Nov. 53
Toshiba SD -3006 (DVD), Jul. 34

Receivers
Aiwa AV -X500 (receiver/VCR), Mar. 48
Kenwood 1080VR (Dolby Digital). Aug. 32
Onkyo TX-DS939 (Dolby Digital/THX),

Oct. 41
Pioneer VSX-O9TX (Dolby Digital/THX),

Dec. 47
Sansui RZ-8150AV, Jun. 34
Sherwood Newcastle R-925 (Dolby Digital).

Dec. 64
Technics SA-AX9 10, Sep. 33

Speaker Systems
Advent Ruby, Jan. 52
Acoustic Research The Edge/S 12 HO (home -

theater), Dec. 70
Bag End Infrasub-I 8 (subwoofer), Feb. 36
Boston Acoustics Micro90 (three-piece).

Feb. 32
Cambridge Sound Works MicroWorks

(computer), Jul. 50
Celestion A1. Aug. 37
Cerwin-Vega HT -S15 (subwoofer), Oct. 50
Definitive Technology ProCinema 100.3

(three-piece) and ProCinema 100.6 (home -
theater). Nov. 62

Energy Audissey A3+2. Mar. 46
Hsu Research TN1225H0 (subwoofer),

Nov. 72
Infinity Compositions Overture I, Mar. 41
Jamo Concert 8, Feb. 40
KEF Q15, Sep. 40
Klipsch Legend KLF 20, Apr. 36
M&K Bookshelf -75, Oct. 46
Martin -Logan Aerius i, May 52
Mirage Omnipolar OM -6, Jun. 38
Monitor Audio MA -301, Aug. 45
MTX PS15 (subwoofer), Mar. 44
NHT VT -1.2 (home -theater), Jun. 46
Optimus PRO LX10, Apr. 45
Paradigm Mini Monitor/PS-1200 (home -

theater), Oct. 60
Parasound Nomad Ten (indoor/outdoor),

Sep. 50
Phase Technology PC -3 (home -theater),

Jan. 56
Polk Audio RT2OP, Jan. 40; RTI000p and

RT1000 system (home -theater), Dec. 60
PSB Century 400i. Jul. 37
Snell Acoustics K.5 (home -theater), Nov. 82
Tannoy Mercury m2, Oct. 54
TDL Electronics NFM I, Jun. 44
Thiel SCS2 Coherent Source, Jul. 44
Velodyne VA -1210 (subwoofer). Jan. 46
Wharfedale Diamond 7.2, May 50

Surround -Sound Processors
Harman Kardon ADP303 (Dolby Digital),

Jan. 60
Lexicon DC -I (Dolby Digital). Apr. 31
Millennium Model 2.4.6 (DTS), Nov. 76
Nakamichi CA -I (Dolby Digital), May 41
Onkyo ED -901 (Dolby Digital). Jan. 60
Pioneer Elite SP -99D (Dolby Digital). Jan. 60
Sony SDP -E800 (Dolby Digital). Nov. 53
Technics SH-AC300 (Dolby Digital), Sep. 33
Virtual Listening Systems Auri (headphone),

Apr. 38

Other Equipment
AKG K290 surround headphones, Sep. 54
AMC DAC8 outboard D/A converter. Mar. 40
Audio Control Bijou Home THX equalizer,

May 44
Blaupunkt CDM 147 Las Vegas car CD

receiver, Apr. 47
Parasound R/EQ-I50 equalizer, Jul. 46
Sony VisionTouch PC Interface, Sep. 82
Virtual Listening Systems Auri headphone

surround processor, Apr. 38

User's Reports
Acoustic Research The Edge/S 12 HO home -

theater speaker system (Pohlmann), Dec. 70
AKG K290 surround headphones (Pohlmann),

Sep. 54
Aiwa AV -X500 A/V receiver and VCR

(Kumin), Mar. 48
Cambridge Sound Works MicroWorks

computer speaker system (Pohlmann),
Jul. 50

JVC F3000 minisystem (Kumin), Jun. 48
Marantz Classics Model 7 preamplifier. Model

8B stereo amplifier, and Model 9 mono
amplifier (Greenberg), May 54

Millennium Model 2.4.6 DTS decoder
(Kumin), Nov. 76

NHT VT -I.2 home -theater speaker system
(Ranada). Jun. 46

Paradigm Mini Monitor/PS-1200 home -theater
speaker system (Ranada). Oct. 60

Parasound P/PH-I00 phono preamplifier,

R/EQ- I50 equalizer, and Zamp mini power
amplifier (Kumin), Jul. 46

Phase Technology PC -3 home -theater speakers
(Ranada), Jan. 56

Snell Acoustics K.5 home -theater speakers
(Ranada), Nov. 82

THE HIGH END (Greenberg)

DVD-Audio: Sound Without Vision, Mar. 104
Dr. Toole's Amazing Phantom Surround -

Sound Tonic, May 112
A Perfectly Flat Loudspeaker, Jun. 100
More Tail Than Sinatra, Jul. 100
A Bridge to the Twenty -First Century,

Aug. 100
Stooge -o -Phonics: Moe Better Stereo, Sep. 116
All the Music That's Fit to Print, Oct. 120
Ich Bin tin Funkaustellunger, Nov. 152
Return of the Son of Digital Cannons, 140

PERIPHERALS

Audio Codec '97 (Pohlmann), Mar. 24
New Technology for PC Audio: MMX. USB,

and Fire Wire (Willcox), Jun. 20
Sound Forge PC Audio Editor (Pohlmann),

Jul. 24
New PC Sound Cards (Pohlmann), Nov. 44

SIGNALS (Pohlmann)

The Fall and Rise (and Fall?) of MiniDisc,
Jan. 20

A Tale of Two CDs, Feb. 22
Plato's Cave, Mar. 28
Unplugged, Apr. 26
Internetaudio.aes.org, May 36
Kenneth and Kenny, Jun. 30
The Holy Grail, Jul. 30
To Whom It May Concern, Aug. 23
Use and Abuse of History, Sep. 26
Procrustes' Bed, Oct. 34
The Next Generation, Nov. 48
Feel the Burn, Dec. 44

SYSTEMS

Floating Home (Sabin). Jan. 90
Portland Skyline (Sabin). Mar. 66
The Father of a Sound Invention (Day),

May 66
Memphis Legacy (Fenton), Aug. 72
Musical Theater (Fenton). Oct. 80
New Beginnings (Fenton), Dec. 96

TECHNICAL TALK (Hirsch)

Is Home Theater High Fidelity?, Jan. 32
Remember Vacuum Tubes?, Feb. 24
Is Loudspeaker Performance Measurable?,

Mar. 38
Dear Mr. Hirsch, Apr. 29
In Memoriam: Saul B. Marantz, Apr. 29
Speaker Power Ratings, May 38
The Shape of Sound, Jun. 32
Audio's Well -Worn Shoes, Jul. 32
Are Things Getting Better?, Sep. 30
Comparing Speakers, Oct. 38
Has Hi -Fi Reached Its Limits?, Nov. 51

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Acoustics - see Listening Room
Amplifiers: Ultra High -End (Greenberg), Jan.

76; also see Comparison Tests
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The Audio Detective (Sabin), Apr. 71
A/V Furniture (Day), Mar. 69
Bias - see Can You Trust Your Ears?
Can You Trust Your Ears? (Nousaine), Aug. 53
Car Stereo: New for the Road (Palenchar),

May 75; Autosound Preview 98 (Palenchar),
Nov. 104

CD Players, How We Evaluate (Ranada),
Jul. 63

CD Storage (Day), Jan. 86
CES Showstoppers (Ankosko), Apr. 51
Comparison Tests: Dolby Digital Processors

(Kumin), Jan. 61; Subwoofers (Nousaine),
Apr. 56; Five -Channel Power Amplifiers
(Kumin), Jul. 52; Super Remote Controls
(Kumin), Aug. 56; Home -Theater Speaker
Systems (Greenberg), Sep. 74; Dolby
Digital Receivers (Kumin), Oct. 64; DVD
Players (Kumin), Nov. 86

Convergence Closeup: Sony VisionTouch PC
Interface and 200 -Disc CD Changer
(Pohlmann), Sep. 82

Copycats (Korman), Nov. 117
Dealer's Choice: Music and Home -Theater

Systems for Three Budgets (Day), Jun. 51
Detective - see Audio Detective
Digital Radio - see Future of Radio
Digital Surround Processors - see

Comparison Tests
Divx: Pay -Per -View DVD (Brockhouse),

Dec. 36
Dolby S - see Format Fisticuffs
DVD: First Look at DVD (Ranada), May 68;

What's on DVD Video (Fitzpatrick), May
72; How to Buy a DVD Player (Ranada),
Aug. 62; Three New DVD Players (Kumin),
Nov. 86; Top 10 DVDs (Bennett), Dec. 83;
also see Divx

Equipment Buying Guide, Feb. 57
Fix It! (Fenton), Oct. 73
Format Fisticuffs: MiniDisc vs. Dolby S

(Pohlmann), Mar. 59
Furniture - see A/V Furniture
The Future of Radio (Masters/Warren), Oct. 83
Gifts for the Holidays (Warren), Dec. 88
HDTV - see Technology Update
Home Theater: Budgeting for a New System

(Kumin) Feb. 48; Center Speakers (Kumin),
Apr. 62; Home Theater Quiz (Holman), Jun.
70; also see Comparison Tests, Dealer's
Choice, DVD, Receivers

Kidproofing (Brockhouse), Nov. 113
Listening Bias - see Can You Trust
Listening Room Acoustics (Toole), Jun. 60
MiniDisc - see Format Fisticuffs
Minispeakers (Kumin), Dec. 76
PC Interface - see Convergence Closeup
Piracy - see Copycats
Radio Data System (RDS) - see Technology

Update
Receivers, A/V (Kumin), May 60
Recording - see Copycats, Format Fisticuffs,

VCRs
Remote Controls - see Comparison Tests
Repair - see Fix It!
Rodrigues Cartoon Caption Contest, Jan. 28,

Jul. 22
Showstoppers - see CES
Speakers: Sub/Sat Speaker Systems (Warren),

Jan. 69; Shopping for Speakers (Kumin),
Mar. 52; Center -Channel Speakers (Kumin),
Apr. 62: Speakers Inside and Out (Foster),
Sep. 60: Minispeakers, (Kumin), Dec. 76;
also see Comparison Tests, Subwoofers

Stormproofing Your System (Warren), Jul. 58
Subwoofers: What's New in Subwoofers?

(Masters), Aug. 67; How Big Is Big
Enough? (Nousaine), Sep. 69; also see
Comparison Tests

Technology Update: HDTV Gets Closer
(Barry), Apr. 18; What's the Story on RDS?
(Warren), Aug. 28; Divx, Pay -Per -View
DVD (Brockhouse), Dec. 36

Testing Testing - see CD Players
Turntables Revisited (Kumin), Jun. 63
VCRs, Hi-Fi (Barry), Nov. 99

BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

Popular
Allan, Gary: Used Heart for Sale, Feb. 130
Anderson, Clifton: Landmarks, Apr. 75
Belew, Adrian: Op Zop Too Wah, Mar. 76
Ben Folds Five: Whatever and Ever Amen,

Jul. 71
Berg, Matraca: Sunday Morning to Saturday

Night, Nov. 122
Black, Mary: Shine, May 87
Blues Traveler: Straight On Till Morning,

Sep. 91
Coleman, Omette: Sound Museum - Hidden

Man and Three Women, Jan. 94
Colvin, Shawn: A Few Small Repairs, Jan. 93
Dylan, Bob: Time Out of Mind, Dec. 106
Eitzel, Mark: West, Jun. 74
5 Chinese Brothers: Let's Kill Saturday Night,

Jul. 72
Hart, Antonio: Here I Stand, Aug. 75
Hiatt, John: Little Head, Aug. 76
Holsapple, Peter: Out of My Way, Apr. 76
Keating, Matt: Killjoy, May 88
Oasis: Be Here Now, Nov. 121
Phish: Billy Breathes, Feb. 129
Radiohead: OK Computer, Oct. 91
Rolling Stones: Bridges to Babylon, Dec. 105
Sobule, Jill: Happy Town, Jun. 73
Trynin, Jen: Gun Shy Trigger Happy, Oct. 92
Varttina: Kokko, Mar. 75
White, Joy Lynn: The Lucky Few, Sep. 92

Classical
Beethoven: Fidelio, Jan. 96; Piano Pieces, Apr.

76; Piano Sonatas Nos. 1, 9, 16, 21, 30, and
32, May 88; Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 2,
Aug. 76; Symphony No. 3 ("Eroica") and
Coriolan Overture, Sep. 93; Piano
Concertos Nos. 2 and 5, Dec. 105

Berlioz: Harold in Italy and Tristia, Feb. 131
Chopin: Nocturnes (complete), Jun. 73
Kancheli: Midday Prayers, Canis Mere, Night

Prayers, Aug. 77
Lecuona: Complete Piano Music, Vol. 3,

Feb. 130
Mahler: Symphony No. 9, Jul. 73; Das

Klagende Lied, Oct. 92
Mozart: Piano Concertos Nos. 18 and 20, Mar.

76; Idomeneo, May 87; Requiem and Kyrie
(K. 341), Jul. 72; Opera Arias, Dec. 106

Schoenberg: Verkldrte Nacht and String
Quartet No. 2, Oct. 93

Schubert: String Quartet No. 15 and Notturno,
Sep. 91; Marches Militaires, Variations (D.
813), "Grand Duo" Sonata, Nov. 121

Strauss, R.: Four Last Songs, Five Orchestral
Songs, Der Rosenkavalier Suite, Jan. 94

Stravinsky: The Firebird, Variations for
Orchestra, Concerto for Strings, other
works, Nov. 124

Swenson, Ruth Ann: i carry your heart,
Jun. 74

Terfel, Bryn: Something Wonderful -Songs

9

and Scenes from Broadway Musicals by
Rodgers & Hammerstein, Mar. 75

Von Otter, Anne Sofie: La Bonne Chanson,
Apr. 75

MUSIC FEATURES

Backbcat: Iris DeMent (Nash), Mar. 88; Cheap
Trick (Milano), Jul. 84; Dar Williams
(Nash), Oct. 106

Brahms, Hundred Years After (Freed), Jul. 68
CD Box Sets (Richardson/Ripps), Dec. 99
Center Stage: Maxim Vengerov (Schwarz),

Mar. 98; Emerson Quartet (Schwarz),
Sep. 110

Disgraceland, Feb. 46
Elvis: Why the King Still Matters (Nash),

Sep. 86
Fleming, Renee (James), Oct. 87
Jazz and Ragtime on CD-ROM (Albertson),

Jun. 67
Record of the Year Awards, Feb. 43
Schubert: A Bicentennial Tribute

(Livingstone), May 81
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THE MAGAZINE',BOUT
LIFE IF. TWENTIES

A.

If the attached card
is missing, send your
request to SWING.
PO Box 7413, Rec
Oak, IA 51591-
0413 or call 1/800-
456-0149 ext.
HAB1. Allow 4-6
weeks for delivery
of the first issue. In
Canada, prepay it
US funds for
$19.97; other for-
eign orders cost
$23.97 prepaid
in US funds.

TIFF MA:ANINE AllIOUT LIFE IN YOUR TIM

JHE COO,EST
FESTIALS

LT LEGAL
.POT FARM ""

41111L11 A SITTER
" WES SITE

ouSURVIVAL:11E1R,

Then you can't miss SWING, the
bold new magazine that celebrates
the achievements, salutes the drive,
and fuels the fire of your generation.

SWING is for people like you who are
busting at the seams with dreams,

idea;, aspirations, and a life in
full !wing. SWING is a general
interest magazine about issues
and personalities which define

:
this generation -- with articles that

not only entertain and amuse, but
motivate and inspire you, like:

Where to live - The 10 best
places for twenty somethings

Who to watch - "30 under
30" in business, entertainment,
technology, politics, sports, the arts

Where to go - The world's
10 beat meeting places

What to do - 100 things
to do before you turn 30

What to buy - Timely and
reliabl3 reviews of new products,
books, movies, and music

How to enjoy it more -

Sex, relationships, marriage, jobs

SWING... the only magazine written by, for,
anc about people in their 20s. Just fill out the
attached postage -paid card, and we'll take care of
the rest. If you're deligrted with SWING, you'll
receive 9 more issues 10 total - 1 year) for just
$9.97. You save over 56% off the newstand cost of
$29.50! (If you find that SWING doesn't measure up,
simply write 'cancel' of your bill and owe nothing.
The free issue is yours to keep with our compliments.)

SWING v i get more out of your career, your relationships,
your leisure time, and your future. Send for your free issue now!
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For advertising information call 1-800-445-606i
or fax 1-212-767-5624

CD/VHS F1.59....,,A.55,F
ran

-.11!

$11 995
(HOLIDAY SALE!)

. Furniture Duality
Oak Construction
Fully Adjustable
Shelves
Hand Rubbed
Danish Oil Finish
Immediate Delivery
in Oak or Black

. Free Color Photos
wo °nog a corr.o,o

0aucts .0 1014 .00,JO Day Unconadlona, COW 2502008 um/ & muchovlaney Sack Guarant.0 moo, 008 ono 010Ck

1-800-878-7458
,rat nter0r08, 14040 Mood Si . k 00040001 CO 80504

The Shelving Shaped
ByYour Needs.
Archetype System® features modular
elements that you combine and, as needs
change, reconfigure. Shelves are rigid, neo-
prene isolators damp vibration, and solid
steel threaded support posts provide infinite
vertical adjustability. Options include
acoustic mounting spikes, large -capacity
drawer, bookends and section -bridging
shelves. In solid hardwood or fiberboard.
Call or fax for our free color brochure.

Salamander Designs Ltd.
800.201.6533 Fax: 860.313.0526
Visit our web site: www.mander.con'
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Imagine 270 CDs in one drawer.
Then, imagine modular media cabinetry. ------

Now, let your imagination run wild...

Air :RIP

+ Please call to receive a catalog on 4
storage cabinets you can't outgrow.

_1_411rZlillw 800-387-9790 4011P--r
Fax: 905-475-1154 www.can-am.ca

C A N in

e !Ma
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e
VISA

Stores

The Cube 306 CD's
or any combination

by Lorentz Design of CD's. CD-ROM.VHS. Cassettes. etc

 Featuring our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM. no slob..
no plastic molds. no wasted space  Full -extension drawer

slides  Front high quality oak veneers and hands% 00(1
 23- H s 19 3 W z 17 '4" D  Fully assembled  Stack:ibis, 

ce" 800-933-0403
to order or for a free, color brochure detailing

all our disc, tape & component storage CUBES.

LDI, Inc.  P.O. Box 277  Lanesboro, MN 55949
Fax: 507-467-2468  Or e-mail us your

brochure request at lorentz @ polaristel.net

Copies of articles from this
publication are now available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

UM I
800-521-0600 toll-lree
313.761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
80t-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

Component Storage

+ Quick, no tool assembly
+ Solid steel support system.
-I- 15 standard models.
+ Custom units available.
+ Flexible shelf spacing.
+ Solid oak, walnut, cherry

or black MDF shelves.

46

otormat ion kit today!

soRice PO Box 747-71
Nutley, NJ 07110

Call: 800-432-8005 Fax: 201-667-8688
e-mail: soriceav@aolcom



RECORDS AUTHORIZED
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"Well even design a piece to your exact

specifications!" Our CUSTOM design department

is fast and affordable. We also offer over

100 stock designs of unequaled quality.

PR01000 Holds 1000 CDs

SODS Comprnent Center

2300 Audio Rack

PR034 :,..,laTidte lad
The Wave ID Storage

sfcckrng dealer and

!,:ssse trs,gh CV neer catalog

The Atkult.itrouDtuster

Now only ;19.95

Call us today for your local dealer and a cm

of our detailed Newsletter with product photos
11,0  P .61 iriIIN

4147-A Transport St.  Ventura, CA 93003

805/644-2185
fax: 805/644-1434 1 -mail: billy@billybags con:

http://www.billybags  c orn

SHOP US
LAST

FACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALERS

HOME THEATER
CAR STEREO

SINCE 1979

ADS  ALPINE  ATLANTIC TECH 
BOSE  CARVER  DENON  INFINITY

KENWOOD  NAKAMICHI
ONKYO  SONANCE  SONY ES

VELODYNE  YAMAHA'
and many we can't print)

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344

Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Coll 1-800-445-6066. 9am-5pm EST

NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product.
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes. fockets,
sleeves, etc. CABCO-663, BOX 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201.
(614) 267-8468. JProtol4A01.corn

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts --Expert Consultations, Al Maid
Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including Old/
Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.

AUTHORIZED

Authorized Dealer For:

 AND)

'ads

AMC

 APATUAE

tLEATETECINCLOGI

 AUDNOCONTROL

 CARVER

 CLESPON

 CWD FURNITURE

 GRADO LABS

HARMAN KARDON

 LIAMO

KEF

 LEXICON

 MONSTER CABLE

 NOD

 VAAMICH

NABS AUDIO

 NIFTY GRITTY

 OMNIMOUNT

 ONKYO

PANAMA

KY AUDIO

 Prok

 PSB SPEAKERS

 SANUS FURNITURE

 SUNFIRE

 SONY ES

 SOUND ANCHORS

 TARGET STANDS

THORENS

 VELODYNE

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette. WI 54143  (715) 735-9002

1.800.826.0520

OUR 22ND YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826 0520 *
NAD * SONY EE * ONKYO * CARVEF * KEF *
HARMAN KARDON * LEXICON * ADCDM * NA-
KAMICHI * AMC * POLK AUDIO * SJNFIRE *
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * PROAC * TARGET *
VELODYNE * F'SB * PANAMAX * MONSTER
CABLE * JAMO * GRADO * AUDIOCONTROL *
a/d/s * THORENS * SANUS SYSTEMS * NILES
AUDIO * OMNIMOUNT * SOUNDSTREAM *
ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SOUND SELLER, BO)
224, 2808 JAHILL, MARINETTE, WI
54143-0224.

 AACSIMUIA/ sue s

/111

ithicast

*CILDBASOIAXI

INIO SLUMS

'CAMS

the
Happy

Medium

it.ORECCAISS

CISS

SCIODS1

CUST:11.411,LATCS

,CuE IIILATES

 ACCUSCRIS

www.HappyMedium.com

 ADS
 AMC
 ATLANTIC TECINOLOGY
 BANG & OLUFSEN

 CARVER

 CELESTION
 GRADO

 HARMAN KARDON

 JVC
 KEF
 LEXICON

 MONSTER CAELE

 HAD
 NAKAMICHI
 NILES AUDIO
 ONKYO
 PANAMAX
 POLK AUDIO

 PSB SPEAKERS

 SANUS SYSTEMS

 SUNFIRE
 SONY ES
 TARGET

 THORENS

430 Stale Street  Madison WI 53703  FAX1160112i5-1525

1-800-906 HI -Fl (4434)

SAVE 40% 0I HIGH -END home speakers,
subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG!
RTRD,3023 E. Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL
62702. 1-800-283-4644.

"POWER TO THE PEOPLE". UMBRA 1203-200W 1-80D-536-3691.
MENSCUSAUD'O GROUP. 4669 S. Division Ave.. Wyoming. MI
49548. meniscuseiserv. net

Straight Talk...for 38 Years

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of. Audio/Video and Car

Stereo, only a few stores in America can
make this statement and virtually
all of us arc located in college

towns adjacent to
hi -tech Universities.

-University of Kansas -

Actin.
Adcorn

Alon
Alpine
Aragon Pioneer Elite
Atlantic Tech PS Audio
Audio Control PSB
Audio Techinica Rock Solid

K Santis
Hell'oggetti Sennheiser
"FM W
Cal Audio Lab
Carver
(7elestion
('WI)
Dentin
)unlavy

Forte
Haller
harrrusn/kardon
Infinity Comp
Kindler Kahle
KEF
Klipsch
I.exicon
Magnum-Dyna
Mirage.
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
NAI)
Nf--.A

Nakamichi
Niles Audio
Onkyo
Onkyo Integra
Panama*

*Sharp Vision
Snell
Sonic Frontiers
Sony
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Straight Wire
Tara Labs
Target
Threshold
"Velodyne
VTI....& More

'in store demo
required at

KIEF'S
25th & Iowa St
Lioness. KS NNW

12 Showrooms
ktTWT Inaniflpm
I s iosm (,prn

ht t p://w w vt, .k iefsay.com/

AU111()/V11)E(
9 13-842-181 1

FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING' MIRAGE, PS, KINERGET1CS
NAD, PARASOJND, KEF, AUDIOQUEST, KIMBER, JOLIDA,
STRAIGH1WIRE, CARVER, MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593-B KING
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROUNA 29403. (803)723-7276.

A 17 ELECTRONICS
NOME THEATER  OVO

800-359-8200
AUTHORIZED DEALER

FOR EVERY COMPONENT SOLD!

1585 ROUTE 46 EAST , LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424
TEL: 973 256-1 122 - FAX: 973 256-5388

wwvv.avielectronics.ccim



BLANK TAPES LOUDSPEAKERS FOR SALE

OPEN REEL TAPE-NEW & USED, AS LOW AS $2.95 EACH. FREE
CATALOG. AUDIO TAPES, BOX 9584-M, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304
(703)370-5555.

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800 245-6000
We'll r,-TI C.;  NEE CA'

i99
LA' ' . 8 99
T 1200 1 69
L75013THG 449
ST.160 799
MDW-74 5.99
"D9(DVC6'J .0 99

MANIA.
XLII-90 1 59
XL11-5 90 1 99
T 120 FIGX 249
ST 120 699
DAT-124 PRC 7 99
UD35.90 8 99
UR 9C '9

TOE
CDR.74
590
5090 I 49
SAX 90 1 99
SAX100 249
7120 ENG 249

120 6 49

FUJI
'120 6 49

120 S 99
DR 690 69
JVCST120 599
XEII-30 rrsc 99
CDRXD74 699
CDR.( 74 2 49

TAPE WORLD no swan maitre, woe FAX NOM A=
USER 500 DIFFRI4IIT SAVE DAV SHIOFING 1.14 8-5

WANTED TO BUY

D TUBE HI Fl. CORNER/HORr.
,,yontz. Leak Quad. McIntosh,

Tannoy ETC Sonny (405)737-3312 Fax 3355

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE (215) 886-1650 Ext. SR. Since
1984 The Stereo Trading Outlet. 320 Old York Rood.
Jenkintown. PA 19046 WEB SITE Catalog www tsto corn

LP's& CD's. BOUGHT& SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz, Audiophile,
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulone St., Princeton,
NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881. http://www.prex.com

McIntosh and Marontz tube type Hi-Fi; and old JBL. Altec,
Tannoy, EV Patncian and Western Electric speakers David
1-800-356-4434.

LASER VIDEO

WIDE SCREEN
MOVIESonLASERDISC

800-893-0390 215-721-8688
LASERTOWN VIDEO DISCS

50 SCHOOL HOUSE RD www.: laserdisc.com
KULPSVILLE, PA 19443 FREE CATALOG

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE Nationwide link
between unatached music lovers. Wnte CMLE. Box 31, Pel-
ham, NY 10803 (809) 233-CMLS

LOUDSPEAKERS

REPAIR FOAM ROT
YOURSELF!

 Save SSS with original kill
 Kils to lit any speaker-Advent AR JBL.

Bose Infinity. EV. etc
 Surrounds adhesive 8 instructions
 MC/VISA/Discover-no CODs
 Call with make 8 model for best price
 Phone 24 hrs. 704-697-9001

or Toll Free 800-747-3692
PO Box 10813 Flat Rock. NC 28731

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

Read about the famous NEW -FOAM Repair process in 'Stereo Review
June 1996

Standard and Deluxe PIEWROAM Nits

NEW -FOAM
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Worldwide Service Since 1979

BL.

Speaker Repair & Replacement woofers
"I recommend the company highly"

David Adler, Audio Maazine. Februar 1997

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-487-2349
WORLDWIDE SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS,
AND ACCESSORIES. Call us with your speaker
problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC. www.NEW-
FOAM.com

0CV.
CALL TOLL FREE TODAY !

ROTTEN FOAM?
 Simply Speakers - Factory
Authorized Service - Brands
JBL, Bose, Advent. EPI. CV, AR,
W indy .1 More

 Worldwide Service - Reconing
Refoaming.

 Huge selection of IN Foam
Kits - We Ship Daily

 Foam Rot Preventative Krts.

1 -888 -FOAM ROT (1-888-362-6768) SIMPLY SPEAKERS,
11203 49TH STREET N., CLEARWATER, FL 33762. www.sim-
plyspeakers.com. WE CAN SOLVE YOUR SPEAKER PROBLEMS.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!! VISA/MC/DISC/AMEX.

Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory direct
from Ohm Acoustics, 241 Tootle Place, Brooklyn NY 11205
(718) 783-1555; FAX (718) 857-2472; email
OhmSpeokerWAOLcom

New technology Ribbon loudspeakers ideal for both home
theater and pure audio. Factory direct from Newform
Research (705) 835-9(00 www . bonn 1. on co/newform/

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

SINGERS 'REMOVE -
 VOCALS

unlimited, w Cost, Instant Available
Background Music from OrWinal Standard
RecordnAs! Does Everything Karaoke
does... WM./a' and gives you the
Thom_pson Vocal Elirninatcre"
Free Brochure & Demo Tape..
LT Sound Dept SR -15 /
7980 LT Parkway,Lithonia,GA 30"r e
Internet-http:// Itsound.com '
24 How Demo/Into Request Line (770)482-2485-Ext 50
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

Components that
define the

PRESENT

Systems that
anticipate the

Future

lerence
(800) 947 - 4434

(310) 517- 1700 so. cal.
(310) 517-1732 lax

EXPERT ADVICE

COURTEOUS SERVICE
COMPETITIVE PRICES

18214 Dalton Ave.. Dept. SR
Gardena, CA 90248

e-mail: rav20000Naol corn

visit our web site: www.reference-ay.com
AuTHORIZFO DEALER Icy tar finest brands

ADA CITATION MAGNUM DYNALAB SOilANCE

AllANTIE TECH. (0110 MERIDIAN SONY

AUDICEASE 00a MIRAGE SPECTRON

AuDIBLE ILLUSIONS 0011011 R MITSUBISHI STRAIGHTWIRE

AUDIO CONTROL FANFARE RAD TARGET

AUDIO POWER GRADO NESTOROVIC WRENS

AUDICOUEST HARR NILES 118

BAG END HARMAN KARLIN AIM GRITTY TOSHIBA

BALANCED AUDIO INFINITY MAYO IOWAN/1E6D

EROSION 3880 PIONEER ELITE TRIAD

(AL AUDIO LABS ML SYNTHESIS PROAC VON SCHWIIKERI

CARUS OF PSB VP!

CARVER AMBER AARE ROOMTUNE WIREWORLD

CARY LINN SHARP 0(0

CELESTION LUIRON SW . .. and mum

I WHOLESALE CONNECTION I
To order call:1-800-226-2800

www.wholesaleconnection.com

JVC
00662 CALL 0X882 CALL
08992 CALL

TECHNICS
SAADI°. CALL SAAX9I0 CALL
SHAC300 CALL

PIONEER
00049_..CALL VS0506 CALL
OX59 .CALL VSX19606 CALL
0S079 __._.CALL VSX11906 CALL

KENWOOD
10700R CALL 108000 CALL
109000 CALL 0009900 CALL

HARMAN/KARDON
AVM CALL AVR55 CALL
AVR75 CALL AVR85 CALL

00010
1000535.  CALL 1100838 CALL
1000636 CALL TX0S939 CALL

CARVER
HTR880 . CALL A07058 ,, CALL

IMMECEIM=1
PIONEER

POF79 CALL POF906 CALL
90159 CALL POF606 CALL

KENWOOD
1070(0 CALL 106000 CALL

ON10.0
fIXC330 CALL DXC530 CALL

HARMAN/KAROON
FL8300 CALL F18450 CALL

TECHNICS
SLP0887....CALL SLMC400 CALL

SONY
COPCX200...CALL COPCX250 CALLIre==11.
JVC TDV662 CALL

JVC Towne CALL

HARMAN/KAROON DC520......CALL
PIONEER CTVI606 CALL

PIONEER... _CTW616 .CALL

TECHNICS. RSTR575...... __CALL
SONY TCVIE605 .CALL

SONY

ONKYO TARW909... ..CALL

PIONEER 00500 CALL

PIONEER 01/1700 CALL

TOSHIBA S02107 CALL

TOSHIBA SD3107 CALL

PANASONIC OVDA100 _CALL

PANASONIC 000A300 CALL

PIONEER LASER CLD0406 ....CALL

PIONEER LASER. CL059 CALL

IMMEE110==
JVC

GRAMM CALL GRAX920 CALL
GROW41 CALL

PANASONIC
PVL857 CALL PVL657 CALL
P000710 CALL

CANON
ES400 ES6000 ..CALL
OPTURA.....CALL

Portable Co's
SONY

D368 _CALL 0465. CALL
001305 ..CALL OF30701 CALL

KENWOOD
OPC671 CALL DPC971 CALL

PANASONIC
SLS321C CALL SLS651C CALL

AIWA
NSXA30 CALL NSAA50 CAUL
NSKA72 CALL NSCA92 CALL
NSXMT70 CALL NSIOAT90 GALL
09010 CALL 09030A CALL
XRMT100 .CALL 181127 CALL

901000
JVC

CALL 957000 CALL
E0105 CALL EXTOL CALL
MAD751 CALL

PANASONIC
SCAK20 CALL SCAK90 CALL

rIaL11,1 Nome NI

MIBM7MLITTIMEMI
Partabla a HAMM Call1.1=11=

JBL
111.5610 CALL 11LS810 CALL
HLS7120 CALL ESC550 CALL
SCS115 CALL SCS120 CALL

INFINITY
RS2000 1 CALL 0065 CALL
RS2000 2 CALL 0085 CALL
852000 3 CALL SMI05 CALL
RS2000 4 CALL 014115 CALL
952000 5 CALL 50125 CALL
RS2000 6 CALL SM155 CALL
MiNuETTE CALL OUTRIGGER CALL

BIC

0504 CALL 05201 CALL
0604 CALL V6201 CALL
V802 CALL ADATTO CALL

BOSE
201 CALL 15100 CALL
301 CALL WON CALL

Powered Subwoofers
INFINITY 1101 CALL
INFINITY BU2 CALL
BIC V100011 CALL
BIC 012000 CALL
MCA. PS11 CALL
MTk PS15 CALL

SONY SAW101 CALL
AIWA TSW40 CALL
AIWA TSW50 CALL

4.11113=1=0
INFINITY VIDE01 CALL
INFINITY 5001000 CALL

BIC V52CLR. CALL

BIC V62CLA CALL

811=13:11822!!1
PIONEER

KEHF414 CALL 0E058 CALL
REHPSIS CALL 0E1468 CALL
MEHPR18 CALL 0E0590H CALL
C01911519 CALL DEHP85 CALL
COXFM1227CALL DE HP115 CALL
DAP5000 CALL COXP626S. CALL

PANASONIC
CODPG550 CALL C00PXR5 CALL

SONY
RFIC450 CALL CO/WACO...CALL
MRC550 CALL COACH° CALL
CDX505RF CALL MOAC670 CALL
CDX705 CALL

JVC
MSRT420 CALL A065720
0591520 CALL 4065920 ...CALL
K0008899 CALL ADIAK88 ....CALL

4fHW000
KRC703 CALL KOC6005 CALL
KFIC903 CALL KOC7005....CALL
KOCC604 CALL KOCB005 CALL

=1:1=11:2:1=1M
BEL

9451 CALL 850511 CALL
85551I CALL

WHISTLER
156586 CALL 157510 CALL

UNIOEN
LR06499 CALL LF11)6599 CALL
L902200 . CALLIEE272=3,

SONY
SPF40910 CALL SPeM920 CALL
SPTI5960 CALL

PANASONIC
KATCC902 CALL KATCC912 CALL
KITCC942 CALL
KATCS970 CALL KITTCM940 CALL

TOSHIBA
910986 CALL 118006 CALL

Call for Brands & Models Not Listed
24 HR. Fax (516)564-9593 P0's Welcome
We accut MC Vise, Amex Discover & COD We ship FEDEX
WHOLtsAlt CONNECTION 361 Charles St. West Hempstead. NY 11552

* * * AUDIO/VIDEO DEALS. www.leshoppe.com * * *

WALKMANS AM/FM radio. stereo cassette player with head-
phone & Bass Boost system 512.75 ea includes shipping &
U S A warranty 1-888-718-9123, Visa/MC M -Th
8 300m-6 30Pm. Fr 8 30am-12 03pm, Su 10 00am-5 30pm ES'

r
AUDIO XpressVISUAL

800-419-2323
Audio Home Video
Receivers Speakers DVD
CD Players Siibwooters DSS
Mini Disc Center Channels VCR
Tape Decks Car Stereo Camcorders
Dat Recorders Car Amplifiers TV's
Mini Systems Radar Detectors Laser Discs

7

All Brands from A to 7. and Nlore
Audio Xpresso3c5ra,11_:ivciresonNEVi1lFg

We accept MC. Visa. Amer. Discover & COO 1-800-419-2323
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SPEAKERS & SUBS At DIO COMPONENTS

VIDEOIOV
EQ1 !NEW

How DIM PACKWES
Acoustic Research
Atlantic Technology

Bose. Canon
harmon/kardon

Jamo. JBL.
JVC. Kenwood.

Monster Cable. NAD
Sony. Toshiba. Infinity

and much more"

or call us for door 10 door delivery

800-226-6784
http://www.videoplusaudio.com

email: DTLVPA aol.com

AUDIO VIDEO CENTER

The Best Audio & Video Equipment
From All Major Manufacturers

DENON  NAKAMACHI° NAD

ONKYO  SONY ES BOSE

YAMAHA  CARVER  POLK

A.R.  PSB  JBL INFINITY

AND MORE!

Specialists In Home Theatre
Systems & High -End Audio

49(1 Scomd Street Pike, Southampton, M 18966

FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, and THE LOWEST PRICES!

HOME THEATER SPc(i %IASI'S

American Buyer's Club International

1-800-354-1324
130 Highway 33  Englishtown, NJ 07726

THX - AC -3 Consultants
For info & customer

service call
732-780-6600

Fax orders
732-294-7480
VISIT OUR WESSITE

WWW.STERECIABC.COM

YAMAHA
RX-V992 AC -3 749

RX-V2092 CALL
HARMAN/KARDON

AVR85 CALL
AVR25 MK II 439

DENON
AVR2600 CALL
AVR 3200 AC -3

AVR 5600 .THX
PIONEER

VSX-D906 899
VSX-D606 CALL

1-032161
CINEPRO

3K6 CALL
NAD

2I6THX AMP

PARASOUND
P/SP-I000 PRO -LOGIC
HCA 1206 AMP

ADCOM
GTP 600 PRE AMP

GFA7000 AMP

KEF
Q70 , CALL
MODEL THREE CALL

PSB
STRATUS GOLD CALL
STRATUS MINI .NEW

WHARFDALE
DIAMOND 7.2 CALL

ATLANTIC
TECHNOLOGY

350 I THX
250.1 AC3

BOSE
AM 10 ..NEW LOW PRICE
AM 7 II .LOWEST PRICE

AUDES
GOLD025 ..TOWER .1799

KRIX
EQUINOX ..Award Winner
APEX ..... ....TOWER

KLIPSCH
KLF20 CALL

TC SHIBA
SD3107 CALL

PIONEER
DVL700 DVD/LD/CD

SONY
DVP-S5000 ...CALL

YAMAHA
DVDI000 AC -3

PANASONIC
DVD-A300 AC -3

DENON
DVD-2000 ....CALL

LOWEST PRICES!
VELODYNE FSR-12

M&K MX -I25
KLIPSCH . K5W-200
YAMAHA YSTSWI50 299

BIC 1200R

AUDES SW 101

DYNACO
CDV-2 . TOP RATED

DENON
DCM460 .339

NAKAMICHI
ALL MODELS CALL

YAMAHA
CDC665 239

r-11131EMIEIZI330111

HITACHI AUTHORIZED
TOSHIBA DEALER

SONY CALL
MITSUBISHI CALL

DOSE
dyNaco

Q. PIONEET1

SONY
YAMAHA

Velodyne

MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
YEAR WARRANTIES' AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS

An products are nett USA morchandse "were.] by the rnannlacturers warranty or
ABC's e.iciinr.e halted warranty. MEMBER OF THE BETTE, BUSINESS BUREAU

VISA

M.S10.11Sun11-7est

1000511/MAIS

1234 ShertnreAvi

2nd Floor

Phiadelphis PA 19-11

Our Name Says II All

PopOlots
pRE.Alos

AttNt0
dts Ikv

Projection TVs Speak° ail`

INTERCONNECTS
CD

1)6,,
And So Much More.::
email HiFi4Less@aol.com

HOME THEATER

INTERNET SHOPPING! All Brands Electronics, Inc. 20 page
Electronic Catalog- http://ynvw.AVPITS.com/AWARAPDS or
call TOLL FREE 1-888-312-7283. Check our Monthly Special&

LCD VIDEO PROJECTORS - GIANT 5' - 25' ULTRA -BRIGHT HIGH
RESOLUTION PICTURES!" SEAMLESS SCREENS TO 25' II " DEPIX-
ELATION PROCESSORS'', UNBEATABLE PRICES!!! FREE CATA-
LOG!!! POLI-VISION (717) 489-3292

CABLE TV

CABLE TV

CABLE T.V.
Converters & Equipment
Lowest prices guaranteed.-

DEALERS s

ELCOM '30 -Day Money Back
Guarantee

11 -year warranty

PLEASE HAVE NAME &
MODEL NUMBER READY..

VISA, MC, C.O.D.
VEGA ELECTRONICS

(800) 888-5585

CALL 1.:800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS &
DESCRAMBLERS. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.
DEALERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/
DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT. WE

WON'T BE UNDERSOLD!!!

PAE
Best Buys

Best Service
Full Warranty

800-220-6510
WHOLESALE PRICING RFTS SILVERS GOLDS WIRELESS AND ALL
CABLE BOXES. MEGA 800-676-6342.

CABLE DEE:RAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. REPLACEMENTS FOR ALL
MAJOR BR.kNDS. BEST PRICES! MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! FREE
CATALOG. ALLSTAR: 1-800-782-7214.



CABLE TV

Increase Your
Vision

with your own
CABLE BOX

1-800-715-6789
Free Catalog  Repair Service

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

13492 Research Blvd  Suite 120-232  Austin, TX 78750

CABLE DESCRAMBLER KIT. Only $14.951 See all premium and
pay -per -view channels. Why pay hundreds more? For more
information, call 1-800-752-1389.

[ Cable (CV
eonvertersIDescramblers i
euy direct from the wholesaler

I We will beat any advertised price I
DEALERS

I wEceomE CrilWa0cliDgrraortneteye
1 - 8 0 0 - 8 4 2 - 9 6 7 0

hWalwww.cdelectronicscomlc
I.d

"FREE BULLET PROTECTOR
WITH EVERY CONVERTER"

CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

_.DESCRAMBLERS

CALL CABLE 1 Year Warranty
VISA -MC -COD

1-800-390-2304
CABLE TV CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Great Price and
Quality Service. Satisfaction Guaranteed. EAGLE ELECTRON-
ICS INC: 1-800-259-1187. Visa/MC/Amex/Disc accepted.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. 30 DAY
TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. ALL NEW EQUIP-
MENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS & C.O.D. CALL
NOW: 1-800-586-9920.
CABLE TV CONVERTERS 8 DESCRAMBLERS. FREE 30 DAY TRIAL
FREE ONE-YEAR WARRANTY, QUALITY EQUIPMENT. VISA/MC/
AMEX/COD. PC ELECTRONICS: 1-800-675-7125.

Crazy Dan's Price War! CABLE BOXES PRICES SO LOW YOU
WON'T BELIEVE ET Dan The Cableman 1-888-429-4359.

CABLE T.V.
Converters & Equipment

WISE PRODUCTS
money hack

1 -year I% arranty

Dealers
Welcome!

1-(800) 434-2269
Visa, MC, Amex, COD

CABLE TV

CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

DESCRAMEILERS
4

Visit us ft
tkaelectronics.com

FOR A FREE CATALOG OR TO ORDER CALL:

800-729-1776
TEST CHIPS FOR ALL CABLE BOXES! From $30 to $40.
Guaranteed Quality. Quantity Discounts. Dealers Welcome.
Call 1ELECHIP 1-800-793-7567.

LINK YOURSELF WITH OUR EXPERIENCE! CABLE

TV DESCRAMBLERS. 30 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE! ALL CREDIT CARDS, C.O.D. CABLE

LINX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1-800-501-0095.

VISA MC AMEX C.O.D.

CABLE Inall
CONVERTERS & EQUIPMENT

30 day money back
guarantee

* Quantity discount
1 -year warranty

* Dealers welcome!
TEKVIEW ELECTRONIC/

(800)739-2253
- Catal6CYWWW.tekVieW.COM

SATELLITE TV

FREE DSS TEST CARD information package. Works with new
system. Write SIGNAL SOLUTIONS, 2711 Buford Rd., Subs 180,
Richmond, VA 23235.

HELP WANTED

LEGACY AUDIO, a leading manufacturer of premium audio
equipment is currently seeking full time technicians, customer
service and salespeople to join our daft Applicants rrust be
knowledgeable in the audio fielci. Must be willing to relocate.
Salary commensurate with experience. Benefits offered. Send
resume to: Legacy Audio, Inc., 3023 E. Sangamon Ave.,
Springfield, IL 62702.
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ON COMPACT DISC

A CRITICAL DISCOGRAPHY

Noted critic Richard Freed's revised and updated choices of the best

current CD's of the most often performed music in the classical or-
chestral repertory. Hundreds of recommended recordings of sym-
phonic works from Bach to Wagner!

To receive your copy of this handy pamphlet, send a self-
addressed business -size (#10) envelope, stamped with 550 postage.
and a check or money order for $3 payable to Stereo Review
(no cash, please), to The Basic Repertory, Stereo Review,
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THE HIGH END
COREY GREENBERG

Return of the
Son of Digital Cannons

Maybe DVD really stands for
Déjà Vu Disc. Fifteen years
ago, I was a hi-fi-crazed
teen hunched over a Tech-

nics SL- 1600 direct -drive turntable, one
of the last and best of the 1970s S-
shaped-tonearm battleship tables, before
the sad days of Duran Duran and P -mount
cartridges. I was trying to set it up to play
Telarc's infamous digitally mastered LP
of Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture with the
torture -track cannon shots that chewed up
lesser phono cartridges like so much
Chex party mix.

Man, what a scam. They even put a
photo of a microscopic view of the can-
non -shot grooves on the cover! I didn't
even like classical music, but I was
hooked. I fed that Technics turntable
every phono cartridge I could get my
hands on (including a wicked -cool ADC
Integra that looked like the nose of a
black Concorde jet) till that proud mo-
ment when I got hold of a Shure V15 and
finally heard those stupid digital cannons
boom through my beloved Cerwin-Vega
thunderboxes without the needle jumping
the wildly undulating groove with a nasty
crack. And then it hit me: / was a teenage
hi-fi geek! I ripped the Telarc disc off my
turntable, threw on Sabbath Vol. 4, and
swore never to sit through a hi-fi demo
disc of the 1812 again.

Fast -forward to today, and what am I
doing? I'm sitting here in my living room
listening to Delos International's DVD
Spectacular (Delos DV 7001 $24.98), a
music -oriented DVD, jointly produced by
Dolby Labs, whose showcase is a wowie-
zowie 5.1 -channel Dolby Digital version
of the 1812! Am I insane? Maybe so. But
let me tell you, this disc is a glimpse of
the audio future - of the DVD-Audio
disc - done right. I've carped in these
pages about the gimmicky production of
some of DTS's remixed 5.1 -channel CDs,
but the two music tracks on this Delos
DVD - Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture.
conducted by Andrew Litton and per-
formed by the Dallas Symphony Orches-
tra, and Richard Rodney Bennet's Barca-
role, performed by pianist Carol Rosen-
berger - are the real deal. Instead of

ping-ponging the instruments around the
speakers, the 5.1 -channel mixes spread
the music across the front three speakers
and present the actual sound of the con-
cert hall in the stereo surround channels.

Look, I'm not a classical -music nut,
and I could've lived without ever hearing
the 18/2 again, but the DVD Spectacular
version is, bar none, the most realistic and
lifelike 5.1 -channel recording I've heard
to date. I wish every recording engineer

The 5.1 -channel

"1812 Overture" on the

Delos DVD demo disc

sounds clean, open, and

free of "AC -3 harshness."

on the planet could listen to this Delos
disc on a good home -theater rig just to
hear how much better multichannel mu-
sic recordings sound when the producer
keeps the music in the front channels and
the recording venue's natural ambience in
the rear surrounds, instead of panning
everything around to all the speakers for
that cheesy "Sound! Sound! All Around!"
effect.

Famed recording engineer John Eargle
has long promoted the idea of multichan-
nel surround sound for music, and he has
been recording his sessions in both stereo
and surround for some time in prepara-
tion for the DVD era. Actually, Eargle
couldn't even wait for DVD - Delos has
released more than a half -dozen classical
music CDs mixed in Dolby Surround for
playback on any home -theater system
with a Dolby Pro Logic decoder. Eargle
and Delos don't feel like waiting for the
DVD-Audio format either, so they're re-
leasing Eargle's surround mixes on DVD-
Video discs, which means that the 5.1 -
channel audio is encoded in Dolby Digi-
tal AC -3, held at its maximum bit rate of
384 kilobytes per second for the best
sound quality.

I've been to Myerson Hall in Dallas
where the 1812 track was recorded, and
this recording brought me closer to the
sensation of actually being there than any
of the two -channel stereo CD recordings
I've heard that were made in the same
hall, Eargle's included. And I hold this
disc up to any critic of Dolby Digital who
claims that it's not nearly good enough
for music recordings. Of course, I'm still
holding out for uncompressed 24 -bit PCM
digital audio on DVD-Audio, because I
think it will sound better than AC -3. But
let me tell you something, the 5.1 -channel
music recordings on this Delos disc
sound amazing. They're clean, open, and
free of the so-called "harshness" that un-
informed critics of AC -3 attribute to the
format. This AC -3 -encoded source mater-
ial is so pristine and well recorded by
John Eargle that you may be just as sur-
prised at what you don't hear as at what
you do.

But the real star of the show is Eargle's
5.1 -channel mix of the 1812. When he re-
corded the Dallas Symphony Orchestra at
Myerson Hall, Eargle used twelve micro-
phones in a combination of stereo and
close-miking techniques to capture, as ac-
curately as possible, the sound of the mu-
sicians onstage and the ambient swell of
the concert hall. A pair of Sanken CU -41
cardioid microphones, crossed in the clas-
sic ORTF stereo -pickup pattern, were
used as the main mike pair located near
the front of the stage, flanked by a pair
of Sennheiser MKH-20 omnidirectional
mikes on either side. A pair of ORTF-
crossed Neumann KM -140s were posi-
tioned closer in on the stage to pick up
the woodwinds, while a pair of widely
spaced Neumann KM -130 omnidirection-
al mikes were used for the chorus at the
back of the stage. The tympani and basses
were miked with a single KM -I40 apiece,
and a pair of these mikes were placed in
the rear left and right corners of the con-
cert hall, pointing away from the stage, to
isolate and capture the rich, sonorous am-
bience. It's the stereo ambience feed from
these KM -140s that you hear in the rear
channels of DVD Spectacular's 5.1 -chan-
nel recording of the 1812 Overture.

Besides the two music recordings,
DVD Spectacular is chockful of other
treats, like a full complement of audio
and video test tracks to help you set up
your home theater and a slew of Dolby
Digital theater trailers to rock your living
room just like they do at the movies. All
in all, it's a hell of a lot of fun for just 25
clams, and a mouth-watering taste of the
kind of spatial realism we can expect to
hear from recorded music once DVD-Au-
dio arrives in the flesh.

You can purchase DVD Spectacular at
any store that carries Delos CDs, or you
can order the disc directly from Delos at
800-364-0645, or on the World Wide Web
at www.delosmus.com.
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The horse, the automobi e. The typewriter, the computer. The cassette tape,
the Digital Recordable M niDisc. Record mus c on your home deck and play it
back anywhere. Just like tape. Digital sound and instant access to any song. Just
like a CD. Reco-d or mix up to 74 minutes from your CDs. All on one 2.5 -inch
MiniDisc. Then take it arywhere you go, and Dlay it back on your car deck or
portable player. Now that's progress.
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A Revelation In
High -End Sound!

"I was floored by the Paradigm Active/20

...this is hands down the best sounding

two-way 6-incher I've heard at any
price...highly recommended!"

"this particular system is...ten leaps
forward in terms of performance
...destined to become a legend."

Aath1(504.1t  Aain#430-C

Nolbainc, I idcu Magazine

Paradigm Reference fully powered speakers are

highly advanced Integrated Active Systems
designed to deliver breathtaking high -end so Ind!

At the heart of these incredible speakers an highly

sophisticated electronic crossover/amplifier:. These

are matched to high precision drive units in a closed

system that utilizes both active frequency and phase

optimization. The result is unprecedented spectral

and phase coherent accuracy.

el
AtaftIO Aale145014DP

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized
Paradigm Reference Dealer and experience tnese
stunning Reference Active speaker systems for yoursete

PARADIGM' REFERENCE

1/1.1141ArE IN 1.011 -END PERFORMANCE FOR MUSIC AND NOW NEATER'.

For mere 101goolanen 'Mot 'redrew Parakgm114,00,10.1t, et Imre
AndinAirronn AIM Ben 2410. Nongnrn F411.. NI. 14101 190510.12-1180

Paradorn. 101 11anion Rd. %manage. ON 141 .11I 19051050-2489

II Paradigm Flretrariiri hi,. Ragan Corp.

ernskparaliva.ro
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